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PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS
VOLUME II

CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM OF DISTRIBUTION

§ 1. The word distribution is used by economists for
three different purposes, each having a distinct mean-
ing. In the first place we may mean by it the distribution
of goods over territory, such as is effected in the course
of marketing them. As we have seen already, this work
of merchants is important, and in a very real sense
indicates an act of production, of creating values, al-
though ordinarily we associate production with the
manufacture of tangible articles or with agriculture
and mining. To distribute goods here means to bring
them to the proper place. They must be shipped from
point to point. They must be put into the hands of
people scattered over possibly millions of square miles,
so that distribution is equivalent to scattering. We con-
trast, as it were, a spreading out of things with their
concentration at a particular point. This is one idea
of distribution with which we meet, and most people
would probably mention this first.

In the second place we may indicate by the word
distribution that events do not happen evenly over a
course of time, or that the number of instances in one
class of events is more or less than that for another
class. In this sense statisticians—who may at the same
time also be economists—speak of distribution. What
they really refer to is the relative frequency of happen-
ings or of objects. For instance, we may group a hun-
dred students according to the grade they get in class.

l



2 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS

We may distinguish four grades, calling one A, the next

B, the third C, and the last D. We may also assume

that A indicates excellence and D failure, although that

is of no importance just now. The crucial question for

us then is, how many out of these one hundred scholars

belong to class A, and how many to each of the remain-

ing three groups. If we find out that ten get grade A,

twenty-eight grade B, forty-five grade C, and seventeen

grade D, we may call this a distribution of grades be-

cause the pupils' records are scattered, as it were, over

the entire ground of achievement or of intelligence.

There are 10% in the highest class, and 17% in the

lowest, and that is one distribution out of many
possible ones. For some purposes such an analysis

is quite useful; indeed, nowadays we consider it

impossible to do justice to all phases of economic

activities without measuring statistically, without talk-

ing in terms of distribution as a synonym for relative

frequencies. Whether it be prices or wage rates or

different degrees of efficiency shown by workers in a

factory, or mortalities among human beings or crops

for successive years, we may be anxious to compare the

number of things or events in each class after these

classes have somehow been established; and we may
also be interested in changes from time to time. Thus
distributions in the second sense are just as worthy of

consideration as processes in marketing commodities.

In the third place, we may mean by the term distribu-

tion the assignment of items of wealth to different

people. We may wish to say that there is a certain

total, such as a billion dollars, and that this total goes

to a number of persons, perhaps to ten or to a much
larger number. The question may then arise how these

people obtain their share out of the grand total here

assumed to be one billion dollars. To make an attempt

at following this process by which the sum just men-
tioned is divided is also to study distribution. It is

what we have in mind at this time. Economists are

much interested in this problem. They are desirous of

finding out how the income of society—of a nation es-
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pecially—is apportioned among different individuals or

groups. They realize that income is not the same for

all. Like others they take it for granted that reasons

for inequality exist. And in any case they are deter-

mined to see how the total is dealt out among all the

producers or all the inhabitants of a country. When
they speak of distribution, they may mean this fact.

It is a case of property rights in goods or services, and
of their transfer to different people. That is the third

interpretation we may offer for our word, and that is

the one which concerns us in the next chapters.

§ 2. Before we proceed however to state the nature

of our task more exactly, let us first notice what is not

to be done when we study distribution. Let us exclude

three things from our survey which might possibly be

confused with it.

For one thing, we are as scientists not interested

primarily in exact amounts of money earned by a nation

within any one year, or by particular groups within a

country. Though a great deal of interest attaches to

the relative amounts going to each social group, how-
ever defined, and though it is well worth our while to

watch changes in the pecuniary income of nations, either

by themselves, or relative to changes in population, these

topics do not constitute our chief concern. The calcula-

tion of the monetary value of national output per year,

and the distribution of this among individuals or special

groups such as farmers versus manufacturers, or

laborers versus enterprisers, is a distinct problem, and
one of a quite incidental nature from the standpoint of

economics as a science. However important it may seem
for practical purposes, and whatever care we shall

bestow upon the solution of it, we must regard it as of

minor importance.

Secondly, when we discuss the distribution of the

annual income of a nation, we do not, as a matter of

fact, include everything in it that is really produced
during the year in question. Though at first we might
expect this to be the case, we shall find on investigation

that some things are left out. We exclude indeed every-
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thing that is not sold for money in an open market.

Although goods of this sort are much in our mind, and
form a not inconsiderable portion of the grand total of

income boasted by a nation, we do not reckon with them
in a distributive analysis. For reasons which will ap-

pear presently, economists have preferred—or rather

have felt obliged—to define the income, the distribution

of which is to be studied, as that stock of goods and
services which is exchanged at a definite price, the value

of which is measured in terms of money. If mother, for

example, does a great deal of work at home, but is not

paid a definite rate for each hour or for each piece of

work done, her output does not enter the grand total

which economists consider. However valuable her

services for the family circle, they do not figure as a

portion of that income which we must study just now.
Produce consumed on the farm, errands by children,

parental labors and indeed all sorts of work done for

love's sake or for personal use, but not with a view to

selling it in the market—these items we must bar from
our consideration.

Third, we cannot properly pretend to be interested in

the reason why a certain number of people get definite

fractions of the value of any one article, or of a service

rendered by a number of people jointly. If we buy a

piece of soap and pay ten cents for it, we might con-

ceivably ask how many persons helped to make it, and
what each one of them received for his or her contribu-

tion. Or we might put all the participants of this pro-

ductive act into a few classes, distinguishing between
crude and skilled labor, or between chemists and mer-
chants retailing the article, or between capitalists (pro-

viding funds so somebody could manufacture soap) and
the rank and file of laborers employed for converting

raw materials into the finished article. These are pos-

sible groupings of people who took a hand in the mak-
ing of the soap. We might wonder how much of the

ten cents we pay is assigned to each of the classes men-
tioned, or to any other we distinguish at the outset. But
again this is not our concern. We are not obliged to
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find out how the value of any one product is divided

among those responsible for it. We do not ask who
gets how much out of the price for a pound of sugar,

a barrel of crude oil, a mile of railroad transportation,

an hour's entertainment at the theater, and so on.

Though this is a legitimate theoretical question, it will

not be our way of treating the subject of distribu-

tion. No one unit of a product is the object of our

examination.

To get at the real question before us, we do well first

to bear in mind the sort of economic system amidst

which we live. We must restate its outstanding features,

though they have been pointed out before. In modern
times, we noted earlier, there arose an individualistic

system of economic activity which left each person his

or her own master. This background prevails to-day

among nearly all whites, and is slowly gaining recog-

nition even among other races. We preach and practice

private property, freedom of contract, of vocation, resi-

dence, association, and of marriage. These rights are

shared by all individuals of adult age and in good legal

standing—that is, when not debarred from their enjoy-

ment by crime, imbecility, and so forth. Without these

rights we should hardly be able to picture life, for they

have been in force now about two centuries, though
longer in some countries. Because these rights are pos-

sessed by everybody, production, exchange, consump-
tion, and distribution are natural parts of a study of

economics.

§ 3. What they mean for our present purpose may be
suggested by a bare reference to older regimes and to

one advocated now by socialists.

Originally, we may be sure, the income of a society

was not divided precisely as it is to-day. It is safe

to say that slavery arose early in the history of mankind,
and lasted for many thousands of years. Whenever a
number of people came together, marked inequalities

were likely to lead to a grading of individuals according
to their personal merits. There were doubtless masters
and servants, and often these latter had no rights of
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property, no rights of citizenship of any sort. They
were dealt with as if chattels. They did invariably as

they were told by the superior person or class. Social

stratification meant such a sharp line of demarcation
between men with rights and those with duties only.

And if we add further that tribes frequently clashed,

that one group conquered another, we have a complete

explanation of serfdom or slavery in its crudest form.

Indeed, up to a few centuries ago this difference between
lord and serf or slave existed in all western civili-

zation. It was characteristic of a thousand years of

European history, and ceased to be important only

toward the end of the Middle Ages. If anybody in

those days, therefore, had tried to explain the distribu-

tion of income among members of society, he would
have had a comparatively simple task. He would have
discovered that one group (a small minority) kept as

much of the year's output as it saw fit, and that the

other took what was left. Without exaggerating a great

deal, we may assume this to have been a leading feature.

The masses received little more than sufficed to keep
them alive; while the classes retained everything else,

whether it was much or little. Even the wealthiest did

not have much, compared to modern days; but at least

they had the satisfaction of deciding who was who, and
how much was to go to each party. Each manorial lord

or owner of the tangible assets of production then in

use preserved for himself a liberal portion of the wealth

turned out during the year. His serfs or slaves had to

be content with the residue. It was an arbitrary ar-

rangement. Physical force was ultimately back of it,

though on the surface lay hereditary privileges, class

distinctions, forces of habit and customs, and so forth.

Whenever force or natural superiority assigns to one

group all the rights, and to another all the duties, we
shall find the distribution of income simple. However
we may lament such practices, they have the merit of

leaving few baffling problems for a student of economic
distribution.

But this system, of course, has long ago crumbled.
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It is no more. Instead we may see the future through

the eyes of a would-be reformer, of a socialist or com-

munist. If we imagine all means of production, trade,

communication, and so on, to be owned by a central gov-

ernment, or rather by the people electing this govern-

ment; or if we imagine every item of wealth not for

direct personal use to be owned and operated by a local

community—if we start out with such a condition, we
again have a distributive question different from the

one actually existing. While such an arrangement lasts,

we may expect the annual output of a nation or com-

munity to be apportioned among its members by mutual
agreement. Perhaps each individual or family is al-

lowed so much regardless of what he or she or it pro-

duces. Perhaps wealth is given out proportionate to

contributions made. Perhaps age or sex or types of

occupation or regional climate help to determine the

amount of goods and services, or the quantity of money,
granted to different individuals and social groups. But
whatever the standard, it is easy to see that the allot-

ment may be by common consent. "We may distribute

goods exactly as we assign political offices, using elec-

tions or lotteries or some other device for finding the

right parties, the proper powers and privileges, duties

and sacrifices. Possibly enough is set aside from the

start to make taxation unnecessary; for surely, we do
not have to keep what we individually produce, and then

grudgingly turn over to the state a small fraction by
way of so-called taxes. A socialistic or communistic
order might find various ways for dividing the whole
national income of each year. Whatever the details

might be, we have to acknowledge that they would fur-

nish problems and solutions not now familiar to us.

We live in a different regime. We have a legal back-

ground only a few centuries old, and one which even now
is not shared by all races.

§ 4. With this general truth in mind, then, we are

now ready to understand that our notion of distribution

as a part of the science of economics is deeply colored

by the current rights of private property, and so forth,
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mentioned a moment ago. Since every individual can
buy and sell; since rights of occupation and residence

leave us free to do what we like, and where it suits

us;—since these ideals constitute our competitive sys-

tem of enterprise and labor, it is possible to classify

all claimants to a total social income or dividend in a

peculiar and rather startling way. We may define the

problem of distribution as it has never been defined

before.

In fact, from what was said in connection with Produc-
tion and Price, it is perfectly clear that there exist

fundamentally but four hinds of producers, and that

their shares or incomes must form the chief subject

matter for economists.

There are two major groups, and two minor ones.

There are workers who earn money by exerting them-
selves, by using muscle or mind, and there are others

who need not lift a hand, yet receive payment for some-
thing. The former create value by manual or mental
effort, as just remarked. They are obviously productive.

We should expect them to be rewarded for their efforts.

But those who do not live by personal effort are none
the less considered productive if they do something else,

namely provide land and loans. As things are to-day,

we cannot deny this fact. Even though we do not move
a muscle, we may render services. An owner of land
furnishes soil which another may rent and operate. An
owner of a million dollars may lend them and charge a
fee for this privilege. Thus we have one major group
of people who live on their holdings, on their property
rights; and this class is customarily divided into two
minor ones, namely, into landlords who lease out land
for soil or site uses, and capitalists who grant loans

in person or through leaving their surplus with banks
and investment houses which then negotiate loans and
remit an income to the owner of the funds. These two
minor classes of people are productive without sweating
at work, receiving rent and interest. But the first major
group living by its personal efforts may also be sub-

divided into two, namely, into laborers and enterprises.
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The former resemble landlords and capitalists in that

they are paid at a fixed rate, under a contract which
guarantees them so much per unit of service rendered.

But they differ from them because they must work men-
tally or manually if they wish to earn a livelihood. The
only striking difference between them and the enter-

prisers is the fact that they reecive a contractual income,

which the enterprisers do not have. These latter are

in a class by themselves, consequently. They are self-

employing, obliged to work to earn money, and at the

same time uncertain as to what their income per hour,

day, or month will be. Because of this notable differ-

ence employees and self-employing persons may well be

contrasted. It is customary, as we have seen, to speak
of one as labor, and of the other as enterprise. Labor-
ers and enterprisers constitute the two minor groups
in the larger class of producers who earn their living

by personal effort, just as landlords and capitalists (or

owners of loan funds) form two sub-divisions in the

major group which receives pay for leasing or lending

its properties, but not on any other ground.

§ 5. The study of distribution, then, deals with the

data or principles determining the net income of these

four groups. Since our present legal background makes
it possible to divide all producers into four classes, in-

deed prevents us from recognizing any other, the ques-

tion is why each one receives a certain amount of pay.
Laborers receive wages, entrepreneurs profits, landlords

rent, and capitalists interest. Every producer must fall

into one of these groups, though he may combine income
from several services, as will be emphasized later on.

What then fixes the rate of income for each? What
factors are back of it at any one time, or at different

times? If changes in income occur, how are we to ex-

plain them?
Generally stated, that is the problem of distribution.

But we must, of course, admit at once that it may be im-

practicable to treat each class as a solid unit. In every-

day life we do not ask why all employees obtain this

or that wage, why the interest rate has risen or fallen,
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and so on. We take it for granted that a number of

types of labor exist, and that these may receive rates

far apart. Similarly rentals and profits represent dif-

ferent kinds of landlords and enterprisers. In other

words, it is a foregone conclusion that while certain

principles govern all wages, all profits, all rents, and

all interest rates, certain others are peculiar to par-

ticular kinds of labor, enterprise, leases, and loans.

We know that the salaries of school teachers are subject

in part to influences which do not apply to coal miners

or bank presidents. We can easily find out from news-

papers that the interest rate on loans made, say, by a

stock exchange member, follows a course somewhat dif-

ferent from that for fifty-year bonds or even for three-

month discounts. The analysis of distribution involves,

therefore, really two sets of factors, namely one which

helps to fix net incomes for each of the four classes

just mentioned, and one which applies only or chiefly

to some one sub-division within any one of these classes.

On the one hand we ask why laborers in general receive

a certain wage. We imply that they are all paid on the

same principle or set of principles. Some conditions

affect all wages at any one moment or during a given

period. But on the other hand we also remember dif-

ferences in rates of wage and wish to know whether

these may be explained definitely, what special factors

determine the wage for this or that group of laborers,

such as mechanics, teachers, store clerks, etc.

§ 6. Another way, therefore, of stating this approach

to the distributive process or to the principles under-

lying the distribution of the annual income of society,

is to emphasize that all incomes are treated by the eco-

nomists as prices in a loose sense of the word. When we
try to understand the apportionment of wealth for any

one year, we look at the rates of exchange governing

four main classes of services or any sub-group which

we may find it necessary to recognize. Plainly, every

income springs from a sale. A laborer of any sort, a

landlord, capitalist, or enterpriser sells his services for

a definite sum. Though only three of these rates of
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exchange are fixed beforehand (profits not being usually

a subject for agreement between buyer and seller), all

four net incomes must be connected with sales. If we
do not sell our services in the market for money, we
do not form a part of the producers whose income econ-

omists study. That has already been pointed out.

So a good way of describing the nature of the distribu-

tive problem is to say that it deals with the principles

governing rates of exchange for services at any one

time, or changes in these rates from time to time, and
when we use the word " services" we mean here the

services of any one of four producer classes or of a

particular sub-group within any one of them.

Of course, whether these incomes of labor, enterprise,

capital, and land (as "factors" of production) can be

treated as if they were prices only, is one of the moot
points to be remembered. When we say that a lawyer

or carpenter or teacher or retailer or banker or land-

lord is remunerated for his services, we do not neces-

sarily imply that he sells them exactly as if they were
sugar or lumber. Though there is a service of some
sort, and though this is exchanged in an open market
for money, we may not conclude finally that the ordinary

rules of trade hold. Not only may we doubt whether

a certain vocation represents labor rather than enter-

prise—as will be shown before long—but what is more
important, we may find the facts back of such incomes

different from those governing the price of bread or

electric current. We must not start with the supposition

that the distribution of the income of a nation is effected

purely on a pricing principle, by a bidding among buyers
and sellers who offer and take services as if they were
concrete goods. That would be a mistake. We may
find reasons for qualifying the thought that men earn
money precisely and in all respects as they pay or obtain

prices for goods. Even though we accept the legal

background of modern days, and divide all money
earners into a few classes only, we may explain dis-

tribution without clinging too closely to the notion of

a price.
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§ 7. Let us illustrate from earlier economic writings,

before citing a few palpable differences between prices

for service known as incomes and prices for goods or

services recognized solely as prices.

A hundred years ago economists often explained the

distribution of income among members of society in the

fashion of David Kicardo, whose work can still be read

with great profit on many topics. It was believed that

the entire income of a nation went to only three classes

of producers, one being labor, the second the landlord,

and the third the entrepreneur who was not .
sharply

distinguished from the capitalist, but instead was held

to receive both interest on investments and profits from

his personal efforts. These being the only three clearly

distinct groups of producers, or factors in production,

the income of a nation was apportioned among them
as follows.

Laborers received enough to keep them alive, but very

little more as a rule, for they were driven by a natural

instinct of self-perpetuation to increase their numbers

so rapidly that the world's food supply barely sufficed

to sustain them. As had been noted during the eight-

eenth century there was a tendency among human beings

to multiply as fast as the yield of the soil permitted.

The more productive the land, and the more of it on

hand, the earlier people married and the larger the

families resulting from marriage. Thus the average

wage earner was pictured as a man who cared little for

standards of living, but was naturally prone to keep

himself in such ignorance, poverty, and misery as a

bare subsistence level entailed. If it was true that the

great majority of people were willing to get along on the

absolute essentials of life, or that numbers grew as fast

as additions to food would allow, then wages could not

rise, whatever might be the share of landlords or enter-

prisers. They could not, in fact, either fall or rise,

for the one was prevented by their being already at a

minimum compatible with existence, while the other was
out of the question as long as employees or farm tenants

adjusted the size of their family solely to the quantity
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of food and a few essentials of clothing and shelter

which their money could buy. "Wage rates, consequently,

seemed to be uniform for virtually all classes of labor,

and to correspond roughly—though not of course pre-

cisely—to the trend of food supplies or of the product-

ivity of land in any one country or the world over.

Landlords also had their income fixed because of the

facts mentioned, but so far from suffering as a result,

they prospered everywhere and might well rejoice in

the plight of their more lowly brethren. As the con-

temporaries of David Ricardo saw it, rent rates varied

directly with the density of population or inversely with

the abundance of land. The more mouths that had to

be fed, the better off was the proprietor of the soil;

the fewer there were, the less could he exact from his

tenants. While land was plentiful, rents would be low;

but as soon as scarcity became marked, rent rates were
bound to rise. All this followed from the two circum-

stances already cited, and from one other with which
every one is familiar. The tendency of the human species

to multiply as fast as food supplies permitted, and the

fixation of most wages at a subsistence level, constituted

one basis for the variation of rents regardless of what
the landlord did; while the great differences in soil

fertility provided the other reason for variations in rent.

For now it was perfectly evident that some lands would
be so bad as to be unfit for any kind of cultivation, hence
would be left unused. Others again would be suitable for

tilling, but could not bear more produce than sufficed to

repay the worker for his pains and his costs in seed,

capital goods, and so forth. This type of land, there-

fore, was likewise rent free. It could not yield a rent

to the owner, for whether he operated it himself or let

somebody else do so, it would not give more than a pit-

tance. It would give, say, enough wheat to provide for

next year's seed, for implements to be bought, and for

a family which wanted only a bare livelihood; but it

would yield nothing more. The poverty of this sort of

soil thus made the levy of a rental impossible. But by
comparison with these two worst classes of land all
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others were capable of yielding a perceptible amount of

rent, since they provided more than a bare subsistence.

Any acre which yielded more than enough to keep a fam-

ily alive (on a low level of consumption) could bear

rent if the landlord insisted upon it. Since wage earners

—generally speaking—multiplied as fast as a minimum
allowance for dire necessities, they could not keep the

surplus yields from superior land. Competition would

shut tenants out from a share in the surplus, and if

consumers as a whole refused to pay that price for

foods which reflected the costs of production on the

worst land, then they would in part go hungry.

The owner of land thus was in an advantageous posi-

tion. He said in effect to the general public: "You pay
enough for your produce, whether it be corn or wool or

timber or meat, to cover the expenses of that farmer

or tenant who works the worst soil. For if you do not,

these toilers on the worst land will have to quit. Supply
will be smaller, and some of you will suffer. Eventually

you must bid enough for the produce to bring those who
stopped producing back to their land. Competition

among you buyers will have to work out in this manner."
And to employees in city or country he said practically

:

1
' If any one of you will not work for a mere subsistence

wage, somebody else among you will. The struggle for

life will force you to this step ; so it is just as well that

you accept my terms in the first place. Those of you
who cultivate marginal land yielding enough to sustain

a family, but hardly any more, will have to pay no rent.

Nobody can exact it from you. But if any of you live

on better land, on supra-marginal land, you will pay rent,

and this will be approximately the difference between

what the no-rent or marginal land brings and what the

other yields. This difference I the landlord, will poc-

ket. Every proprietor will get this surplus, and I shall

take mine like the rest."

Now, if this was so, if wage earners really received

little more than a subsistence and if landlords could with-

hold most or all of the produce above marginal yields,

then two things inevitably followed. For one thing, pro-
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prietors would get the more, the scarcer the land, the

denser the population per average square mile in a

country, and the bigger the demand for food or other

raw materials from the soil or from the mines and for-

ests. The number of people to be fed and clothed must
determine the quality of lands needed, and eventually

every bit of land fit for use would be worked by some
one, leaving either a bare subsistence wage, or this plus

rent. But in the next place we can also understand that

net profits were virtually fixed by this law of wages and
of rents. Since the entire national income went to only

three classes, the determination of wages and rents left

automatically one part which fell to entrepreneurs. De-
pendent upon their number the profits for the average
one might be high or low; but whatever that might be,

the total profits could not rise while rents were rising.

Manifestly there was a clash of interests between land-

lords and enterprisers or business men, and this had its

basis in laws of nature which could not be modified or

abrogated by man at will. Profits could be only a rem-
nant or residual income which varied with the share
going to employees and to landlords.

§ 8. Now, this rather simplified statement of an old

theory of distribution has been made here to show that

incomes for factors of production may be considered as

prices from one standpoint, and yet find their explana-
tion in ideas or facts that we do not associate with the
fixing of prices for commodities. To judge from our
historical illustration, factorial incomes are not, after
all, real prices. That is, while we grant their originating
in an exchange, we do not find them described by Ricardo
and his disciples in that spirit. Plainly, incomes are
peculiar kinds of prices.

For one thing, it is best to distinguish between prices
as bundles of incomes and between these latter them-
selves. In nearly all cases a price for an article or for a
service bought by consumers represents a number of
prices for work done. If we buy a pound of sugar, we
buy something produced by thousands of people jointly.

As we have seen on another occasion, a long chain of
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productive steps precedes the sale of almost everything

made by man. Everywhere we find joint production, a

coordination of efforts on the part of large groups of

workers, a roundabout way of doing things, a manufac-
ture of tools and machines preparatory to the making of

something else which is the real end kept in view. Thus
a pound of sugar embodies, not one price for the work of

one person, but possibly thousands of prices, while by
income we mean always a net income for some one per-

son as representative of his class, or for an entire class

such as laborers, enterprisers, and so on. Incomes,

therefore, are single prices, while prices for commodities

or such composite services as electric light, railroad mile-

age, and a musical performance are bundles of prices.

In the next place, we may perhaps object to having

human services put on a par with lifeless merchandise.

Without knowing anything about the actual facts under-

lying the distribution of income we might suggest that

the work of entrepreneurs or laborers is not merely a

commodity, is not in any sense comparable to it; and
in this position we should not be wrong, considering the

principles really back of the determination of incomes.

As we shall see later on, there are reasons for our dis-

tinguishing between genuine prices and so-called prices

for the services of land, capital, labor, and enterprise.

In several respects the principles of supply and demand
governing the price of ordinary goods and services do

not apply to the fixation of wages or profits, and so the

problem of distribution differs somewhat from that of

pricing. We may say that competition works out in

distribution as it does not in pricing. It is part of our

task in studying distribution to note the departures from
competitive biddings, to ask in how far the services of

producer groups are determined by the same principles

which obtain for commodity prices, and in what degree
they are not.

In the third place, we may infer from the preceding
remarks that in the analysis of distribution everything

hinges on the facts back of supply and demand. Even
supposing that we should find our answer to every ques-
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tion in supply and demand, even granting that all in-

comes follow this rule of relative magnitudes or changes

in magnitude for supply and demand—we should still

have to inquire into the reasons why they vary from

time to time, or what influences them at a given moment.

Here, too, a difference between the study of prices and

of distribution exists. In the former case we seek to

ascertain how competition fixes rates of exchange when
supply and demand are given, or when a change as such

is noted regardless of its causes; in the latter case the

causes back of supply relative to demand interest us

very much. These ultimate factors varying supply and
demand will receive attention in the distributive

analysis.

With these general points in mind, then, we may now
announce our plan for the study of distribution as fol-

lows : We shall first take up interest and rent because

they resemble true prices more than do wages and pro-

fits. Interest will be considered before rent, though both

need treatment along two lines. For in the first place

we may wish to know why such a form of income as in-

terest or rent exists, and in the next place we must
try to discover what determines their rates at a given

time and at different times. To account for the existence

of an institution is one thing, and to show why it oper-

ates in a certain way or assumes certain proportions is

another. Both aspects must be considered for interest

and rent.

Then, after these matters have received attention, we
shall discuss wages and profits which go to labor and
enterprise, closing with a brief mention of some facts

in the distribution of personal incomes. The questions

here asked are, first, what fixes wage rates; secondly,

what is the source of profits, and what conditions in-

fluence their rates from time to time: and third, how
is the whole national income divided among all citizens

of a state. Of course, as was admitted earlier, this last

topic does not concern economists primarily. They deem
it less important than the explanation of factorial shares^

of income for labor, enterprise, capitalists, and land-
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lords. But it is nevertheless of practical interest and
may in part be connected with principles effective

throughout the world at all times. Thus a cursory exam-
ination of personal or family incomes forms a natural

conclusion to our inquiry about producers' income

resulting from an exchange of services for money.
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CHAPTER 2

THE NATURE AND BASIS OF INTEREST

§ 1. Interest is the price paid for the use of money
which we do not own, but borrow from others. It is

usually stated in percentages of a sum and in units of the

currency prevailing in the country in question. In the

United States, for instance, the rate is so many dollars

and cents per each hundred. If we borrow exactly a

hundred dollars, the rate being 5%, the price paid is

five dollars. If we borrow a million dollars, the rate

being the same, the total price is fifty thousand dollars.

This price is always reckoned by the year, unless there

is a specific statement to the contrary. Whether the loan

covers a few days only or half a century, the rate refers

to one year and is so understood. More exactly, there-

fore, we may define interest as the price paid for the use

for one year of a sum of money, the price being stated

in percentages of this sum and in units of currency

legally valid in the country concerned. Interest rates

invariably refer to a sum of money, not to specific items

of wealth. They differ from rentals in this respect.

Rent is the price paid for the use of land or natural re-

sources which we do not own, but lease from others. It

is calculated per unit of such concrete forms of wealth.

We speak of a rent of one dollar per acre of land or per
mine or part of a mine. But interest never relates to

definite quantities of goods of any sort. It tells us only

of sums of money which have been loaned out. These
sums are the occasion for the price charged by the

creditor or lender.

In insisting so sharply, however, upon the inseparable

connection between interest and money we must make
two reservations, lest we misapprehend the nature of

19
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our problem. In the first place we must not assume

that interest rates vary directly with the amount of

money current in a country, for that is wrong. What-
ever the relation between the two, it is not as precise

as that. And in the second place we must not imagine

money in this case to consist entirely of gold or silver.

Though the precious metals are important, they do not

figure alone. Rather, it may be either metallic or non-

metallic, real money or virtual money. Metallic money
consists, of course, of gold, silver, or less precious metals

used as media of exchange. Non-metallic money is made
up ordinarily of pieces of paper properly printed and

issued by either a bank or government. Such notes are

familiar enough nowadays. We have in the United

States federal reserve notes, national bank notes, and

so-called greenbacks. These are the most important,

though not the only ones. Bank notes are the promises

of banks, while our federal reserve notes represent gov-

ernment promises and circulate as legal tender. But in

addition to these we make use of orders written out to

banks, known as checks, or possibly of drafts, as in

Europe. These orders indicate that the writer has credit

with banks. He may have acquired it in various ways,

as has been shown already.

But whatever the origin, this credit is as good as

money. That is, if we have an account with a

bank and are allowed to draw against it at any
time, we may do this by means of a check writ-

ten in favor of a third party. For many purposes such

a check is virtually money, since it circulates like it

and becomes a widely accepted medium of exchange. In-

terest, consequently, is a price for the use of money
consisting either of coin or of bank notes or government
notes, or of orders made out on banks with which we
have liquid credit.

§2. This being understood, then, we must state our

problem under two headings. We ask first, what makes
interest, as such, possible, and secondly, what governs

its rates and their fluctuations? Both these questions

must be answered. The first is the less difficult, but the
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second is the more important as seen by bankers or

businessmen or economists who are interested primarily

in truth for its own sake.

The reason for interest itself may, to begin with, be

found in the very fact that governments allow it to be

charged or paid. There is no doubt that it might be

made illegal if we so desired. Indeed, for many cen-

turies interest was looked upon as an unfair price which

took advantage of unfortunate people. Until compara-
tively recent times the borrower was nearly always a

poor man who could not sell his belongings so as to buy
something else. In such straits he would go to a money
lender and ask for a loan. The lenders were for the most
part Jews, since Christians were not supposed to thrive

on such questionable practices. All lending passed as a

taking of usury, and usury was taboo. It was sanctioned

by neither Church nor State. It expressed an uncharita-

ble attitude toward a needy person, hence seemed wrong
or wicked. Not till the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

was this position of leading minds changed. They then
became more tolerant because borrowers ceased to be

paupers or persons who had to tide over temporary dif-

ficulties. Increasingly credit was asked for purposes of

conducting a business. An entirely new economic re-

gime emerged out of the ruins of feudalism and its

primitive methods of production. What we call the cap-
italistic, monetary or credit system arose by degrees;
and so the objection to lending at a price subsided grad-
ually. Credit became essential to business, and bank-
ing respectable as well as lucrative. Still, since this turn
of events happened not so long ago, we might be im-
pressed with the institutional character of interest. Be-
yond a doubt it could be abolished or declared criminal.

Just as authorities tried for generations to limit rates
of interest, so they might do away with them altogether.
If we as a sovereign people were to condemn interest,

there would be none. Of course its abolition might be
anything but profitable. We might find the enforce-
ment exceedingly difficult, as has been the case with some
other laws which provoked the wrath or discontent of a
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large minority. Nevertheless, a first explanation of in-

terest per se must point to an official sanction, to the

legal background of our modern economic regime. We
approve of interest publicly; that is one reason for our

having it.

This interpretation, however, does not go very far.

Many of us take so much for granted. We ask: Given
our modern economic organization and its legal frame-

work, why does interest continue to be popular? Many
things are permissible, yet not customary nor even at-

tempted sporadically. What, then, are the more immedi-
ate grounds of interest?

When we pursue our inquiry in this spirit we come
upon an element of cost—although for the most part of

an unusual sort—and upon one of net gain as seen by a

very important class of borrowers. These two facts

explain interest itself better than anything else we might
mention.

As for the cost of loans, it may be viewed from two
entirely different angles, for in one sense it is physical

and in another psychical. The physical costs can be

established readily enough if we go into a bank. It is

here that much credit is manufactured or a loan made
to people. For reasons which just now need not detain

us a commercial bank is able to advance money up to

large amounts. But in granting them some expenses are

incurred. A bank is a plant that operates because of

labor done and of equipment used. There are salaries

to pay out, taxes falling due, supplies used up from
year to year, premises and buildings, and incidental

outlays of various sorts. These items constitute costs

to the corporation which runs and owns the bank. They
must be defrayed from the proceeds of the year. It is

argued, therefore, that interest rates charged to cus-

tomers are in part, if not entirely, justified by costs. Just
as a farmer or shoemaker or textile manufacturer de-

mands a price for his services, so does a banker who
lends funds. It seems reasonable that interest is asked,

considering costs of the kind mentioned.

There is no objection to our explaining interest in this
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way, provided we see at once that this does not touch

the real core of the matter. For we may suggest at

once that these costs are but details peculiar to one

class of loans such as originate in banking. Since

interest is not paid to banks merely, but also to the

rest of us who do not manufacture credit nor deal in

it professionally, how do we secure a price for loans?

That evidently is the question.

§ 3. To answer it we must stress a psychic rather than

a physical fact. We must point out that money is a

value which we obtain by working or by rendering other

services, and that this value is always convertible at a

moment's notice into things we may use and enjoy per-

sonally. In other words, we must dwell on the aversion

of most people to save money. In spite of the reserva-

tions to be offered presently we cannot overlook the dis-

like of many people to postpone consumption. Even if

no risks whatsoever were involved in lending—a fact

to which we must give due consideration after a while,

in analyzing interest rates—even if the principal were
absolutely safe, many of us would still be unable to

grant it for the simple reason that we should not have
the money. The majority of people do not possess loan-

able funds. They earn much or little and enjoy life, but

they do not accumulate a fund of values such as money
or check accounts in banks represent. If we like, we can

say that people find saving hard, although that is not the

whole explanation of the scarcity of money as seen

from an individual standpoint. "We can say that the

thing demanded by borrowers is scarce. Whether we
think of it as money or as capital or simply as a value

fund, it is certainly hard to obtain. The demand is apt

to exceed the supply. The ratio of these two, therefore,

bears on the very existence of interest as well as on
changes in its rate.

Economists discuss this fact under the heading of im-

patience or abstinence or time preference or agio. All

four terms refer to the same principle. Impatience is

the eagerness of people to enjoy to-day what their money
can buy. Abstinence is the virtue of refraining from
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consumption or of not spending. Time preference is the

natural inclination to have wealth and pleasure to-day

rather than to-morrow or next year. Most of us would
prefer a thousand dollars to-day to fifteen hundred next

year. Even if no risks attended the postponement, we
might still prefer the smaller sum now to the larger one

some time hence. That is the meaning of the phrase

"time preference." Agio is an Italian word reminis-

cent of the money market on which creditors and debtors

met (and still meet) to exchange present values for fu-

ture ones. Such a contract involves action or a business

deal, and that is the literal meaning at the bottom of the

word agio.

So we come back to the widely accepted belief that

many, if not most, people dislike saving irrespective of

risks. To defer purchasing is to defer using and on joy-

ing. It is not easy for everybody to reconcile himself

to it. Undoubtedly our mind and memory is so con-

stituted as to rate the present higher than the future.

Man has probably always done that. In order to survive

he had to respond to his immediate surroundings.

Things nearby compelled him to perceive, think, and
act. What was near in time was as crucial as what con-

fronted him directly in space. Thus our valuations

came to center in presence and proximates. Though
memory went back far and imagination projected itself

into the distant times ahead, sensation remained most
vivid. The remoter the events are, the less strong our
feeling about them, the less concerned we are. Hence
the average man is by instinct disposed to emphasize
the to-day, and to neglect or discount the to-morrow. The
less disciplined we are, the more active our instincts and
the weaker our reasoning or judgment; hence the more
we prefer the present to the future. Races vary in their

abilities to appraise impending events. A negro, for

instance, is held to find saving well-nigh impossible.

A dollar burns a hole in his pocket. Untutored tribes

the world over live in the fleeting moment. Even the

white man has his temptations and foibles when it comes
to weighing the future against the present. One might
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illustrate ad infinitum the aversion of men to deny them-
selves such pleasures as the spending of money brings.

There is no doubt that loanable funds may be rare, and to

a certain degree are rare, because people do not make
the sacrifice of postponing consumption. Such a waiting

is a kind of cost. It seems to give pain. It keeps on
nagging us until we finally succumb and squander our
tiny hoard of money, if we lack will power. Education
and native strength of will are the best protection against

such a proneness to enjoy now what our funds can pro-

cure for us.

Especially if we earn but a pittance, living from hand
to mouth forever, or if we meet with accidents that re-

duce our savings to nil, are we disposed to value cash

greatly. Loan companies and pawnbrokers prosper be-

cause there are always some people who cannot make
ends meet, who find themselves for a while in straits,

so that short-time loans must be made. Under such cir-

cumstances a dollar to-day is worth perhaps two to-mor-
row. The poorer we are, the more we insist upon money
for necessities, if not for comforts. Hence a number of

reasons may drive people to borrow at high rates. They
not only take it for granted that some price will be
charged for the service which gives them money, but
they also expect to pay for it dearly. The preference of

to-day over next year is exceptionally marked in such
cases. We get the impression that people have no
thought at all for the coming day.

§ 4. However, in spite of these situations which picture

the impatience to consume so clearly, we must allow
something also to debators on the other side. To enjoy
now is not the only human trait. To postpone is, after

all, just as natural for some people as to spend. A
number of reasons suggest why people should save re-

gardless of interest, that is, without insisting upon a
reward other than having the principal itself. There is,

for instance, old age and the reminder of infirmities com-
ing with it. We shall think of this with some care, if

not with trepidation, for none of us can work forever and
earn money. If we have no friends to fall back on, we
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must help ourselves early. We naturally anticipate these

evil days and prepare for them by saving in days of

plenty when earning power is at its best. Many of us
do this without fail.

Furthermore, we are likely to reckon with accidents

of diverse sorts, and protect ourselves against them, too.

Occupational diseases, transient ailments, bodily injur-

ies through maiming, sickness in the family, recurrent

idleness through strikes, lockouts, or business depres-

sions, these and other contingencies preach a mighty
sermon. We resolve to prepare for ''the rainy day."
We are reminded by friends and relatives, by insurance

companies, banks, and governments, that emergencies do
call for outlays while leaving us possibly without em-
ployment. So we use foresight and save in prosperous
times. More people possess this imaginative quality of

being able to picture dark hours far ahead than we are

aware of. It is a trait that offsets the primordial love

of pleasure. On the one side the natural desire to enjoy

and to gather at once the fruit of toil; on the other the

warning voice which urges us to forego gratification, to

save and to reap double benefits when sickness or idle-

ness overreach us.

Again, not a few people save because of pride in

financial independence. We know that it is a bitter pill

to have to beg from others. Eelatives are not always

a sure refuge, nor do we particularly enjoy going to

them first. Friends feel less obliged to help us with

large sums, and are in fact approached last of all. As
a rule we are more willing to take from strangers or

from casual friends than from the more intimate ones

or from immediate relatives. This may seem a perverse

trait, a mode of reasoning not at all in consonance with

our sense of relative moral obligations, but it exists

nevertheless. Besides, we may not be disposed to live

on anybody's charity. Few men are. The overwhelm-

ing majority detest such dependence and, therefore, are

anxious to save something for the scanty days that are

always possible no matter how flourishing the present.

But even if the dread of dependency were not real
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among a great many people, we should still have to credit

them with a pride in ownership in itself. There is no
doubt that money attracts us peculiarly because it repre-

sents a counting device and a standard of values of the

most definite sort. We are not half as determined to save

wheat or cotton or lumber—supposing these could at

all times be exchanged for other things—as dollars or

pounds sterling. We are less systematic about saving

goods, because these cannot be measured so nicely, com-

pared so easily, nor thought of as readily as stocks of

currency. Treasure is most enticing when of high in-

trinsic value per unit amount, when definitely comput-

able, when wanted or used by everybody with equal ap-

preciation. Now, money fulfils these requirements. It

is universally welcome. It permits us to express every

addition or loss of value in commodities. It can be ac-

cumulated in gold or silver, or in tokens which theoretic-

ally may be converted into standard metal. Money
consequently is in a class by itself. It is better than plat-

inum or diamonds, even though these are worth more per

unit quantity. It is better because it refers to exact

units of value which we can count and quickly compare
with the possessions of other people. This arithmetical

function of moneys lends them an odd charm. To say

that somebody owns a thousand acres of land or many
tons of coal, or blocks of houses or an infinite number
of bales of cotton is to express wealth; but to say that

Mr. So-and-So is worth a corresponding sum, say of a

million dollars, is not only to mention values, but to sug-

gest in a single phrase both the power of money, the

ability of the person to get almost anything he wants,

and the hugeness of the fortune which had to be built

up from the first penny to the last. Growth is apparent
in piling up dollars. It impresses us here more than in

the extension of real estate holdings or of other forms
of tangible wealth. And this idea or feeling of growth
is popular with most of us. We like to save when growth
becomes noticeable. The first thousand dollars is the

hardest not only because we start with nothing but also

because we have yet to be introduced to the idea of a
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steadily climbing sum. Once the first thousand is ours

we hnoiv that saving gives results. We know that two
and two make four, since every dollar added to the pre-

ceding one raises the grand total. This proof of gradual

growth and of our ownership of things calculable to the

last farthing is another incentive to save. Many of us

are thrifty for the sake of this steadily increasing wealth

and the measurable power that goes with it. We should

save even though interest were not paid on capital.

Furthermore, if we wish to overlook this item as being

not the loftiest among human traits, we can instead

emphasize a common regard among men for their next

of kin. This desire to leave something for the family

is no less a reason for saving than the expectation of a

price for loans. Indeed, we cannot be too sure that peo-

ple would not save for this one purpose alone. Parents

do love their offspring strongly. Such ties of affection

impel thrift by prompting self-sacrifice along many lines,

one of which is the postponement of consumption with

a view to having more for children to spend at a later

date. The accumulation of fortunes may thus be said

to spring from a natural love among relatives who leave

to one another their savings when they die, or shortly

before. Inheritance, while not a necessary right of

property, nor a custom which has existed in all periods

of human history, is none the less a fairly natural pro-

vision. It reflects feelings and ideals of mutual aid that

are most in evidence among people united by ties of

blood. To give this help or to make others happy, many
people are desirous of dying well-to-do, even though
the principal brings no returns.

In the case of men with big incomes we shall of course

expect savings anyhow. Such people do not really

forego anything when they grow richer. Having a liberal

allowance to start with, they find it easy to live below

their possible level of living. Instead of spending

everything the most natural thing is to use up a por-

tion only, the remainder going to places where it keeps

on growing as the years roll by. We may assert with

some ardor, then, that capitalists are inevitable as long
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as wealth is distributed unevenly. Capitalism in this

sense is a by-product of a highly efficient social economy
which enables some people to earn enough to make it

virtually impossible for them to spend it all in riotous

living.

§ 5. But letting the matter of time-preference rest, and
passing over now to a very different aspect of the situa-

tion, what can we say about the raison d'etre of interest

as seen by the borrowers? Supposing that lenders

themselves do demand a reward for loans, justifying

them by difficulties of saving or anything else they may
think of, why is it that the borrowers are willing to

humor this demand? Clearly, though loanable funds

are rare, they are not valuable unless somebody wants
them. Only if desired for definite purposes do they bear

some rate of interest. What makes them so desirable?

The case of poor people who need funds for consump-
tion cannot be offered as a sufficient explanation, for

such loans play a minor role. It is doubtful whether 5%
of all funds borrowed nowadays among western na-

tions spring from this need. The shiftless person is not

the one who keeps banks busy or provides an easy in-

come for bond holders. On the contrary, the biggest

debtors are necessarily well-to-do people who, precisely

because they have large funds of their own, are "good
risks" for professional lenders or the general public.

Tt is the man of means who must give the last answer
to our question. He explains why interest is offered, just

as impatience accounts for the demand of the would-be
lender.

We come thus to the opinion that interest is made pos-
sible by the advantage producers of wealth derive from
borrowed funds. There is a claim to interest better even
than temptation to spend, and that is ability to produce
more after a loan than before. That is the main point. 1

In the first place loans may help us to produce kinds
of wealth which otherwise might be quite impossible.

They may be our sole means of increasing our variety
of goods after inventions have pointed the way. Sup-

1 Compare with Vol. I, ch. 18, section dealing with functions of credit.
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pose a manufacturer wished to make automobiles, but

lacked the requisite funds for buying materials, factory

sites, machinery, labor, and so on. As a matter of fact

enterprisers often are in this position. They are capable

and willing to start in business, but cannot finance them-

selves. Well, then, under these circumstances our man-
ufacturer naturally casts about for help from outsiders.

He tries to obtain funds from third parties. Let us at

any rate go on this assumption. By utilizing these funds,

amounting to all or a large part of the million dollars

put into the plant at the start, he is able to offer the pub-
lic a new vehicle of locomotion, a new species of wealth
which represents gratifications of use and possession

hitherto impossible. It is safe to say that the great ma-
jority of people welcome this accession. They are glad

to buy the car at whatever price is set. That is, a certain

percentage of consumers buy at this price; and they do

so chiefly because of the novelty of the car, because of

the extra enjoyment experienced in handling a new piece

of utility. Human nature always craves innovations,

provided they do not bring bodily displeasures or ideas

and sentiment hostile to the generally accepted ones.

From a social standpoint, therefore, this increasing

variety is itself a gain and would justify paying a little

to those who, while not actually constructing the car

or its parts, helped to make it by providing the requisite

funds. Interest is paid and seems reasonable to many of

us. We want this new kind of product and express our

appreciation of help from owners of ready cash (or of

goods bought with the cash) by allowing them an inter-

est. How much, is not now the question.

Secondly, however, we are also safe in presuming

that the use of capital lowers expenses of production,

thus again promoting the general welfare and adding to

the income of nations as a whole. For instance, we saw
earlier x that a law of size obtains in all fields of pro-

duction except the primary industries. This law or prin-

ciple expresses a relation between amounts of space and

of products. It reminds us that increasing quantities

1 Vol. I, ch. 9.
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of materials and of labor power concentrated upon some
one point yield more than proportionate increases in net

results. If we do not want merely to turn out a fixed

amount of goods per year, but instead wish to find the

minimum of space going with a maximum of output, we
must experiment and enlarge our scale of operations

continually up to the point where additions of space

cease to give more than proportionate net gains in a vol-

ume of goods or in their value. Whatever this commod-
ity or group of commodities, we find some one scale which

is most economical. It necessitates concentrating our

technical means of men, power, and materials upon one

spot. It means localizing our efforts. But as long as

we are willing to add to the classes of goods made under

one management, as long as our basic methods are not

rigidly defined beforehand, so long added allowances of

space within a single area ensure us savings, that is to

say, a net gain in productivity which more than offsets

additions to space. Spatial concentration, in short,

lowers the ratio of costs to products. Costs fall, up to

a certain point, and this fact urges men naturally to mag-
nify their scale of production if they can procure the nec-

essary materials and energies.

The law of size thus is a powerful incentive to enter-

prisers who wish to reduce expenses. Assuming for the

moment that the social rather than the individual view-

point is adopted by a producer, we may explain his will-

ingness to pay interest on borrowed funds in this man-
ner. Let us say the article, when made on one scale, is

sold for one dollar, and when made on a larger scale, for

ninety cents. Let us also assume that the other items of

expense and profits change as follows

:

Gro3S Other Eate of Annual Annual

Price Labor Outlay Interest Expenses Profit Output Profit

$1.00 $0.50 (% hour) $0.00 $0.30 $0.20 5,000 $1,000

$0.90 $0.20 (% hour) $0.10 $0.30 $0.30 15,000 $4,500

On this supposition the result of enlarging the plant

by borrowing a certain amount of money or capital is,

first, a fall of ten cents per article sold to consumers;
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second, a reduction of labor time to one third, as well

as a rise of 20% in the rate of wage per hour, equal to

ten cents per half hour ; third, a new expense of ten cents

per article, due to the loan of capital which made the

enlargement of output per year possible; fourth, a rise

of the rate of net profits from twenty to thirty cents;

fifth, an increase in annual output of 200%, and sixth, a

rise of annual net profits for the entrepreneur of $3,500.

These changes take place only because capital is used
in the second case, and not in the first ; and this capital

represents machinery, and so forth, bought with the pro-

ceeds of a loan which costs for the average article ten

cents. From a purely social standpoint, therefore, the

justification of the interest payment lies in the fact that

more goods can be turned out per year with a constant

amount of material and power, or that labor costs in

point of time, energy, and wages are reduced from fifty

cents per article to twenty cents. The extra outlay for

interest is thus overbalanced by a saving in time, by a
rise of the wage and profit rate, and also by an increase

of profits per annum. The interest rate includes charges
for wear and tear of capital goods used, besides paying
the owner of the money, with which the capital goods are

purchased. Labor time is lowered per article, but this

does not mean idleness for the average employee. He
simply becomes more efficient and adds to the aggre-

gate of utilities turned out per year. And finally the

consumer gains whenever he buys the article in question

;

for this is now cheaper by ten cents. Plainly, as far as

the general public is concerned, this change through the

introduction of capital and credit is a marked advantage.
Even if personal motives play no part in the loan for

purposes of business expansion, the new interest bur-
den is a blessing in disguise, since it materially aug-
ments the income of society in the kind of commodity
here at issue.

Still, it is of course true that from an individual stand-
point interest payments may be justified by facts of

entrepreneur profit alone. There is no doubt that busi-

ness men consent to interest charges because loans enable
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them to produce goods more cheaply without being

obliged at once to lower prices correspondingly. En-
larged scales of production or improved methods based
on a purchase of patents—or whatever the procedure

may be—these advantages make possible a larger output

per annum and a lower cost per average commodity,
yet may not compel the producer to lower his price. As
we have already seen, 1 at any given moment it is maxi-

mum expense that helps to determine the price at which
things are sold in the open market. Only in the long run

do superior methods lead to so large an increase of out-

put that supply covers demand, thereby tending to bring

prices down. Eventually inefficient enterprisers are

eliminated, or else must toe the mark set by innovators

who improve methods and start lowering expenses. But
for a brief period the efficient man has his own way.
He may sell at precisely as high a figure as his less for-

tunate rival. He pockets a differential gain, and because

he expects it, he is also willing to share a portion of

his gain with capitalists who make lower costs possible

for him. By this route, then, an individual criterion jus-

tifies charges of interest.

Lastly, even though differential profits are not in sight,

business men may agree to an interest charge because
it permits them to start an enterprise and to earn profits

before it is feasible otherwise. This gain in time, which
brings a gain in earnings, may be the immediate occa-

sion for borrowing. Men are frequently prompted by
such considerations; and it must be added here that

even in such cases the general public may be benefited no
less than the borrower of funds. Broadly viewed the
use of capital for the creation of material wealth or
of, say, public utilities, is advantageous to all consumers.
As regards the existence of interest as such, there is no
great difficulty in explaining it. But it remains now to

account for the rise and fall of particular interest rates,

and that involves more factors than have so far been
mentioned.

1 Vol. I, ch. 24.



CHAPTER 3

THE RATE OF INTEREST *

§ 1. In discussing rates of interest as against the

reason for interest itself, we must first of all make a dis-

tinction between gross and net rates. The former are

usually quoted in the business world and concern the

average person. What the practical man wants to know
is the price he will have to pay when he makes a loan.

Since he frequently goes to banks for this purpose, and
since bankers are the leaders of private finance, these

quotations are the most familiar. "We expect to be told

of a number of rates, not merely of one, and we care

little whether they are net and "pure" or gross. Table I

is condensed from a more detailed one given in a monthly
publication of the Federal Reserve Board in this coun-

try. The rates are for New York City for one month
during the fall of 1923. We find there rates for prime
commercial paper discounted for customers, for similar

paper bought in the open market, for loans among banks,

for bankers' acceptances which represent pledges of a

superior sort, for stock exchange loans based on col-

lateral, and for loans secured by Liberty bonds. These
are the six principal classes shown. But there are

further subdivisions according to the length of time
that loans run, and also according to whether bankers'

acceptances are endorsed or not. The difference in rates

for most of these subheadings is slight, but as between
the very highest and very lowest rate given in the whole
Table it amounts to about 75%. The type of security,

the duration of the loan, and the question whether loans

are between bankers on both sides or between one banker

1 This chapter may be read profitably in connection with ch. 18 of Vol. I,

and chapters 10 and 15 of this volume.

34
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and his customers in business, evidently influence

interest rates.

To state this same thought differently: The rates

here given and ordinarily quoted by business men com-
prise more than interest in the strict sense of the word.
Gross rates include expenses of lending met by banks.

They may allow for wages of management claimed by
such bankers. And most important of all, they cover
the element of risk, which may be great or trifling

according to circumstances.

TABLE I

Discount and Interest Bates foe Oct. 16 to Nov. 15, 1923,

New York City

(Federal Eeserve Bulletin, Dec. 1923)

Prime Commercial Paper Prime Commercial Paper
Customers Open Market

30-90 Days 4-6 Months 30-90 Days 4-6 Months
H. L. C. H. L. C. H. L. C. H. L. C.

6.5 5 5.25-50 6.5 5 5.25-50 5.5 5 5-5.25 5.25 5 5-5.25

Interbank Loans Bankers Acceptances, 80-90 Days
Indorsed Unindorsed

H. L. C. H. L. C. H. L. C.

6 4.5 5-5.5 5.5 4% 4% to 4.5 5.5 4% 4% to 4.5

Collateral Loans, Stock Exchange Ordinary Loans Secured

Demand Three Months 3-6 Months by Liberty Bonds

H. L. C. H. L. C. H. L. C. H. L. C.

6 4.5 4.75-6 6 5 5-5.5 6 5 5.5-6 5.5 4.5 5-5.25

The rates we are usually told about, therefore, vary
in the main because risks differ and have been covered

by a special premium. Bankers particularly have ways
and means for making such estimates of relative risk,

charging prices accordingly. As some put it, the test is

a combination of character, capital, and capacity. If

men are honest and enjoy a good reputation as moral
citizens, that is in their favor. If they possess some
capital which they may offer as security for a loan or

which indicates their solvency and ability to meet unfore-

seen stress, that also is an advantage. And again, if

they show qualities of mind and temper which vouchsafe
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them success in the end, however dark the outlook for

an undertaking at first, this in itself may ensure them
a large loan. Men with funds to lend want to be sure

that their debtors mean well, are well off, and can do well

in their chosen field. The alliteration above mentioned
is thus not as fanciful as it perhaps sounds. It is a

fairly adequate statement of the essentials for safety

in lending.

Of course, we may measure risks differently. It is

customary, for example, to emphasize security, to inquire

into its nature, and into the amount of debts already

existing at the time a business man asks for more credit.

The kind of product turned out may also be a help or

hindrance. It may be a staple quickly marketable, or it

may be a novelty or luxury whose market value varies

a great deal and can be realized only under favorable

conditions, say during a period of boom. In that case

the product is not the best for the lender. He will won-
der whether receipts will be regular and sufficient. Net
income after all is important. The higher it is per dol-

lar of actual investment, the lower the interest charges

per gross revenue, the better the outlook for the parties

in the transaction. In a number of ways risks may thus

be tested, gross rates ranging high or low conformably
to these tests.

§ 2. If then we have little or nothing to do with gross

rates, our real problem may be formulated as follows:

We must ask ourselves what determines the interest rate

remaining after allowance is made for expenses, wages
of management, and risks. Supposing that the loan is

not made by a banker, but by ourselves who have a few
savings. Or supposing that bankers ignored risks, and
costs of running their plant, what would then be the

interest rate? What factors are responsible for the net

rate, and what variables account for its changes?

We may take it for granted, of course, that net rates

vary as well as gross rates, though not as quickly per-

haps ; and we may also admit at the outset that interest

rates are the resultant of two sets of forces, one of which
is supply, while the other is demand. Like prices for
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goods, prices for the loan of capital express relative
magnitudes of supply and demand and their variations
with time or place. When we ask about the reason for
net interest rates, we really ask about the variables back
of the supply and demand of capital. It cannot be other-
wise. But what are these variables, and how do they fit

into the economic system of which capital and credit
form an integral part? That is the subject to which
we shall now turn.

§ 3. As regards the demand side of capital, and thus of
interest rates, we do well to repeat the earlier observa-
tion that virtually all loans are made for productive pur-
poses. They are made by business men chiefly. Con-
sumers who need to tide over a moment of poverty or
borrow habitually in advance of the day when their
wages are due, represent but a small fraction of the
aggregate of loans. These we may here ignore, however
interesting their motives from a sociological standpoint.
Borrowers may be divided into three main groups,

namely, governments, business concerns turning out
tangible wealth or intangible services such as amuse-
ments, public utilities, and so forth, and in the third
place professional merchants, most of whom deal in
goods or ordinary services. Capital correspondingly
will be needed for many purposes. When business men
borrow they may spend the funds for land and buildings,
engineering works, machinery and tools, raw materials
and accessory supplies, finished consumption goods
meant to be resold, power and light, and laboring skill.
While it is customary, therefore, to speak of borrowed
money as capital, we must not confuse this with capital
goods used for the production of other goods or ser-
vices. Capital as understood here is not necessarily a
set of tools or real estate. It may not refer to any tech-
nical aids associated with manufacture or mining. It
consists of all sorts of forms of wealth, including the
goods which employees buy with their wages. Out of a
loan wages may be paid, and these will later on be con-
verted into staples such as food or household furniture.
Everything that money can buy may be needed by the
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man who borrows money. A better word for "capital"

thus would be the phrase " loan-fund," and since we
usually think of a nation as the natural unit of a social

economy, we may identify a loan fund with that grand
total of money or virtual money which can be borrowed
in some one country at a given moment or in the

course of a year. The real question then is how
large a loan-fund or sum of money (metallic, paper,

and bank credit) is available relative to demand at

same one interest rate or at rates which, though vary-

ing somewhat, are nevertheless close together. Net in-

terest rates depend upon these fluctuations of supply and
demand for capital as a loan-fund.

One of the most important factors in the regulation

of the demand for loan-funds is, of course, the profit

which enterprisers count on because of the loan they

obtain. The brighter the prospects for winnings, the

more eager they are to borrow* They are governed
either by a prevailing rate of profit, or by experience in

the immediate past. From these data they reason for-

ward to the immediate future, unless special considera-

tions urge them to expect a certain profit rate regardless

of existing conditions. As some observers, therefore,

have stated, the principle: The demand for capital varies

with its productivity. The more productive capital is,

the more it is valued and the more determined people

are to borrow if they lack sufficient funds of their own.

That certainly is a reasonable opinion when men enter

business for the purpose mainly of earning money or

developing a big business by means of large profits.

We should not, however, commit the error of taking

the word "productivity" too literally. It need not mean
a specific quantity of concrete goods or of gross values.

These two definitions of a product may be wrong because

business men aim primarily at net profits, not simply

at maximum efficiency as judged by quantities of pro-

duction. It is well known that farmers or manufacturers
may increase the volume or value of their output, yet

reduce their net earnings at the same time. Merchants,

too, may lower net gains even while doubling sales per
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year. So it is best to define productivity as net profit

per unit of article or services turned out. The higher

this rate of profit, the keener the desire to produce and
to borrow money so that output may be augmented.
But even this does not explain fully what is meant

by the idea of productivity or productiveness. For in

the next place we must be careful not to connect it with'

a particular number of dollars borrowed. We do not

intend to say here that entrepreneurs experiment with

definite amounts of capital in order to see how they

affect net profits. There is no attempt at measuring
the net gain, first for a thousand dollars, then for one

thousand one hundred or for fifteen hundred, and so

on. Business men are not in a position to determine
exactly what each dollar or each additional dose of

money accomplishes. They do not increase and decrease

amounts in order to find the best yield. Nor do they
ordinarily weigh the difference between spending money
for more labor or for more machinery. And least of

all do they make sure that the productivity of their plant

is attributable actually to investments as. such rather

than to their own management or to changes in economic
conditions. If we picture them as being engaged upon
such problems we get a wrong notion of the bearing of

productivity in loan-funds upon net profits and hence
upon a demand for further capital. Men do not pre-

tend to be so exact in their measurements.
What they do is approximately this. They notice that

profits run high and believe they will continue to do
so for some time. In view of this fact or opinion, they
look for means of "making hay while the sun shines."

Not possessing enough money of their own they go to

others for help. They say that their investments yield

a pretty penny. They seek to show that expansion
will raise the rate of profit or at any rate not lower
it. They argue that an additional lump of money, say
a thousand or ten million dollars, (according to the

nature of their business) will bring economies some-
how and raise profits. The new capital demanded is

credited with the increase of profits rates, if realized.
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The trend of economic events in any one country,

therefore, is a rough indication of how much capital

will be sought by entrepreneurs.

For instance, if by demand we mean a demand for

long-time investments serving the creation of tangible

commodities and particularly of technical equipment or

the improvement of real estate, inventions of any prac-

tical significance tend to increase it, since they raise

profits over a more or less extended period. For one

thing, they make possible a reduction of expenses by
technical improvements which affect either the entire

productive process or certain phases of it. The producer
saves in the output of raw materials, or in the use of ac-

cessories, or effects marked economies in the employment
of power, or labor in the mill, or of clerical help in various

branches of administration. He reduces expenses mate-
rially perhaps, and yet does not have to lower the price

of the finished article correspondingly. As we have seen,

prices for a while conform to the outlay of the least effi-

cient enterpriser. Supplv, adjusted to this demand, is re-

flected in maximum prices, regardless of what differences

in costs exist. Since the consumer pays enough to keep

the marginal or weakest producer in the field, the

stronger ones reap an extra harvest. They are able to

accumulate large funds for the time being. Years may
go by before patents expire or secrets leak out or other

factors encroach upon the differential profits of the most
favored enterpriser. In this way inventions intensify

the demand for capital. Besides, if we like, we can

stress the fact that they frequently necessitate a scrap-

ping of expensive machinery, thus involving a real loss

which emergency loans must offset, although in the long

run the fall of costs and the relative growth of the profit

margin justifies this apparent waste. So here again

technical progress makes unusual demands upon lenders.

For another thing, however, invention may mean
chiefly a new kind of service or commodity for personal

use. It may not improve methods of production so much
as add to the variety of things consumed. Every staple

now known to us was a novelty once upon a time. The
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nineteenth century particularly gave us a long list of

new forms of wealth designed to raise our economic

level of living. Most of our present manufactures and
public utilities, and not a few of our pastimes and pro-

fessional services, originated in this era. We need only

to think of such familiar items as the bicycle, telephone,

telegraph, automobile, railroad, or moving pictures,

phonographs, automatic musical instruments, scientific

apparatus, mechanical tools for the factory or the house-

hold, home appointments, and our modern reproductions
of art, in order to be impressed with the great variety of

things introduced in recent generations. When they first

appeared, they not only were novelties, properly speak-

ing, but also aroused people's curiosity and fetched high

prices irrespective of expenses. That is to say, at first,

expenses were less determinative than later on. Supply
was limited and calculated to try out the will of con-

sumers. Since risks are great and notions of correct

market values not yet formulated clearly, entrepreneurs

must and can charge enough to provide a liberal margin
of net profits, assuming that goods can be sold at all. In
such cases, therefore, capital may be eagerly sought for

the sake of rapid expansion, of improvements to lower
expenses, of the possibility of eliminating rivals, and
so forth. Consumers pay for high interest rates by
allowing entrepreneurs a profit considerably above the

ordinary. Business records are full of instances of this

sort.

§ 4. But, of course, invention is not the only possible

occasion for a demand for loan funds. While it is un-

doubtedly true that epochs of declining inventiveness

reduce demand, and those of rising inventiveness in-

crease it, other factors may act upon it even in the ab-

sence of important inventions, or when the rate of tech-

nical progress is steady and slow. Thus a discovery of

new natural resources gives a fillip to industry. It

arouses the enthusiasm of virile men and daring
pioneers. It urges people to exploit nature and to trans-

form useless raw materials into welcome utilities. While
rates of profit may remain the same, the aggregate
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grows, and aside from that, the very prospect of reaping

a harvest in new fields impels men to go to work. The
American continent is a good example of what an abun-

dance of resources means to capitalists at home or

abroad. Both in North and in South America vast tracts

had to be cultivated during the last century. Immense
mineral deposits, timber stands, and sources of hydraulic

power were disclosed to man. There was not enough
skill, scientific knowledge, and machinery on hand to

meet these opportunities. Natives and white settlers

looked to Europe to supply loan funds which were paid
in exports of finished materials if not in the shape of

specialized services unavailable in the western world.

Thus the demand for capital exceeded supply. Interest

rates remained high for many years. The prodigality

of nature and the youth of the country fostered enter-

prises which necessitated gigantic loans.

Price levels, 1 too, may exert an influence upon the de-

mand for capital. Curious as it may seem, demand from
this standpoint raises levels of price, and this in turn

calls for further loans, so that a kind of vicious circle is

before us. Since a great deal of capital is borrowed
from banks which, as stated earlier, pay usually in paper
money or by checks accepted widely in lieu of real money,
one result of a brisk demand for loan funds may be a

rising price level. Without attempting to explain the

process here, let us assume at any rate that a rise does

take place, for historical data substantiate this view.

Since levels, then, do rise and the purchasing power of

money falls, two things happen. On the one hand more
dollars thereafter are needed to buy goods, and so enter-

prisers must ask for a greater loan to achieve a con-

stant amount of work in their plant. This in itself

accounts for an absolute increase in demand of capital,

though it does not imply that offers of capital will not

increase in proportion. That often is the case. But on
the other hand, prices move up at unequal rates for dif-

ferent goods and services. Some prices rise quickly and
decidedly, others slowly and not so much. Wages

1 See ch. 11.
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especially lag, that is, are raised later than prices of

finished articles. Hence the margin between expenses

and prices is widened, inasmuch as wages form so con-

spicuous a part of expenses in many fields of production.

Enterprisers thus are encouraged to go ahead. The de-

mand for capital increases beyond the ordinary, and
interest rates may reflect this trend.

However, these are factors back of demand as observed

over a considerable period of time, say over a decade or

two. Yet demand may also vary for short periods, as

admitted a while ago. There are short-time loans as

well as long ones placed usually by way of bonds.

Merchants of all sorts are the chief sources of a demand
for loans extending nominally or actually over only a few
months, perhaps over a few days only. Some interest

rates, therefore, can be explained better by conditions

changing rapidly or applicable to only some one financial

center, than by lasting influences affecting an entire

nation.

Wholesalers and retailers, for instance, need money
constantly to move goods. They buy on credit or arrange

a credit with a bank to obtain merchandise which is

resold at a profit. The demand for capital of this sort

is influenced by whatever bears upon marketing and com-

merce. If times are good, consumption is large. Wares
may be sold easily and at a high rate of profit. Dealers

lay in large stocks and borrow unconcernedly. They
ask for much, and for a time get it without difficulty.

Again, there are seasonal fluctuations to reckon with

in business. These, too, spring from many sources and
affect the movement of interest rates for temporary
loans. And lastly—aside from periodic and rather vari-

able needs of governments both in times of peace and
during wars—there exists a regular demand for funds

in certain large cities where securities are traded in.

Bonds and stocks are bought not only for investment,

but also for speculation. They are capitalized values;

that is, they represent future incomes as well as outlays

of the past. A stock is worth more or less according

to dividends declared or to net profits earned by a com-
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pany. A bond, too, may vary in value with the solvency

and reputation of the issuer, though not as much so as

a stock certificate.

So these securities form excellent material for people

who wish to get rich quickly or to save themselves from
a disagreeable loss. They are offered at central markets
known as stock Exchanges. In New York City, for

instance, members of the Stock Exchange trade in stock

either for themselves or for customers in all parts of the

country. They buy and sell and do this largely with

their own money, or rather with funds provided by a

bank. To take a common case, an out-of-town client may
wish to buy a hundred thousand dollars worth of a cer-

tain stock, but lacks the cash for immediate payment.
So he goes to a broker who negotiates the purchase and
furnishes the bulk of the funds. The broker probably
carries an account at a bank. He has money or titles

to money there. But in addition he makes an arrange-

ment with the bank to help him out in order that the

client may be satisfied and he himself procure a com-
mission on the deal. The client probably is required to

pay only 10% of it, which is known as the "margin."
If the stock declines on the market the broker usually

asks for more funds from his customers, since the stock

is then less of a security. Similarly the bank insists upon
further cash from the broker, if necessary. But in any
case this account is only a small fraction of the value of

the stock bought. A bank in turn, demands from the

broker about the same margin that is paid to him by the

customer, namely, 10% ; the remainder it furnishes by
way of a loan. It does this by allowing the broker to

draw a check which it "certifies," thus making it good
at the Exchange where the stock is for sale. The stock

itself is collateral for the bank as well as for the broker
who borrowed most of the funds on behalf of his client.

Loans of this sort are generally terminable at a moment's
notice, hence have been dubbed "call" loans. In practice

they do not run more than one day, although renewable

under ordinary circumstances.

These call loans, then, constitute another demand upon
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the capital of the country. Just before the war the

amount used daily in New York City was about $25,000,-

000, while the volume of dealings in securities was not

far from a billion dollars annually. Loans for specula-

tive purposes thus represent a special, but not an alto-

gether negligible, phase of commercial credit or of the

general needs of traders. A number of conditions

govern people in their ventures at the Exchange. It is

hardly possible to specify them or to show why they

change so rapidly from day to day. But we do know that

the demand for call loans fluctuates very much accord-

ing to the actual or expected trend of security values.

If we could assume the supply of funds loanable at banks

to be constant, these variations of demand would deter-

mine directly the interest rates paid on call loans.

§ 5. But, of course, the supply of capital, too, is sub-

ject to changes. It is variable like demand, and for

definite reasons.

In the first place we must remember that, as suggested

on an earlier occasion, capital flows from three principal

sources. It springs either from savings, or from a

business surplus, or from credits extended by commer-
cial banks. Savings are an annual surplus from personal

income. If our earnings per year amount to five thou-

sand dollars, and we fail to spend more than four fifths

of this, one thousand dollars is saved. It is the fruit

of economy or of thrift. It is something which theoretic-

ally or in reality we might have spent for enjoyable

things such as food, travel, theatre parties, and so forth,

but have laid aside in instalments as we were being paid

our salary or received income from other sources. In

general people think of capital as the result of such sav-

ings, and they are not exactly wrong.
But we have seen that a certain amount may con-

sist of net profits which business men do not put in their

own pockets for consumption nor divide among stock-

holders who legally are entitled to them. Joint stock

companies and corporations have increasingly in recent

decades made it a practice to set aside a reserve out of

the year's net earnings. Instead of giving them to share-
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holders in the form of dividends they have withheld a

certain percentage. At one time virtually all would be

kept; in the next, one half or a quarter; and in a third

only one tenth or nothing. In the United States the cor-

porate surplus has been estimated to have been in 1910

about one and one half billion dollars ; in 1914 over six

hundred millions ; in 1918 two billions, and even in 1920

which turned out to be a year of a serious economic de-

pression, approximately one billion and a quarter. 1 Un-
distributed profits, therefore, must be considered an

important second source of loan funds, under existing

conditions. Business firms who have such a surplus tem-

porarily place it in banks or buy securities with it, which

is to say, lend it to others. They may for years carry

such accounts without giving stockholders a chance to

express their opinion on the matter.

Incidentally, a surplus of this sort differs from per-

sonal income in one notable respect. As long as it re-

mains a reserve controlled by the officers of the corpor-

ation or company it becomes entirely or almost entirely

a loan fund at banks or in the open market. It does not

lie idle as cash nor fail to be available for would-be

borrowers. But if this part of the net profits were
divided among the rightful owners by way of a dividend

we could not be sure how much of it would be offered

on the loan market. As far as the recipient of a dividend

understands it, he is entitled to spend his money as he

likes. He may buy consumption goods with it or invest

it. In the latter case he purchases securities himself, or

deposits the money in commercial or savings banks, or

in trust companies acting as commercial or savings

banks. Or he may buy an endowment insurance policy,

or patronize building and loan associations. There are

many ways for him to invest his funds, thus entering

them as a part of the capital of the country. But on

the other hand he may spend all of this dividend in com-

forts and luxuries. In a sense every dollar of dividend

may be so disposed of, for the total quantity of con-

sumption goods and services is a rather flexible one.

1 See Friday, D., Profits, Wages and Prices, ch. 5.
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According to our policy we may engage men in rendering

us personal services or by buying public utilities and
concrete goods. If we decide to have a good time with
our dividend, we keep people busy waiting upon us and
producing luxuries. But meanwhile we have nothing to

lend, nor do we add directly to the technical means of

production which are usually increased by loans out of

savings or a business surplus. Hence, while undivided
profits are nothing but potential personal income out of

dividends, they differ from it. They are transformed
entirely into loan funds via investment or bank deposits,

while dividends may or may not become a loan fund
according to the mode of living of the recipient.

In addition to savings and business surplus, however,
we have also bank credits as a third source of loan
funds.

The former two serve mainly the purpose of creating

tangible forms of wealth or public utilities. When enter-

prisers need money for many years and in large amounts,

they issue bonds which are bought by investment in-

stitutions or by private individuals directly. Savings

and an appreciable portion of undistributed profits thus

help to create production goods, as intimated before.

They are spent for raw materials, machinery, real estate,

power, and labor. They add to the technical aids em-

ployed in the production of wealth.

Bank credit, on the contrary, is used for the most part

by merchants and dealers in securities. Though one

quarter or one third has been shown to fill investment

needs of a permanent sort, there being no immediate
returns from the expenses incurred, the bulk of commer-
cial loans still facilitates trade. In other words, while

long-time loans made possible by savings and by a large

part of business surplus further the creation of new
wealth, short-time funds offered by commercial banks
chiefly promote the exchange of goods already in exist-

ence. Dealers buy wares on credit, going to banks for

loans. The transfer of ownership in merchandise is

based upon such credits. Commercial banks, as we have
seen, depend upon the confidence the general public
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places in them even more than upon cash deposits from
customers and their own assets. On the one hand they

gather the primary loan funds of thrifty savers and of

business firms who do not divide all their net profits.

Besides, they use their own capital stock and surplus.

But on the other hand they lend out what they do not

have. They extend credit by way of bank notes and
deposits subject to check which circulate freely in lieu

of real money. This new medium of exchange has the

effect of unlocking reservoirs of capital which otherwise

would not be available. Commercial banks consequently

represent a third source distinct from the other two. In

so far as their loans exceed the cash deposits left with

them by savers or business firms who do not distribute

all their profits, they mean a net gain to prospective

borrowers.

§ 6. But if these three sources of loan funds do exist,

what follows for the explanation of interest rates on the

supply side? What determines the size of a nation's

loan fund at a given moment or in the course of a year,

and what variations may be expected relative to changes
in demand? These questions constitute the second part
of our study of the supply of capital.

From the standpoint of the average individual the

principal variable back of the supply of capital is un-

doubtedly the degree of impatience which people show.

The more tempted they are to spend their money, the

harder it is for them to resist, and the smaller the sur-

plus at the end of the year. In all countries the major-
ity have so slender an income that it is easy to spend
everything for ordinary creature comforts. Wants are

so great, and the powers to satisfy them so slight ! Even
in the United States, the wealthiest country on earth,

90% of all persons gainfully occupied earned in 1918 less

than $2,300, while 75% did not have more than $1,500 per
year. Under such circumstances the innate desire to

enjoy things to-day rather than to-morrow or years later

must be decisive. There is a constant inclination to

spend, if prudence and will power do not call a halt.

We may say, therefore, that the size of the loan fund
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(in so far as originating in personal income) varies

with the natural instinct for pleasure and with the meas-

ures taken by responsible parties to counteract it. If

the population is made up chiefly of uneducated people,

savings are small. Again, one group lays aside more
than another, not perhaps because it earns more, but

because its craving for enjoyable goods and services is

not so intense, or because it has learned to master its

passions. At different periods of a nation's history,

time preference may be changed in proportion to ideals

of life or to the extent of public and social control. At
one time authorities will deplore any signs of extrava-

gance. They inculcate a spirit of economy. They point

out that waste brings want, that one needs less than is

believed, that national prosperity is imperilled by reck-

less expenditures. There are such periods of frugality

which rest on religious creeds or traditions inherited

from days when thrift was absolutely essential. But at

other times we may live gaily and thoughtlessly from
hand to mouth in spite of a generous income. An entire

nation may give itself up to orgies of spending. Nothing
seems too good for the rank and file. Lack of reverence

or of a sane view regarding the real meaning of life may
prompt men to ignore future responsibilities. Our edu-

cational system may run counter to a spread of economy.
Political maxims or a strong emotional wave born of

bitter disappointments may encourage the great major-
ity to live up fully to their visible means. Thus non-

economic facts of various sorts constitute variables

back of the supply of one part of capital. Indeed, at

all times, degrees of impatience, however changeable
they may be, influence interest rates. That is not to be
denied.

Even with this individualistic viewpoint before us,

however, we are bound to make certain reservations.

For one thing, namely, degrees of time preference
are not measurable. Psychologists have not yet devised
an apparatus or discovered a method by which a pain
of abstinence can be measured. While we know beyond
the shadow of a doubt that some people save more
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easily than others, and that successive epochs in human
history reveal waves of thrift and of prodigality which

borders on wanton waste, we cannot compare these vari-

ations quantitatively. All we can say is that differ-

ences exist, and that something may be done to make
them less pronounced. Prolonged mental discipline, a

strict regulation of our mode of living by governments,

effective propaganda by the clergy or by public schools,

—these may develop forethought in us. To a certain ex-

tent a concern for future needs may be fostered and made
beneficial. But we have no means of judging supplies of

capital by varying intensities of impatience manifested

by a population.

In the second place, a good bit of what passes for dis-

inclination to postpone consumption is really a fear of

losses. People refuse to save because they realize the

risks of piling up money or purchasing power and do

not wish to assume them. They are afraid of dying too

early, of being cheated by banks, of losing on bad secur-

ities, of having prices rise so high that their old-time

earnings are worth little. These apprehensions persuade

people to spend immediately what they have. In spite

of counter arguments which lead to vast savings in the

hands of perhaps one half of all bread-earners, many
others prefer to be branded as spendthrifts. Risk rather

than a longing for the pleasures of the day diminishes

savings.

Third, it is hardly fair to speak of a pain of abstinence

for those who have very large incomes. To earn ten.

thousand dollars per annum in the United States, for

instance, is to have enough and something to spare.

While we cannot prove that a family so placed might
be prone to spend everything, neither can we credit them
with a great power of will for saving a portion of the

total. Thus, there is always a small fraction of the

population which experiences no trials in accumulating

fortunes. Millionaires are sure to save, whether they

think of it every day or not. Even though they imagine

that as a class they can devote all their dollars to the pur-

chase of enjoyable things, actually they do not want to
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do so. A relatively small portion of the year's earnings

fills so many personal needs that the greater part

becomes a surplus without any effort or suffering

whatsoever.

Fourth, as regards business surplus and bank loans,

these evidently have relatively little to do with degrees

of impatience. The former consists of undivided profits.

Consumers as such have not yet been given their divi-

dends. They are not allowed to claim their own. So
there can be no temptation to spend. What is not in

our purse is not ours to give away. Neither are the

officers of the firm permitted to dispose of the surplus

otherwise than on behalf of stockholders, or for credits

at a bank. In any case, there can be no talk of sacrifice

such as a private person may pretend to when saving

his own income instead of taking a vacation with it or

buying something for his family. And as for the capital

created by commercial banks, this is only in small part

—

or in a very loose sense—a fruit of abstinence, as is sug-

gested by the origin of most of their loans.

§ 7. We must repeat, then, that the explanation of the

supply of capital through thrift or personal time pref-

erence is inadequate. It helps us partly, but does not

cover the whole ground. On the other hand, there is

much to be said for taking an objective viewpoint, for

considering loan funds in the light of conditions which

belong to the economic system as a whole. Not inborn

traits, but acquired practices, social factors, and public

policies,—these account largely (though again not ex-

clusively) for the rise and fall of interest rates in every

country.

As regards savings, one item to be noted is the dis-

tribution of income among all the members of society.

The more equal it is, the more apt people are to spend
their money for current needs. We may picture the situa-

tion as follows. If the annual income of a nation consists

in appreciable part of capital goods, land and improve-
ments, somebody has to take these in payment for his

services. Somebody must own them, and it is not the

poor man, for he needs all or nearly all of what he
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earns for ordinary comforts. He necessarily spends the

lion's share of his income for food, clothing, health serv-

ice, a little education, and so on. These are consumption
goods which he must have and which strip him of most
of his wages. But the rich man has all these things

and in addition much more. He cannot spend every-

thing on consumables, for then the average man would
be unable to secure his allowance. "While people with big

incomes may buy more consumption goods than the

small earner, adding luxuries to necessities, much of it

comes to them in the guise of capital goods. Machinery,

buildings, engineering works, or whatever has been

produced by a nation in the course of a year, are turned

over to big earners in effect, though not in name. "When
they say they earn a hundred thousand a year, they

really imply that they get one part in comforts and
luxuries, and the rest in the technical equipment just

mentioned.

In this sense the size of loan funds is partly deter-

mined by the distribution of personal incomes, or by
the ratio of capital goods to the total income of the

population. The more of the former, the larger the

latter can be, for the biggest part of capital is borrowed
by men who wish to buy means of production, that is

to say, technical equipment of the kind referred to a

moment ago. When we look at our problem objectively,

therefore, we have to admit that some people so far

from deciding solemnly to save and undergo hardships,

are compelled to save because they cannot secure

enjoyable goods and services with all of their money
anyhow. In part, the size of the loan fund hinges on

ithe relative quantities of capital goods and raw
materials already in existence, or on the range of

distribution of wealth and income expressed in terms

of money.
Nevertheless, this does not tell us anything about the

business surplus and the variations of bank credit.

The magnitude of the first may be said to vary, first,

with the net profits of a concern—and these depend upon
factors not now at issue—and secondly with its financial
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policy. If the board of directors of a corporation is

ultra-conservative, it looks constantly for mishaps or

losses, and " writes off" beforehand large amounts.
Some entrepreneurs have the reputation of being ex-

tremely cautious, of being always solid financially, of

owning more than their books or reports show. Others
do not heed experiences of the past, but go ahead
serenely and divide all or nearly all of their net earn-

ings among themselves or their shareholders. There
may be special reasons why they do so. Again, some-
thing depends upon the general trend of business at the

time. In prosperous years a surplus can easily be
realized. It may seem advisable to withhold a part
from the members of the stock company. It may prove
fine diplomacy to keep outsiders in the dark as to cur-

rent earnings. Questions of taxation may be involved
incidentally. But at other times the need of a reserve
is slight. Possibly no improvements for the producer
are in sight. Perhaps the period of boom is still before
him so that he expects to meet all expenses with ease,

including interest charges, depreciation, and unforeseen
outlays. In short, it is difficult to reduce the variations

of business surplus to a few principles. The nature of

the product itself may be just as decisive as the age
of the firm or the temperament of the presiding ofiicials

or the outlok of business in the world as a whole. We
only know that the surplus will be permanent and large

if the concern in question earns more than it can possibly
re-invest on the premises or spend on expansion in other
fields. In that case much is offered in the market for
loans to others.

Finally, as regards bank capital, the determining ele-

ments in it are of a still different nature. We must
here point to facts which are altogether independent
of the ones so far cited and, furthermore, bear upon
short-time loans much more than upon such as are
covered mainly by savings or business surplus. If by
interest rates we mean bank rates for ordinary com-
mercial credits or for speculation in securities, these
vary with banking means and methods and their super-
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vision by governments rather than with personal thrift

or the amount of undivided profits.

Costs or expenses of production also occur in the

manufacture of bank credit. Banks need land and
buildings to do their work. There are furnishings with-

in, and sometimes sumptuous ones. Machinery and
supplies such as stationery, ledgers, losses from bad
debtors,—these and other items make banking less easy

than is sometimes supposed. However, it is true that

such expenses cannot influence the supply of loan funds

from commercial banks very much. It is not limited

by them, as the output of wheat or of textiles is subject

to costs imposed by nature or by the physical laws gov-

erning all secondary industries. Thus costs of produc-

tion should not be mentioned as a determining factor in

the variations of the supply of loan funds.

§ 8. The real determining forces on the supply side,

if we refer to bank credit rather than to the savings

process which is the second principal source of loan-

able capital, are the perennial need of cash among
traders, public policies regarding currency and credit,

and the prevailing mechanism or technique of banking
within any one country. These three items must be

taken seriously, no matter what our final verdict on the

law of interest rates.

Since a certain amount of metallic money has so far

always been necessary in business, and probably al-

ways will be, one main question in the analysis of

capital and of fluctuating interest rates is the total quan-

tity of money possessed by a country. All other things

being equal—though that is not usually so—this volume
of metallic money influences interest rates to some ex-

tent. If it varies markedly, movement in interest rates

may be expected sooner or later. In spite of the often

stressed truth that rates do not correspond exactly to

changes in money, there does exist a loose relation

between the two.

Of importance for present purposes is therefore the

output of gold and silver from mines, as these two metals

are either both standards or else serve most commonly
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as a medium of exchange when a commodity of intrinsic

value is desired. If the mineral output rises or falls

materially from decade to decade, this may affect not

only the size of loanable funds, but possibly also the

trend of interest rates. Exports and imports too are

of moment. The former may exceed the latter, or vice

versa, for precious metals move freely from one land

to the next. They are a staple like wool or wheat. The
flow may be influenced by a great variety of facts.

Bankers may be making loans or borrowing from abroad.

Governments may wish to ship quantities during a war.

If the export of ordinary merchandise is greater than

imports, and continues to be so for some years, gold

may have to be shipped to creditor nations or to their

agents elsewhere. But regardless of the reasons for

this movement in and out of a particular country, there

is noticeable not infrequently a reaction in banking

circles. Since the available volume at home is affected

directly, banks as a system may modify their lending

practices accordingly. As long as some cash is essential

to trade (and this is an indisputable fact, as noted be-

fore), foreign commerce in gold and silver must be

watched in every study of interest rates. Again, when
we admit this much, we may as well add that the indus-

trial or art uses of the precious metals also figure in

the situation. Not all of the output of mines is coined

into money. A fifth to a quarter of the world's gold,

and a larger percentage of its silver, is consumed in

the manufacture of apparatus, machinery, household

utensils, jewelry, and so on. Hence something depends
upon the demand of the market outside of government
mints, and this demand varies with conditions far re-

moved from banking problems.

§ 9. In the second place, public authorities play a

decisive role in the determination of interest rates for

that part of capital which originates in bank credit, and
this the more plainly so, the broader the powers con-

ferred upon them by national or local legislation. Dur-
ing the last century especially an attempt has been made
to safeguard the rights of depositors at banks, to guide
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the investment policies of commercial banks, to protect

holders of bank notes, and last bnt not least to provide

a degree of elasticity for credit and currency at the

same time that limits were put upon their volume by
reserve requirements. Hence we must know something

of these rules and regulations if we wish to understand

fully the ups and downs of capital in any one country.

Variations in its supply may be influenced as much by
government action as by any other factor, the rate of

savings among consumers not excluded.

Let us illustrate this principle from facts in the

United States, bearing in mind however that conditions

are not the same for all nations nor for any one nation

at all times, so that precisely this difference from place

to place becomes noteworthy in our analysis of interest

rates on the supply side.

In this country the need of cash reserves has been

recognized officially since the middle of the last century,

and since 1914 the most important banks have become
members of a system under federal control which be-

cause of one of its chief functions is known as the fed-

eral reserve system. Members of this system are re-

quired to keep reserves of lawful money against their

demand deposits in twelve federal reserve banks in

addition to what cash they may keep in their own tills

for everyday use. Country banks must keep 7%, reserve

city banks 10%, and central reserve city banks 13%, the

location and magnitude of operations of a bank deter-

mining the class to which it belongs. These cash reserves

therefore testify to the public appreciation of their im-

portance as a security for bank liabilities in general and
for bank currency in particular. Indeed, the ratio of

money in circulation to the total demand liabilities of

all banks in the United States was for 1910 about 1 to

4.20, for 1915 about 1 to 5, for 1917 about 1 to 6, for

1920 nearly 1 to 5, and for 1922 about 1 to 5.5, showing

that the demand for real money relative to the volume
of bank credit or to check circulation is considerable.

But this insistence upon real money has evidently

one serious drawback from the standpoint of business
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men. The stock of real money does not change rapidly,

with the result that loanable funds from banks would

be somewhat fixed if no other means were taken to pro-

vide elasticity. As soon as commercial banks are pre-

vented from extending loans regardless of their cash

assets, or are compelled by law to keep an eye on these

assets, their maximum of loans and discounts, which fig-

ure most prominently in their demand deposits, is cor-

respondingly limited. Hence the problem of elasticity

has peculiar difficulties.

To solve them, two safety valves were devised,

namely, a rediscount with federal reserve banks, and

loans from them on certain conditions.

Any member bank is permitted to build up its reserves

at the federal reserve bank of its own district by sub-

stituting rediscounted paper for cash. That is to say,

if found expedient, it may realize on some of the credit

instruments acquired in the course of making loans

or of granting discounts to its own customers. It may
take these papers and have them rediscounted at a

federal reserve bank, these rediscounts being also usable

as a reserve against a member bank's demand liabilities,

although they are not, of course, real money. To be

sure, the kind of paper eligible to rediscount is nar-

rowly defined by the central body controlling the sys-

tem, called the federal reserve board. Not all commer-
cial paper possibly held by a bank enjoys the privilege.

In general it consists of federal bonds or notes, and of

bank promissory notes, drafts or bills of exchange, and
acceptances. With some exceptions these instruments

must not run over three months. They must represent

transactions involving the exchange or production of

actual wealth, but not speculative deals in stocks or

bonds. They must be endorsed by a member bank, and
meet other tests of minor significance. Thus redis-

countable paper points in the main to the existence of

wealth which is being prepared for the market. The
aim is to foster commercial credit secured by liquid

assets rather than on investment in things which yield

a return only after a lengthy period, and then perhaps
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but irregularly. Nevertheless, this provision has offset

in large part the rigidity inherent in legal reserve re-

quirements. Rediscounts at federal reserve banks have
grown rapidly and proven the ease with which govern-

ments can add to the lending power of banks. In 1916,

for instance, the total volume of rediscounts was
scarcely $200,000,000 ; in 1918 it amounted to nearly $40,-

000,000,000; in 1920 to over $85,000,000,000, this being

the peak year for such business. Because of the defla-

tion since then, and also thanks to the elimination of

liberty bonds as a security for rediscounts, figures in

the last few years have shrunk greatly. But even in 1924

the aggregate was nearly $25,000,000,000, the average
maturity for all types of rediscounts being about three

weeks. Thus the value of the first measure for elas-

ticity is demonstrated strikingly enough.

The second one is not so important, but none the

Jess in constant use. Member banks of the system
may make loans at a federal reserve bank without re-

course to a rediscount. If they do not care to lose inter-

est on paper running several months, they may offer it

as security for a loan up to fifteen days. During the

late war this clause in the federal reserve act was
made to include also the advance of funds on notes of

the member banks secured by liberty bonds. Long-time
government debts, in other words, became a basis for

bank credits which gave rise to federal reserve notes,

which again represented in that case mere promises of

Uncle Sam to pay genuine values such as metallic

money. Thus lending was made popular. Credit re-

mained cheap in 1917-19. There was an abundance of

capital so far as bond subscribers and business men
could see it, and certain consequences arose from this

arrangement, of which the rise of price levels was
probably the most familiar.

The ultimate check put upon bank loans is, then, the

reserve of lawful money held by the federal reserve

banks against their own liabilities, that is, against the

deposits left with them by the member banks. This
reserve was fixed by statute at 35%, and as long as it
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exceeds this amount, federal reserve banks can redis-

count papers and grant short-time loans practically re-

gardless of cash held by member banks. In fact, the

law further allows them to reduce their reserves against

deposits below 35%, if the federal reserve board ap-

proves and a tax is paid which is the higher, the more

marked the fall of reserves below 35%. Thus bank

credit is much more elastic than might be inferred

from the reserve requirements applied to member
banks. Even if we ignore the salutary effects of redis-

counts by one federal reserve bank to another, the

manufacture of bank capital appears to be capable of

almost indefinite expansion.

§ 10. But this, of course, is not the whole story.

In the first place, we must remember that the federal

reserve banks influence (or may influence) interest

rates directly by fixing their own rediscount rates. This

latter, because of its official origin and the great pres-

tige carried by federal reserve banks which are really

banks for all other banks, has proven of weight even

during the last few years, and will probably serve

more and more as an index of financial conditions, so

that commercial banks throughout the country will be

guided by it to some extent.

In the second place, the same principle which sug-

gested the need of legal minimum reserves against a

bank's demand deposits also finds expression in cash

carried by federal reserve banks against paper money
issued to member banks, and this in turn reacts upon the

possible volume of commercial loans and discounts at a

given time.

As noted on an earlier occasion, commercial banks

have always found it convenient or necessary to pay
a part of their debts in notes sharing virtually all the

qualities of minted metal. Customers discounting

paper or making a loan have for a long time been paid

in this manner when they were not satisfied with book
credit alone. The circulation of checks has thus been
supplemented by one of bank money of several kinds

which bears no interest, is generally accepted by people,
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and rests on some sort of security denned by public

enactment. In the United States all national banks may
circulate national bank notes, federal reserve bank
notes, and federal reserve notes, while all member
banks—whether national banks or not—may circulate

(federal reserve notes.

National bank notes and federal reserve bank notes

are secured by federal bonds, but have ceased to form
an important part of our currency. Instead we find

a big gain for federal reserve notes, so that to-day they
constitute not only the bulk of our paper money, but
also its chief elastic element. For these reserve notes

rest on commercial paper of the kind previously de-

fined by the federal reserve board as eligible for redis-

count. They are secured by credit instruments for

the most part, though gold may also be given. Promis-
sory notes, bank acceptances, and bills of exchange are

the security directly back of them, and these of course

represent loans or discounts made by business men for

the sake of obtaining ready funds. The rise and fall

of loan funds is thus reflected with considerable ac-

curacy in the changing volume of federal reserve notes.

When a member bank needs more money to satisfy the

claims of its customers it may apply for reserve notes

at the federal reserve bank of its district, using a blank
for this purpose. It usually offers rediscountable

paper. This paper is submitted by the federal reserve

bank to a special reserve agent who gives reserve notes

in exchange, dollar for dollar, except that the discount

is deducted. When it matures, the notes must be re-

tired, or new security be furnished by the member bank.

The notes cannot be used as a member bank's reserve

against its own demand liabilities; neither can they be

re-issued by any federal reserve bank except the orig-

inal one, others being compelled by law either to present

them for redemption or credit at the issuing bank, or

to forward them to the Treasurer of the United States

for retirement, or else to pay a tax of 10% which would
prove prohibitive. Finally, though these reserve notes

are not legal tender officially, they are receivable for all
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taxes and private debts, thus functioning as money in

every sense of the word.
To be sure, as far as the principle of elasticity is

concerned, it meets again with a check, for federal

reserve banks must keep gold in their coffers equal to

40% of the total outstanding circulation, and this can-

not of course be augmented arbitrarily, even though
imports, mineral output, and coin brought by the public

to banks loom up as possible new sources. There is

no doubt that this legal minimum of 40% does set limits

to the issue of federal reserve notes at any one time,

thus reacting also upon the trend of loans and discounts

which call for bank money to a certain extent, as al-

ready noted. It must now be added, however, that

again there are two saving features in the situation, and
that these assure us a highly elastic and almost un-

limited supply of bank currency, comparable to that of

bank credit.

In the first place, gold in a federal reserve bank ful-

fills two duties. It may be offered by member banks
in exchange for reserve notes, and it may at the same
time also serve as legal reserve against a federal re-

serve bank's total outstanding reserve notes or deposits.

This being so, the actual gold back of reserve notes

may be less than 40% ; in other words, the powers of

expansion are less limited for federal reserve banks
than appears on the surface.

Secondly, the required cash for reserve notes may
be lowered in an emergency, just as that against a
federal reserve bank's deposits was shown to be re-

ducible below the legal minimum. In critical days re-

serves may go below 40%, provided a tax is paid which
is somewhat proportionate to the extent of the decline

below 40%. In this way our national currency is, after

all, kept quite elastic. We have on the one hand a
scheme for setting bounds to the growth of banking
credit at a given moment, and on the other a series of

provisions for affording bankers the utmost freedom
in an emergency.
But whatever the seeming inconsistency of this dual
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arrangement—and it is not hard to explain it away

—

we can scarcely doubt that governments may exercise

a large measure of control over changes in loan funds.

If the laws now in effect in this country, for instance,

were to be altered to-day, the relative elasticity of loan

funds, their size from week to week, and the possible

range of variations would change likewise. In this

sense interest rates must to a degree be attributed to

public policies.

And yet there remains a third noteworthy factor on

the supply side, and one which might just as well have
been mentioned first as last, namely, the organization

and technique of banking of any one period or nation.

The absence or existence of a central rediscount mar-
ket, of branch institutions, of monopoly combinations

or agreements designed to reduce competition, of a

mechanism for mobilizing credit quickly in different

parts of a country, of facilities for turning long-time

securities into short-time credits (or vice versa), of

suitable credit instruments and of a law defining or

regulating their negotiability, of agencies for marketing
such instruments and the funds back of them, of dis-

criminatory tactics towards special groups like farmers
or exporters, of collection methods and local clearing

houses—all these questions enter into the analysis of

supplies of capital as here understood. Maxima and
minima as well as time rates of fluctuation depend upon
them to a goodly extent, so that the course of interest

rates is similarly affected, all other things being equal.

In closing our survey, therefore, we may summarize
as follows

:

Generally speaking we must distinguish between
three principal classes of loans, namely, those serving

long-time investments, those facilitating trade and
made for a few months (at a time) only, and those made
by security dealers in our financial centers from day
to day. The first are provided mainly out of the annual
savings of society, and the other two out of bank credit

which depends only indirectly and to a slight degree
upon consumers' savings. To be sure, a rather variable
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and yet noteworthy part of the capital obtained at

commercial banks is sunk in real estate or technical

instruments of production, so that it is wrong nowadays
to associate bank credit exclusively with the needs of

professional merchants. But in the main we do have
grounds for thinking of three kinds of loans, as indi-

cated, hence of as many sets of variables determining

their supply and demand. Even if by interest rates

we mean those only which remain after charges for

management and risk have been deducted, we still have
to consider facts which in part are peculiar to each one

of the three types of loans mentioned.

As regards long-time loans, their supply is governed

in the main probably by the degree of impatience which
people show to consume their income. The interest

rate here reflects time preference or the premium put

consciously or unconsciously upon present values as

against those of the future. It is impossible to say what
exactly accounts for the fluctuations of this time pref-

erence or even whether it really does vary a great deal

from period to period, from place to place. But per-

haps it would not be far wrong to assume that interest

rates, as far as determined by this one factor, range
from about three to about ten per cent. If we may judge
by historical records, people have always wanted as

much as three per cent, and seldom obtained over ten

per cent. This range, therefore, might be used itself as

a proof of the fact that the aversion to forego present

enjoyments is widespread and calls for tangible re-

wards. It must however be borne in mind that actually

a great deal depends upon the safety factor. People
do not save if there is no hope of keeping their savings

intact, of having their purchasing power maintained.

Currency inflation such as occurred in Europe during
recent years does not only raise price levels, but destroys

the purchasing value of accumulations from the past;

hence people may refuse to save. They do not deem
any interest rate high enough to compensate for risks

taken. In the case of capital from savings, therefore,

we are reminded of the difficulty of separating risks
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from "pure" interest rates. We may as well decide

that either the conditions are favorable, so that capital

reflects time-preference only, or that they prevent the

accumulation of cash funds out of consumers' incomes.

This is the substance of the situation on the supply
side. Of course, on the demand side we must reckon
with the motive of the borrower, and that is his belief

in the profitableness of loans procured. Hence long-

time interest rates are the resultant of two forces,

namely, of impatience as just admitted, and of the pro-

ductivity of capital at the moment that the loan is sought.

The rosier the prospect for rapid sales and profits, the

greater the willingness to pay a decent rate on capital.

Thus the rate may be more or less than consumers'
impatience by itself demands. Price here is fixed in the

same manner as for ordinary goods produced at an
expense, offered in an open market, and subject to the

normal as well as whimsical wants of a buying public.

But again must we repeat that the productivity of

capital is not one measured by buyers, that is, bor-

rowers exactly. It is estimated but roughly. It is im-

puted in a general way to technical instruments or to

laborers, whose efficiency then symbolizes the worth and
effectiveness of money. Only in this sense is interest on
any kind of capital determined partly by its tangible re-

turns or net profits.

When we pass over to short-time loans, which con-

cern dealers mainly, we have on the demand side again

the varying productivity of capital—which indeed helps

to determine interest rates for every class of loan

—

and in addition several elements on the supply side.

For one thing, namely, time preference influences the

size of loan funds in so far as the annual savings of

society are used for short-time loans by borrowers di-

rectly, or through the medium of commercial banks.

For another thing, the amount of undivided net profits

held by business concerns and not divided by them
among shareholders, is somewhat of a factor; for

these amounts are more likely to be used productively

than dividends in the hands of private persons. These
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latter may save, or spend everything for consumption
of goods, while undistributed profits serve either to

enlarge the plant of the going concern, or else figure in

loans to outsiders. A certain difference between un-

divided profits and personal income, therefore, does

exist, and this may justify our mentioning the former as

a distinct determinant of commercial interest rates on
the supply side. Again, banking technique is most im-

portant, and so also the measures taken by governments
for the regulation of banking and the protection of bank
note holders or depositors. Hence we have a number
of variables bearing directly on short-time rates. A
minute study of them would have to be made for any
one country before we could feel sure of having ex-

hausted the possibilities of our subject, namely, that of

knowing all the causes of a change in interest rates

from time to time.

Incidentally, then, we may raise again the old ques-

tion whether interest rates vary closely with the quan-
tities of real money possessed by a country; and now
our answer should be clearly in the negative. There
is no fixed quantitative relation between interest rates

and either currency amounts or the annual social sur-

plus. Neither cash nor savings from personal incomes
determine rigidly the size of the loan fund. But it is

true that a loose relation between the two exists. In-

directly and in a varying degree the changes in the

volume of money, as well as those in savings by con-

sumers, do affect the supply of capital available for

lending purposes. That follows from the data already
used in our discussion.

Finally, as regards the change of rates for loans

made from day to day in a few financial centers, we
may connect them with the following conditions. The
demand for such funds varies largely with the volume
of deals in securities and with the range of variations
of prices for them. An active market will stimulate

the demand for call loans, while a lull will give it a
setback. This is a general rule, since loans of this sort

are used more for purposes of speculation or the con-
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venience of brokers trading in stocks and bonds than

for the settlement of ordinary commercial accounts.

But the supply of such capital does not rest on specu-

lative activities. Instead it consists of surplus funds

carried by a small number of banks at the financial

centers, but built up principally by outside institutions.

In the United States, New York is the hub of security

dealings. There the bulk of day loans is placed, and
there the condition of certain banks is of importance to

brokers on the Stock Exchange. If they have balances

not otherwise employed and think the security offered

to them sufficient, they advance funds freely at a low
interest rate. The quantity of capital is adequate. But
this depends upon the deposits left at New York banks

by a good many others within the country, and hence

upon the drift of business relative to the potential lend-

ing powers of all banks. Thus money rates ultimately

have to be explained by the fluctuations of commercial
credit and the price charged for it. The general deter-

minants of the interest rate thus operate in a wider
sense also for institutions negotiating call loans. In

fact, all interest rates are really interdependent to a

certain extent, although this does not enable us to infer

one from another.
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CHAPTER 4

THE NATURE AND BASIS OF RENT

§ 1. For practical purposes the meaning of rent is

sufficiently clear. We are familiar with it because of

its importance in everyday life. Indeed, most people

understand it probably better than interest rates be-

cause they are so frequently in touch with it. Interest

concerns relatively few men. Bankers and bondholders

receive it, and enterprisers most usually pay it; but

these three groups make up only a small part of the

population. Rent on the other hand is paid by millions

of people in all walks of life. In the United States,

for instance, over 50% of all families in 1920 were
tenants rather than owners of the houses they lived in.

Among farmers about 40% leased their land from oth-

ers, paying cash or part cash and partly produce. Min-
ing royalties in 1909 amounted to sixty million dollars,

and ten years later to nearly two hundred millions, ac-

cording to estimates of our Census Bureau. So it is

not hard to see why the average man should have a
definite idea as to what rent is. As he knows it, it

signifies the whole price paid for the use of a piece of

farmland, of city lots, of business premises or a home.
If we should ask him what rent is, he would probably
point to this charge levied by the month or by the

year. If he is the tenant of a private dwelling or of

an apartment, paying fifty dollars a month for it, it

is this sum of money going to the landlord which tells

the story. Or if a farmer leases his land to another who
works it and pays, say, five dollars an acre a year for

this privilege, keeping the produce from the soil, that

also is called the rent. According to this view rent is

always a sum of money paid by a tenant to the owner
68
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of laud or of other real estate. This itself constitutes

the rent.

§ 2. Specialists ou the subject however have not been

satisfied with this clear-cut and brief statement of the

case. They have added other definitions and found
them useful for their own purposes.

A second view thus has contrasted pecuniary rent

with true economic rent or with natural products
whose market value need not be measured in terms of

money. It has been pointed out that nature is bounteous

and yields fruits sometimes without any effort on our

part. Supposing for instance that we gather herbs and
nuts from the woods, are not these things a clear gain,

and may not the right to gather such products be sold

to others for a sum of money 1

? Would not these by-

products themselves constitute a rent, whether the owner
of the woods leased them to others for gathering herbs

and berries or not? Or suppose we go to the tropics

where fruits in plenty are showered upon man for the

asking, where nothing is done to improve the soil, and
yet the harvest is ample, is not this bounty of nature

again a net income ? Is it not worth a great deal to the

natives ! Is it not true rent, since nature gave gratu-

itously, and keeps on giving year after year? Surely,

such gifts are not the reward for labor, for man did

nothing. Neither are they a return for enterprise, for

nobody went to any trouble. Nor can we call them in-

terest on investments ; for nothing was spent upon the

land which yields these fruits. Being neither wages
nor profits nor interest, then, they are bound to be

rents, since all income goes into one of four classes.

There is no doubt that rent is this net produce of the

land which comes to man freely, neither personal ef-

fort nor the use of capital goods being perhaps in-

volved. The fertility of the soil, the minerals deep in

the earth or the outcrops on the surface, the fish in

lake or ocean, game in the forest, timber and water
power available for human purposes from one year to

the next—these evidently are sources of a net income
and are true rents. It can make no difference whether
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I own a spring and use the water myself, or sell it by
the cup or bucket to thirsty travelers on a hot summer 's

day. In both cases will emerge a natural, economic

value; and this stream of values flowing ceaselessly is

rent. Money, according to the second definition, is

therefore an incidental feature in rent. It is our pres-

ent expression of the exact value per year or per month
of a spontaneous product lavished upon us by nature.

It may be called rent for convenience. But strictly

speaking rent is this product itself. Economic rent is

this second kind; while pecuniary rent is the sum paid

by tenants to their landlords.

Still, not all economists have agreed upon this second

definition. Some have argued that rent is not paid

on every grade or kind of land; that some natural re-

sources are not rentable even though they give us some-

thing of value. Instead, it has been pointed out that

rates of rent can be explained only by the great dif-

ferences in yield of natural resources. For example,

farms vary enormously. One gives us just enough
for a living, a bare living. If wheat is grown, it pro-

vides no more than is necessary to keep the worker of

the field alive. He and his family can eke out an ex-

istence, and that is all. If such were the case, could

the farmer pay rent? If he owned the land, he would
have no surplus, that is sure. But if he did not own
the farm, could he then pay rent? It appears to be

quite certain that he neither would nor could pay a

farthing; for we have supposed that his land grows
just enough wheat to sustain him and his family.

To be sure, we might grant that the soil would yield a

few bushels of wheat without any effort on the part of

the tenant. There might be such a net product, and
according to our second view stated above, this net

product is true rent. But as seen by another group
of students, this poor land could yield no rent to the

owner if it did not produce more than a minimum of

food essential to life. By this test it leaves no surplus

to the owner, and hence can bear no rent. This poor
land therefore might be called no-rent or marginal
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land, since it is on the margin of fertility, and there

are other grades of land above it, being more produc-

tive. Thus we arrive at the third definition of rent as

the surplus yield of land above what is necessary for

making a bare living, or as the surplus above the yield

of the poorest or marginal land. Judged by this stand-

ard, rent is a differential product, a result of differ-

ences in the yield of natural agents such as mines, fish-

eries, land, or cataracts generating motive power. If

one farm yields enough corn to maintain a family in

the essentials of life, while a second yields ten extra

bushels, then this second is rent-bearing land. It gives

an economic rent of ten bushels or of whatever value

it represents in the market. This amount of corn or

its value is the only rent, since it constitutes the differ-

ence between the least and the more fertile soil.

Even these considerations, however, do not exhaust

the possible interpretations of rent, as times proved.

For ere long it became apparent that if rent was a

differential, then other forms of income could in part

be pictured as rents also. Nay, not only that. Aside
from differences between lower and higher incomes
there were sources of income just as independent of

personal effort or of investment as land provided by
nature. How about the copyright on a novel, for in-

stance? Did this yield an income merely because the

author labored over writing the story? Was this the

explanation of royalties? No, assuredly not. For
many a scribe has toiled over his desk without reaping
anything but disappointment and poverty. Work itself

does not guarantee us a reward under such circum-

stances. If there is an income, it is not a wage fojr

services performed according to stipulation. Neither
is it interest, nor profits from enterprise in the strict

sense of the word. Evidently, then, incomes of that

sort must be classed as rents, if we recognize only
four groups of producers ; and even if we are not guided
by this grouping, there are still some features which
rent from land and royalties on patents or copyrights
have in common. Hence the willingness of some eco-
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nomists to treat monopoly incomes of the latter sort

as real rents.

§ 3. Now, whether such niceties of reasoning are

worth while, may seem questionable to all but a few
specialists. There are certainly merits in each kind of

definition here mentioned. But one fact surely must
be considered most important, and that is the existence

of an income which is not the result of human labor*,

nor of the loan of money. Such an income does exist

and it seems best to call it rent. Hereafter, therefore,

we shall mean by rent one of two things; either the

product of nature itself which is appropriated by the

owner of the land, or the price paid by a tenant for

the right to appropriate it. If we own a farm, we
obtain rent in harvesting crops without the aid of

implements and our personal effort, or when the value

of the harvest exceeds the interest due upon the invest-

ment of machinery, and the amount of wages paid for

labor or payable to the owner himself. "What is left

after wages and interest have thus been deducted is a

net product. It is rent. On the other hand, it is also

correct to mean by rent the sum of money or a share

of the produce which the tenant pays to his landlord.

This too is rent. Indeed, when discussing rates of rent

we shall have in mind usually the money payment rather

than the services themselves which natural resources

yield. Rent is this income from nature, including that

of the poorest land.

But if we grasp this point, it is also clear that man-
made things do not, properly speaking, yield rents. If

we own buildings, for instance, the income from the

lease of them is not true rent. We do call it that, to

be sure. We commonly speak of the rent of a home or

an office, and so on. But manifestly we are dealing

here with two different sorts of income. In so far as

buildings occupy space and hence involve the use of a

site, there is a real rent. It pertains to this location. 1

Whether ground is used by the farmer or by the city

dweller, a price must be paid for it in either case. A
1 The social origin of site values may here be ignored.
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value accrues from year to year under certain condi-

tions, and this value or the price for developing it and

keeping it, in part represents contract rent.

But as far as the house itself goes, that brings inter-

est rather than rent, for it had to be built at an ex-

pense. There is a cost for every product of our fash-

ioning. Not nature but human labor created this value.

So we expect a return on it. If the house, of any kind,

is sold by the builder for ten thousand dollars, we are

not willing to buy it at that figure unless we are as-

sured of an annual income equal to the interest on

such a sum of money. We shall presently see what
the exact relation between the value of real estate and

its income is. Just now we need to note only that a

ten thousand dollar home ought to net us comforts or

cash sufficient to equal interest on that sum at the cur-

rent rate. If the latter is 5%, then we must have at

least five hundred dollars worth of pleasure or of so-

called rent out of the home; for 5% on ten thousand is

five hundred. But in reality even that would not be

enough; for if we invest the above principal in bonds,

we have five hundred dollars every year without any
deduction whatsoever, excepting taxes. A building, on

the other hand, deteriorates. There is wear and tear

to reckon with, as well as a rapid crumpling of values

toward the end of the life of such a structure. So we
should get more than five hundred dollars of rent, if

we lease such a house to others. And yet, whatever,

this annual income may be, it is plainly interest on an
investment, not rent. We call it rent only for conveni-

ence sake, or because it is necessary to lease the ground
with the building on it. Custom, for that matter, im-

plies the difference just stated by distinguishing be-

tween gross and net rent. It is freely admitted that

house rent actually is gross unless interest and replace-

ment charges have been allowed for. What is then left

is net rent, and this belongs to the location on which
the property is erected.

§ 4. But to pass now to the first main question be-

fore us, namely, as to the reason for the existence of
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rent? Why is it possible to levy such a tribute from
people? "What conditions explain rent itself (as distin-

guished from particular amounts of rates of rent) ?

To begin with, it must already have occurred to the

reader that one reason for the possibility of rent is

legal sanction. As in the case of interest, so here we
may argue that there would be no rent if public authori-

ties did not permit it. We might abolish it. We might
revert to feudalism which tolerated rent, but not inter-

est. And we might also adopt socialism or communism
which exclude both interest and rent. That is no
doubt true, so the first explanation of such incomes,

as of many other features in our modern social

economy, is an ideal of individual rights. During the

last few centuries private property has become in-

creasingly important. Nations have written it into

their fundamentals of government. They have specified

what it is and what exclusive rights go with it. Thus
the power of leasing to others the use of our personal

belongings is quite a common fact. It exists through-

out the civilized world. If we own land or houses,

we may rent them to strangers. We do not have to

work the soil ourselves, nor live in the homes we build

or buy. Our doctrine of individual rights and duties

includes this institution of private property. Govern-
ments protect us in asserting our rights. To take

property is to steal, and to steal is to become liable to

punishment by the state.

Still, inasmuch as we start with the acceptance of the

present legal background of our economic relations and
practices, we must cast about for further data if the

existence of rent is to become clear. So we come in

the second place to the durability of all things bearing

rent. Nothing can be leased out unless it may be used
more than once, unless these continued uses yield a

product which is wanted by the owner or tenant in

particular, and by society in general. A loaf of bread
or a cigar cannot be leased. We consume them in a

single act. We have nothing left after this moment.
But most goods are fit to be used many times at more
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or less lengthy intervals. Not only may some of them
be used for different purposes, like water, but what is

more, we may use many of them over and over again,

for instance, a suit of clothes, a typewriter, a house,

an acre of land, a stream of water, or a dock for ships.

Of course, in the case of mines there is a steady

diminution of the original stock. We can truthfully

say that in due time there will be nothing left worth

taking out. True enough. However, we look upon
it as a source of incomes extending over many years,

possibly over thousands of years. So mines, too, are

rentable. There is a flow of products or values, and

consequently a chance to hire them. Whatever is dur-

able mav also be rented if another condition is likewise

fulfilled.'

But this proviso is important, and it gives us a third

point regarding the reason for rent. It reminds us

that no one pays rent for the use of anything unless

he has to. For things available in abundance we do

not intend to pay anything. What nature gives in end-

less amounts is worthless on the market. Air and water
therefore are free items in a state of nature. We
breathe the one and drink the second, or use it for

other ends. But there is ordinarily no charge for it.

Only when we must purify or heat or cool air, when we
must purify water and bring it miles from mountain to

man, only then is there a sense of scarcity, and hence

a price. If natural resources, then, are leased to non-

owners for a price called rent, it must be because they

are relatively scarce; and that of course happens. More
and more, as the centuries have rolled by, land and its

treasures have become scarce. Each epoch has had its

own notion of how much land there was and what its

riches beneath the surface; and these have always com-
pared with the density of population. This latter grew
steadily. Setbacks, to be sure, occurred. War, famine,

pestilence, and cataclysms such as earthquakes or

floods decimated the ranks now and then. None the

taking history as a whole, there has been a continu-

ous growth of numbers. It was evident that population
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could and did increase faster than known areas fit for

cultivation. Thus owners of land proved more and
more important as mankind progressed and multiplied

in numbers. Whoever could hold his land by sheer

force of personality or by appeal to the authority of

the state, had in his hands a mighty weapon, a source

of pride and prestige, and last but not least a source

of income. As soon as private property was construed

to mean an exclusive right of lease as well as of per-

sonal use or of sale, rent appeared and gained promi-

nence. The original gifts of nature now enriched pro-

prietors without their being compelled to lift a hand.

If under slavery the whip compelled obedience and
wrung a tribute from the tiller of the soil, under the

modern competitive system of equal rights for all,

ownership itself assured revenue to some. The tribute

now was transformed into rent.

Seen from one angle, this scarcity of land was due
particularly to the fact that it could not be increased

by man himself. All natural resources, if we except

timber and live stock, have this peculiarity that their

quantity is not subject to human regulation. They can-

not be augmented arbitrarily. Land is irreproducible.

Barring reclamations from the sea, or irrigation and
drainage works that add trifling amounts here and
there, its area is fixed. Corrosion and erosion reduce

it, but so slowly that any one generation is not greatly

affected. Whoever owns land, therefore, has something

unique. He has wealth that cannot be moved about,

that gives products for untold years in succession, that

is the primary source of the essentials of life, giving us

food, drink, and raw materials for shelter and clothing.

Truly, land is in a class by itself. No wonder that the

owners thereof are conscious of their advantage and
demand a price when permitting others to use it! If

we want to cultivate land or simply take from it what it

naturally yields, we must either acquire it as our

very own, or obtain permission from its rightful owners
to do so; and in the latter case we are probably asked

by them to give up a part of the products. The pro-
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prietor wishes to be requited for his generosity. He
claims a fraction of the harvest or yield in minerals

or water power, or whatever the product is. This share

of his is the rent, whether paid in goods or in money.
But of course, in order to be exact we must go still

a little further in our analysis. We must not profess

to have explained the possibility of rent merely by
showing that it is nonreproducible, can be used many
times, and is privately owned. If these were the only

three factors, or rather, if our advantage consisted

simply in owning something that cannot be created by
man himself, we might not be able to exact a toll from
tenants. To say that land is limited begs a question

unless we show why man can sense this limit and con-

tinues to suffer from it. What in last analysis is respon-

sible for this feeling of the limits of land, and hence of

the disadvantage in our not being able to produce more?
Why is this ^reproducibility so fatal?

§ 5. The answer to this question lies in the well known
fact that the yield of a unit of land is limited and sub-

ject to increasing costs. In this circumstance we have
the key to the possibility of rent, once we take the

other things for granted.

Long before economists reflected upon these matters,

farmers had found out that nature gives just so much
and no more. Two kinds of restrictions are imposed
upon man by laws of nature. The first is the decreasing
rate at which human labor stimulates the fertility of

the soil, and the second is the absolute limit beyond
which no effort on our part adds anything whatsoever
to the natural yield. These two facts have always been
patent, and in the long run decisive. As we saw in an-
other connection, 1 the law of proportions applies to

every field of human endeavor, agriculture not excluded.
Indeed, it was there discovered first, and known as the
law of diminishing returns. It was shown that while
we may aid nature by turning the soil, treating it in

various mechanical ways, supplying fertilizers to re-

place chemical taken away by the harvest, we cannot
1 Vol. I, ch. 8.
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augment our yield on this plan forever. Perhaps at

first we have only ten bushels of wheat for one of seed,

and for an amount of work equal to, say ten units.

Perhaps an increase of five units of work or of a tenth

of a bushel of wheat, or both, gives us twenty bushels

the next time. Perhaps we can further increase our net

gain by adding to labor or by improving our methods,

by using better implements, by taking better care of

the soil's chemical and physical properties. That may
be so. But sooner or later we strike ratios of seed,

labor, outlay in implements, and so on, that yield a

larger net product in wheat or in profits than any other

one. "When that point has been reached we speak of an

ideal proportion of things used. We say land is giving

us a maximum net product. Thereafter we may obtain

still more wheat from an acre of land, but it is not a

net gain. It is a greater gross product, an addition

per acre and per season; but not an advance in net

yields. Compared to the preceding ideal proportion

we now use a less desirable one. If the former meant
a gross yield of thirty-five bushels, and expenses equal

to twenty bushels, we perhaps have forty bushels gross,

and twenty-eight bushels of expense. The net product

on this supposition is fifteen bushels in one case, and

twelve in the next. What we gain in absolute amounts
of wheat, we lose in employing more materials and men,

that is, more of other things consumed by these addi-

tional men, or employed in producing the crop.

This principle it is which we call diminishing returns,

although it is only a special case of the more universal

law of ideal proportionality. Because of this principle

man has turned from one piece of land to the next in

order to secure a greater net product. When—as

farmers put it—soil begins to wear out at one place,

new soil is taken up if possible. In general, the move-
ment has been from superior to inferior grades of land,

though unusual conditions have given us exceptions to

this rule. At times people, through ignorance or be-

cause of topographical obstacles, started with bad lands

and by degrees resorted to better grades as oppor-
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tunities allowed. For long periods, too, man knew only

a few crops, and when land for these deteriorated, he

reached out for further virgin soil, unaware that though

his old land gave decreasing net products of this one

crop, it could give more of something else. In the main,

then, the first law of diminishing returns compelled

man to migrate from one section to another, to put new
land under the plow every once in a while, and thus to

take possession of all the land on the globe.

The second principle of limited returns, however, led

to the same result. For according to this even the

gross yield could not be increased indefinitely. Not
only would expenses or labor troubles gain per acre,

but what was more, beyond a certain point nothing

extra would be forthcoming. No matter how hard man
labored, he could not wheedle another bushel of wheat
from nature. There was an absolute limit. Land might

under scientific treatment bring fifty or a hundred

bushels of grain, or a thousand of potatoes, and so on.

But these would be maxima. "With further toil, nothing

more. Not a whit more. Thus limits were definitely set

and unalterably in force. For this reason, too, the

quest for land grew as population grew. More and
more land was taken up. Millions of people moved to

unknown wildernesses, to "new" countries. Even be-

fore the opening of the nineteenth century land had

become so scarce—relative to what was accessible or

yielded products for international markets—that its

owners enjoyed tremendous advantages. Rent could

be levied the more easily the greater the respect for

property and the severer the pressure of population.

In a sense landownership now became a monopoly. Not,

to be sure, in the literal meaning of the word, which

gives us one seller and many buyers; but in so far as

a limited and fixed supply of land allowed a small

minority to exact a price for tenures. The monopoly
basis of rents indeed has often been pointed out by

students. There is much reason for accepting it as one

aspect of the situation. But in the final analysis rents

rest on a combination of diminishing rates of return,
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of absolutely limited gross yields, of private property

rights, of our inability to reproduce what nature gives

at the start of human history, and of a growing pres-

sure of population which must have food, clothes, and
materials for shelter before it can develop art and

science. Given these five facts, rents are inevitable.

It is then merely a question of how much is charged

and what determines differences and variations in place

or time.



CHAPTER 5

THE EATE OF EENT

§ 1. In discussing rates of rent we must first of all

be careful to distinguish between gross and net rates.

It was admitted in the previous chapter that as a rule

we quote the former. We speak of the rent of a build-

ing or piece of land, meaning the whole price paid for

the use of it by the year or month. But evidently in

most cases this price is not pure gain to the landlord.

Something must be deducted for expenses. The build-

ing, to begin with, is not a natural product, but one

of human hands and designing. No matter what income
may be derived from it, it is interest rather than rent.

If we wish to call it rent, conforming to popular usage,

we must at least deduct costs of wear and tear or gen-

eral depreciation from the moneys paid by the tenant;

and as for uses of soil or site, these too involve, in

all but a few cases, an investment of some sort. Farm-
land for instance must be cultivated and kept in trim.

At first it has perhaps to be cleared of trees, stumps,
rocks, and so on. Later on we must buy fertilizer to

maintain its fertility, that is to say, to restore the

chemical and physical properties which are taken away
or impaired by a continued bearing of crops. Besides,

there may be grading, fencing, and draining or irriga-

tion for which allowance must be made. So there are

a number of items, apart from implements bought to

produce crops. Again, in a city the lots for building

often have to be improved in various ways. Survey-
ing, measuring off, leveling, and providing underground
pipes for sewerage and water or gas, are common im-
provements nowadays. These involve outlays the re-

81
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turn on which must be deducted before rents paid be-

come truly net. Mining corporations, companies using

land for a right of way, engineers erecting dams,

bridges or tunnels—all these have expenses to account

for in preparing sites for use and lease.

Gross rent correspondingly is larger than the net

rate. It is the contractual rate, as has sometimes been

stated, since the agreement drawn up between the lessor

and lessee fixes the rent to be paid rather than the net

yield of land as a free gift of nature. This latter, on

the other hand, is the real or economic rent, that is the

yield in things or values which must be attributed en-

tirely to the original properties of the use bearer (the

land), or which remains after all expenses have been

properly subtracted from gross amounts.

This economic rent ordinarily tallies with the con-

tractual one, if from this too all returns on capital in-

vestment have been taken off. If a tenant pays a dol-

lar an acre per year rent, we may assume that the

net yield of the land itself, after a return on all capital

outlays has been provided for, amounts to about twelve

dollars annually. In the long run contractual net rent

and economic rent as here defined agree closely, though
exceptions should not be overlooked. Sometimes the

landlord does not know what his land produces per

acre, or what the net yield in dollars and cents for a

given crop. Often he does not gauge correctly the an-

nual use value of city lots rented to private families

or business men. Again, he may prefer one tenant to

another, though it costs him a little money. The per-

sonal equation here plays a notable role. One tenant

may be liked and considered reliable. He may be eco-

nomical in his use of implements and materials, or

efficient in the cultivation of the soil, leaving it in good
condition for many years, while the next man may make
a better initial showing without being able to keep the

land at topnotch productivity in the long run. Many
factors enter into the contractual rate paid in money,
but this does not prevent us from declaring net con-

tractual rent to be substantially equal to economic rent.
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We may safely assume this equality, even while differ-

entiating between gross and net rates.

§ 2. To explain these latter, it may offhand seem
easiest to compare them with the value of land or the

price we paid for it. If asked why an acre brings five

dollars net per annum, we may feel prompted to say

that it was bought for a hundred dollars, so that the

net return could not be much less than five dollars.

That is a natural viewpoint. We try to account for

rents by pointing to an investment in dollars and cents.

The first seemingly results from the second.

However, this is not after all an adequate mode of

reasoning. Even in analyzing the prices of goods we
saw that expenses do not always determine them. The
mere fact that we have spent a thousand dollars on

the production of an article does not entitle us to such

a sum or a higher one in selling it. The question is,

will people take it at any price, or at what one?

Though enterprisers usually are right in their estimate

of the demand for what they are turning out, they may
be wrong. Valuations change quickly. Prices may fall

below costs. That is not impossible. Similarly a col-

lege education is no guarantee of a large salary later

on. Though very expensive, it may not yield a propor-

tionate return. It depends upon many things, not chiefly

upon the outlay we make. So, when we pay ten thou-

sand dollars for a corner lot, that is no absolute claim

to a rent of five or six hundred dollars. WT
hat we spend

will itself have to be justified. We must say, this lo-

cation will bring in so much money, and it will do that

for a number of years. Therefore it is worth so much
to-day. I shall offer ten thousand dollars for it.

But more to the point, the popular explanation of

rent by the price of the rent bearer is a fallacy. It is

putting the cart before the horse. It is reversing the

real order of cause and effect. Rent is not high because

of dear land, but this latter is the result of high roily.

That is the real explanation. All kinds of land or of

natural resources are durable, as we have seen. That
is, they may be used many times before being worn
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out or exhausted. Mines too represent a number of

uses scattered over a long period of time, possibly over

many centuries. So these durable things provided by
nature yield a long series of net products which may be

sold to others for a price. Land can be leased because

of these successions of net yields. Its value varies with

the value of these instalments of products extending

over a more or less definitely calculable, more or less

lengthy, period of time. It disappears if the products

cease to come. It declines if they fall, and rises some-

what in proportion to their increase. Thus, if wheat be-

comes dear, land rises in value, while a fall of the

price of wheat is almost certain to reduce the value

of the soil producing the wheat. Rents always cause

values in the bearer of rents, in natural resources.

They can therefore not be explained by referring back

to these values.

§ 3. Incidentally, then, this gives us an idea of the

relation between the value of rent bearers and capital

as money or as a loan fund. Sometimes these two facts

are confused. If land sells for a thousand dollars, why
is not this sum capital? Why are capital and land not

the same things?

In one sense that is, of course, true. Land worth
a thousand dollars represents capital. Even if this sum
refers to the land itself, and not to any improvements
or costs sunk in it, it still is capital in so far as money
is capital. A thousand dollars is always capital. But
there is this difference. The land is not worth a thou-

sand dollars unless it brings revenues equal to that

sum. Its net yields alone give it the value stated.

Nay, in reality the incomes from the land must exceed

this sum, for we have learned already that future values

are not equal to those of the present. Suppose, for

instance, that the land in question provides a net

product of ten dollars annually. In a hundred years

that is a thousand dollars. But must the land yield

this sum of ten dollars for only a century in order to

be worth a thousand dollars to-day? We answer, no.

It must yield ten dollars for much more than a hun-
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dred years, for ten dollars in the second year is worth
less than the same sum now. For the third year we
deduct still more, since it is farther off. Our preference

of present over future values leaves us no alternative.

So we must discount each successive year at a higher

rate. If ten dollars to be received a decade hence are

worth now only five dollars, their value, if due only

fifty years hence, is now perhaps no more than one
dollar. For this reason an annual net income of ten

dollars must extend over much more than a hundred
years in order to be worth a thousand dollars to-day.

The discount lowers future values!

Furthermore, it deserves repeating that land has a
present value of, say, a thousand dollars only on the

supposition that it nets the owner an annual income
for a certain number of years, while a thousand dollars

of cash remains the same, whether we invest it or not.

We do not have to lend it to others, receiving interest

on it, in order to be sure of its value. We can always
call it a thousand dollars because money has a pur-
chasing power, is on the one hand estimated according
to what it can buy, and on the other hand has its nominal
value guaranteed by the state or possibly by a bank.
So there is a very real difference between this and things
that are leased out for a rental. Rent bearers are a
capitalized series of net receipts extending over a speci-

fied or indeterminate number of years, while capital

as a loan fund or as money retains its worth regard-
less of returns from it. As long as money is a general
medium of exchange, we must take this view.

§ 4. If we cannot, then, explain rents by pointing to
the market value of the capital in question (land, build-

ings, and so forth), if on the contrary they themselves
determine these capital values, we must look to other
data for an interpretation, and indeed, it might be
taken for granted that the only way to explain rent
rates is to consider the relative strength of supply
and demand and of their fluctuations from time to time.
Generally speaking, rates rise when supply falls short,
while they tend to fall when demand is reduced mate-
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rially relative to existing offers of land for this or that

kind of use. But let us see what some of the particu-

lars in this case are.

As to the supply of land, we have already admitted

that it cannot vary much in a short space of time. In

fact, absolutely taken, it is constant throughout his-

torical times. The earth contains so much and no more.

Additions or losses occur but slowly. Earthquakes,

floods, and the gradual effects of erosion and depositing

of materials by water tear away here, and build up
there. But these dynamic phases of our planet are of

so little significance for any one economic period that

we may ignore them. The only changes that do count

for particular nations or communities are the result of

reclamation of land from the ocean, of drainage or ir-

rigation, and of discoveries made accidentally or in

consequence of scientific expeditions. Since the fif-

teenth century much new land has been made known
to man. In so far as we have in mind the last four

hundred years, we may consider the supply of natural

resources to have been variable in a high degree, there

being accessions almost from year to year, so that our

notion of the shape of the earth and of the extent of

nature's bounties has been modified accordingly. Fur-

thermore, if we wish to apply the question of quantity

to site uses of land, we may include such factors as

the growth of a city in some one direction or municipal

policies which consolidate a number of boroughs into a

single metropolitan administration. We know from
personal experience that engineering projects, political

moves, and economic forces may change urban real es-

tate values greatly, adding to supply or to demand, and

thus rearranging rentals upon them.

§5. Barring these minor features however supply is

practically fixed, so that variations of rent rates depend
mainly upon demand and the variables back of it. Eco-

nomists at all times have stressed this side of the equa-

tion, and rightly so.

If we think of demand at any one moment, we are

doubtless most impressed with the influence of produc-
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tivity. We conclude that much depends upon the fer-

tility of the soil to be used. And this aspect should be

brought out clearly, for we must never forget that land

is desired largely for the tangible products it yields.

There are two principal types of use, one of the soil

or what is beneath it, and one of the surface or site.

Site values originate in either productive or consump-
tive uses, just as soil rents do. We may want a piece

of land for building purposes (factories, offices, homes,
warehouses, terminals, and stores or amusement places

being familiar kinds), or we may use it as a right-of-

way, a public park, a golf course, playground for chil-

dren, for a game preserve, and so forth. In many ways
we can use land without taking from it concrete pro-
ducts such as wheat or lumber; but more important
even in these days of public utilities and urban develop-
ments is the cultivation of the soil or the extraction

of minerals from the depths of the earth. Most of us
know that aside from house rents, farm leases and
royalties on mining are conspicuous items of income.
After sites have been duly noted, the material output
of land in the widest sense of the word remains. There
are foods grown on the soil directly, or provided in live

stock, fishing and hunting. There are organic raw
materials such as fibers or rubber or timber. There
are minerals, coal, gas, quarrying, and so on. These
and possibly water power must be mentioned as the

principal results of our using the soil and subsoil. We
want these things, hence pay much attention to rates

of production. Productivity and rates of rent seem to

go together.

Thus we may argue in the first place that lands differ

in yields per unit area, so that because of natural in-

equalities rent rates vary also. One plot may give us
only ten units of a certain crop, a second fifteen, a third
eighteen, and a fourth twenty. We may suppose that
these inequalities exist whether we expend labor and
capital in equal quantities upon each piece of land, or
whether we rely exclusively upon nature's bounty. The
products may very well be as indicated. So we conclude
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that rent rates reflect this condition. They are propor-

tionately low or high. The wider the range of produc-

tivity from maxima to minima, the farther apart the

rates charged by the landlord to his tenants. This

appears to be a self-evident proposition. Rentals may
be expressed in terms of differentials of output in the

physical sense.

But this is not the whole story to be told.

To begin with, it is plain that rents may exist even

though all lands are of equal fertility when judged by

their inherent properties or by their products, no mat-

ter how brought about. We should not imagine rates

of rent to depend upon the existence of differences or

differentials such as just mentioned. Since that is true,

then, how shall we account for the rate paid by the

tenant? What is he able or forced to give when all

yields are substantially the same ? Or to vary our ques-

tion, but without swerving from the principle involved,

what determines the value of the smallest product and
of the least productive unit of land when lands of dif-

ferent fertilities do exist?

Economists have distinguished between better and
worse lands by calling the first supramarginal and the

second marginal. In our illustration of a moment ago

the plot yielding only ten bushels is t~he worst or mar-

ginal one, while the other three are above it, hence su-

pramarginal. Now, we must also remember that rents

are usually paid in money, that they rest on a contract

written out or tacitly agreed upon. For practical pur-

poses rates thus are of the contractual, pecuniary sort.

This follows from the fact that products mean values,

not volumes or weights of yield. Hence our figures

must be understood to involve dollars and cents. If

wheat sells for a dollar a bushel, and our units are

bushels, then the worst land produces ten dollars worth.

(Let us assume that no expenses of production were
incurred.) What then accounts for the value of the

marginal product, or for the rent of the least fertile

land among the four given? This marginal product and
rent must be explained also, or if we cannot do so, we
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should confess it frankly; for to point to differences

is to presuppose that the lowest rent is already ex-

plained.

Another way, however, of showing the insufficiency

of the argument for natural differences in productivity

is to emphasize the human origin of all values, hence

of all productivities. On first thought it seems clear that

yields are determined purely by facts of the environment,

hence that rates of rent are fixed almost entirely by the

inherent physical and chemical qualities of the soil or

subsoil. If these are of high grade, tenants pay high
rent; if poor, they pay little. So it appears.

Now, while this principle is a most important one, we
must not swear by it blindly. We must not make the

mistake of regarding rents for the use of soil or sub-

soil as results purely of degrees of productivity pro-

vided by nature and to be accepted humbly by man.
Degrees of productivity, whether defined by volume or

by value of output, depend as much upon human attri-

butes and socio-economic conditions as upon the dis-

tribution of chemicals in the soil, or upon the mechan-
ical texture of it.

In mining, for one thing, yield varies with several

factors that do not concern the richness of the vein itself,

so that rent rates vary correspondingly. Mines may
depreciate rapidly after a certain quantity of ore, coal,

and so forth, has been taken out. Costs of bringing the

last stocks up to the light of day may be prohibitive, in

which case it is best to leave them where they are. Our
knowledge of the disposition of minerals in the ground,
and of the precise extent of wealth, improves as we
continue working a mine and may in the end change our
original estimates greatly. Expenses of operation may
increase enormously or may decline because ores are

placed differently from what was at first believed. They
change fitfully, not evenly like those of a farmer or man-
ufacturer, or public utility corporation. Costs of explor-

ation, development, and supplies constitute a heavy item
at the outset, hence must be deducted from capital values
and royalties paid on mines, gas wells, and so on. For
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these and other reasons rent rates in the mining industry
are exceedingly difficult to explain. We may consider
them as being rather arbitrary, as lowered by unusual
risks, and variable in the extreme. But they are at least

one example of the vague meaning of productivity.

Secondly, so far as the use of the soil itself is con-

cerned, we may observe that technical methods have
something to do with yields. Even though nature is

more influential in agriculture than in manufacturing,
farmers may vary yields per acre irrespective of the

intrinsic merits of land. Several tracks may be equally

fertile, yet yield different amounts of a certain crop.

If money has been spent upon each, the aggregate ex-

penses may be substantially the same, but they yield dif-

ferent crops and rates of contractual rent because farm-
ing methods are dissimilar. As we have learned, there

are laws of proportionality and of size. According
to the ratios in which we use men and materials and
according to the scale on which we produce, expenses
per unit product are big or small. One farmer may ex-

cel another by experimenting along this line and employ-
ing his capital or labor wisely, while his rival fails to

do his best. Even from this standpoint yields are

humanly rather than naturally determined.

In the third place, prices and net profits vary with
transportation facilities, proximity to large markets,

conditions of retailing, and so forth. Hence, like acres

as regards chemical properties, and like yields per aver-

age acre, may mean different net rents.

Fourth, much depends also upon our choice of a crop

to be turned out on land. We can no longer suppose
that a given plant is fit to grow only one crop. Those
assumptions of an earlier age have proven groundless.

We have learned instead that almost any sort of land is

capable of producing several different crops; hence it

follows that a farmer may turn out high or low values

on his land according to what he cultivates. Rent rates,

too, vary with this choice. If a piece of land may be

used for either strawberries or potatoes or wheat or for

grazing, the question arises which use is the most remu-
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nerative, which product is largest in dollars and cents,

or leaves the largest net profit. The same piece of land

may be productive in a high degree or relatively bar-

ren. Incidentally speaking, what is marginal land for

wheat may prove to be far above the margin when put

under clover or corn. Thus the least productive land

is so only for some one special crop or mode of opera-

tion. As soon as we change either one, the relative posi-

tion of a number of farms in point of value output may
be altered very much. In this sense again productivity

is an unreliable index of different rates of rent unless we
mean prices or net profits by it, explaining them as the

composite result of various socio-economic forces.

§ 6. Finally, in order to revert to our earlier question

why the least fertile or marginal land yields products

and rent of a certain amount, or why rents stand at a

certain point when all lands are equally productive—

a

condition applying sometimes to extensive areas—we
must now acknowledge that the answer can be given

only by an understanding of the laws of price. Marginal
rent and the rate levied when no inequalities of yield

exist are due to whatever determines the market value

of the product turned out, or the net profit from it.

Looked at from one point, therefore, rent rates depend
upon the supply and demand of a certain staple derived

from land. Looked at from another angle it is a matter

of orders of preference or of what people like most and
what least. There is no other way of accounting for

rates of rent in the last analysis. We must go back to

valuations as expressed competitively or under monopoly
conditions. We must grant that the marginal land in

our illustration a while ago yields ten dollars w7orth of

wheat and hence a corresponding rental, simply because

wheat brings a dollar per bushel. Supply and demand
make this possible. Land, we may argue, is poor and
scarce enough to fix supply at a point where the prevail-

ing demand brings a dollar a bushel. To this extent

physical productivity alone explains rent rates.

But it is also a question of relative likes by consumers.
The marginal land mentioned by us yields a rent of ten
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dollars because people rate wheat at a certain figure

relative to other goods.

To make this fact clearer, showing once more how
the human factor helps to determine productivity or net

yields, let us assume that one farm produces strawber-

ries, a second potatoes, a third wheat, and a fourth, hay.

If rates of rent then differ materially for these four

kinds of products we may decide that it is due purely

to our relative rating of the products themselves. Prob-

ably we would rather have one pound of strawberries

than ten of potatoes or a hundred of hay. Our order of

preference is of this sort. There is proverbially no

accounting for tastes, though all of us need a minimum
of food, shelter and clothing to keep alive. So there is

nothing for us to do but to accept human choice as the

key to rentals, whether they refer to lands of equal or

of unequal productivities. Garden land brings high

rents because vegetables or fruits are esteemed more
per unit weight than most kinds of produce. At any one

time the demand for goods and the relative rating of

them acts unmistakably upon the value of yields and
rentals.

We may, however, also ask about the effect of a change

in demand. We may find of interest the well-known fact

that demand changes quantitatively and qualitatively,

hence causes fluctuations in rates of rent for any one

region or class of soil, or for the nation.

Quantitative changes occur manifestly when the num-
ber of persons to be fed and clothed per average acre of

land declines or grows. If the population increases

or decreases perceptibly, landlords soon know it and are

able to levy tribute accordingly. The higher the density

per square mile, the more must be produced upon the

average acre, since the total amount of land is fixed.

But the principles of diminishing and limited returns

soon take effect. As was shown, expenses of production

rise more than yields, so that net productivity falls off.

Increasingly worse lands have to be used in order to

satisfy all wants, and increasingly the superior lands

are at a premium because they leave a greater net pro-
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duct and net profit. Since wheat is sold at the same
price regardless of where it is produced or what its

costs, the owners of better, supra-marginal soils have

an advantage which is naturally transformed into rents.

But there is in this situation also a qualitative aspect

which deserves a casual mention. We must not believe

that rent rates change only when the sum total of prod-

uce demanded from a certain number of acres rises or

falls. Instead we must consider the possible effect of

our wanting more or less of any one product fit to be

grown on one kind of land rather than another, and
furthermore, there remains the possibility of changing

tastes and preferences. In these cases, too, rent rates

move up or down.
Sometimes the demand for a certain article changes

quite rapidly. A war may teach us new modes of living

and urge us to attempt something new. We may drop
one item out of our bill of fare, substituting something
else for it. Rice, for instance, gained favor among
Americans during the last great struggle. It was
pointed out that it had a high food value, could be made
palatable, and withal offered a welcome change from
wheat which was needed by the soldiers. The demand
for this article of diet therefore rose, so that rents on
rice-bearing lands increased also. Again, a scientific

discovery may affect our idea of the relative nutritive

value of different fruits, vegetables, or cereals. In the

United States there has thus recently been much talk

about vitamin es and the fruits containing them. Cali-

fornia growers were not slow in taking advantage of

this movement for health, which biologists and chemists
fathered. They emphasized the kind of vitamine pro-

vided in their product, and the need of distinguishing

between calories and essentials for bodily health. The
consumption of raisins was increased enormously by a
stress on their iron content and its importance for the

blood. A few decades ago grapefruit, bananas, and cher-

ries were minor items in the list of standard fruits, but
not so to-day. Cereals, vegetables, and fiber plants have
had their ups and downs in the markets of a particular
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nation or of mankind at large. We would hardly expect
the demand to be constant for long periods. So it is

easy to see that the rate of rent for land varies also

with changes of taste among consumers. Not all in-

creases of rent are due to growth of population.

Besides, and finally, the foregoing remarks about
qualitative changes make it clear that the relative de-

mand for two crops may remain the same, and yet

their rates of rent vary meanwhile. Instead of people
buying more or less of them, they may simply give them
a new rating. At one time they may prefer beef to

mutton or pork, wheat to rye, cotton to linen, spruce
wood to fir, copper wire or plating to iron or zinc, and
so on. The next time their order of preference may run
the other way. Our notion of what is best and should
be taken first in case of a choice is subject to continual

revision. Government advice given in the friendliest

spirit, pressure from other foreign powers, the sugges-
tion of relatives and acquaintances, instructions from
the pulpit or from schools, scientific prestige, and leader-

ship in art, business, or journalism, any one of these may
persuade us to change our opinion about things, to rate

them differently even though we continue to use them
in approximately like amounts. We are never free from
this susceptibility to outside factors. As individuals

we listen to others, and yet also give advice knowingly
or without being conscious of it. The minority rules,

and the majority adopts the norms imposed by it. Thus
a revaluation of things and services goes on forever. If

rentals rise and fall, we may find the reason in these

social aspects rather than in productivities due to soil

or climate. The human origin of values of all sorts must
never be lost to sight. In spite of differences in yield

which we must properly ascribe to the stinginess or

unequal generosity of nature at different places, a large

part of the explanation of agricultural rents lies in

socio-economic conditions.

§ 7. Of course, when we come to consider rents on sites,

for the use of the surface of the land, the importance of

psychological data is even more evident, and indeed
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scarcely ever denied by observers. Site differs from
soil in deriving its value more obviously from the will

of man and his needs as determined by facts of popula-

tion, economic development, and so on. Indeed, we may
point out more than one difference between the two.

In the first place, sites invariably produce intangible

values, that is, services which do not take material form.

"We use them to build a home or a factory, to erect power
plants, railroad stations, and telephone lines. A road or

a right of way, streets and public grounds, recreation

centers for a community, golf courses or race tracks

—

such are the purposes to which the ground is devoted
when not used by farmers or mining companies. The
end in view is always the service itself, not a concrete

product furnished by nature or made possible by the skill

of man. Sometimes consumers lease the land, as in the

case of playgrounds and lawns adorning private resi-

dences, but more usually it is put to profitable account,

business men building offices or mills and storage plants.

Sites, therefore, mean most in the city, while soil inter-

ests farmers and captains of extractive industries.

In the second place, site is needed in small amounts
compared to what is owned by farmers or owners of

timber belts and mineral deposits. It takes only a few
acres to run a business of immense proportions. Mil-

lions of dollars worth of goods may be sold annually in

a department store that covers but a single acre of

ground. Manufacturers may turn out huge quantities

of goods in a few city blocks. For dwelling purposes a

frontage of fifty feet, and a depth of a hundred feet, is

ample. Few people can afford to buy or lease much
more, nor do they ordinarily feel the need of it. An
office building may house several thousand persons dur-

ing work hours, yet occupy only a corner lot of modest
dimensions. All this is evident enough, and follows from
the difference between soil and site uses. A farmer can
not produce more than the fertility of the laud permits.

If the soil is rich and relatively new to the plow, twenty
acres may suffice to keep alive a family of six or seven

members. Indeed, under intensive cultivation and ex-
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treme economy one-third the area may be enough. Asia-

tics have shown us how to get along with little, and how
to maintain efficiency without the consumption of large

quantities of food. The more easily our demands are

satisfied, the less ground we have to work in order to

eke out an existence.

Nevertheless, as a rule, a score of acres are necessary,

and if conditions are bad, much more. It takes hundreds
of acres of poor grazing land to maintain a few families,

and even then the level of living may be none too high.

Thus the population of the world makes great demands
upon the superficies of the earth. Land is for the most
part utilized for agriculture, if not for mining. We can-

not arbitrarily reduce the acreage or concentrate pro-

duction upon a given spot, for the raw materials of the

earth must be taken where found. If veins are thin

and soil properties unfavorable, it requires a great deal

of ground to obtain worth-while returns. There is no
use trying to economize by a shrewd application of the

law of size, for soil qualities and mineral deposits can-

not be moved about. Their original distribution dictates

what we can do, how much area is needed and how we
may work it to achieve best results. While technical

means and methods help us greatly, large scale output
is not possible beyond the limits set by nature. In this

respect, then, site uses are more advantageous and capa-

ble of improvement. We may build a " skyscraper"
which provides shelter for thousands of people, though
occupying only an acre of ground. Instead of going into

length or breadth we may choose height, thus saving
rent. Besides, it is in the very nature of the use made of

the surface itself that a little of it should go a long way.
We do not expect to spread out over broad areas when
erecting a home or a manufacturing plant. The average
unit of such site services is so much more valuable than
that of most agricultural or mining products that an
acre of ground in the city satisfies the demands of

business just as well as ten or fifty acres in the rural

districts.

But in the third place, and most important of all, sites
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commonly represent points of reference in a degree that

farmlands or mines do not. When we speak of a site,

we think at once of a particular location relative to

others. The desirability of being in the right place

seems nowhere more evident than in towns and cities.

Agriculture does not give us such glaring examples of

the influence of location. While proximity to markets in

which to buy or sell, transportation facilities, conditions

of drainage or elevation, of weather and scenic outlook

do play a part in the farmer's life, he is not concerned

about these a great deal. Furthermore, since soil uses

involve large tracts of land, location also refers to large,

areas and to points miles or hundreds of miles apart. A
few hundred feet will signify nothing. For site uses, on

the other hand, a single foot closer to the street curb

or away from it may have value. Slight differences in

grading and elevation, in distance between certain points

may be decisive for the tenant and for rates of rent.

This is so because, as remarked, everything depends upon
central points of reference relative to which we select

places. One point becomes of importance to a second or

third. A public building or a highway or railroad ter-

minal or mill district may decide the value of sites a

mile away or within a stone's throw. All site rents are

based upon cross-references in this sense.

If we assume a town to develop gradually and from a

single point, we may find site values to have been deter-

mined as follows: Originally natural transportation

routes may have led to a settlement. History abounds
in examples of this sort. A fine river or lake, a natural

harbor or mountain pass, or ford over a stream—these

gave rise to trading centers or to village communities
which eventually grew to goodly size. If this, then,

is the way our imaginary town grew up, some few local-

ities and buildings serve as the first points of reference

for many others ; or rather, the use made of them helps

to determine the direction of urban growth and thus

of rentals. Terminals small or large may be the earliest

center. Here rents are high. Docks, wharves, quays,
railroad stations—these are erected first in our days. By
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and by hotels spring np. Factories may be built and
large industries add new centers of business. If the

means of transportation can keep pace with this expan-

sion, people will not live in the shadow of noisy mills

or dingy alleys devoted to the wholesale trade. There
is a desire to get away from the grime and noise of

business, and yet also to keep within reaching distance

of it for the day's work. So certain kinds of business

move up from the river or port. Banks, brokerages, the

offices of merchants and manufacturers, public build-

ings and public utility concerns drift away from the

original settlement, but without going too far. Store-

keepers, too, have to scatter so as to suit the needs of

consumers who buy goods from day to day, or at any
rate many times during the year. Besides, places of

amusement soon appear. Sports, indoor pastimes, edu-

cation and art—these are given attention and find a set-

ting amidst busy thoroughfares or near them. Termi-
nals for passengers, urban traction lines, hotels, stores,

and amusement places form the usual "downtown" dis-

trict of maximum rents. Homes are built at first close

to the cradle of the town, but as traffic conditions im-

prove and the business sections spread out, the residen-

tial streets are much extended or move further "up
town". In a well developed city business and residential

districts are always separated by long blocks and repre-

sent different principles of site valuation or assessment

by public authorities.

From these facts, then, follows a fourth characteristic

of site values, namely, their extremely wide range of

variation. Eentals not only vary enormously within a

small area, say a single square mile, but they also change
materially from one year to the next. Agricultural rents

are by comparison stable and fairly uniform. More than

a thousand dollars an acre is hardly ever paid. Though
rates rise and fall according to the prices of the pro-

duce, they do so slowly. A fifty per cent increase during
a few years is exceptional. On the other hand, site

rents are in a continual flux and quite unequal for

different parts of a town. The more rapidly city life
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develops, the more astonishing the rise of rent rates.

During the last few generations a variety of circum-

stances have so favored the rise of giant cities that rents

could be doubled sometimes in a single year. Now this

section would expand, now that. According to the needs

of industry and trade, cities must grow in one direction

or another. As older quarters are abandoned, therefore,

new ones get the benefit. Rents are reduced to almost

nothing at one point, but double or quadruple elsewhere.

Furthermore, at any one moment there are amazing dif-

ferences because so much depends upon proximity to

traffic. Since sites yield services only, and since services

must be measured by net profits in the business, shifting

lines of traffic determine rentals. In central sections

of a metropolis a hundred feet of frontage may bring

in tens of thousands of dollars of rent per annum. In

the outlying business districts a thousand dollars may
be too much, while again for residential purposes much
less can be offered. The range of variation thus is very
great, in fact almost unbelievable. Fabulous sums are

being paid on lower Manhattan (N. Y.) for half an acre

of ground, and rents are proportionate. Nothing else

is to be expected as long as a few points within the city

or its environs constitute a standard for all others which
are devoted to building or to the sale of goods and
services.

To state the case differently, site rents are an exclu-

sively human product. They have nothing to do with
fertility of soil or wealth in minerals. No objective con-

ditions play a part except in so far as the natural dis-

tribution of trade arteries, of resources and climatic data
influence the location of towns in the first place. So, as

contrasted with rents on a farm, urban rents owe their

rise and fall to changes in the territorial distribution of

population, to the layout of cities, to modes of living

prevailing at a time, and to peculiar preferences which
are often of a strictly local character. If rural rents

are only in part determined by subjective facts, as was
admitted a while ago, those of the town result almost
entirely from institutions and practices under our con-
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trol. They are hardly ever dictated by the physical

environment itself.

Manufacturers, millers, and wholesalers for instance,

are governed by terminal facilities and their location.

(Or it may be the other way around). Hotels and office

buildings, too, adapt themselves to these few points

of reference. Retailers judge rentals by nearness to

amusement places and to urban traction. If people going

home from their workshops must take certain streets to

reach a trolley or train, or must ride through them to

get home, these avenues offer exceptional opportunities

for shopkeepers. A shifting of trolley lines may thus

affect rental values powerfully. Especially the sale of

candies, fruits, or soft drinks varies with the street

chosen by a tenant. It has been observed, for example,

that in our large American cities soda fountains and
candy stores do the best business when located close

to five and ten cent stores. The class of people fre-

quenting these shops are also among the heaviest con-

sumers of sweets or soft drinks. Again, cigar stores

are profitable—always understood, other things being

equal—where men rather than women pass by on their

way from or to offices, though here again the landlord

or tenant may discriminate between day laborers and
officials or clerks who use cigars and cigarettes more
than a pipe. The profits in cigars being greater than

for smoking tobacco, rents may be fixed accordingly.

Or perhaps it is a question of weather rather than of

the nature of commodities sold. In some cities, for exam-

ple, the shady side of the street is preferred during the

summer and the early fall or spring. Here, therefore,

business is brisk and profits and rentals high. In the

other cities the direction of winds, of rain and sunshine,

affect the value of property on some one street or of

either side. Or perhaps it is a question of crossings, of

the absence or presence of mudholes and puddles, of

pavements and materials used, of grades and lighting

effects that determines traffic, and hence rates of rent.

Innumerable details may count in the heart of a big

city. There is no one set of rules to be given for explain-
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ing all the variations in rent which may occur on busi-

ness sites.

As for residential districts they are, of course, rented

at more uniform rates than stores or offices. Besides,

we may consider them in part convertible into business

sites, so that prospects of profit help to determine rates

for private families. Or we may confine ourselves

simply to the statement made with regard to soil rents,

namely, that some one piece of ground is least desirable

and marginal, so that all superior ones bear higher rates

in proportion to the degree of superiority. That is cer-

tainly true. There is nearly always a difference in sites,

and thus a possible standard of best or worst land.

Relative rates may be explained in this manner. It is

worth while, however, to add a few particulars in order

to show how difficult the analysis of site rents really is.

In all cities special preferences play their part. It may
be proximity to retail stores, schools, parks, amuse-
ment places, and so forth. It may on the contrary be

seclusion and quiet, in which case a safe distance from
noises of all sorts, from mill districts, trolley lines,

theatres and so on is decisive. Wealthy people can

afford to live far from the madding crowd since private

carriages, automobiles, and a retinue of servants cater to

their needs. Again, it may be a regard for neighbors of

the same religion or nationality, of similar tastes and in-

comes, if not of the same social standing that counts

most. Sometimes these features are kept in mind care-

fully. Or it may be the appearance of the street, its

width and grading, the condition of pavements, the

presence or lack of sewer connections, water at high

pressure, proper lighting, and what not that appeals to

us most as a determining factor for rent rates.

Indeed, at times we fail to distinguish between the lot

itself and the building upon it. Whatever the merits or

demerits of this latter, they communicate themselves
gradually to the former. We find it difficult to dissociate

one from the other. Thus land values change witli

standards of living and our idea as to what the appoint-

ments of a comfortable home should be. In the Unil<<]
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States this interrelation of ground and building can
often be seen. We find a well built house in a pleasant

neighborhood. We expect rates on both to be high. But
upon inquiry we learn that we may get the place for lit-

tle, whether we buy or rent. The obstacle to the high

rates is the lack of perhaps electric fixtures for light,

cooking, etc. Or the average tenant dislikes living in

large rooms with high ceilings. Or some features in the

designing of the house are objectionable to people. So
the ground loses in value because of what is on it, and if

large areas are encumbered in this way, vast sums of

money may be forfeited by landlords who otherwise

possess desirable lots and real estate of much useful-

ness.

As for site uses, then, we cannot easily analyze all

rentals under a few headings. They vary greatly with

time and place. They are subject to a legion of facts

of a purely local origin, so that an attempt at a sweeping
generalization is bound to be misleading. We can only

say that rates for private homes depend upon factors

different from those governing business sites, and that

both result from a combination of circumstances far

harder to describe than those determining rentals on
farms or for mines. This is naturally so, since site

uses spring wholly from socio-economic conditions, while

farmers or mine owners must reckon to a large extent,

at least, with physical features beyond their control.

Note on the Relation of Rent to Prices.

The question whether rents constitute a cost is not, of

course, put by the average man who relies upon his

common sense. He says at once that such rents form
part of the expense of running a business, of producing

an article or of growing crops, and hence must be incor-

porated in the price of these services or goods. It seems
evident that the tenant must get the rent he pays to his

landlord back from consumers by raising his prices cor-

respondingly. That is a natural view of the matter.

Economists, however, have asked the question because of
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their more scientific explanation of price and rent. It is

worth while, therefore, to restate this theorem as our

preceding discussion of rents suggests.

The usual definition of rent is, as remarked before, one

of differential returns. It is held that some kinds of

land pay no rent whatever because they could not pro-

duce enough to keep an individual or family alive. They

are not fertile enough for that. In that case better

grades of land have a surplus by comparison. If land A
yields barely enough for a livelihood, land B may yield

five units more of food or raw materials, and two other

plats ten and twelve units more. These additional units

may be called the true rent, the economic rent. They are

ours whether we own the several pieces of land or not.

Hence, if the least fertile land gives no more than a

living, a tenant on the other lots may pay some rent

in money to offset the superior yields in crops.

If we ask why the tenant can be compelled to pay for

this differential product with a sum of money—the con-

tract or pecuniary rent per year—the answer may be

given in two ways. We may first be able to prove that

the great mass of people are satisfied to earn a bare

living, that they want no more, or at any rate cannot

get much more because competition for employment

among them is too severe. It may be, for instance, that

passion drives men to marry early in life, as soon as they

are assured of a bare subsistence. A good many students

formerly clung to this belief. They asserted that the

great majority of workers married when this minimum
of a wage or food supply was in sight. So their numbers

were always large, and they could not obtain much more

than what the poorest land produced. If any one de-

manded more, his rival would step in and oust him

from the position. In this manner the owner of superior

lands was able to keep the whole difference between mar-

ginal products on no-rent land and the supra-marginal

yield of superior lands.

However, this was only one explanation offered. A
second one ran somewhat like this:

The price of goods is always equal (or more than
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equal) to the highest cost at which they are produced.

If wheat, for example, is grown on two different farms
one of which is fertile while the other is comparatively

barren, more costs have to be borne on the second than

on the first farm to produce an equal quantity of wheat.

The first farm may consume only ten units of labor and
capital in growing twenty-five bushels of wheat per acre,

and the second fifteen. There are under such conditions

two costs for different bushels of wheat. But do the

market prices therefore vary proportionately? Does
the farmer with the good soil sell his wheat for, say ten

dollars, and the other for twelve? Offhand that may
seem reasonable. But our study of prices has shown
that this is not necessarily true. As a rule, on the con-

trary, we find the prices for any one article at a given

time and place drift toward a certain point. There is a

tendency toward one single price or toward three or four

centering about some one as the prevailing one; and
this prevailing price is not the one reconcilable with

lowest costs of production. By no means! The domi-
nant price or prices approximate maximum expenses.

That is, they correspond to the expenses of the least

efficient producer, whatever the field he works in. This is

so for the following reasons, as seen by many students

of the subject.

The consumers do not know anything of the expenses

of production, so they enter the market with more or

less definite notions of their own wants, but not of the

points familiar to the producer. The question then is

what they will offer in money for a particular supply of

goods produced at two or more different costs. The
more they want the commodity, their personal prefer-

ences being guided chiefly by their incomes, the higher

they bid. Suppose, then, that the supply representing

lowest costs is not adequate, cannot fill all their wants.

Ere long they feel the relative scarcity of goods. They
bid higher to bring in more supplies if possible. They
bid high enough to allow the man with maximum ex-

penses to sell at a fair profit. If they did not do this, the

least efficient producer would have to withdraw from
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the market. To be sure, what he has on hand he would

have to sell at some price. But thereafter he would stop

producing, since his expenses exceeded the bid of con-

sumers. So all consumers who would not meet him

would have to go without the article. If they liked

that, well and good. A new scale of valuations would

cause readjustments in production and costs. That

might be possible. But if there were enough consumers

to absorb the whole supply, including that turned out at

greatest expense, then the competing buyers would raise

the price of the whole supply up to the point of maxi-

mum expense, especially since sellers desire to reap as

richly as possible. Hence the market adjusts the pre-

vailing prices to highest costs, and the more efficient

producer simply pockets an extra profit. These are

the results if buyers are ignorant of costs, if they com-

pete fully and on equal terms, and if producers or sellers

care for nothing but maximum profits, watching the con-

sumers' wants and selling cautiously as bids rise to a

maximum.
We see then that by two different routes we may

prove prices to be independent of rent rates. Appar-

ently they do not result from the exactions of the land-

lord, but from conditions to which man has fallen heir

without having a choice. On the one hand passion is

responsible for the multiplication of the human species

beyond the point where food and raw materials can be

produced cheaply. Men actually or to all appearances

are driven by an instinct which aims at nothing so^ much

as at an increase of numbers. The average man is less

concerned about a high level of living than about get-

ting married and raising a family. This is one of the

points expounded by older students of our problem.

On the other hand nature has dealt out favors very un-

equally. At one place she has been generous to a fault,

at a second she has provided enough to encourage effort,

but not so liberally that man can afford to live in sloth,

while elsewhere still only the most sustained toil and

greatest ingenuity suffices to keep body and soul to-

gether. In this manner a human innate trait and a fea-
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ture of our physical environment seem to combine to

determine prices irrespective of rentals. If a third fac-

tor is to be blamed, it is the eagerness of entrepreneurs to

pocket all they can, (so that differences in cost do not

count in pricing), and perhaps the greed of landlords

who take from tenants as their instinct of self-perpetu-

ation permits. In any case, we gain the impression that

so far from rates of rent causing prices, these latter

bring about the former. High prices mean high rents

in the end because they spring from conditions of supply

and demand which compel men to cultivate bad lands as

well as good ones.

So far the argument is logical enough and deserves

acceptance. We must not, however, overlook a few qual-

ifying points in this general presentation. We should

not, for instance, take it for granted that all producers

sell goods at exactly the figure corresponding to maxi-

mum expenses, for exceptions exist. Indeed, it has al-

ready been emphasized that there may be more than one

price for a given territory or market. Slight differences

do exist frequently, and point to the well-known fact

that something else than quantity and quality of a

commodity help to determine prices. Besides, bidding

in an open market is by no means as rational and com-
petitive as we usually believe. Buyers and sellers are

unequal with respect to knowledge of market conditions,

and unequally actuated by the desire to get the most for

the least.

But in the second place we may well argue that even

if maximum expenses do fix price, allowing one price

at any given place and time only, there is a sense in

which rents do enter into price. After all, the signi-

ficant fact is that landlords secure an income without

being forced to work. Their toll from tenants is a

gift which somebody must furnish. If they do not pro-

duce services other than the leasing of land they fall

short of doing the best for society. They consume
without returning an equivalent. If property rights

nowadays were less comprehensive, tenants would not

have to pay rents. Landlords then would have to work
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or starve. Both rent and interest thus prove a burden

from the social standpoint unless the owners of such

assets render services aside from lending money or leas-

ing- out real estate. This is one point for us to bear

in mind. But in addition we may also trace rentals

through the disadvantage of our exploiting inferior nat-

ural resources. It surely is to be deplored that we must

produce agricultural produce or minerals at a rising

expense. To have to resort to marginal land is to admit

loss, if not defeat. It means that society at large has

to make extra efforts to satisfy its wants. It means dif-

fusing such costs through the whole army of workers

and consumers. It proves that while rents do not be-

come part and parcel of price, as now fixed, they none

the less reflect undesirable conditions in our environ-

ment. They testify to scarcities of some articles or ser-

vices and bid us husband our resources carefully here-

after. So much at least may be confessed, even though

we deny any direct causal relation between rentals and

the prices paid by consumers.
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CHAPTER 6

WAGES

The modern world is used to a type of employment
which gives the majority of people a fixed income, or

at any rate one fairly definite for a given period of

time. It speaks of wages as if they were an unalterable

fact, an institution without which life were impossible.

And apparently the average man is quite right in this

contention.

Nevertheless, until human beings had reached a quite

high level of civilization and gone a long way toward
mastering their physical environment, they could not

establish a social order which made of all producers

either employers or employees. In earliest days each

man was his own enterpriser, and no one a wage earner.

Individuals or tribal groups spent their time foraging

for food, warding off beasts of prey, or fighting their

neighbors. Nature herself offered little as a rule. There
was no way of earning a livelihood except by fighting,

venturing, responding to every change in surroundings,

risking liberty and life, staking perhaps every bit of

property—such as it was—upon a slim chance. For tens

of thousands of years man led this sort of a precarious
existence, fattening at one time upon an abundance
not of his own design, and famishing perhaps a few
months later, as helpless in means as he was heroic in

spirit.

Only when this stage of savagery had been over-

come, when certain wild animals had been domesticated,

when the mechanical arts had gained a footing and agri-

culture superseded random exploitation, only then could

risks be localized, falling upon a few rather than upon
the many. Indispensable to such an advanced order

108
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was first of all a fund of technical knowledge transmitted

from generation to generation, and secondly a well de-

veloped organization of society for purposes of offence

and defence, if for no higher moral end. In other words,

a step preliminary to the rise of a wages system was

bound to be the introduction of civil law and of a mecha-

nism for carrying it out under all circumstances. There

had to be a frank and widespread acknowledgment of a

central authority, a fairly clear idea as to the mutual de-

pendence of all members of a group, a plan for main-

taining government and giving it powers to enforce its

requests, however worded. All wage systems presup-

pose the existence of sovereign powers, of laws habitu-

ally obeyed, of rights and duties defined roughly so as to

regulate the behavior of citizens, and of a police or mil-

itary branch with which to carry out by force, at times,

the verdicts of courts or the enactments of a legislature.

After these conditions had been fulfilled, wages could

gain wide recognition as a form of income, provided

economic needs made them either desirable or unavoid-

able.

Wages, then, are a relatively modern institution be-

cause the conditions just mentioned were not favorable

until a few centuries ago. Political, legal, and ethical

ideals as well as economic facts prevented their becom-

ing common before the era of the Reformation and of

geographical and scientific discoveries. But nowadays

they certainly constitute a familiar basis of livelihood

in all civilized countries. The masses receive pay, and

the few whom we designate as the classes give pay for

services rendered to them. Thus, wages appear to be

an obvious adjunct of modern life. They are paid ac-

cording to the amount of work done—in which case we

speak of a piece pay system—or according to the length

of time one is being employed, in which case rates may

be figured by the hour, day, week, month, or year.

Employees other than industrial workers are often said

to receive a salary, but for economists this is of course

only another word for wages. Both salary and wage

represent a contractual income, that is, income paid by
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an employer according to terms which either are im-

plied or written out succinctly on paper. But whether

minutely described or indicated in the rough, these terms

are the basis of the wage rate and of total amounts to

be paid. The wage earner is an employee, while the

giver of them is an employer. Furthermore, wages may
be paid in goods rather than in cash. Clergymen, for

example, consider the use of a parsonage as a portion

of their wage. Farm hands expect board in lieu of

money. Factory employees sometimes accept orders on

stores which entitle them to particular varieties of foods,

furniture, and so forth, thus receiving pay in ''kind",

not in money.
Payment in kind has the advantage that its value is

thereby definitely stated, for, after all, the purpose of

money is but to act as a medium of exchange, to give peo-

ple goods and services which constitute the ultimate end

in view. Hence economists as a rule distinguish between

nominal and real wage. The former is a sum of money
paid for work done or for employment during a given

length of time regardless of what goods are turned out.

The latter, on the contrary, is the purchasing power of

pecuniary wages, or simply the quantity of goods and

services procurable with them. "When a man says he

earns five thousand dollars a year, we do not know what

this means until we hear of the place and the time at

which it is earned. It means more in Germany than

in the United States, and less to-day in the United States

than a century ago. For this reason a nominal wage is

rather a vague magnitude. But a given amount of

goods and services is more nearly a satisfactory meas-

ure. Though even here we may dispute facts of quality

in materials or in workmanship, size or serviceability

or durability and so on, yet in general this standard gives

us an approximate notion of what has been earned.

Whenever costs of living or price levels differ in time

or space, real wages are the only reliable index of

earning power. This cannot be denied.

However, money wages—or what hereafter we shall

call wages for short—may not constitute the only form
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of pay for employees. Instead they may receive "com-

missions" and bonuses, or they may depend upon a

combination of wages with these other two types of

pay. Sales people commonly get wages at a fixed rate

per time unit, and in addition a percentage of sales,

bfo being a usual rate. Bonuses are paid at the end

of a year in cash, or by way of stock dividends, or per-

haps in the form of insurance policies. They may be

adjusted to the aggregate net profit of the employer or

to the efficiency of the employee, however this efficiency

has been measured.

Again, in some cases we may not be sure whether the

income of a party is wage or profit or still something

else. Waiters in a hotel or restaurant, for instance,

expect "tips" for their services. Sometimes they de-

pend upon these entirely, and may even have to pay for

the opportunity to collect them, as is shown in the rec-

ords of steamship companies which carry passengers

over the Atlantic or Pacific. In other cases tips are

supplemented by wages, but seem none the less to repre-

sent the main basis of subsistence. We may ask, there-

fore, whether persons so paid are wage earners or not,

although most of us would probably agree that tips are

much more closely akin to wages than to profits. Again,

self-employing craftsmen or retailers, while fundament-

ally entrepreneurs, may attribute most of their income

to routine labors performed day after day, without much
regard for economic conditions about them, and also

without risking a great deal of capital. In some cases

this is certainly true. Shall we then treat their profits

as something like wages? Shall we decide that income

here is wages-of-management or plain wages rather than

genuine profits? Does a custom tailor who makes suits

to order, knowing the expenses in raw materials and

overhead upkeep beforehand, really pocket profits? Or

is he getting virtually a wage which is the difference

between known expenses and the price paid by his

client? Evidently, we are confronted here with a situa-

tion which may be interpreted variously. We may deem

the income either a wage or a profit, according to view
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and to what element in our definition of each kind of

earning we stress.

Then, too, it may be argued that wages are not always

net, that is, an income available for personal uses alone.

It may be shown that sometimes they represent services

which necessitate the ownership of a little capital. Many
mechanics are expected to bring a kit of tools with them
when going to work. Barbers have their own outfit.

Teachers or salaried lawyers may class their private li-

brary as an asset essential to their profession. A physi-

cian employed by a business corporation is a laborer in

the eyes of an economist, yet may possess an equipment
of his own which he uses in performing his services. In

such and other cases the employee, although a laborer

paid by contract, has capital at stake which is subject

to wear and tear. He may lose it somehow. He may
have to replace one instrument by a better one, even

though it be for some purposes as good as untouched.

Shall we then ascribe a part of the wage of such people

to their investment in technical means? This query is

logically admissible; but the majority of us will doubt-

less incline to disregard such details of expense, think-

ing of the wage or salary as pay used for personal needs

alone. That seems to be the safest opinion.

We have, then, a fairly definite idea as to what wages
are and what legal and political conditions lie back of

them. Of the nature of wages we may feel tolerably

sure, and to this we may add the reminder that about

three out of four people gainfully occupied in modern
society are wage earners. They represent employees and
do the bidding of the remaining fourth which consists

of employers. Hence—incidentally speaking—the im-

portance of wage facts and problems. But turning now
to our main subject: What exactly determines rates of

wages and why are they not equal everywhere? What
law, if any, may be assigned for them?

Before passing to our answer, we must not overlook

the possibility of a misunderstanding on this question.

We may indeed construe it variously. In earlier days
economists thought of wage as a share going to laborers
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as contrasted with entrepreneurs or landlords or capital-

ists. That is, when they asked abont the determination

of wages, they meant the totality of wages as against

the totality of net profits, rents, or interest payments.

What they were most interested in was the distributive

process by which four parties divided the whole of the

annual national income. How much did all the wage

earners get, how much the entrepreneurs or capitalists

or landlords? That was the problem emphasized by

some investigators at the beginning of the last century.

The study of wage formed an integral part of the study

of the entire distributive process, the aim being to show

how the relative shares of four different factors or

agents of production were determined.

At the same time, however, other aspects of the ques-

tion attracted attention. Some economists, for instance,

tried to ascertain whether wages in general moved up

and down with price levels, and if so, whether propor-

tionately or not. Others during the last generation have

been interested in wage levels for different phases of

a business cycle, it being pretty well established that

wages lag and lose in purchasing power during the mid-

dle of a business boom, while gaining in days of recovery.

Still more commonly wages are related to particular

occupations, so that an explanation will be sought for

the differences prevailing at any one time. Thus the

problem has been stated in several ways, and must here

be narrowed down to two topics, since otherwise there

would be too much ground to cover. What as a rule we
wish to find out when asking about the causes for wage

rates is, first, to what extent the law of supply and de-

mand applies to laborers as a whole or to any one occu-

pation, and secondly, what factors other than supply and

demand may be held responsible for rates at a given mo-

ment or for changes from period to period. We shall

concern ourselves both with labor in general and with

specific vocational groups whose pay differs greatly.

Everyday experience teaches us that some men, repre-

senting certain occupations, get much more than others.

We have employees with a hundred thousand dollars a
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year, and those who are paid scarcely one thousand for

the same length of service. One earns a fortune from
which enough can be saved to provide interest for a

comfortable living, while the other lives from hand to

mouth, and between these two extremes are many rates

of pay for all kinds of skilled labor of a manual or

mental nature. How then shall we explain differences

in wage rates for different occupations ? And aside from
this conundrum, what is to be said about periodic fluctu-

ations of pay for any one class of laborers or for all la-

borers taken together? Here we have our subject for

discussion.

Now, as regards the changes in wage rates for labor

at different times, and assuming price levels to be con-

stant, we may undoubtedly attribute them to changes in

supply and demand. Broadly speaking this law prevails

in the sphere of wage contracts just as well as in the

markets where ordinary commodities are bought and
sold. If supply relative to demand drops off materially,

there is often a rise of wages, and if demand grows
much less than the supply of some one class of labor

we may expect a decline. Almost any day we have an
opportunity to test this principle. We find employees
in the building trades prosper during a period of recon-

struction such as followed the last war. They are much
in demand, and hence can dictate terms not acceptable

a decade ago nor probably a decade hence. Eelative

scarcity here favors them, just as in the slack season of

a normal year they suffer from unemployment, weather
conditions chiefly being the cause. Store clerks receive

rather big pay during the Christmas rush. They are

needed in large numbers because of the vast throngs
buying for the holidays. Farm hands are at a premium
for certain weeks in the spring and fall, thus command-
ing a high price for their services, while in mid-winter
they may be working for half as much. In most places

the law of supply and demand is seen to operate. If

we were to judge by casual observation or by newspaper
records we should be much impressed with the facts

just now given.
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Supposing, however, that supply and demand do rule,

we still must reckon with other facts in order to under-

stand the situation fully. For one thing, we wish to

know what determines supply and demand, and for an-

other thing we stumble, in due time, upon cases where
supply and demand are of very little consequence, if they

exert any influence at all. Thus we must analyze our

terms, besides considering forces not on the surface of

events.

The supply of different kinds of labor might thus be

explained according to costs of producing them. We
might think of any one laborer as a stock of abilities

of certain sorts developed artificially after birth and in-

volving an outlay in care, in goods or in money on the

part of parents or wThoever is in charge of children.

From a national or more especially economic standpoint

this is not a wrong attitude. Indeed, most of us share

it on occasions. We admit that children are brought up
at different expense and that to a degree this difference

results from differences in kind of training or in ideas

as to what parents should strive to accomplish for their

offspring. In one case wealth permits vast outlays, not

all of which can be justified by any acceptable standard

;

in a second case poverty insists that a minimum suffices,

that nothing be allowed but the cheapest of foods and
clothes, and hardly anything for education or seliV

development. Besides, in so far as parents are resolved

to fit their children for particular grades of labor, they

are bound to regulate their expenses accordingly. To
develop in them the capacities of a physician or engineer,

for example, they must face greater expenses than apply

to unskilled workers or to mechanics and clerks. Hence
we may insist that wage rates reflect costs of production

similar to those underlying the creation of ordinary mer-
chandise. The greater the expenses, the higher the

price of labor!

There is some justification for this view, for we can

show that in general the skilled worker receives more
than the one absolutely untrained, while again the most
highly paid officials in both public and private life have
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usually enjoyed advantages in upbringing which only

families of affluence can provide. Yet we must qualify

this statement about a causal relation between costs and
wage rates, lest its truth be over-estimated.

As parents see it, the productive powers of their chil-

dren are certainly not a commodity which one cultivates

as one generates motive power in an engine. They per-

haps scorn the idea that economic costs here can ever be

rated in dollars and cents, or having been so computed,
can express a moral sentiment. From their standpoint

family life is natural and an aim in itself. The care

bestowed upon offspring has its reward automatically,

in due time, representing no cost at all. Thus wages
and worth are bound to go far apart.

Secondly, even if we overlook this personal type of

valuation grounded in feelings of kinship, we have to

admit that expenses of education in themselves do not

guarantee a man any income, much less one of propor-

tionate size. Employers do not ask what it has cost to

develop labor skill of a particular kind, in order to re-

munerate it accordingly. What is true of commodities
in general applies also to labor. If a house upon which
we have spent ten thousand dollars may prove to be

worth before long but half that amount, or if an item

which an enterpriser produced at an expense of fifty

cents, may fetch only a dime in the market, then sim-

ilarly a large outlay upon the education of a child may
mean little to the employer later on. We do not value

the present or future by the past. We instead judge men
by qualities displayed, by the service rendered during
employment. Entrepreneurs,—to anticipate our later

argument and to state it in its broadest terms—empha-
size products rather than expenses incidental to the

training period. To them the past is dead, the present

of passing significance, and the long future the decisive

element in wage adjustments. Thus wage rates need not

correspond at all to differences in costs met by parents

while they were preparing children for a life of useful-

ness. Self-made men with little instruction climb to

the very top where emoluments are showered upon them
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lavishly, while those pampered on every occasion and

schooled in the most careful manner manage perhaps

to earn only a moderate salary. Again and again we

hear of such contrasts, of such paradoxes which illus-

trate the force of personality, of achievements triumph-

ing over all handicaps, no matter how pronounced.

Neither supply of a particular class of labor and costs,

therefore, nor costs and wage rates appear to be closely

related. Though in general the most highly paid em-

ployees have had the best opportunities for capitalizing

their aptitudes, the exceptions are numerous enough to

spoil the rule.
_

•

Besides, a few laborers obtain relatively big wages in

spite of doing quite ordinary things. If special circum-

stances intervene, the grade of labor from a technical

standpoint need not determine its rate of earnings.

Risk, for one thing, is a disadvantage during work

which must be offset by extraordinary inducements.

We find that men are paid the more, the more danger-

ous their occupation. To be sure, risks are of varying

degrees, and not all of them are decisive for wage rates.

We must not assume that the supply of farmhands is

larger than that of sailors because these latter are more

exposed to hazards. Neither does it follow that laborers

in the electrical industry receive better pay than mill-

hands because accidental deaths among them are five or

six times as numerous per average thousand hours of

employment. However marked this difference may ap-

pear to us, it need not influence wage rates. To be effec-

tive, the degree of risk must be very high. It must

be obvious and readily understood. Thus deep-sea div-

ers, steeplejacks, caisson workers, employees in chemical

and munition plants where poisoning or explosions occur

again and again—these represent classes of work well

paid. Irrespective of the quality of workmanship or of

the technical skill of the individual, pay will be good be-

cause of occupational hazards alone. The supply of such

kind of labor is small relative to demand, or else em-

ployers voluntarily make liberal offers in order to over-

come hesitancy born of fear and caution; for the aver-
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age man undoubtedly prefers perfect safety to perils that

may shorten his life.

Again, if employment is irregular or seasonal rather

than permanent, wage rates tend to be comparatively

high. It is expected that the laborer will lose a source of

earnings for a part of the year, since he will not know
how to find work elsewhere. Though enterprisers are

trying more and more to stabilize business by spreading

output evenly over the year, by educating traders and
consumers to the desirability of buying in every month,

and not merely in one or two, their policy cannot prove
successful in all fields. The nature of their products pre-

vents this. Farmers have to till the soil and harvest

crops in certain months, according to the latitude they

live in. Changes in weather affect building operations,

shore resorts, municipalities keeping streets clean, de-

partment stores, and so on. Holidays and special occa-

sions call for extra help, or cause a slump that cannot

be avoided. Thus wage rates vary with the relative

abundance of labor kinds, and this is governed by pref-

erences for steady employment whenever possible.

Again, persons of unique talents are in an enviable

position. Whatever service they render is paid for on
their own terms, or at any rate so generously that we
are tempted to excuse it on the grounds of a virtual

monopoly. Great artists, athletes, or men of science

may be paid on this principle. Yet there is, of course,

another way of dictating terms, and that is to organize.

Laborers may combine and form unions such as exist

to-day in many civilized countries. The last half cen-

tury has been one of remarkable developments in this

direction, and not least of all for skilled mechanics and
employees in the public utility field. We find them or-

ganized in local and national bodies, guided by men of

ability who hold office by election for a number of

years, and increasingly determined to make their influ-

ence felt among employers. Even small affiliations have
been able to accomplish a good deal under proper condi-

tions. In California, for instance, they have not seldom
held the balance of power because of isolation and the
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difficulty of enlisting workers from the rest of the coun-

try Thus wage rates as well as work schedules have

been improved. Monopolies have prevailed for short

periods, while in the long run unionism has succeeded

in coaxing concessions from entrepreneurs which indi-

viduals could never have hoped for. In so far as organ-

ization is permanent and well denned, therefore, we must

recognize in it a force for regulating market supply

regardless of the total number of laborers in any one

occupation. It is again the old difference between being

willing and being able to do something, so that wage

rates reflect more or less faithfully the relative fighting

strength of each party.

Domestic servants, too, represent a special case as

far as supplv helps to fix wages, for though their skill

mav not be of the highest grade, they have been able

to dictate terms because of several reasons. Increas-

ingly during the last few decades, but most of all in the

United States perhaps, domestic service has been un-

popular enough to reduce supply. Women and men

have objected to it as something inferior to employment

in factory, mill, office, or even in rural districts. Long,

if not irregular, hours of work have scared away one

group. Confinement to a place which is home as well as

workshop is displeasing to others. The tedium of rou-

tine duties and irksome tasks is naturally disliked here

as much as elsewhere. But over and above these con-

siderations looms that of a social odium, of a menial po-

sition which differentiates sharply between master and

servant, In business this relation does not often become

apparent, since the firm is treated as an objective fact,

even though it consist of but one owner or a partner-

ship. Work in such situations is held to be noble, no

matter what it is. There is an impersonal view of things,

a sort of canalization of interests and rights within lim-

its everywhere drawn and emphasized. But ''help" in

a private home does not share this view. Social stand-

ing, the necessity of taking orders, segregation during

meals and after work-time—such features are easily

magnified and objected to. The modern world of democ-
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racy seems to disapprove of such distinctions. We find

a widespread demand for equal rights in spite of all

too evident differences in capacity, outlook, or educa-

tion. Thus the supply of domestic servants has fallen

short of demand for long years. Wages run high and

must be explained by this ideal of social leveling rather

than by any of the other elements so far mentioned on

the supply side.

But to pass now to the demand side, which is just

as important, if not more so.

If we ask first why there is a demand for labor at all wo
are no doubt told at once that laborers do something

which mankind wants. They render services which are

desired for their own sake, or for the goods created

by these services. Thus, speaking in general terms,

wage rates are connected with productiveness or with

efficiency proven by output. Economists especially have
dwelled on this point. They have shown that national

productiveness varies from time to time, and that wages
as a whole have varied correspondingly. Employees
have petitioned boards of arbitration for an increase

of wages because of larger net profits in some one indus-

try, or for the plant in which they toiled. Em-
ployers themselves have now and then sought to change

wages according to rates of net profit or to their total

annual net income. Even in this broad sense produc-

tivity has been made a key to wages.

As a rule, however, people mean something else when
talking about this tor>ic. By productivity they mean, not

that of a whole nation or of any one branch of business,

but of this or that individual or small group of men
doing the same sort of work. They wish to make clear

to us that each man ought to be paid what he contri-

butes to the output of the establishment, what he adds

to the income of his employer. Let everybody accept

the wages he is worth, and peace will reign—that seems

to be the understanding of the man on the street.

Quite literally, to be sure, this slogan is not intended

to be taken. At least, we need not assume this. It would

probably be granted that enterpreneurs had no incen-
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tive to go into business for themselves if they had to give

all their employees an exact quid pro quo. In that case

they would shoulder risks without adequate compensa-
tion. They could have no more than a bare wage for their

own trouble, and they might lose that. Hence we must
interpret the cry for wage-accordrng-to-worth to allow

for a margin. We may read it to mean that barring a

trihe, each man is to get what he produces, the trine

amounting to a good bit where an individual or a cor-

poration employs a number of workers.

Yet even with this mental reservation we have not
done justice to all aspects of the principle, for we are

evidently compelled to ask what this "product" is that

will serve as a criterion. How are we to hnd it, if at all?

.Physical volume cannot be the index of efficiency, for in

economics we are dealing always with value in the end,

whether we begin with quantity or not. The real ques-

tion is : What value does a man add to the sum total

during hours of employment, and perhaps still more
truly : What net profits does he bring his employer ? No
lixed ratio of gross value to net income can be established

in the great majority of cases. The two are related but

loosely. Hence the productiveness of an employee is best

viewed as a contribution to net profits, although value
itself may suffice to illustrate the nature of our problem.
Looking at it from this angle, therefore, we do well to

make two classifications at the outset, showing how
each one bears upon wage determination on the demand
side, productiveness being the sole ground for such a
demand. We may first divide all employees into those
rendering personal services, impersonal services, and
those creating tangible commodities of some sort, and
secondly distinguish between simple and composite or
compound services. If we are willing to adopt these two
principles of classification, we shall be helped materially
in studying productivity and wage rates.

Personal services here refer to those which, being
valued for their own sake, are bought by somebody who
at the same time is also the employer. Domestic ser-

vants, for example, do work for a private family. They
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do not for the most part turn out concrete goods. But
they perform services which are worth money never-

theless, and which answer needs or wants on the part

of members of the family. The employer himself or her-

self is consumer of these services and has no thought

of using them for pecuniary profit. In hiring work,

money is spent, not earned. Chauffeurs in large num-
bers, nurses engaged within the house, male and female

workers rendering what the census taker calls domestic

services—these figure prominently in our first class.

About 5% of all gainfully occupied people in the United

States belong to it, and more than that in European
and Oriental countries where an hereditary aristocracy

boasts of much leisure.

Impersonal services, by comparison, consist of such

as yield no direct gratification to the employer, but are

hired only for the monetary gain resulting from them.

Almost two-fifths of all employees in the United States

fall into this group, transportation, communication,

banking, public utilities, pastimes, and education, absorb-

ing the great bulk of this labor. Important it surely is,

as we can see from the list of activities just given ; but

it yields no concrete forms of wealth in itself. It is

but a means to that end. It is engaged by enterprisers

to assist them in commercial undertakings. The aim is

invariably net profit. Only for this reason are imper-

sonal services in demand.
Employees of the third class differ from the two so

far mentioned in that they turn out tangible things, cre-

ating them by hand or by machine, or both. They give

us farm produce, minerals, oil, timber, fish from the

sea, and manufactures in a thousand different shapes and
sizes. Manifestly this class is like the second in that

it is hired for the sake of a profit to the enterpriser, yet

differs from it (and also from the first) by giving man-
kind wealth which the eye can see and the hand may
touch, \bout three-fifths of all employees are so en-

gaged. What they produce has a physical aspect as well

as a market value.

But this still leaves us our second system of group-
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ing employees, viz., of distinguishing between simple and

composite services. This difference, too, is an impor-

tant one, as we shall note presently. A simple service

is one which a single individual can render, while a

compound or composite one is of the sort which presup-

poses the cooperation of a number of persons, possibly

of thousands of them. A teacher, for example, may give

instruction by himself. ' He may use neither book nor

paraphernalia in a classroom. Whether he teach music

or languages or any other subject, his work may be en-

tirely his own, and often is just this. A clergyman

or a lawyer in the employment of a firm may also be

imagined to work individually, and in addition nearly

all personal services as defined a moment ago belong to

this class. They either do actually depend upon them-

selves alone, or may under circumstances do so, without

using capital to any extent. Simple services conse-

quently are not a rarety.

But undoubtedly the other kind is much more common.

Perhaps nine-tenths of all impersonal services (as de-

fined above) and a still higher percentage of all em-

ployees producing concrete forms of wealth, represent

joint effort. Indeed, cooperation in the technical sense

is the rule, and individual work the exception. Nearly

everything we eat, wear, enjoy as pastimes, use in our

homes or employ productively consists of services or

goods which it took many persons to provide. Whether

it be a telephone message, or a telegram, the transporta-

tion of coal or marketing of fruit, a loan at the bank or

ministrations at the hospital, gold from mines or the

manufacture of production and consumption goods—no

matter what we may have in mind, we discover it to be

either a composite service or a commodity which has

called for collaboration by a number of workers.

But if this is true, what follows for our explanation

of wage rates by productivity? How are we to inter-

pret the statement that on the demand side a vital

factor is the efficiency of each employe?

As to personal services, their value is surely fixed in

the same way that prices for ordinary commodities are
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set under competitive conditions. If we waive for the

moment the possibility that employers are influenced by
non-economic considerations or by special motives not

their own, we have but two principles left. Namely,
either the same kind of service is rendered also to pro-

ducer-employers, so that their payment affects the other,

or it is not, and then the question is settled purely ac-

cording to the wants of the consumer-employer and
those of the applicant for work. Some occupations rep-

resent impersonal as well as personal services. A chauf-

feur or cook or butler may work either for a private fam-

ily or for a taxi company, hotel, business club, and so

on. Hence it is safe to say that whatever these con-

cerns are willing or are obliged to pay, also affects the

rate paid by a private family. But where no such com-

petition exists, the wage rate is the result of a natural

bargaining between consumer-employer and the worker
in question. The former bids according to the intensity

of his wants, and the latter according to his idea of what
he should get or what he must accept to be sure of a

livelihood. Demand here aims at personal satisfaction,

and at nothing else.

The great majority of employees, however, do not

belong to this class. Instead they render either imper-

sonal services or create tangible goods. Hence we are

not yet done with our analysis.

"When employees aid in turning out tangible things,

we may at first console ourselves with the fact that

physical measurements of the " product" are feasible.

We may compare the quantities of articles made by
different workers in any one line rank, rating their effi-

ciency accordingly. On rare occasions one employee by
himself may do the work, barring only the use of a few
implements. Farmers, mechanics, bakers, or tailors are

examples of this sort, and the list grows as we pass from
modern to more primitive methods of production. Again,
entrepreneurs may attribute to a particular worker a def-

inite volume of output even though he has cooperated

with many others, besides depending upon machinery and
managerial guidance. For the sake of convenience the
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employment of capital and of foremanship may be taken

for granted, so that the road lies open to comparisons
of physical efficiency. But when we are dealing with im-

personal services, this possibility no longer exists. "We

do not find it very satisfactory to measure a stenog-

rapher's output by number of words per minute, or a

letter carrier's by the weight of his mail, or a shipping

clerk's by the quantity of parcels sent off. Though
many impersonal services, such as a railroad con-

ductor's or elevator boy's or bookkeeper's, involve

routine duties that can be reduced to physical units of

some sort, yet as a rule the employer does not attempt

this. Besides, for some impersonal services it would be

obviously impossible. What is the product of a teacher

engaged by a private business school or, for that mat-
ter, by a government in public institutions? How can
we measure his efficiency. Plainly, whatever our asser-

tions about his moral influence, about his ability to im-

part knowledge or to present new viewpoints or stimu-

late thinking, we cannot prove them by experimentation.

That is not possible. Sales agents fill in this respect

an enviable position, for an employer may be able to

show that his store clerk or commercial traveler has

sold so much, and that consequently he has produced
so many dollars of profit. Wages or commissions may
then be paid accordingly. In fact, large retail stores

and manufacturers commonly estimate productiveness

in this way, ignoring certain factors just as they do in

measuring the physical output of a factory employee.
But for the most part impersonal services, like those

yielding tangible wealth, cannot be credited with definite

amounts of a value product.

We cannot do this precisely because such services

and concrete commodities are the result of joint effort,

of a combination of materials and labor skill whose
interdependence is absolute. The making of a news
paper, for instance, calls no1 only for many laborers of

the same sort such as linotype men, not only for many
different kinds of work such as is done by proofreaders,
compositors, reporters, editors and so on, but what is
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equally significant, there must be much capital and a

good deal of supervision by the proprietor and his execu-

tive staff. In the great majority of cases we find com-

mercial products to be composite in this sense, whether

they be material like wheat and silks, or immaterial

like transportation, electric power, or bank credit. Al-

ways the need of concerted action! Always a dovetail-

ing of many kinds of technical knowledge, entrepre-

neurial insight, manual skill, and so on! We are not

able, therefore, to ascertain the exact product of any

one employee. We do not know how to find it either

as a physical quantity or as a value or as a net profit.

Though economists are quite right in saying that an

employer may weigh the relative advantages of machin-

ery as against labor, buying more of the latter or of

the former, dependent upon which he thinks is most

profitable—though to this extent productivity tests are

in force, enterprisers seldom do vary their means and

methods in order to ascertain the efficiency of a worker.

Nicety of measurement in production is out of the

question because of the complementary functions of

different materials, of different classes of labor, and of

different sort of equipment and managerial talent.

There is no chain of one cause, one effect. We have

no right to contend that invariably or for a long time,

in a long series of productive acts, some one employee

turns out goods of such a value, yielding such net profits.

Barring situations where everything depends upon per-

sonal attributes, as in a star actor, athlete, or virtuoso

engaged by the season—barring such cases, individual

effort cannot be evaluated exactly. What appears to be

the productiveness of labor, may be the result of policies

directed by the owner of the establishment. Questions

as to scale of output, advertising campaigns, amounts
of a loan and the time to float it, of the location of the

plant or of the variety of products to be turned out,

of staff organization, types of machinery and their re-

placement, of building designs or methods for market-

ing products—all these affect aggregate net profits and
wages. On the one hand, therefore, we are uncertain
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as to whether laborers or enterprisers and their as-

sistants are the chief cause of efficiency; on the other

hand we have a host of different classes of workman-

ship, mental and manual, none of which can be isolated

in such a way as to measure productiveness for particu-

lar individuals. No more than the value of a piece of

jewelry is any indication of one prevailing wage rate

for the various grades of labor involved, no more can

we trace definitely the value output of some one em-

ployee during a given time.

If employers, then, speak nevertheless of efficiency

wages, we must understand them to do either one of

two things. In one case they impute productiveness to

an employee or to a number of persons doing the same
kind of work. They believe that labor has done so

much, and reward it accordingly. But just as likely

they speak of wages paid according to differences in

output. This indeed is what most of them do refer to

when they discuss productivity, and this is also what
the majority of people mean when they advocate pay

in proportion to efficiency. All schemes for bonuses,

premiums, profit-sharing, or ideal wage payments start

with the supposition that an average or standard exists.

It is assumed that to do a given piece of work in a

certain length of time, or to use a certain amount of

materials, of motive power, or of overhead expense

represents the best possible or the actual average

of preceding times. Furthermore, whatever this physi-

cal quantity of output or the nature of a service, a

definite value is set upon it. We are given to under-

stand that its market value is already known, that either

it can be read out of current quotations, or else must
be agreed upon arbitrarily. If a given article or unit

service is worth a definite sum, and if the time or mate-

rials to be allowed in the work represent another defi-

nite quantity, then these two facts become a point of

reference or standard for the performance of any one

worker. That is what business men have decided, and
that is all they can mean in adjusting wage rates to

productivity. Employee A is a standard either because
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he is the best or the worst man (judged by physical

performance), or because he represents the average in

the plant. If his product is worth one dollar, or if the

net profit he yields his employer is one dollar, then it

is often easy to ascertain the efficiency of B or C or D.

There is room for a plus or minus. Some employees are

average, some inferior, some superior. Differences are

recognized and measured, and wages granted to corres-

pond to these differences. Productivity thus means
differential productivity, and what is more, it is based
upon a prior estimate of value per volume of goods or

per unit of intangible services. Only in this sense can
we speak of a productivity wage that is fairly exact,

while the determination of productiveness without such

a standard is virtually impossible.

All things considered, then, the explanation of wage
rates by demand is no more complete than that through
supply or costs involved in developing particular kinds

of skill and knowledge. We must evidently be prepared
to find still other determining factors. If wages for

different occupations go far apart, the reasons are

partly of such a nature that it is difficult to treat them
under the heading of supply and demand. Hence we
shall now discuss them separately, though again they
tell only a part of the story of wages in modern economic
organization.

In the first place, employers are guided largely by
the personal equation, that is, by knowledge, skill, and
traits which together give persons individuality. It is

understood that education is valuable on its own ac-

count as well as because of its effect upon intelligence

and adaptability to business demands. Other things

being equal, those with a good common school education

are rated more highly than illiterates, and applicants

with a high school or university training have an ad-

vantage over the graduate from a public school who
went to work at the age of, say, fifteen. Cultural equip-

ment has weight even though never transformed into

productiveness. But above it stand, of course, technical

knowledge and skill. What employees know about the
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occupation which they have entered, about the scientific

background of their routine duties, and also how snugly

they manage to fit into all the peculiarities of any one

establishment which engages their services, that is a

decisive matter. Exact and comprehensive information

on any one specialty and its allied branches in invalu-

able. The skill of hand and fingers, the speed and ac-

curacy of movements developed with prolonged prac-

tice and conscientious application, bring rewards before

long. Since quality no less than quantity of output

count, those are paid best in the long run who by virtue

of their excellency of workmanship and reliable infor-

mation on difficult problems attract attention. Efficiency

here need not be tested directly. Tt is read out of ac-

complishments inherent in the person and brought to

bear upon any situation, whether products are tangible

or intangible.

Personality in its broadest sense, too, is judged, and
this the more so, the more important the ability of an
employee to get along with other people, with subor-

dinates, superiors, and with customers. For crude labor,

of course, this element carries little weight: Facts of

temperament, appearance or manner and mannerism
may be negligible. Even for skilled mechanics such

items may prove to be a detail, since productiveness

varies in the last analysis almost exclusively with in-

sight into technological relations. Craftsmanship
therefore is the great desideratum. But for foremen
or managers in the primary industries and in manufac-
ture, and for many employees in business as such, the

vital factor is sure to be the personal make-up. Scien-

tific knowledge or manual skill is not enough. Neither

one is decisive. Instead we look to hab ; ts and modes
of expression which characterize one individual as con-

trasted with a second or third. Intelligence may be

rated independently of output, since we seek it in a

man's eyes or judge by trifles in an initial interview,

and so on. Intelligence or the capacity of a person to

meet unforeseen difficulties, to overcome obstacles not

studied beforehand by rule of thumb—this supreme
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gift is a thing by itself. "We count it a fundamental

in every employee. But in addition there are other

attributes that interest an employer and help him to

gauge the worth of an applicant or of those already

in his pay. All of us, for example, admire distinct in-

dividuality and the traits belonging to it. Now it is

versatility or quickness of comprehension; now tact or

grace of address ; now tenacity or singleness of purpose

displayed at a crisis ; now ready response to extra duties

or to prejudices long nursed in our superior; now mod-
esty of demeanor, now self-assertion or an imper-

turbable mien in a tantalizing situation. So many tests

to consider! So many characteristics that spell success

or failure in trade, banking, insurance, and like fields of

enterprise ! Wage earners engaged in any of them must
expect to be judged by traits which they deem incon-

sequential in younger days, of which at no time of their

lives they may even be conscious. Increasingly this

clue to worth and wage rates in different occupations

is being appreciated. Psychologists in particular en-

deavor to justify such an index.

In the second place, length of service is frequently

a basis for wage rates regardless of the supply of labor

or of degrees of productiveness. It is supposed that

efficiency grows with practice and hence with years of

service. Each business establishment has peculiarities

of its own which must be studied if an employee wishes

to give it his very best service. Length of time there-

fore is assumed to be a guarantee of productivity even

in this respect. Furthermore, labor turnover is reduced
when employees stay for years with a firm. Personal

relations develop gradually and lead, not only to mutual
confidence and a spirit of friendship, but also to a sense

of obligation on the part of the "boss". There is a

natural tendency to recognize loyalty shown in pro-

longed service. The commercal viewpoint here crosses

the moral one. Whatever harshness it may have, is

mitigated by a desire on both sides to cooperate, to

make of necessity an ennobling virtue. Thus we find

bonuses increase with the number of years served by
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labor; or there are rising wage scales and privileges

which take the place of so much money. The more ad-

vanced the stage of economic development which a

nation has reached, the more likely we are to meet with
this recognition of seniority. Indeed, in Europe it has

long played a notable part in determining salaries of

business employees, and in the United States it is being

applied also to industrial workers.

Third, for a certain number of employees social con-

nections and sheer nepotism are decisive factors. That
is to say, something depends upon the social position

of parents when their sons or daughters enter the eco-

nomic field. The better their standing, the wider their

circle of friends, the more influential these acquaintances

of theirs, the more their children profit by it. Viewed
from one standpoint it seems, of course, as if position

and pay are after all governed by what these young
applicants are able to do. Their training and produc-
tiveness unquestionably count. But upon further reflec-

tion we must also grant that there exist discrimination

at times, that others starting with the same experience,

or lack of it, and doing the same sort of work, are not

rewarded as liberally. To the majority a customary
scale applies, while the favored few receive more, being
promoted at shorter intervals, and managing somehow
to hold positions whose worth is judged by title rather

than by tasks imposed. Blood ties thus may decide

wage rates regardless of personal efficiency or of

amounts of work done. Though they constitute but a
minor factor in our problem, they should not be ig-

nored entirely.

Fourth, sex means discrimination in perhaps most
occupations. Women do not get the same wage as

men for doing the same kind of work. Judged by their

technical proficiency the two sexes belong to the same
class and ought to be paid at the same rate. But in

this case a vaguely measured or imputed productivity
decides in favor of the male. It is pointed out thai

females are less desirable because they do not hold
their position as long. Sickness is more common and
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affects efficiency by interrupting experience gained in

the workshop. Many women are supported in part by
parents or relatives, or are credited with such advan-
tages, so that it reacts upon their pay. For a variety

of reasons, then, women fare less well than men when
they enter the field of production amidst competitive

circumstances. Though there is, as usual, much to be

said on both sides of the question, employers not seldom
hold to only one. There is a considerable amount of

statistical evidence to prove this point, and it has been
discussed at length by both economists and moralists.

Fifth, what is at the bottom of such criteria as per-

sonality, social standing, and sex discrimination may
be shown most easily when we consider the wage of

clergymen and the rank and file of government em-

ployees. We shall then note that it is social structure

and a set of ethical standards which decide the income
of millions of people. Local and central governments
do not pay wages entirely according to rates prevail-

ing in the market, that is, paid by entrepreneurs.

Granted that they must to some extent be subject to

this principle, and this the more completely so, the

smaller the percentage of all workers in a given field

employed by them, there remains nevertheless an inde-

pendent policy, a way of rating services which reflects

public sentiment among the middle and upper classes

rather than a law of supply and demand at one place

or moment. The overwhelming majority of teachers,

for instance, are public employees. In public adminis-

tration too there is need of types of work not known in

private business. Then there are services which we
associate most naturally with business, yet appear
in public employment also, artisans, clerks, draftsmen,

stenographers, and managers of offices being good in-

stances. Governments, then, represent a distinct force

because they are sovereign and may set wage rates in

defiance of market practice. What a teacher shall get,

for how much a soldier must fight, on what terms a

judge or policeman or mail carrier shall assume his

duties, these are questions answered partly in disregard
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of competitive principles. Wages may be raised or

lowered because it is done in private life but also be-

cause a new political party comes into power or because

ideals of right and wrong constrain those in office to

make such a change. We cannot explain everything

by economic pressure. We must look to modes of valu-

ation which lie outside of the sphere of business and
yet affect it not a little.

Hence too we must reckon, in the sixth place, with

standards of living as a rising power in wage deter-

mination. During the last few decades it has grown
distinctly, and promises to mean still more hereafter.

Although public authorities and notably jurists have

not so far seen their way clear to reconcile it with the

traditional freedom of contract which underlies our

pecuniary and individualistic regime, they have none

the less witnessed a steady spread of sentiment for a

minimum wage. In some countries it rules supreme,

and many of our American commonwealths have dealt

with the question sympathetically, so that labor unions

and their friends feel encouraged. According to this

newer notion, every citizen gainfully occupied is en-

titled to a decent allowance. Enough to keep body
and soul together, to maintain health and the degree

of efficiency dependent upon it, and also a competence
permitting marriage and the perpetuation of the race

—

this is the ideal sponsored by a growing number of

people, some employers joining in the campaign, though
less confident of its feasibility than the remainder. For
some purposes, therefore, our competitive law of supply
and demand is conceded to be at fault. It is held to

be just in the abstract, and certainly the best to be

expected in our modern world of private initiative, but

seems too stern in spirit and cruel at times. Some
there are, we must acknowledge, who do little, yet thrive

lustily, assured of an income which is more demoraliz-

ing than inspiring. Some contribute generously toward
national prosperity, and receive their rewards. But
millions, on the other hand, toil day after day without

being paid enough to make self-development easy. For
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these people adequate provision cannot be made on

strictly economic principles. If they are to fare better,

we are told, an artificial distributive arrangement be-

comes necessary. A standard of living must be found

and defended by courts. Just what this is to contain,

is not of course clear to everybody. There exists a

great variety of opinion, and possibly agreement will

never be universal or lasting. But in spite of this fact

the drive toward a minimum wage is waxing strong.

To substitute charity for justice seems advisable, even

though not a task to be mastered in a brief time.

All in all, then, the determinants of wage rates are

numerous. We cannot explain them solely on a pricing

plan. We cannot account for them wholly by some one

test such as productivity, though this does have great

importance. We must seek an answer partly in per-

sonal traits and their evaluation by individuals or social

classes. And finally, we must treat wages as a kind of

booty in a struggle, as a claim of workers pitted against

entrepreneurs who have interests of their own and often

represent a superior fighting power. In short, profits

and wages are connected causally.
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CHAPTER 7

PROFITS

§ 1. Profits represent the fourth class of income
going to the producers of wealth which is sold in the

open market. The other three shares have already been

discussed. We have seen that owners of capital receive

interest, owners of natural resources rent, and laborers

wages. The first two shares are prices paid for lending

and leasing property. The third is the reward of labor,

that is of personal efforts made by an employee who
works for somebody else. Now, profit is by contrast

the reward going to the party who employs himself, and
who frequently employs others. Whoever is his own
master is an enterpriser, whether operating as an in-

dividual or as a joint stock company or corporation.

It has already been pointed out that entrepreneurs need
not be physical persons in the eyes of the law. A cor-

poration is not, and yet it represents enterprise, is

legally a person in some respects, and usually secures

profits for work done.

The characteristics of profit then are these: First,

it is the income belonging to enterprisers who have
functions distinct from those of the other three producer
classes. Secondly, it belongs to men who employ them-
selves and usually hire labor to work for them. Third,

it is not something specifically contracted for. It is a
remnant in so far as the other three shares are definitely

agreed upon and must be paid whether there are profits

or not. Just to what extent or in what sense profits are

a last or residual income we shall see later on. The
subject may be viewed from several angles. But there

is no doubt that rent, interest, and wages are prices for

services agreed upon beforehand and paid regularly,

136
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whether profits are large or small. Indeed, for a short

while the first three incomes may continue at a regular

rate even though no profits whatever are left for the

business concern. It may pay out interest on its

loans, rent on its leases, and wages to its employees,

and yet have a deficit rather than a surplus. In talk-

ing about profits this possibility of a loss must not be

forgotten.

A fourth feature of profits might possibly be added

to the preceding ones, namely, their relation to capital.

It has often been observed that enterprisers work with

investments, and could hardly be successful without

them. In nine out of ten cases that is certainly true.

It is best for us to picture enterprise as a blend of

managerial skill and financial resources. Enterprisers

must have funds of their own, or borrow them. They

must employ capital goods such as machinery, tools,

scientific apparatus, and so forth. They may be de-

pendent upon large stocks of raw material and inciden-

tal supplies, to say nothing of real estate and cash at

the bank for current expenses. We have seen long ago

that modern methods of producing and marketing

wealth call for initial outlays the return on which con-

stitutes an integral part of profits.

Still, there may be profits even in the absence of

capital funds, or at any rate, these latter may be any-

thing but a safe index of the scope of transactions and

of rates of profit secured. Commission houses, for in-

stance, sometimes build up a big business though possess-

ing only slender means of their own. Insurance com-

panies have little capital except what is paid in by

policyholders, and these payments are not loans for

the most part, but prices for a service rendered. Thus

we may argue that an insurance company has a tre-

mendous volume of sales, but a slight working capital.

Capitalization in any sense here is no barometer for

scale of operations or for total net returns per year.

So, while profits hinge ordinarily on the use of funds,

we must not consider the two inseparable. From a

logical standpoint the two are not interrelated, what-
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ever the view of the average person who enters business

equipped with cash or concrete forms of wealth.

The prevailing combination of enterprise and capital,

however, brings up the necessity of separating net from
gross profits. Evidently business men have both kinds.

They have a volume of business, a rate of turnover

which shows how often they must replenish their stocks

per year, and a net income. Gross profits are total

receipts from operation, or from sales of goods and
services. Net profits may be defined as gross profits

minus the sum of expenses and an imputed interest on

bona fide investments. If for instance we spend ten

thousand dollars on our plant and on supplies, the cur-

rent interest rate being 5%, we write off 5% of the

sum mentioned. Five hundred dollars thus is deducted

as imputed interest, meaning that if our money were
invested in bonds of some sort, it would bring us so

much annually. Only what is left after wear and tear,

imputed interest, and other costs have been subtracted

from gross profits, are net profits. It is this latter

which we calculate per year or per total sales, or per

average dollar of sales made.
Statistics on net profits are not hard to obtain nowa-

days and show very high rates in some cases. For more
than ten thousand corporations in this country the re-

turn on investment has been estimated to be as follows

during the triennium of 1911-13

:

1 For nearly fourteen

hundred concerns, less than 6% ; for nearly three thou-

sand. 12-20% ; for over thirteen hundred, 20-30% ; for

two hundred and thirty-three, 40-50%; and for eighty-

five, over 100%. These figures are the more noteworthy
since they apply to fairly normal years. Again, in

1922-23 the Pullman Company reported net receipts

equalling 10% on gross sales ; a national automobile con-

cern, somewhat more than this; a prominent depart-

ment store, about 8% ; while wholesale coal dealers ac-

cording to a commission of inquiry pocketed appreciably
over 50% in 1920, a peak year for business in gen-

eral. It is plain therefore that some types of enter-
1 Friday, D. Profits, Wages, and Prices, p. 41.
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prise do very well, if investment is made a test, and
indeed, probably by any other test. But on the other

hand these rates must not be taken as quite representa-

tive. After all, the great majority of enterprisers are

farmers and retailers, and for these net profits do not

run usually far above a current rate on capital or a

prevailing standard of living. Even for corporations

the return is not so large, taking them as a whole. Thus
iu 1918 the average for all corporations in the United
States was reported to be scarcely over 5% on invest-

ments, while for some fields net profits were, of course,

much lower.

§ 2. Neither should we assume that profits can in all

cases be distinguished easily from interest or wages
or even rent. While our definition may leave that im-

pression, it is not true. Now and then we may be in

doubts about our classification.

The salaries of high officials in a corporation, for

instance, may be regarded as profits even though not

called by that name. It is safe to presume that the

directors of the business in such cases set aside for

themselves, with or without express permission from
shareholders, a portion of the profits expected in the

course of the year. "What exactly is an expense neces-

sary to the operation of the plant, and what not, can
rarely be told offhand. Salaries of twenty or a hundred
thousand dollars may be considered essential on the

ground that capable officers cannot be had for less. But
it may also be that men already in power allot to them-
selves such exceptional stipends because their position

permits it or because it seems better to pay big wages
than to declare dividends which are subject to a special

corporation income tax.

Again, managers of chain stores are in one sense em-
ployees receiving a wage, but in another semi-entrepre-
neurs because they are responsible for the branch they
supervise, receiving a commission on total sales, and
fulfilling some of the functions typical of a self-employ-

ing business man. Thus too brokers, auctioneers, real-

tors and agents of all sorts charging a commission for
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their services are usually classified as enterprisers, al-

though the rate of pay is fixed per unit sale. On the

other hand, commercial travelers and a number of em-
ployees in banks and other business establishments

count on two sources of revenue, one a regular salary,

and the other a commission or a bonus. Are these men
then recipients of a wage or of profits in the narrower
meaning of the word? It is possible to argue the mat-
ter both ways.

In the third place some professions depend upon fees

which differ from wages in that the individual service

is the basis of income, while the number of services ren-

dered during the year is uncertain. Physicians, dentists,

lawyers, and some public officials belong to this group.

A lawyer's so-called retainer fee is a special instance

in this group. Or consider the price charged by a tailor

making a suit to order, his expenses being known at the

start, and also the price paid by the consumer. Shall

we class such an income as profits or as wages? If

wholesalers order goods according to agreements made
with retailers, do they get profits or wages? If joint

stock companies or corporations declare dividends, the

majority of stockholders taking no active part in the

business, do they pay out profits or interest on invest-

ments? From the standpoint of risks the dividend is

undoubtedly profit, but if we regard the venture as safe

and find returns made regularly, averaging a fairly

fixed rate on stocks contributed, we may be inclined to

call such dividends a virtual interest on investments.

Especially where the policy of cumulative preferred
dividends is introduced, the intent is clearly to pay a
fixed return on property, the rest becoming the share
of others in the company.
As for banks and bankers, are their net receipts

interest because derived from a loan of funds—albeit

not for the most part their own—or profits because
secured by conducting a business? Here again we may
give two different answers. It is not easy to prove
either interpretation wrong. Public utilities too pre-

sent a perplexing case since their monopoly is granted
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and guaranteed usually by the state or by the munici-

pality. Precisely because of this privileged position

they are restricted frequently to a maximum profit,

a return of perhaps six or seven per cent on actual

investment. So we might class this return as interest.

Or to take the well known case of rentals accruing

on special rights of property. Are patents and copy-

rights rent bearers or sources of profits'? Inasmuch
as the owners have a monopoly by virtue of legal pro-

tection and use it to secure a revenue by way of leases,

we may treat the revenues as rents. They are akin

to rents from land or mines. Similarly profits from
an appreciation of land, or from a sale of goodwill may
be called rents. There is no need of denying this. Let

us however define all of these incomes as profits with

the clear understanding that they spring from peculiar

conditions, and hence must be treated as only one of

the known forms of profit.

§ 3. In general three sources of profit may be dis-

tinguished, and will be discussed here in the order men-
tioned. We have, first, profits akin to wages because

they spring largely from the sort of skill which labor

employs in making a living, or because the regularity

of their return suggests the position of an employee

who is paid according to contract. This type therefore

is commonly called wages of management. In the sec-

ond place ive have monopoly returns, as mentioned a

while ago, and in the third place rewards for risk taking

which are known also as "pure" profits or aleatory

gains.

§ 4. As regards the first of these three kinds of profits

we should perhaps stress particularly that they cannot

be reduced to a principle of supply and demand such

as applies to ordinary wages. The phrase "wages of

management" must not deceive us. We do not mean
that such profits vary with fluctuations in either supply

or demand. There is really no demand for entrepre-

neurs, for each one of these goes into business on his

own responsibility and cares little or nothing about the

attitude of the public. This latter never asks specifi-
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cally for services of the entrepreneurial sort. It does
not say that there is an excess or a dearth, nor does it

bid for these services as it always does for goods. Be-
sides, the same number which at one time may be suffi-

cient, may leave a void in the business world the next
time. It is difficult to picture a definite demand for

certain numbers or for quantities of service. Supply
too is vague, if not meaningless, for the same reason.

"We cannot argue that a given number of enterprisers

meet certain needs, and that a more or less of service

reacts measurably upon profits in any shape. All we
know is that men enter business and leave it as they
like, rendering services of some sort, but remaining
independent of the formula which holds for commodities
or to a large extent even for laborers.

"Wages of management, then, may be defined as a

type of profits which accrue to entrepreneurs whose
functions resemble in large part those of employees,

and which constitute a fairly regular income as con-

trasted with gains due directly to risk taking.

They are therefore not a residual claim in the sense

usually applied to net profits. We cannot say that they

are thought of last or remain highly problematical. To
be sure, from one standpoint all profits are a remnant.
We must admit that this follows from their being a non-

contractual income. Since no class of profit is agreed
upon at the start of a transaction or at the founding of

a business, the question whether a gain results or not

is a real one. There may be none. There may be

much. Expenses and prices decide this. First the ex-

penses must be met, and then they must be deducted
from sales prices or gross returns. WHiat remains is

either a deficit or a surplus. In the one case the entre-

preneur has less than nothing; in the latter case he has
profits, however explained. So there is reason for con-

sidering all profits as a final share, as a residual one.

Nevertheless, we may counter this argument as fol-

lows, so far as wages of management are concerned.

To begin with, these "wages" are fairly stable from
year to year, reflecting technical skill and the faithful
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performance of routine duties rather than genuine

business qualities. Retailers, mechanics like plumbers,

roofers, and auto repairers, the old time crafts of the

tailor, baker, or blacksmith, these and other self-em-

ploying persons earn profits aptly called wages of

management. What they need to be successful is a fund

of knowledge pertaining to the management of things

and physical forces. Information on this point is more
important than an insight into unstable business condi-

ditions or human nature. Hence the labor aspect pre-

dominates in these fields, and what is more, the income

is neither large nor alarmingly variable. Business men
of this class know approximately what each month will

bring, or what is theirs for consumption at the end of

a year. If we insist upon speaking of such an income

as residual, we must at any rate add that there is noth-

ing very contingent about it. Its existence is taken for

granted and usually proven by the course of events.

Secondly, there is a sense in which every share going

to producers is a residual one. We have four producer
groups for purposes of analyzing the distributive

process, namely, labor, capitalist, landlord, and enter-

priser. Each receives pay for his efforts which is

known respectively as wage, interest, rent, and profit.

If these four classes comprise the entire annual output

of a nation, the deduction of any three makes the fourth

a last or residual one, and as far as our arithmetic

is concerned, we may of course start with any three in

order to find the size of the fourth. So it is in part

a question of method which share impresses us as being

the final one, that is the residue remaining after all else

is accounted for.

Third, there are cases of specific price fixing which
give us something in the nature of a contractual income
even though it is neither wage nor interest nor rent.

Manufacturers in recent years have put a definite price

upon articles and also fixed the margin of gross profits

for middlemen. Both wholesalers and retailers have
had their income predetermined in this manner. That
is, to some extent they found it controlled by producers.
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How many articles they sold in the year, and what their

expenses, remained of course their own affair. But the

agreement signed by them with the manufacturing con-

cern shows none the less how far from the truth we
are in picturing profits (and especially wages of man-
agement) as a remnant which nobody figures on before-

hand. On the contrary, to judge by such modern prac-

tices in the United States, profits are fixed at the outset

so that sales prices range accordingly. In a very serious

sense wages of management are a preempted portion of

the social dividend, a return which enterprisers demand
before offering their services. Instead of paying out to

others first, and then taking what is left, they frequently

fix a certain percentage on all expenses as a legitimate

profit for themselves. A merchant may reason as fol-

lows: "My operating costs amount to $10,000. My
interest and depreciation fund is not less than $5,000,

and my profits merely as a reward for efforts should

be another $5,000. So I must set my price at such a

figure that under normal conditions I shall secure a net

income of $5,000."

To be sure, his forecast need not come true. We must
emphasize again that sales may fall below the average,

or that new and superior rivals may compel him to sell

for less than at first resolved upon. Competitors and
consumers are truly decisive in many cases, and notably

at a critical period in business. But for all that, the

budgetary basis of wages of management remains. The
majority of entrepreneurs do estimate profit rates,

though not perhaps total net receipts in the year. They
reckon with them as a kind of expense or first lien on

the funds turned over by the public when making its

purchases. So wages of management may be considered

a prior rather than a residual claim.

Fourth, it should be easy for us to understand that

personality is always a vital factor in business, hence

a force tending naturally to claim a minimum for serv-

ices rendered. The larger the firm doing business, and

the abler the management back of it, the safer it is to

argue for the reality of a predetermined rate of profit
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partaking of the nature of wages of management. Most
business men figure on gains as a necessary reward for

sheer effort, for labor in the wider sense. Their net

profits seldom appear to them in any other light. They
argue that they render valuable services and should be

compensated at their own valuation. They struggle for

recognition in this spirit and impose prices upon the

consumer even though neither monopoly nor restraint

of trade is involved. It is simply a case of superior

personal gifts and energies demanding a tribute from
the masses of people who live rather carefree into the

day. Enterprisers must be thought of as men firmly

resolved to get the most for their offerings and to lead

others in the race for wealth and power. Thus wages
of management again loom up as a first title to social

income, or at any rate as something very different from
an accidental residuum. They range above most wages
and salaries. Insight into market conditions, singleness

of purpose and clean-cut principles of management, an
understanding of the patrons to be served and perhaps
of human nature in general—these traits do for most
enterprisers what scientific knowledge or mechanical
skill usually do for the laborer.

§ 5. Monopoly is a second possible source of profits

in addition to those which we have called wages of

management, for it includes the power to fix prices

irrespective of costs of production. As we have seen in

analyzing the pricing process, sellers or buyers occa-

sionally are at a marked advantage. There may be

only one seller against many buyers, or vice versa, in

which case the monopoly is absolute. Or there may be

comparatively few buyers or sellers, so that those on
the opposite side lose by intensive bidding against one

another. Total monopolies are rare, but partial ones

based on advantages of production or sale rather than
on sole control of merchandise can be found in all coun-

tries at almost any time. They constitute a regular

feature in our modern economic system and thus lead

to the emergence of an income distinct from both wages
of management and rewards for risk as such.
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The immediate effect is generally held to be—and
often is—a price above what competitive conditions

would allow. There is_ an attempt to fix price so that

the aggregate net profits are the highest regardless of

the volume of sales effected or of the number of cus-

tomers served. The law of monopoly price is for this

reason contrasted by many observers with that regard-

ing open market operations. Or instead of stressing

this point we may refer to consumers' rent which may
be wiped out completely by monopolistic privileges.

Ordinarily the purchaser pays less for an article or

service than it is worth to him. It has already been
explained why this is so. x But when somebody controls

supply, the price is likely to extort what the buyer can

give. As it is put in the vernacular: Monopolists are

tempted to charge all the traffic will bear. Thus every-

body pays the equivalent of the full use value embodied
in commodities. This elimination of a normal benefit

enjoyed by people stirs up their wrath and leads to in-

criminations which may compel interference by public

authorities.

When we consider the sources or kinds of monopoly,
we note first of all that it relates either to reproducible

things or to nonproducible ones, and secondly, that this

latter class is the most familiar and may easily be sub-

divided further.

Among irreproducible things, we must mention mainly
land as soil or site, natural resources taken from the

interior of the earth, and certain objects of human fash-

ioning which in their very nature are unique. Soil and
site cannot well be classed as monopolies, however, for

as a rule the ownership in them is distributed among too

many people. There are hundreds of thousands or mil-

lions of farmers owning the land which produces our
foods or raw materials of organic origin; so it is

hardly fair to class landlords as monopolists. But
sometimes timber, water power, and mineral riches or

coal, gas, and oil are owned by a comparatively small

group. This dwindling minority controls them so per-
1 VoL I, ch. 25.
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fectly that prices rise above the competitive ones.

Profits from sales of such items may grow rapidly in

a short time and give proof indirectly of undesirable

conditions, as the average man sees them.

Again, monopoly sometimes pertains to things of hu-

man making, thus differing from one in land and its

treasures which are provided by nature and need not

be improved at all by man in order to attain value. Well-

known instances of this kind are art works, historical

monuments or those of a prehistoric epoch which later

on are prized for their quaintness or possible beauty.

Whoever possesses such man-made wealth is in a for-

tunate position for purposes of selling, if not in other

respects. Objects may be bought for little or found

accidentally, yet sell for huge sums. There is a won-

derful opportunity for growing rich over night, for

coaxing consumers to pay prices that are as ridiculous,

judged by ordinary standards, as they seem reasonable

to the seller. If we believe that the craftsmanship of

former ages cannot be revived, that antiquity itself is

a virtue, that the achievements of the distant past as

embodied in tangible objects should be preserved for

posterity, then we are willing to pay a heavy tribute

to dealers. The greater the concentration of incomes

in society, the higher are the prices and profits derived

from sales of such objects. Recent decades have been

instructive on this score.

Where monopoly is fairly complete, even though the

article or service is technically reproducible, it is due
to either one of four facts, namely, either to legal pro-

tection or to ownership of materials or to their control

by agreement among competitors or to personality

itself. Public authorities grant charters, patents, copy

rights, and trademarks, and thus give particular per-

sons or corporations the sole right to market a certain

commodity. Municipalities either own their public utili-

ties or permit only one or two private parties io fur-

nish them. The initial outlay for urban traction power,

light, harbor facilities, and water supply is so large

that it would be folly to duplicate plants or systems
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for the sake of trying out the effects of competition.

"Whenever fixed charges relative to operating expenses
are very high, and whenever physical obstacles render
difficult or prevent the development of competitive

services, a monopoly may be granted. Eailways, tele-

graph and telephone systems, postal services or high-

ways belong to this class, hence monopolies for them
might be granted in all countries, and frequently are,

profits rising above the ordinary if charters do not set

a limit or claim the whole surplus above a certain fixed

return on actual investment.

Governments however ensure special privileges also

to individuals who do not provide public utilities. In-

ventors and authors may secure huge royalties from
their original ideas; or the rights to them may be

bought up by others who thereafter become the sole

producers and sellers of the article in question. Thus
the law protects originality of thought. Ideas are

claimed by particular persons. Applications in indus-

try or art are commercialized. An opera, a play, a

novel, a mechanical device or scientific apparatus may
bring big incomes to the originators. Royalties from
phonograph records of one man's voice amounted (we
are told) to over a half a million dollars for 1921 and
1922. Novelists and dramatists have grown wealthy
on copyrights within a short time. Inventors of trifles

have more than once made millions of dollars. Leases
of machinery have enriched some companies manufac-
turing them, while in other cases inventors and pro-

ducers have divided the spoils, each securing a steady

income from exclusive rights legally guaranteed. Thus
government action may evidently add something to the

usual wages of management, even supposing that the

administration of such patents or royalties involved

effort on the part of the originator. Revenues from
these sources would have to be considered profits sine* 1

they certainly do not represent wages of employees,

nor interest or rent. If we must classify them, they are

best treated as net profits.

Still, instead of legal protection we may find a high
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concentration of ownership or of control by agreement,

and this may be tantamount to a monopoly. Occasion-

ally a few concerns own most of the capital invested in

the production of a certain article or service, hence are

able to ask what they like. More commonly ownership

is scattered, but competing firms get together, sign

agreements, fund their interests, distribute territories

in the sale of finished goods or raw materials. Here
too monopoly may be fairly complete. It may arrest

the development of potential competitors for a time,

especially if the ratio of fixed charges to annual sales

is large; or it may lead to a control of supply and de-

mand in such a degree that prices are not really com-

petitive. The history of the nineteenth century abounds
in instances of attempted or successful monopoly by a
11 cornering" of markets, by pools or gentlemen's agree-

ments or trusts in the strict sense, or by various busi-

ness combines which regulated prices regardless of costs

of production. Business profits thus have often risen

high. Statistical data have been supplied to prove the

remarkable effects of combination and restraint of

trade. There is no doubt that public opinion for this

reason forced many governments to call a halt to this

policy.

A fourth type of monopoly cannot so be prevented,

nor does it play a conspicuous role at any time;

and that is the commercial use of personal gifts and
reputations. These special advantages will always exist

and favor a few individuals. Genius is in a class by
itself. It cannot be created at will nor forbidden to

sell its services at whatever figure the public thinks

right. Men of extraordinary talents therefore have a

unique source of income. If they are self-employing,

they may garner undreamed of riches, especially nowa-
days. Great singers or actors or actresses go on tours

acting as their own managers, earning hundreds of

thousands in a Bingle season. Reputations are capital-

ized by leasing the use of names to manufacturers of

this or that article. Athletes, billiard players, vaude-

ville performers and other prodigies sell their tricks at
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high figures while popular taste allows it. Thus in a

dozen different ways profits are accumulated and trace-

able directly or indirectly to facts of personality, to

those rare capacities and characteristics which the pub-

lic prizes highly, and is bound to admire whether enter-

tainment is cheap or dear.

It must be confessed however that for the most part

monopolies are not absolute but relative, not complete

but partial. In other words, if profits range above
mere wages of management, or accrue irrespective of

risks, the cause is a relative slight advantage which cer-

tain producers enjoy over others. The commodity is

both reproducible and actually turned out by a number
of competing parties. There is no one seller dealing

with consumers as he sees fit. But in producing the

goods or service expenses vary. For a variety of

reasons they may go far apart. Sometimes access to

natural resources, or their proximity to factory and
markets, favors one entrepreneur. Sometimes technical

means and methods are so superior for one party that

costs are less than half of what others figure on. Some-
times economic rent is divided between the landlord

and the tenant, while to all appearances the latter alone

is responsible. A store in a city, for instance, may be

exceptionally located. At that point traffic is heavy
and hence business brisk. Sales per average year may
be several times what they are not far away in rival

shops selling the same line of goods. Thus the question

arises to what this extra gain is due. The landlord may
attribute it to the site itself, and hence wish to pocket

the difference in rent. On the other hand, he may not

know anything about the location, or knowing it, waive
his rights. He may collect only a part of the economic

rent, leaving the rest to the proprietor of the store.

Or we may attribute the bigger sales and profits to a

finer display of merchandise in windows and cases, thus

pointing to the manager himself rather than to the ad-

vantages of the location. Or certain personal trails of

the vendor may appeal to us and be regarded as the

key to the situation. But whatever our opinion, we are
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sure to find a greater net profit and to compare it with

monopolies of a more definite character.

Producers of lower expenses are usually gainers by
it because goods are sold somewhere near that point

which takes care of the least efficient men. At any one

time the market demand calls for a certain quantity of

goods, and if these are turned out at varying costs,

somebody is going to benefit by it. Consumers do not

know who is the most efficient producer, nor does this

latter sell for less simply because he can afford to.

To be sure, we have seen that under such conditions

prices may vary slightly. There is no one price at which
all wares are sold. There are several, according to

what we mean by market and how equal the knowledge
and motive of all buyers or sellers. The dominant
price represents a group of prices rather than a single

one. Still, this dominant group approaches the maxi-

mum expense of production at the moment. Hence su-

perior business men or those favored by superior exter-

nal circumstances pocket an extra reward. For them
there emerges a sort of monopoly profit. For monopoly
after all need not be taken literally. It need not be one

seller exploiting competing buyers. It may be simply

a notable difference in costs of production. 1 Quite

generally such variations from place to place can be

found. They are really inevitable as long as men and
environments, social or physical, differ so much. A few

sellers therefore are at an advantage whatever the

nature of their product or the final outcome of a strug-

gle with inferior rivals. If they succeed in ousting

their competitors they have a virtual monopoly, es-

pecially if they stop fighting with one another, entering

into a sort of gentlemen's agreement. And if they

do not conquer the field, but have to leave the inferior

rivals in the market, they will nevertheless gain an extra

profit because the price tends toward a maximum of

expense when expenses vary. So, in any case, there is

an income distinct from wages of management as well

as from profits for risk taking.

1 Compare with Vol. I, p. 79.
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§ 6. The third source or kind of profit is this gain

which goes to entrepreneurs who assume risks regard-

less of monopolistic or competitive conditions, and who
demand a reward for this responsibility in addition to

what wages of management represent.

Of course, from one standpoint this third type of

profits results from extraordinary insight into business

conditions. There can be no objection to our identify-

ing it with this ability of some men to judge markets and
to acquire knowledge which gives them a lead over

others. In a sense, "pure" profits are the recompense

for intuitive judgments and information of a superior

sort. The more of this faculty or asset a business man
possesses, the likelier he is to reap a big harvest wholly

aside from what he could claim for taking charge of a

plant. We might say that there is a world of difference

between performing routine managerial duties and sit-

ing up a situation containing unique features and de-

manding instant attention. Whoever can satisfy these

singular requirements of business wins richly. For him
there are profits irrespective of monopoly, and addi-

tional to ordinary wages of management. No doubt of

this fact.

In the main however it is logical to link our third

class of profits with risk taking. We may assume that

a business man has to charge for this function even

though no one individually entrusts him with it or

benefits directly by it. We may grant that he chooses

his own occupation, hence is obliged morally to bear

its burdens cheerfully. But it must also seem clear

to us that in the long run risks signify expenses, so

that something must cover them or more than offset

them. Every entrepreneur, in short, plays in part the

role of an insurance company. He takes risks on behalf

of others and receives payment therefor. If he is a

producer he buys raw materials, equipment, and labor

power ahead of the day of marketing a finished product,

without knowing what exactly the public will pay for

this product, or how much of it may be wanted. In a

dozen ways he incurs risks that may prove costly.
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Society should not expect such work to be done without

being charged for it. It should say to itself that the

liberty to buy anywhere, any time, any amount it pleases

is well worth a premium incorporated in the price and
offered occasionally—though not always—as a reward
to the producer. If instead of creating goods the entre-

preneur merely markets them, he none the less has

responsibilities of a peculiar sort. There still are

hazardous duties. There is buying beforehand without

guarantee of price by the ultimate buyers. There is

an equalizing of supply and demand at different places.

There are risks in storing and meeting emergency de-

mands. There is plenty of chance to perform labor

without reaping a harvest. We need not just now dis-

cuss the reasons for risk in order to realize that they

do exist and connect immediately with the normal func-

tions assigned to business men. The general public

rids itself of odious duties and great hazards by dele-

gating them to a few specialists. These minimize risks

for the average person and make life more pleasant.

In return these specialists expect extraordinary profits

now and then, or a profit sufficiently ample in the course

of time to cover all losses actually incurred, as well

as to constitute a kind of heart-balm for worry and
perhaps sleepless nights. Viewed from one angle, that

is the justification and explanation of aleatory profits.

They represent a service rendered to society and a

premium paid by it at irregular intervals to particular

entrepreneurs. But, of course, we may also stress the

common sense fact that men go into business for them-
selves, take hazards, meet reverses stoically, and on

the other hand pocket all gains as a fair recognition

of their daring, if not of their heroism. Profits which
are neither wages of management nor monopoly re-

turns may impress us either as a tribute levied by buc-

caneering business men or as a type of premium paid

by society for insurance against such personal losses as

would be sustained if every individual were his own
entrepreneur.

Business firms may suffer in one of several respects.
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In the first place the net income normally expected for

effort may be lost. There may be no wages of manage-
ment. In the second place a great deal of capital may
be at stake, so that either this or the interest upon it

may be lost. Nowadays production and exchange in

every field necessitate considerable outlays. It is not

unusual for a corporation consisting of, say, ten thou-

sand shareholders to invest a quarter billion dollars in

a venture. Public utilities and manufacturers or mines
are thereby put upon a working basis and made to yield

large returns as a rule. But the placement of so much
money in such highly specialized forms as machinery,
tools, buildings, engineering works, and so on, point to

grave risks under extraordinary circumstances. A
thousand different events of an economic or political

nature may jeopardize these tangible assets, to say noth-

ing of intangible ones like goodwill, rights of way, and
so forth. The interest on capital so sunk may very well

be forfeited. For years in succession there may be

less than the current rate on high class bonds, or noth-

ing at all. Furthermore, the capital itself may go to

wreck and ruin. There may not be sufficient income
to keep it in good repair, to maintain the status quo of

operation. Instead of providing for these needs, enter-

prisers may feel obliged to close their plant, to neglect

upkeep, to abandon their field entirely. Or external

circumstances over which they have no control may
destroy their property physically, or diminish its value

so much that it might as well have been scrapped and
burned.

Finally, there are risks in reputation and in life itself.

Some enterprisers do stake their health and happiness

upon a venture. They are willing to risk everything

in order to prove theories or to test their mettle or

to win applause and prestige. Whatever the motives

for their undertaking in the last analysis, they may
work and fret enough to shorten their lives, to invite

even thoughts of suicide. This cost, too, might be con-

sidered in an enumeration of the possible losses in busi-

ness. But aside from it we are bound to reckon with
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a dimming of business reputation as a result of un-

fortunate, ill-fated enterprises, for it may be difficult

after a serious defeat to regain the confidence of banks,

to obtain credit in the open market, to sell goods again

with fair success. A single failure is remembered as

long as a score of victories ! The high repute of a busi-

ness firm established after many years of arduous work

may be shattered in a single month of financial re-

verses. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to include

these items among the losses to which business is sub-

ject and which call for exceptional profits at times, if

men of courage and ingenuity are to have a proper

incentive. As we know from everyday experience,

deficits are just as real as big profits. Retailers invest

a few thousand dollars and are compelled to close out

within the same year. Big concerns go under at times

without salvaging more than a small fraction of their

assets. Bankruptcy is genuine in many cases, even

though in others the chief purpose of the receivership

is to reorganize the firm or buy off creditors at less

than could be done otherwise. In fine, the risks of

business are before us everywhere. We should not be

blind to them.

Superficially viewed they consist of the fact cited

earlier that enterprisers must meet expenses before

their "ship comes in", before profits on sales are fully

realized. They must buy materials, hire labor, pay

probably some rent and interest, and thus incur huge

expenditures ahead of returns in the shape of wages

of management, monopoly profits, or aleatory gains.

There can be no doubt of the importance of this ad-

vancement of funds, particularly in modern times. Be-

sides, we have seen already that bills must be paid

regardless of returns on a venture. Though in any

one year net profits are slim, expenses have to be de-

frayed as usual. Usually indeed they are. Interest on

bonds is due and paid to the holders thereof. Royalties

and rentals accrue to certain persons or corporations

and are remitted in due time. Wage earners expect

pay and are seldom disappointed. Supplies are costly
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and yet are paid eventually, even though there may be

delays because of poor business. Thus the average en-

terpriser can account for his risks, and the possibility

of a loss readily enough. He simply points to outgo of

the past and to obligations incurred regardless of re-

turns. If he always pays others first and himself last,

risk is created by this circumstance alone and must be

rewarded somehow.

§ 7. Still, fundamentally risk arises not in this lapse

of time between outgo and return, or in the mere ab-

sence of a guaranteed income, but in uncertainty. It is

because the return cannot be safely inferred from any

fact, whether through a contract or otherwise, that busi-

ness men assume risks. They are ignorant of some
things and events, and that is the ground of their trepi-

dation. Risk always implies uncertainty, and this again

means a lack of knowledge, or ignorance. There is an

objective uncertainty in the sense that things do not

happen regularly and invariably in the same manner,

and there is a subjective uncertainty because human be-

ings themselves find it hard to decide what will happen,

to adjust their conduct accordingly in any one situation,

for any one transaction. Thus the inability to make
forecasts and to provide for every future occurrence

is the final reason for risk, if not the measure of it

quantitatively.

Back of this uncertainty is the universal rule of

change. If things remained ever the same, if we could

reduce all happenings and relations to a few basic laws

or modes of manifestation, we should be ready to

prophesy, to plan ahead carefully and to calculate im-

pending losses and profits. Indeed, if we were omni-

scient to this degree, there would be no excuse for

losses. There would be gains only. The very monotony

or unalterable sequence of events would ensure us a

definite return on effort and investment; for all rela-

tions between things and persons would be ours to un-

derstand and to apply practically. But since men are

not so magnificently endowed, and more especially since

nature and society are ever changing, income is un-
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certain. We can hardly ever tell what will happen the

next moment, the next month, or the next )
rear.

Things are so unstable! Social and economic rela-

tions are so incredibly complex! We find it impossible

to predict weather or political events or prices or costs

of production or the drift of population and demand.
Economic relations do not last. They are continually

in a flux. They vary in kind, in magnitude, in their

bearing upon other facts. Thus we may explain the

existence of business risk by the one word "vari-

ability". Socio-economic relations are built out of an
indeterminable, virtually infinite number of variables

of many sorts. There are unstable ideas, creeds, poli-

cies private and public, physical facts like soil proper-

ties or the weather, or legal rights like those pertaining

to property, to citizenship, to corporations, and so forth.

There are countless connections between these things,

ideas, and rights. There is before us a network of

relations which no one can analyze or control even in

small part for purposes of his own.

Changes in fact come swiftly as well as slowly. Some
occur in the twinkling of an eye and upset business cal-

culations. The news of improved crop conditions may
flash over a private wire and affect quotations in the

wheat pit decidedly. A fire or a flood may disturb mar-
kets for hundreds of miles over night. The results of

a Presidential election in the United States may bring

new problems in business, even though the campaign
has been going on for months previously. The rush of

events is therefore rapid and irresistible. It exists

everywhere and makes it impossible for us to master
all possible cases. We are scarcely ever sure of our

estimates in business. Risks loom up continually and
must be faced bravely if we wish to add to bare wages
of management or to receipts from monopolistic

privileges.

Apart from the classification of the sources of change
or risk to be cited presently we may distinguish at this

juncture between two major kinds of risks, namely, be-

tween the calculable and the absolutely incalculable. To
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a certain extent it repays us to draw a line between

these two, for if all risks are somehow calculable we
may of course insure ourselves against them. On this

supposition risks for any one enterpriser can be prac-

tically eliminated. But if certain types of risk of the

incalculable sort remain, then a reward for shouldering

them is still logical ; then the third source of net profits

must be considered.

The existence of calculable risks reminds us, first

of all, of the close relation between the two terms

"risk" and " chance". In the first case we apparently

emphasize the probability of a loss as against a gain,

while in the latter Ave expect to gain rather than to

lose. When the outlook is favorable we speak of a

chance, or of our chance. We rate it as fair and indi-

cate that we shall probably get what we are after. But
if the dangers in an undertaking are pronounced or

easily gauged, risk becomes the characteristic feature

even though we admit the possibility of winning. Risk

and chance thus express relative magnitudes in a rough
measurement of probabilities. In "taking chances" we
admit facing risks, just as the riskiness of a move sug-

gests indirectly that contrary to expectations we may
be safe and profit by it.

Secondly, risks are calculable, not in the sense that

we can predict the probable amount of a loss or gain

in a given business deal, but in so far as we are able

(or think we are able) to estimate the probability of

the happening of one kind of event as against all other

possible ones. Enterprisers, for instance, are interested

in profit and loss, hence face these two classes of events

continually. They look forward to either winning or

losing. If they believe that uncertainty or risk is cal-

culable they mean that they can count the factors and
the relative weight of the factors for and against a

loss, or that for a more or less determinate number of

transactions they can estimate the chances of loss as

against those of gain. They ask whether in one particu-

lar deal the possibility of a profit can be roughly gauged,
or they ask whether in the long run the chances for and
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against them can be expressed numerically. If in both

cases the answer is in the affirmative, this indicates the

calcnlability of risks, no matter what the rate of profit

or the aggregate sum of money gained or lost. Cal-

culable risks are always rough estimates of a percentage

of favorable outcomes, or of a number of favorable fac-

tors as against unfavorable ones.

In the realm of physical events, for example, we find

estimates of a certain ''hand" being dealt out of a deck

of cards, of our turning up a certain card out of fifty-

two the first time, of the frequency with which a cer-

tain combination of cards returns, of winnings at the

roulette table, of heads or tails tossed in Hipping a coin,

of the kind of weather we shall have the next day or

a week hence, or of the frequency of sunshine as

against rain in the course of a month or year. In these

cases we frankly admit that chances or probabilities may

be calculated approximately. As regards cards or the

tossing of a coin, we know beforehand how many kinds

of events are possible and what the determining factors

at work. But even in weather forecasting we may con-

sider the number of determining factors to be definite

and their joint operation understood, since past studies

and experiences have again and again proven to be a

sound basis for generalizations. So we argue that risks

here are truly calculable. Since physical relations are

usually few in number and uniform in character we

do not hesitate to make predictions. Our knowledge

regarding such events can soon be turned to good

account.

§ 8. When we pass over to psychic and social relations

our insight is no longer so adequate. We find a much

greater number of influences bearing upon the occur-

rence or nonoccurrence of a particular event, and like-

wise a much greater complexity of interconnections.

We are consequently not so optimistic in estimating our

mastery of facts, nor so accurate in forecasts when they

are attempted.

To be sure, even socio-economic risks can be reduced

for particular persons, or shifted in such a way that the
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result amounts to a reduction of risks. We have already1

seen that manufacturers and merchants habitually resort

to " hedges" in dealing in futures, that is, in placing

deliveries or in buying options some time ahead. 1 Fur-
thermore, we have the familiar example of insurance

companies who calculate probabilities to a nicety and
make it their business to prosper through an assump-
tion of risks. In this case uncertainties seem to be

eliminated altogether. Deaths, births, fires, thefts, rainy

days, and a great many other kinds of events are treated

as if they obey laws which can be mastered for the benefit

of every individual. Indeed, from one standpoint that

is true. The secret of success here rests in the study

of a vast number of cases regarding one class of events,

the happenings of the past being used for calculations

ahead. But an insurance company does not ask whether

a particular individual will die at a certain date; nor

does it predict fire or accident or disease for a very small

group taken by itself. Instead it seeks to find out merely
what percentage of a very large number of cases has

yielded the event in question. It deals with huge num-
bers and with averages or samples which are deemed
sufficiently representative. That is the viewpoint. If

there are a million men and hence a million possible

suicides, we estimate that a certain percentage will die

by their own hand. If statistics gave formerly a rate

of twenty per each one hundred thousand of inhabitants,

we may be inclined to make this the forecast for the

next year or decade. Whether we have much faith in

our estimate or not depends upon our idea of what
factors lead people to commit suicide, and in how far

these factors operate at all times and everywhere; but

we are assuredly entitled to an opinion of some sort. As
long as we deal with large numbers we feel safe in

accepting frequencies of the past for future reference.

That is part of human nature and of our reasoning

process.

One result of the existence of calculable risks, there-

fore, is the development of a statistical service which
1 Vol. I, ch. 20.
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seeks to guide entrepreneurs. Whenever we can study

a great many similar cases, prove the similarity to a

large extent, and base averages upon them, we may
offer advice regarding probabilities in the future. If

business men then wish to know merely what percentage

of cases are in their favor, or what combinations of

factors have predominated in the past, they may go to

professional investigators and secure the desired infor-

mation. Probabilities may be made widely known in

this manner. Risks may be made further calculable by
the aid of these experts who do what the individual

business man does not have time to do. The costs of

uncertainty may thus be lowered perceptibly for the

benefit of all members of society. Governments, univer-

sities, corporations, newspapers, and private research

agencies of several kinds glean data for this purpose.

They compile them and reduce them to averages which
suggest frequencies hereafter. Weather forecasts, mar-
ket reports, bank records, and highly detailed business

surveys save a man money if he scans them regularly

and acts upon them.

We must not, however, forget that a good many kinds

of events cannot be counted and classified after all, and
that often an entrepreneur wants information for a

single transaction, not for a year's routine business

suited to constant conditions. Some risks consequently

are incalculable and not to be met by paying for statisti-

cal information or maintaining a bureau for commercial
research. Even if the statistical service were not very
costly, most entrepreneurs would place no faith in it

since each one of them has problems peculiar to him-
self. There are so many kinds of business and so many
different ventures for each class that cases can neither

be standardized nor made applicable directly to future

needs. Instead of attempting this, enterprisers take
each proposition on its own merits and bring to bear
upon it such experience as seems to fit without being
reducible to definite rules or measurements. For this

reason many types of undertakings lie outside of the

pale of statistical help. Risks cannot be calculated,
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however bold we are in gauging them to the best of our

abilities.

§ 9. To cite a few concrete instances of risk in this

sense.

A speculator at a produce exchange may sell short,

that is, pledge himself to deliver a large amount of a

certain article—say, wheat—at a future date, hoping

that he will then be able to buy all he wants at a price

below that at which he has contracted to deliver. He
expects a fall of the price of wheat and a handsome
net profit with it. But he is taking risks, of course. He
cannot estimate even approximately what will happen
to interfere with his plans, though he may be a good

judge in the majority of cases. The very fact that he

sells short may affect other gamblers at the exchange.

They may buy up wheat in huge amounts at about the

same time. There may be underhanded methods in

trading, so that the actual visible supply of the grain

does not work itself out normally. Furthermore, in the

intervening four or five months a war may break out

and call for large stocks of wheat to feed soldiers.

While the grain is still in the field, a new plague of

insects or a new parasite may make its appearance,

ruining the crop. Cold snaps early in the summer, rain

during harvest time or just before, a long dry spell in

any part of the world where wheat is grown in con-

siderable quantities, corrected government reports

which prove the harvesting prospects to be much less

favorable than at first believed—these and other ele-

ments may tend to raise prices by lowering output. The
"bear" at the exchange who hopes for cheap wheat at

the date of delivery cannot insure himself against such
contingencies. He must take events as they come,
though as a rule he may show his fitness for the occupa-

tion he has adopted. Aleatory gains and losses are

especially common at stock and produce exchanges.

Again, a building operator may put up a row of dwel-

lings to be sold at retail. He buys the ground and the

materials, superintends possibly the construction, and
attends to every phase of the project. He incurs big
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expenses and aims to sell high enough so as to pocket

a large net profit as the reward of his effort and risk.

But he is not sure of success. He may have chosen the

wrong location or an" unpopular design of house, or may

have installed fixtures which displease people. He can-

not rectify his mistake. The operation is perhaps his

last, or the only one in contemplation. Thus he must

take his punishment as it comes. The chance of losing

rather than gaining is always there. While he can figure

out beforehand many pros and cons in the scheme as a

whole, or for any one part of it, he is far from knowing

all of them. He cannot know them all.

A financial concern pledges itself to sell, or if neces-

sary to buy, all the bonds issued by an industrial cor-

poration. It does this regularly and makes its living

in this way. But the securities are to be judged, of

course, on their own merits and represent perhaps odd

features not involved in most other transactions. It

may be the nature of the business of the borrower, or

the type of collateral offered, or the time and economic

conditions amidst which the issue must be placed, that

present peculiar difficulties to the underwriting syndi-

cate. If it, therefore, guarantees to market all the bonds

or to absorb what is left of the issue it must assume

risks of a high order. It must be prepared to borrow

itself perhaps, so it may take the bonds off the hands

of the industrial concern. It has to count on the possi-

bility of losing by carrying bonds for too long a time.

Interest rates on the type of bonds in question may rise

shortly, so that the guarantee is especially burdensome.

Or the trend of business may have been misjudged at

the moment of issue, or the taste of the public for bonds

of the aforesaid sort may not be what is expected. Thus

the financial house pledged to place a large bond issue

is taking upon itself quite a responsibility. Its risks are

unusually grave, and correspondingly it asks for large

commissions. It must insist upon a liberal margin since

each issue of securities is distinct from every other. To

attempt to average degrees of risk for a dozen such

ventures and then to charge fees accordingly would be
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neither logical nor just to any one firm marketing its

bonds.

Again, an artist on a tour across the country for his

own account is engaged upon a venture absolutely

unique. It must be so classed because every outstandmg
personality is inimitable. Suppose the artist in question

is a virtuoso on a piano. His art as a performer may be

widely appreciated or not. The qualities that dis-

tinguish his playing from that of all rivals in the field

may have been often discussed and praised by profes-

sional critics. Yet that does not necessarily ensure our
man of genius a financial success. If he is his own man-
ager and advertiser he has a fair chance to lose because

he does not understand the preferences of the general

public, or because one part of the country disapproves

of what is most lauded elsewhere. Perhaps he starts

at the wrong season, inviting competition from theatres

and so forth, or perhaps the majority of lovers of music
are temporarily surfeited with high grade performances
and pianoforte solos. In brief, a number of elements

may thwart the purposes of our artist-entrepreneur. So
far from pocketing huge sums he barely covers his ex-

penses. The next time he might fare better under other-

wise similar circumstances. But he dare not count on
that either. Each tour he makes is a new deal. Each
one has risks varying in degree and in its nature from
the next.

Again, suppose a business man is trying to market
extremely perishable goods such as strawberries grown
in the south, to be sold far north, a thousand miles away
or more. In that case the risk is proportionate not only
to the whimsical nature of consumers' tastes, but also

to the difficulties attending the preservation of the fruit.

There are cold storage charges, special fees for shipping
over railroads, for handling, and for transfers within
a given market. The shipment must be sold within a
few days or there will be depreciation. Another short
while and everything is perhaps spoiled. The task thus
is to find a market at once and to obtain a price com-
mensurate with expense. A wholesale house dealing in
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such articles has heavy risks and little information to

guide it. A first shipment in advance of the season is

riskier than later ones. But all of them call for a special

premium on success lest consumers do without their

strawberries the next year and thereafter.

Or take the case of a distributor buying war stocks

from the government in order to retail them to the public

directly. Obviously the margin of profits here must be

very great, for risks are extraordinary. One never knows
what people want of such a surplus. Whether it con-

sists of technical equipment for producers or of finished

commodities destined for personal use, it may be un-

marketable at any price, or at the price which compen-
sates the distributor. People may be suspicious of such

things, thinking them old and worn, devoid of quality,

possessing durability, but not of attractive appearance.

They may have changed their taste during the years

intervening between the war and the time of retailing,

so that large lots of goods cannot be sold anywhere.

The man buying government stocks is aware of these

risks and also of the lack of information on the subject.

He does not expect to apply his earlier experiences to

this problem, nor to glean useful data from other quar-

ters. He compares all the pros and cons occurring to

him upon a little reflection, but beyond that is completely

at sea. The risks are verily incalculable.

Novelties of many kinds are unique in make-up or

purpose, hence known for the difficulties attending their

sale. Flowers sold on holidays or special anniversaries,

campaign buttons catering to political creeds and prej-

udices, toys for children, new types of amusements
offered to people of all ages, passing styles in dress or

fads originating in the idiosyncrasies of a celebrity

triumphant perhaps only for a moment—all these are

further instances of risks of a most erratic nature. Like

concessions sold by authorities apropos of a national

exposition or a county fair or the opening of a public

park, these products of a manufacturer of novelties con-

stitute a gamble pure and simple. The relative weight
for and against cannot be predetermined. There is no
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way of estimating the degree of risk involved. The en-

terpriser can only assume it to be high, and so console

himself with the prospect of big profits,
-

if all goes well.

§ 10. The reason for these uncertainties characteristic

of business in general, but especially of certain types

of enterprise, may be classified variously, as suits our

fancy. "We may distinguish between variables of the

physical environment and those rooted in socio-economic

facts. Or we may emphasize the difference between

regular and irregular changes in the world of business,

since some of them recur periodically and may as

such be foreseen, while others come wholly unexpected.

Seasonal variations in the weather, in matters of dress,

pastimes, and the consumption of food illustrate the first

kind, and hailstorms, wars, or labor troubles, the second

kind. But suppose we note instead first the factors

which create risks by influencing expenses of produc-

tion and thus prices, and next those which act through

a change in the demand for goods and services. We
shall then have a list of final causes back of business

risks approximately as follows. There is first man's
natural surroundings, his discoveries, inventions, and
policies of government, and secondly, changes in the

population or in its valuations of the commodities or

services offered by entrepreneurs. Through these six

factors all risks must arise and be quantitatively deter-

mined, although that is not to intimate, of course, that

we can compare rates of change in any one of the six

fields mentioned with degrees of risk or actual profits.

The weather is the most familiar variable in our phy-
sical environment. It is proverbially fickle and incal-

culable. We can never tell far ahead what will happen
or what the effect of a change will be upon particular

classes of business men. But we do know that the effects

are real and frequently lasting. A farmer may have his

crops ruined by a single cold snap, hail, or rainstorm.

He may expect a poor crop early in the summer because
of a cool spring or excessively wet spell, but harvest

richly in the end because of a favorable turn of events.

A builder depends upon the weather for keeping his men
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busy, for operations underground where temperature

and moisture are important items, or for the open stor-

age of supplies. Bad weather may bring delays, pen-

alties and extra expenses in the form of special rates of

wages, higher prices for materials ordered at a late

moment and so on. A mining corporation may lose

hundreds of thousands of dollars in a single flood or

on the other hand because of a dry season which makes

work technically impossible. Again, a storekeeper not

only is subject to all the vagaries of the weather in the

course of a year, thus finding his receipts rise and fall,

but what is more, if he depends upon particular days for

most of his sales, his risks increase. If he begins busi-

ness at a seaside resort and hopes to justify his rather

heavy initial outlay by the rush of the seasonal demand

he faces risks hardly less pronounced, for again much

depends upon weather conditions during a brief period.

Indeed, a summer or winter resort is an excellent place

for risks in every branch of retailing, including hotels,

restaurants, amusements, and sports. Men located at

such points must turn over large sums of money in a

short time or face a lean year. The weather here is

invariably a decisive factor, a measure of failure or

success, and at the start a proof of risks which it is

impossible to estimate.

Compared with the weather other variables are unim-

portant, although they do exist. Agriculture may be

at the mercy of insect pests, of blights that destroy

orchards and timber trees, of diseases killing live

stock or rendering it unfit for human consumption.

Ocean currents may change so as to affect deep sea fish-

ing, bringing luck to one region and depriving another

of its main source of food supply. A river may alter

its course so as to bring disaster to millions of people,

and especially to business in certain districts. An
earthquake is not an uncommon occurrence in some

countries, yet something against which one does not pre-

pare, nor can one prevent it from taking effect in several

directions. It may be accompanied by floods and fires.

It may lead to a change of trade routes and centers
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of population. It may indirectly induce governments
to inaugurate new policies, or affect the mode of living

of people. Thus a single cataclysm of nature involves

risks of many sorts, though quite unequal for different

classes of enterprisers.

Discoveries bring changes in our knowledge of natural

resources, their extent, distribution, and precise nature.

While the total stock in the interior of the earth is the

same throughout all historical times, our knowledge of

it varies greatly and from the business man's standpoint

this alone is important. It is the discovery of new re-

sources, and likewise the exhaustion or disappearance
of old ones, that affect prices and profits through
variations in supply, thus entailing risks in using or

marketing them. A gold prospector puts his entire

stake, so to speak, on one card. He sets out to find rich

veins or alluvial deposits, and loses everything if he

fails. A whaler leaves home shores with the idea of

making a big catch, but may return broken in spirit and
destitute of funds because he could not locate his prey.

A corporation drills dozens of wells in the hope of strik-

ing oil, but perhaps finds nothing in the end. Expensive
equipment and costly labor must be bought regardless

of success in the venture, and yet bring nothing but

the ignominy of defeat. Every owner of a mine or

producer of minerals faces the possibility of a new dis-

covery opening up richer veins, thereby ousting him
from the field. Almost over night the unearthing of new
deposits or pockets of oil and gas may render older

mines worthless because they yield less or are removed
farther from centers of consumption and manufacture.
Thus, in a number of ways, the known natural resources

at any given time constitute a risk for entrepreneurs.

Not what really exists, but what is understood to be
available determines business chances. Accidental dis-

covery or the locations of a geological expert may upset
budgets completely and injure one party as much as

they benefit a second or third.

Inventions are one of the most important causes of

change and hence of uncertainties in business, because
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they affect methods of production or management as

well as the nature of products offered on the market.

They usually involve the introduction of a superior tech-

nique in mill, office, or farm, but they also add to the

variety of goods and services at the disposal of buyers,

of men with money to spend. Thus risks arise apart

from those naturally incurred in research which aims

at an advancement of knowledge for the sake of better

means and methods, without perhaps being successful.

As regards the invention of new capital goods such as

machines, tools, and scientific apparatus, this may ne-

cessitate the scrapping of earlier devices useful enough
up to that time, but now no longer profitable. Machinery

may be perfectly new, or kept in excellent condition, yet

have no value after a better instrument has been pro-

vided. Technical equipment thus becomes obsolete, or

is subject to a process of obsolescence. By degrees in

some cases, and swiftly in others, it depreciates in the

open market, or is held to be worthless by its owner.

Indeed, we know from modern annals that captains of

industry have occasionally delighted in consigning com-

paratively new machinery to the junk pile merely be-

cause a slight improvement promised better returns in

the end or because patents had to be bought up for fear

of disastrous competition. And supposing we were to

regard this side of the matter as a detail, we must still

reckon in addition with the experiences of the inventor

himself or of the concern buying the patents. These,

too, are manifestly confronted with risks, for they may
not be able to market their new wares, to persuade others

that what they have and make is a real labor saving

device, an investment worth while in view of economies

effected after their installation. The producer buyer
in this case may be as skeptical as any consumer thinking

of his own personal satisfaction.

This latter is, of course, the decisive factor whenever
inventions give us new forms of wealth destined for

the household or for personal use. In that case the

producer has to find out what people want. He may
have to change designs or minor points of method in
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manufacture. He may invest much money before getting

a return on it. He may, on the other hand, reap rich

rewards, inflicting great harm meanwhile upon competi-

tors who offer something similar, but not quite as good.

From the standpoint of this inferior rival the risk con-

sists in being eclipsed or driven to the wall financially.

From that of the inventor himself or those applying his

ideas commercially the risk consists of attempts at mar-
keting the new product and at putting the firm on its

feet by investing large funds in equipment, buildings,

supplies, and so forth. Both parties are right. Risks

are before them and occasioned directly by technical

advance or by the output of a new article whose merits

are appraised by buyers of many different kinds and
tastes.

The bearing of public policies upon risks may be ob-

served both in times of war and of peace. Hostilities

among nations have always imperilled the interests of

private citizens and especially of men with means. Real

estate, ships, merchandise and precious plate of gold

and silver were the chief items subject to depreciation

or to the greed of the enemy in olden days. Merchants
then had difficulty in transporting their wares and up-
holding the bargain entered into. Contracts would be

invalid, or debts uncollectable, or sales impossible be-

cause of the social and political upheaval attending

warfare. In modern times these dangers still confront

dealers for the most part, but in addition many new
obstacles to success have arisen. Since wars during the

nineteenth century have been industrialized like every
other undertaking, calling for a mobilization of pro-

ducers and a reorganization of men and means, they
upset values much more than formerly, besides being
more lasting in their effect. A great deal of capital

becomes instantly useless because soldiers need things

of no import in days of peace. Factories, real estate,

and supplies on hand may represent a total loss if the

government does not utilize them for fighting the foe.

New goods, such as cannon, ammunition, hospital sup-
plies, battleships, accoutrement for thp army and navy,
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and so on, are in demand. Machinery may have to be re-

built or abandoned temporarily. New buildings must be

put up while the needs of the home are neglected or pur-

posely ignored for the sake of efficiency on the field

of military action. Some things, therefore, grow scarce

all at once, and others prove to be a drug on the market.

Governments place tremendous orders which cannot be

filled properly or at the right time. There are rejected

materials, fines or reduced prices for delay in delivery,

requisition of goods without regard for the rights of

the individual concerned, cancellation of orders at a

late moment, tardiness in settling accounts, and other

evils still. These constitute sources of risk from the

business man's viewpoint. He tries hard to recoup him-

self by high prices, and broadly speaking succeeds ; but

possibilities of loss are not thereby, of course, removed.

Much of the new equipment installed during the war
possessed but slight value later on. Such investments

have to be discounted immediately at the expense of

the authorities—that is, the general public—or fall

heavily upon the owner. Obsolescence now begins in

earnest and involves risks that cannot always be cov-

ered adequately, no matter how lenient the government
or how circumspect the entrepreneur. Speculation, too,

is rife among people in all walks of life. Securities

reflect the inconstancy of prices for finished commodities,

raw materials, and public utilities. Bonds and stocks

offer fine chances for some manipulators, while proving
a pitfall to others not so clover or well instructed in the

art of frenzied finance. Thus war times are particularly

suited to the man eager to assume risks and to make or

break by a single deal.

But in days of peace, too, the effect of public policies

may be far reaching. A decision for free trade or a pro-

tective tariff" brings blessings to one, and distress to

another. Currency re forms may raise or lower the gen-

eral level of prices, thus affecting the value of both per-

manent investments and <»f staples exchanged Prom day
to day. Tf the purchasing power of money declines,

prices rising all along the line, contractual incomes
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adjusted to an earlier and lower level are weakened.

Interest on bonds buys less. Landlords get less for

leases drawn up years ago. Wage earners may suffer

because their particular services are not rated pro-

portionate to advances in price elsewhere. On the other

hand, if price levels tumble, the debtor gets the worst

of it. A business firm paying out large sums in inter-

est may find the burden unbearable and collapse finan-

cially. Producers may have bought at high prices, while

compelled to sell at low figures. Dependent upon the

speed with which price levels change, the risks are great

or small for certain people. Nearly everybody is con-

scious of disagreeable uncertainties regarding the worth

of money or of tangible assets. A few gloat over pros-

pects of gain, but in many cases there remains nothing

but a deficit.

§ 11. All these, however, are risks incidental to

changes which affect the supply rather than the demand
of goods and services. So far we have dwelled on vari-

ables which act upon costs, upon variations in supply,

and thus finally upon the chances of a producer or

trader. But risks arise also because demand is variable

at short notice. There are at least two factors which

modify demand quantitatively and qualitatively, thus

giving a business man cause for anxiety, especially if

he operates on a large scale.

Changes in population lead to quantitative changes of

demand. Numbers may rise or fall either because of

migrations of people from one country to another or

because of ups and downs in the curve of native net

birth rates. If the trend of population is upward, as

has been the case during modern times, land will become

relatively scarcer and raw materials of diverse sorts

dearer. Barring improvements in agriculture or the dis-

covery of new resources of minerals, coal, and so on,

prices rise. They go up either because of increasing

expenses of production or because of a steadily growing

demand which presses upon supply at the cost of con-

sumers. For the nation as a whole, therefore, soil and

site values appreciate. Farmers, landlords, and owners
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of urban lots benefit by the change, being able to sell

at perhaps twice or three times the figure at which they

acquired their holdings a few decades or years earlier.

On the other hand, if by population we mean a local dis-

tribution, only certain groups profit. Risks again are

converted into chances, that is, into prospects of gain

rather than of a loss. But for those not owning real

estate loss may be impending. As people move from
one part of a city to another, as streets are abandoned

and new arteries of trade developed, some business

houses suffer correspondingly. Their clientele -departs.

Their sales shrink. Investments on the spot become
worthless, or at any rate they do not realize what they

were expected to. Thus risks reflect changes in demand
which may be called quantitative because the total vol-

ume of goods and services bought rather than the pref-

erence of people for particular items is involved in such

happenings.

But, to be sure, the change may be qualitative also.

It may be that the population remains constant, that the

aggregate of things sold in any one locality or country

is the same from year to year, that only certain kinds

of commodities lose favor or gain in importance. The
risk then consists of the possibility that familiar arti-

cles may fall into disrepute or be bought in much smaller

amounts than formerly. The public changes its tastes

and orders of preference constantly. Now this, now
that, seems indispensable and precious. What at one

time is the fashion, is obsolete somewhat later. In-

dividuals as such have whims and caprices which are

satisfied in the retailer's shop first, but find an echo

ultimately in factories and the primary industries in

general. If electricity is preferred to gas as a cooking

fuel, that concerns a number of producers and helps to

measure risks in planning enlargements, buying mines,

undertaking advertising campaigns, employing a re-

search staff for possible improvements, and so forth.

Besides, the bulk of changes in demand apply to the

majority of consumers, not merely to a few straggling

individuals. Tastes and standards are communicated
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rapidly from place to place, from class to class in society.

While originated probably by a select group of leaders

in business, education, politics, religion, or art, they are

transmitted sooner or later to the masses of people. A
qualitative change of demand thus sweeps over the

country like a giant wave. It floods some entrepreneurs

and leaves them helpless at once. They cannot adjust

themselves to the turn of events. Whether it is a ques-

tion of style in dress, or of designs in home building,

or of amusements, or of fashions in food, an enterpriser

may be incapable of adapting himself rapidly enough.

There are disappointments and real losses. Risks

emerge unexpectedly, or if anticipated, prove disastrous.

As long as our valuation of things and services may be

revised any time, without assignable reason or the pos-

sibility of indicating a prevailing trend, so long business

men face risks even if the rest of variables are relatively

inactive. Indeed, knowing human nature as we do, we
cannot expect market demand to be tractable in a high

degree. We must expect uncertainties of an incalculable

sort, and consequently risks which deter some men, even

as they inspire others to extra effort.

§ 12. In fine, profits are either wages of management
as such, or more likely a mixture of these with aleatory

gains which cannot be explained by anything else than

the instability of human thoughts, emotions, policies,

wants, and methods of work. There is always a chance

for gambling. Enterprisers are essentially buccaneers

who pounce upon opportunities for quick returns, who
blaze tracks in a wilderness of business relations, who
risk much for the love of adventure and for the hope
that pelf and power will be theirs. The more outstand-

ing a personality, the keener the zest for enterprise that

is both unusual and promising in results. In this respect

profits represent quite often rewards for risk taking

rather than wages for managerial skill. If these latter

constitute the most familiar form of net profits, aleatory

gains are the most conspicuous, although monopoly
profits are most in the public eye because of the ethical

questions brought to bear upon them.
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CHAPTER 8

THE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONAL INCOMES

§ 1. What we have so far discussed may be called the

factorial distribution of income. We have seen that

there are several groups of producers, or factors of

production, and that these divide among themselves the

whole annual output of a nation in so far as it is offered

for exchange. The national income, therefore, is re-

stricted to that portion which is sold for money, and the

people who help to create this wealth are divided into

four classes. Only four do exist because of the peculiar

characteristics of our modern economic regime. It

was seen that producers either are capitalists lending

money, or landlords leasing specific forms of wealth,

or laborers employed by somebody else and obtaining a

definite rate of pay per time or amount of work done,

or enterprisers who as self-employing individuals have
functions quite different from those of the first three

mentioned classes. The justification for this grouping
of all producers into only four classes was not difficult,

as long as we were determined to find out about prin-

ciples of distribution and to draw a sharp line between
production for exchange in the open market and pro-

duction for personal use. As we have noticed, these

four major groups claim shares by selling their services

at what might generally speaking be considered a price.

To be sure, wages and profits did not prove to be prices

precisely as commodities represent prices, nor could we
apply the rule of supply and demand to rent and interest

as fully as to commodities. Some exceptional phases did

come up. Nevertheless, our study centered in this for-

mal method of grouping producers and of showing why
the payment for their several services followed certain

176
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basic principles. The size of the total annual income of

any one nation did not concern us. The amount in dol-

lars and cents going to any one group as a whole was
also out of our range of vision. All we asked about was
the law of distribution for each major class which in

Doubtful Cases jn the Classification of Factorial Incomes

*»ffai
rf

Fia. 1.

selling its peculiar services obtained a certain portion

of the grand total.

The percentage of this latter going to each of our

four groups of producers has been estimated several

times in recent years, since some interest attaches to

it for economists, if for no one else. For the year 1910,

for instance, one investigator assigned to wages and
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salaries nearly one half of the national income, to profits

somewhat over a quarter, to interest about one sixth,

and the rest to rent. 1 According to these figures prop-
erty as distinct from personal effort claimed 25% of

the grand total, and there is no reason to doubt the sub-

stantial accuracy of the estimate. It must, however, be

borne in mind that factorial shares are difficult to class

sometimes, and besides lose their significance because

of one or two facts to be mentioned presently.

As regards classification, the adjoining Figure will

suggest again what has already been remarked on earlier

occasions, namely that we cannot always draw hard and
fast lines between one share and another. A bonus may
be called either a wage or a part of net profits. Com-
missions are wages in one sense, and not in another. A
physician's fee should perhaps be called a profit since

he employs himself and has no definite income per week
or month or year. But on the other hand the fee repre-

sents a sum which patients know to be due and usually

pay. Similarly, income from legal monopolies resembles

rents, to say nothing of a lease of patented machinery.
Or take the case of bank profits derived from loans over
the counter, not from dividends due upon investments.

Are such profits interest at the same time? Or for that

matter, are dividends of the cumulative preferred kind

really profits, not interest on a long-time loan? And
once more, as for differential profits made by a store-

keeper who has an exceptionally fine location, are these

genuine profits or a part of site rent which the land-

lord has not collected?

§ 2. It is easy to see that these questions may be

nnswered in more than one way, so that the relative size

of shares going to the four factors of production means
less than might be surmised. But aside from this diffi-

culty in definitions we must take note of the following

points

:

In the first place the distribution of factorial shares

is no indication of a distribution of incomes among indi-

1 King, W. I. Wealth and Income of the People of the United States,

1915, p. 158.
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viduals or families, for several shares may be combined

in one arid the same physical person. A wage earner

quite often has invested a little sum of money, so that

he receives interest in addition to wages. He may also

own a house, in which case he can estimate the use value

of it either as a form of interest—as interest which he

must impute to the money tied up in the house—or as a

rent which he gets virtually, since he would have to

pay money to a landlord if he did not own the property.

So this workingman lacks nothing but profits. Again, a

farmer is an entrepreneur and, therefore, pockets net

profits. Whether we distinguish between wages of man-
agement and monopoly profits or such gains as are

strictly aleatory does not matter just now. There is

certainly a profit in an average year. Wages there are

none, unless we call the normal return for effort in

this case a type of wages. But there are quite likely

to be rents and interest, for many farmers have money
in banks which draws interest at a certain rate, and
some of them lease out land to others for a regular

rental per acre or per farm. Besides, even if the farmer
works his own soil and has nothing else to lease to

tenants, he may impute to his lands a rent just as our

wage earner imputes interest or rent to the house he

owns. Again, as regards well-to-do people receiving a

salary, they nearly always have savings in a bank, (thus

getting interest plus wages or salary) and not infre-

quently also stock in a joint stock company or corpora-

tion. This certificate of stock entitles them to a dividend

which is part of the profits earned by the business. So
there are two or three shares combined in one person,

even thougli the most important one is a wage for work
done under the direction of an employer.

In general we may say that the more shares of the

factorial kind are united in the total earnings of any one

individual, the wealthier he or she is. Rich people secure

a considerable portion of their annual income from inter-

est on bonds or bank accounts, and from dividends on
stock. Incidentally this may be seen from the Table

here appended, which is abstracted from a more detailed
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one furnished by the United States Commissioner of
Internal Eevenue for the year 1916. Though we may
not be sure just exactly what is meant by investment
incomes, interest, and rentals as here mentioned, we shall
find the gist of the report sensible enough. Evidently
the poor man relies almost entirely upon his wage or
salary, while the percentage of the total income based on
investment returns (as " returned" to the Commissioner
for purposes of taxation) grows somewhat in proportion
to the total income itself.

TABLE 2

The Distribution of Factorial Shares Among Different Income
Classes in the United States for 1920

Percentage of Personal Income Eeturned from
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a service to himself and the family. He is perhaps creat-

ing tangible forms of wealth, making new things besides

patching up old ones. If this work were done by a pro-

fessional mechanic, it would have to be paid for. There
is undoubtedly an income of some sort in this productive

activity of the man at home. Again, wives and mothers,

children and grown up daughters staying at home con-

tribute a vast amount of wealth to the nation's annual
stock. They are productive in all but a small percentage

of cases, and their services are valuable in the market
sense as well as in any other. If mother's work could be

done by a strange person it would command a good price

indeed. Governesses, nurses, cooks, housekeepers,

dressmakers, and so forth, are paid fairly high wages
these days and are considered to be extremely useful.

Xow, married women do just this kind of work every
day in the year, or nearly so. Their labor consequently

constitutes a part of the real income of nations, even
though not rated at a price established competitively. In

addition to these contributions of members of the family

we must also include in our total national income the

goods produced on farms and consumed there. Since

income is at bottom a flow of goods and services, not

one of money, everything produced is income whether
measured in terms of money or not. In this country

seven million farmers supply a considerable fraction of

their table needs. They use up produce, meats, and
such raw materials as timber or cotton. They do not

perhaps report these items in their personal income,

but they form a part of it nevertheless. Hence fac-

torial shares, too, make up but an incomplete picture

of national income.

Third, we may again refer to the important circum-

stance brought out once before that money incomes,

whether classified for four producer groups or for many
more, do not indicate the spending power of people. If

one man has a million dollars a year, and the next one
five thousand, it does not mean that the former actually

spends as large a percentage of his income for consum-
ables as the latter. That is not so. Men with large
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incomes cannot, as a class, buy enjoyable things only.

Their purchasing power is really smaller than suggested

by the figures, for much of this large income consists of

capital goods or real estate values. In effect the big

money earner is given a deed to such properties, though
apparently he is given money with which to buy con-

sumption goods and services alone, if he likes. In short,

whatever our information on the monetary income of a

country, we cannot tell from it how much is composed
of technical equipment or other values unfit for personal

use, and how much of the necessities, comforts, and luxu-

ries of life desired by everybody, for their own sake.

§ 3. These qualifications regarding the significance of

a factorial view of national income, then, indicate with

sufficient force that a personal income analysis is more
serviceable from the standpoint of the average man.

What most of us wish to know is what percentage of

the total national income (in money) goes to what per-

centage of the whole population or of those gainfully

occupied. This is the question asked most frequently,

though a few of us may also wish to establish special

classes of income, distinguishing between wage earners

and business men, incomes under one thousand dollars,

up to two thousand, above that amount, and so on.

There are indeed many possible ways of classifying

incomes and people, but in all cases interest centers in

the idea of a distribution which is unequal and yet typical

of life and human history.

To give a few figures on personal income in the

United States for the year 1918, since these may be con-

sidered fairly representative of statistics in other pro-

gressive countries. 1

At that date nearly one third of the population earned
less than $900 ; not far from two thirds less than $1,300

;

and about 94% less than $3,000, the percentages of the

total national income for each of these figures being re-

spectively 13%, 35%, and 72%. That is to say, the

people earning less than $900 constituted nearly one

1 Taken from National Bureau of Economic Research, "Income of the
United States," Vol. I, p. 132.
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third of the entire population, but together accounted

for only about 13% of the entire national income. Ap-

proximately one third of the total income, on the other

hand, went to two thirds of the population, while over

one quarter was claimed by about 6% of the population.

Furthermore, if we analyze wages in different fields

of production for the same year (1918) we get facts like

these. 1 Employees in agriculture earned about $600; in

mining about $1,300; in manufacturing $1,148; in the

hand trades nearly $1,200; in transportation nearly

$1,300; in banking not far from $1,500; in government

services $900; and in unclassified industries somewhat

over $1,000. While the average for all employees was

nearly $1,100 there was plainly a considerable range of

variation, and this comes out again in a return of per-

sonal incomes above $3,000 made to the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue 2 for the year 1916. We find there

that the following percentages of people in certain occu-

pational classes declared their annual income to be in

excess of the sum just mentioned: Of all lawyers and

judges, 19%; of teachers in every field, less than one

half of one per cent; of authors and editors, 6.5%; of

clergymen, 1.42% ; of medical men and nurses, about

7%; of stock and bond brokers, 20.68%; of insurance

agents, 8.19%; of dealers, 4.36%; and of manufacturers

almost exactly 10%. So it is not hard to see that in-

comes are quite unequally distributed even among those

whom we might consider to stand for substantially equal

intelligence, training, or responsibility in business.

Before we attempt, however, to account for this dis-

parity of incomes in every country we must again take

cognisance of certain limitations in the figures presented,

just as we did when discussing factorial shares.

For one thing, information on personal incomes is not

nearly as full as is usually supposed. It is indeed ex-

tremely difficult to gather it from individuals or busi-

ness firms, especially where backward conditions, a

population scattered thinly over large areas, lack of edu-

x nidem, pp. 102-03.
* Statistics of Income, Treasury Department, 1918.
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cation on the part of those questioned, and prejudices

or selfish motives interfere with the work of the census

taker.

Secondly, there are problems of a statistical nature

which impair the value of compilations. It is not always

easy to classify occupations, peoples, or sources of

revenue. There are questions of average which no offi-

cial can solve, for to average time units or variations of

income or anything else whatsoever is always a some-

what arbitrary task. In truth, a number of perplexities

arise that bid us to be careful when interpreting statisti-

cal tabulations and comparisons.
Third, monetary incomes are no index of the flow

of goods and services procurable with them, and which
everybody has really in mind at the time. In the case

of farmhands, for example, it is customary to convert

allowances of board or lodging or both into money
values, since they do form a part of income as truly as

dollars and cents. But it is difficult to do it, none the

less. Board and room are not the same in all parts of

the country, nor on all farms within a district. The
quality of goods and services varies. The costs for

them differ remarkably from place to place. In fact,

this matter of variation in place reminds us that regard-

less of the payment of any part of wages in kind,

incomes may be incomparable for different regions in

any one country, or for different countries throughout
the world. To mention a certain salary is not to show
what people can buy, unless they live close together.

The farther apart they are, the less sure we can be
of the meaning of sums of money, for their purchasing
power may vary a great deal. Annual earnings of $2,-

000 in the United Kingdom tell us nothing very definite

about the quantity and kind of goods and services pro-

curable with them elsewhere. They may buy more or

less in France, Brazil, or China. Indeed, we may take
it for granted that the actual level of living of a family
cannot be inferred at all from the income just stated.

Fourth, it would be distinctly worth while if we could

Jearn of family incomes rather than of individual ones,
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comparing the former meanwhile with the size of the

family. Individual incomes are not the most important,

since the majority of people gainfully occupied are

adults, and most of these are married. The family is

the typical unit of social and economic life, not the

individual money earner. So we should try to think of

incomes as a family affair. But this also suggests that

much depends upon the number of members in a house-

hold, and upon the ratio of minors or adult dependents

to the size of the whole family. The larger this latter,

and the younger the children (excepting the first few
years), the bigger the expense for the breadearner. An
additional item of interest, therefore, might be the num-
ber of money earners in any one family, or for all famil-

ies taken together. In this country, and in some others,

too, there are sometimes several earners in the same
home. Both father and mother or father and several

of the grown-up children are gainfully occupied. In

that case the income of all persons involved may be

pooled in part for defraying expenses for food, shel-

ter, telephone, and so forth, while the remainder is at

the disposal of each individual earner. In several re-

spects the number of adults gainfully occupied, consti-

tuting one family in one home, is of importance.

Fifth, taxation may modify our picture of the distribu-

tion of personal incomes materially, since a tax takes

something without returning usually what is deemed an
exact equivalent. If there is a total exemption for people

earning less than a certain sum annually, it amounts

to giving these people government services gratuitously.

Whoever pays no taxes, but enjoys the privileges of resi-

dence in a country, is getting something for nothing.

Municipalities provide police, jurisdiction, lighting of

streets and public buildings, parks and perhaps play-

grounds for children, pavements, sewerage, sanitary

measures of various sorts, libraries, art galleries, a

school education, and so on. These benefits are an inte-

gral part of income for any person or nation. They must
be counted and are a free gift when no taxes are paid.

The poor man claiming and getting exemption is, there-
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fore, better off than the rest. He need deduct nothing

for these services. If he earns a $1,000, while some-

body else earns $1,500, paying, however, $50 in local

taxes, the difference in actual spending power is less

than $500.

But to bring out another aspect of this question.

Even though we know what kinds of taxes are levied,

and what the rates for each, we may be in the dark
regarding the income of particular persons or families,

for some taxes are paid indirectly, while others must be

paid directly. An income tax falls on each one accord-

ing to the size of the income, rates being ordinarily pro-

gressive, so that they rise faster than the base or income
itself. We can compare the incomes of two persons be-

fore and after taxation in so far as taxes are of this

sort and their rates known to us. But suppose we are

dealing with an excise or import duty paid first by pro-

ducers and merchants, and then collected later on from
consumers? In that case taxes are paid through prices.

The business man who first pays them adds enough to

the price to recoup himself, and this is allowed by law
.because the government intended the burden to fall

finally on those buying the goods or services. So here

everything hinges on what we buy. We cannot tell

from earnings what is their real worth. We can find

this out only when we know what classes of things people

buy, how much of each they buy, and what tax rates fall

upon these things. As a rule taxes are the severer,

the more they fall on necessities and ordinary comforts
bought by the rank and file of people. Small incomes
then pay a heavy toll, while larger ones are relatively

free from imposts.

§ 4. In view of these facts, we sliould study income
statistics with much care and not read too much out of

them or into them. It is evident that they describe the

financial condition of people less accurately than might
be thought. But this does not, of course, prevent us
from being curious about the reasons for the facts

of distribution, and more particularly for the marked
inequality of incomes noticeable in every country. We
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may well ask ourselves whether this results from funda-

mental principles, or may be changed at will, according

to our notion of justice or expediency.

Now, in facing this problem, we might as well admit

at the outset that variations in physical environment

have nothing to do with the earning power of people.

They are certainly so negligible as to cause indifference

on the part of most investigators. Physical environment

is often the same for large areas, for many thousands

or hundreds of thousands of square miles, and corres-

pondingly applies to perhaps millions of people. If a

country is densely populated, twenty or fifty million

people*may have substantially the same climate, topog-

raphv, soil conditions, harbor facilities, mineral re-

sources, and so forth. There is little to differentiate

between one group and another. But on the other hand

we know from everyday experience that people in the

same city vary enormously in earning power, and that

even in small rural districts incomes may be far apart.

So physical facts cannot give us much of a clue.

Bather, the most obvious reason for unequal incomes

is the inequality of people the world over, now and in

all times gone by, as far as historical records inform

us. Even among primitive people differences are no-

ticeable, though not anything like those to which we

are accustomed. Among barbarians and tribes in the

early stages of civilization we find on the one side chief-

tains, priests, sorcerers, and their immediate followers,

and on the other the rank and file who accept things

pretty much as they are, abiding by the rules and coun-

sels proffered at headquarters. There is no attempt

at denying vital differences. Physical strength, prowess,

endurance, cunning, foresight, versatility, knowledge of

facts, personality as a whole—all these become assets

helping some at the expense of those less generously en-

dowed by nature. There is an appropriation of land by

the superior men. There is a division of the booty after

a chase, or of spoils of war, the abler and braver men
claiming a major portion and obtaining it without ques-

tion. Ideals, too, are moulded by a minor group. What
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is good and bad, what appeases the gods or what excites

their wrath, what is most needed and what least, how
things must be done and what the rights and duties of

individuals, these matters are settled mainly by the

intellectual elite here in power. What records we have
of such primitive types of society prove indisputably

that differences among men not only exist, but find im-

plicit or express acknowledgment, one result of which
may be a caste system, slavery and serfdom, or an ela-

borate code of ethics and law which apportions privi-

leges unequally and permanently.
Among civilized men this difference is, however, still

more marked. It appears to be a law of nature that the

range of variations is far wider in a highly advanced
society than in its original stages. We find genius at

one extreme, and morons at the other. The moron,
to be sure, thrives also among savages. But unusual
talent there is far less plentiful than among modern
progressive peoples, and what is more, the development
of innate superiorities never reaches the heights which
we associate with an Aristotle, Moses, Gautama, Caesar,

Michael Angelo or Newton. We may assume, then,

that civilization operates cumulatively in that it not only
tends to preserve its achievements, but also provides in-

creasingly better opportunities for exceptional men and
women in all fields of endeavor. That is the noteworthy
feature to bear in mind apropos of a problem of income.
Great differences exist to begin with, and they express
themselves more and more psychically rather than phy-
sically, through peaceful methods rather than by force.

But not only that. In addition these differences are

accentuated by experiences after birth. The congenital

variations are supplemented by those of a social envir-

onment within which each one of us lives.

Occasionally, of course, acquired gifts may neutralize

innate inequalities. A mediocre man, for instance, may
increase his earning powers sufficiently by a college edu-

cation to eclipse a more gifted one who lacked the means
to attend college. Thus our acquired characteristics be-

come the more important, the farther we move from
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brute life, from barbarism among humans. No doubt, a

number of factors tend to level inequalities which are

given at birth and at the start are quite pronounced.

Still, as a general thing innate superiorities assert

themselves successfully, and suffer little from tempor-

ary handicaps. What to any one individual is his social

environment, does not hold him back long, nor mar his

efforts for self-realization seriously, if his capacities

are well defined. On the contrary, such superior traits

tend to be encouraged and to widen the gulf between a

dull boy and a sharp-witted one. Whether the traits

are desirable from a social standpoint or not, they help

us along the more, the higher the type of civilization of

which we are a member. That follows from what was
said a while ago. The artificiality of modern life, the

complexity of relations, the intricacy and effectiveness

of our ways and means for production, for serving our

fellowmen somehow—these features put a premium upon
gifts of mind, if not always upon those of character.

A brainy man is the likelier to succeed and to reap ex-

traordinary rewards, the more advanced his society,

and the ampler the resources with which it operates.

Indeed, we may add at once that increased personal

liberties of a political and economic nature also favor

the strong man, the one who displays his capacities in

an open fight for all. Our present legal background must
not, therefore, be considered a drawback for superior

people. If anything it works in their favor. But per-

haps it is best to ignore it altogether, for history proves

that changes in government and in the legal setting of

economic activities affects the distribution of wealth

little. Though it is true that the level of living of the

masses lias risen appreciably during the last few genera-

tions, this must probably be attributed to technical

improvements and new discoveries rather than to the

advent of democracy. Certainly, there was the same
pyramid of income distribution during the Middle Ages
as now, the same among Greeks and Romans as among
moderns, while as between such different countries as

China or the East Indies on the one hand and western
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Europe or the United States on the other the difference

in range of distribution is likewise comparatively slight,

except that the numerical strength of the middle classes

varies considerably.

Inborn differences among men, then, are always de-

cisive. They have three results that recur everywhere

and at all stages of civilization. In the first place they

give to some men the power of carving out for them-

selves what they want. There is no act of legislature

that can prevent men of superior brain, tenacity, saga-

city, and energy from claiming much more than goes to

the average person. They demand it and they get it.

Their services entitle them to this preferential treat-

ment, if we care to take this view. But it is just as easy

to look upon the problem from the superior man's own
position. He has great powers, and is bound to vent

them. He has personality and persuasion, insight and
courage, concentration and prestige among his fellow-

men. He does big things as he sees them, and others

call them big. He puts a high value upon his functions

or qualities, and the rest of us usually chime in. It is

rare that such outstanding figures do not have their

own way, provided they do not combat one another and
thus open a breach for attack from lesser rivals.

But the small minority exerts its influence also by
moulding public opinion, by impressing its valuations of

things upon the multitude, by setting up standards and
ideals which the rest can follow without difficulty. In
other words, a part of our problem of distribution is

solved by the principles of valuation and association

—

of the building of social structure and processes—which
were discussed briefly in our study of prices. It is in-

evitable that we take our cue of what is best or of what
is relatively worthless from a minor group. Ideas of

value in religion, ethics, politics, and also of things eco-

nomic, radiate from a few centers. Church, school,

government, lawyers, newspapers, scientists, statesmen,

and politicians in general—these are centers of social

control. The novelist or playwright or artist or man
of genius in any field helps to fashion our thought and
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our outlook. Through inventions goods are made pos-

sible; through our approval their sale is made possible.

The approval may be spontaneous in the average man,

according to the nature of the new article or service. But

it may also be suggested or withheld by an elite which

unconsciously guides the actions and norms of the great

majority. In this way individual services again are

rated often by an upper class, though not necessarily

by a plutocracy. What we had to say about wages
must, therefore, be repeated here for a more general

purpose: Kinds of work done by the rank and file of

people receive their rating from employers and from
superior persons in all walks of life. When we say

a man is worth a big salary, we refer to qualities inborn

and acquired which in the estimate of leaders every-

where are relatively rare, desirable, and pleasing. High
grade men can judge good and poor qualities bearing

upon production. They are not easily deceived or duped
by appearances. They compare judiciously and gauge

excellencies well. They put their stamp of approval or

of disapproval upon this or that characteristic. Thus
/efficiency becomes much more than mere knowledge,

though it is true that some mental gifts alone enable

us to master intricate problems, to acquire unusual skill

or information of a scientific nature. What the ablest

judges proclaim to be a valuable personal asset, is re-

warded accordingly and contributes to the distribution

of incomes all around.

Even within each class of workers there are differ-

ences, and these, too, determine earning power. Effici-

ency thus is a matter of degree as well as of fundamental

types of human traits standardized at the top of society

and forthwith demanded from the millions of people at

different rates of pay. The hard worker earns more
than the sluggard or periodically idle one, other things

being equal. Inequality of incomes nearly always re-

flects industry and diligence within a given class of ser-

vice, as well as standards imposed by a reigning class.

Thus, to sum up : Differences in income based on labor of

some sort pre the outcome of three facts, namely of
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ruling personality, of ideas of worth generated and

controlled by a minor social group, and of technical effi-

ciency or productiveness displayed by each worker as

he plies his trade. Any one may be used as an explana-

tion of income, though it is best to consider all three

in their proper relation.

§ 5. There are, however, still further elements enter-

ing into our problem.

A certain amount of personal income, for example,

is not due to labor or enterprise, but to casual windfalls

which may easily be overlooked. Not all income for any

one individual results from a sale of his services. There

are unearned incomes which sometimes run into high

figures. Some people are rich because they have inher-

ited an estate, or because of insurance money left to them

by relatives or friends. Perhaps not far from 2% of a

nation's wealth, or 10% of its annual income, changes

hands each year in this way, depending upon mortality

rates per thousand, upon the distribution of wealth

among those dying, and of course upon the terms of

the will. In so far as governments do not claim a por-

tion of the estate it is redistributed among private

parties.

Again, for women in particular there are, besides the

support from their husbands, dowries, gifts, and ali-

mony; for employes, bonuses, compensations for in-

juries during working hours, and old age pensions; for

business men, subsidies and bounties paid by govern-

ments, land grants and concessions, damage awards,

and prizes received at expositions, fairs, and so on; for

institutions of various sorts, endowments of large sums

;

for people in general, prizes for scholarship, literary

work at athletic contests, races, as well as opportunities

of winning at bets, in lotteries, or through other forms

of gambling. Taken together these various sources

become noteworthy, though they yield little of course

compared to revenues from labor, enterprise, or loans

and leases.

For that matter, we may classify the nonfactorial

sources of income still differently. We may attribute
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the income of one to chance and luck, of another to thrift

and prudent living, of a third to wise investments, and so

forth. In the main, however, we have to come back to

our original view that natural differences among men
and inheritances are the real key to the marked inequal-

ity of personal incomes. There is inevitably a concen-

tration of wealth in the hands of the few because capa-
cities and character differ enormously for different

individuals. Anything like an equal distribution should
not be expected, considering the facts just cited. But
on the other hand it is wrong to imagine that the ten-

dency toward concentration can go on forever, or has
no offsetting forces with which to contend. That is

not true.

Inheritance, for instance, tends just as often to dis-

perse fortunes as to accumulate them in one family.

Indeed, the splitting up process is continually going on.

Just as likely as not the estate is divided among a num-
ber of persons, including some outside of the family.

Or if the whole is left to a single person, it may be dis-

sipated gradually because of incapacity and extrava-

gance. It is an old saying that from shirtsleeves to

shirtsleeves is but three generations. The great ma-
jority of large fortunes are not perpetuated indefinitely.

The experiences of this country prove this as much as

anything. Again, inherited worth and marked abilities

are apt to appear in several forms, not all of which are

the best for money making purposes. Sometimes talents

are bequeathed by parents to their children, but they

play no role in business, however valuable to society

in other respects. Each generation has a new crop of

exceptional men, and as the young one grows up the

older one loses its grasp upon economic affairs. New
resources are discovered at points to which older men
have no access, though they may move about freely and
survey the ground. It is a question of chance connec-

tions and special aids as much as of knowing where
opportunities beckon the right man. Similarly inven-

tions build up new fortunes while business concerns

long established find it difficult to adapt themselves to
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unwonted methods and requirements. While one firm

is developing new ideas and waxing rich on their appli-

cation, another loses by not being able to sell out or

convert its huge investments into mobile funds for new
purposes. Or perhaps new commodities and services

are offered on the market, people responding to these

instead of buying long established goods. Wants and
preferences, as remarked, change continually. It is

impossible to be sure of a patronage forever. As pro-

gress keeps marching, some people fall behind and leave

the richest spoils to men of greater vigor and adaptabil-

ity. Thus a part of the reason for a fairly constant,

though highly unequal, distribution of wealth or income
is the law of life itself. The greater virility and learning

capacity of the young triumphs over the feebler attempts
of the old. There is no cure for this shifting 'of income
from group to group or family to family, nor can we be

sure that a concentration of wealth is a real and grave
menace to progress. The desire to see this world's goods
distributed evenly is perhaps natural; certainly it is

widespread among the proletariat. While those who
have, are anxious to keep their holdings, the rest cast

longing eyes at them and pray for a redistribution. But
notwithstanding this, it remains debatable whether per-

sonal distribution in modern times is bad because favor-

able to a select minority. In taking a long-time view our

judgment about this matter may be changed. Instead

of deploring concentration and decrying the tactics of

eminently successful people we may rejoice in the one

and forgive the other. A careful consideration of our

next subject (namely, of changes in social wealth and the

irregularities attending them), may suggest this thought

among others.
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THE GROWTH OF SOCIAL WEALTH





CHAPTER 9

THE LONG-TIME VIEWPOINT

§ 1. Our study of economic facts and relations up to

this point has been characterized by one cardinal prin-

ciple since we have treated them always as if they took

place within a short time and came rapidly to a comple-

tion. We have shown the bearing upon economic activi-

ties of a constant or changing physical environment, of

the essential traits of human nature the world over and of

legal backgrounds or certain ideals of government.

After these preliminary data had been stated briefly, we
passed over to the analysis of three main subjects in

economic science, namely to that of production and ex-

change, of price, and of distribution. It was shown that

laws prevail for these processes, some of them being

valid everywhere and at all times. Trade or exchange

proved to be an integral part of production as the crea-

tion of values. Pricing and the distribution of wealth,

because they bring out the subjective basis of human
reckonings, were contrasted with production which gives

us a rather objective view of life, of things in themselves,

and of rules which must be obeyed if efficiency is to reach

its maximum. But later on we also emphasized the close

relation between price and distribution as divisions of

economics. There could be no doubt as to what they have

in common. Both appeared to turn on valuations ex-

pressed by human beings viewed either as individuals or

as social groups, and these valuations fixed a rate of

exchange for tangible commodities on the one hand, and

for human services on the other. Though we found ample

reason for rejecting the notion that wages, profits, or

even rents and interest rates are established with strict

regard for a universal law of supply and demand, like

ordinary prices for goods, we nevertheless had to admit

the pricing or valuating process back of incomes.

199
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All these facts, however, were treated from a short-

time standpoint. While we could not doubt the instabil-

ity of all things human, nor the dynamic effect of inven-

tions or other factors connected with the art of making
a living, there was no reason for pointing out the ulti-

mate effects of such changes. Our picture was that

which an observer might get by inspecting factories and
farm life, or by observing at any given moment the

routine duties of traders or transportation systems. It

left no inkling of permanent transformations in our

socio-economic regime, of marked changes in the wealth

of a given country. Indeed, the thought of develop-

ments spanning many years or decades, or of disturb-

ances affecting nations seriously, was banished

consistently. In spite of keeping before us the variabil-

ity of ideals and institutions of an economic sort we did

not try to discover principles back of them. Change as

such was commented on, but fundamentally we were
interested in a status quo, in things as they are and
repeat themselves from day to day, year by year, in the

economy of modern nations.

§ 2. But now we must turn to the idea that far-reach-

ing changes do occur and offer further food for thought

in a study of economic principles. We must deal now
with the well understood truth that social wealth declines

or grows from time to time, and that this variation may
be considered either by itself, or in connection with other

facts of an economic or non-economic nature. Economic
principles are not fully grasped until we have traced

a chain which leads from production to distribution and
price, thence to acts of consumption, and then forward
to a new link in production, exchange, and so forth. In

short, the three divisions of Production (including Ex-
change), Price, and Distribution form only a portion

of our subject, albeit the largest and possibly the most
important. In addition to these we have a problem in

the ups and downs of national wealth, or what might
for practical purposes be called the growth of national

wealth, inasmuch as human history as a whole shows a

fairly steady development of productive powers and
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of levels of living. The long-time view of economic
processes is made necessary because mankind has, after

all, moved with a goal in mind, and has achieved definite

things which in no mean measure represent economic
values.

Historians particularly are conscious of this variety

of human life and of the flux beneath all apparent con-

stancies. They make it their task to depict the annals

of the past and to show how events happened. We
might therefore be inclined to compare our work with

theirs. But we must not go too far in this comparison,

lest we commit a grievous error. For historians profess

to tell only what happened and how. They are really

story tellers, though their tales are true enough, or at

any rate as correct as scientific method can make them.

They give us an account of a single episode in national

history, or of a series of occurrences bridging perhaps
many centuries. They tell of men and women, their

motives, actions, policies, and so on. But they do not,

as a rule, pretend to read scientific laws into these

events. The warp and woof of their story is thought,

emotion, and action amidst varying physical surround-

ings and social—humanly devised—institutions ; this and
no more. The ideal of showing why certain relations

have to exist whenever others exist, is not theirs. They
do not connect or correlate principles of conduct with

physical facts. They let each situation speak for itself.

If it is said sometimes that "history repeats itself",

this is not to be taken too narrowly. It does not mean
to a student of the past that the externals of a given

situation will occur again, that there is a definite order

of progression, or a cycle which is completed every so

often, only to be rehearsed once more. That is not the

intent of the saying, nor the belief of historians.

As economists, however, we must stress this very pos-

sibility of finding genuine laws regarding economic

activities and relations. We care little about individual

items or unique occurrences, and much about regular

connections which constitute our explanation of whatever
problems may have been set before us. Thus, if social
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wealth grows by degrees, we are inclined to look for

reasons and to show that it invariably increases in one

way, or in certain ways, under assignable objective cir-

cumstances. In studying economic relations we seek

principles obtaining everywhere and for long periods,

if not for all times to come. We couple processes with

lasting elements in the physical environment and with

traits of human nature. We show why events do always

happen so and so, not primarily why they happened

once. Roughly speaking, that is the difference between

the long-time view of historians and that of economists,

though we do not wish to imply that the subject has

thereby been exhausted.

It follows also that the long-time view does not call

for a recantation of points already brought out. What
has so far been said is valid enough. It applies to the

conditions mentioned. It gives us a considerable fund

of information and a fairly solid body of principles.

So far, so good. But there are further truths to be re-

vealed, or at least, we should ask ourselves whether they

may be found. Since long-time changes are as real as

those spanning a few moments, months, or years, we may
properly inquire into their significance. If there are

additional principles we should endeavor to get a

glimpse of them. Granted that what has been said up
to this point is acceptable, what else does the science of

economics disclose, once we peer far into the past and
speak of decades or generations rather than of weeks or

months? How do the results of a long-time analysis

differ from those attained hitherto in our investi-

gation ?

§ 3. The meaning of the long-time view may first be

suggested by a few similes. We may think, for instance,

of the difference between the use of the naked eye and
that of an ultra-rapid camera such as serves sometimes

in the taking of ''moving pictures". When we take

in a single second several thousand snapshots of a gal-

loping horse, we see something that the unaided eye can-

not reveal. We can see how each foot is raised or

put down, how muscles strain and relax, how the body
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of the horse sways, the nostrils distend, the mane flies

to the wind, and curves are described by the limbs while

swinging in mid-air. All this is a fascinating disclosure

and presents a great deal that is true about racing.

As far as the film allows, we have learned something.

But when we now view the same act in nature, watching

a horse gallop with our own eyes, we get a very differ-

ent impression of its manner of locomotion. To begin

with, we can hardly see anything unless we look on for

several seconds or minutes. In the second place the

details shown by the camera—the ultra-rapid one—dis-

appear. We cannot behold the minute steps by which

limbs are moved off and on the ground. In the third

place, we find that the steed covers a remarkable

distance in a brief time. And most of all, we pay at-

tention to facts of effort and balance that before did

not appear. Thus our notion of what galloping in a

horse means changes. We must either reject the two
pictures as substantially untrue, or accept both as two
phases of a process, as complementary data that make
one whole.

Again, if we study the daily metabolism of a human
being, we find out that food consumed is digested, con-

verted in a large part into tissue and blood, and for the

rest eliminated because unfit. Apparently the body ab-

sorbs food the same way every day, always supplying

materials for the maintenance of health and vigor, and

constantly renewing the energy which has been spent in

play or work. But if instead of this brief period we
take a number of years, say two decades, we find

changes, after all. It now appears that there is no per-

fect cycle of processes, no complete balance in the in-

come and outgo of matter and energy. Instead we
notice that gradually human beings grow old, that they

lose resiliency and power of resistance, that their ar-

teries harden, the heart beats faster, energy dwindles,

and various organic changes occur which spell deca-

dence and dissolution eventually. So the metabolic

process is not quite what we first thought it to be; or

rather, our original idea must be revised in part. We
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must compare the effects of many years with those of

a single day and note new relations and laws of life.

Again, a waterfall is an enchanting sight because of

the idea of power and timelessness suggested by it. The

stream rushes impetuously over the rocks. It breaks

up its white glint at the top into a beautiful rainbow

of colors below. There is no end of the rush and roar.

Onward, and forever ahead, that seems to be the prin-

ciple ! A short-time view leaves us with this impression.

But if we were to stay long enough we should feel

differently about it. We should find reason to believe

geologists who deal with long epochs rather than with

fleeting hours. We should understand perhaps that

there is a cutting back as well as a flowing forward.

Instead of finding the cataract forever at the same place

we should notice it moving. Instead of commenting on

the rushing waters, we should wonder at their retreat.

Such might be the story if we could follow it to a final

conclusion.

§ 4. Now, social events in general, and economic ones

in particular, resemble these familiar facts in that they

give us two different views according to the length of

time we spend in studying them. If we treat of broad

periods we discover changes and relations that do not

belong to short years. We are attracted not only by
changes in themselves, but also by principles underlying

them, by regular connections between things tantamount

to laws, to social or economic laws. That is the first

point to bear in mind in taking a long-time view.

Statisticians have long ago recognized the importance

of this standpoint and therefore resorted to elaborate

calculations in order to uncover laws for this or that

subjectmatter. They analyze large numbers and com-
pare groups of events not to be witnessed by our senses,

nor readily understood by the average untrained mind.

They tell us, for instance, of the relation between birth-

rates and the nationality of parents, between suicides

per million of the population and seasons of the year,

between price levels and the amount of money in cir-

culation in a country, between the rate of crimes per
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thousand of the population and the distribution of in-

comes or the ratio of urban to rural inhabitants, be-

tween incendiary fires and business conditions, and so

forth. They make it their point to deal with large num-
bers, to count as many cases as possible, and hence to

study long periods of time if these events relate to time

at all. Birth rates, for example, vary from year to year,

or decade to decade. They rise and fall like prices or

the harvests from the soil. It is understood that social

life is made up of variables which must be traced care-

fully if they are to become meaningful. But it has also

been found that there is law amidst apparent disorder,

and that such more or less permanent relations as birth

rates and the nationality of parents can be discovered

if enough instances are taken into consideration. Thus
the value of long-time standards receives full recog-

nition. The older the records of an insurance company,
or of a court dealing with criminals, or of a charity

organization relieving poverty, the more reliable they

are for purposes of stating particular trends, of show-
ing the constancy of relations in spite of a maze of

variables. The unpracticed eye and the casual witness

sees variables only, but the trained student who is

patient, who waits years if necessary, is rewarded by
proofs of the existence of laws hardly less real than those

of physiology or genetics.

In the same spirit, then, we may approach the prob-
lem of long-time changes and of constancies amidst
changes for economic events. We may try to make cer-

tain whether the chain of production, exchange, price,

and distribution is as firmly welded, as rigid and simple
in its make-up, as a short-time view leads us to believe,

or whether on the contrary it is weak at points, subject

to a gradual transformation, and perhaps also a mixture
of many elements, not all of which belong together neces-

sarily. If we do know from historical inquiries and from
personal experience that economic activities undergo
changes, that the wealth of a nation may either grow or

wither, we must aim to describe the outstanding features

of such a process, distinguishing between externals and
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the reign of principles, just as we do in adopting the

short-time view.

§ 5. Furthermore, in following this cue we shall be

impressed with the rhythm of economic life and with
the periodic return of friction or maladjustment which
interferes gravely with economic life at certain times.

Change does not occur at an even rate. It is not uni-

formly fast or slow at all times. Indeed, nothing moves
absolutely on a level, as far as our observation informs

us. There is everywhere unsteadiness and interruption,

a precipitous rush at one moment, and a lagging the

next. Life has its pulse, and progress its lulls. As we
have seen already in analyzing three fundamental laws

of productivity, rhythm appears definitely in the produc-
tive effort of every individual. There is an upward and
a downward curve of energy and of output. At the

start we are fresh and strong, sure in our aim or precise

in our reasoning. We do well and know it. Then there

may come a little setback, a first feeling of flagging

interest or of tiring muscles and nerves. Then we re-

new our effort and find what is often called among run-

ners "a second wind". At this period we probably do
our very best. Both in quantity and quality our work-
manship reaches its maximum. But by degrees fatigue

becomes real. Moves are less determined, and thoughts

less well coordinated. Output becomes inferior or

smaller. Accidents may happen, or wrong steps bring

waste ; and eventually the decline of energy is so marked
that we can do nothing better than stop working. Con-
centration is out of the question. Mind and body need
a rest. Activity is at a low ebb. New strength and new
incentives must be gathered somehow for the next cycle

of endeavor.

Now, if this is true of individual action and experience

of any sort whatsoever, it applies also to social life and
to the economic activities of a whole nation. It is by
no means fanciful to say that here too reigns a law of

rhythm. The will and action of a nation is not always
pressing forward on a dead level. On the contrary,

there are high and low points, crests and hollows pre-
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cisely as in the life of any one person. We find society

start out determined to accomplish certain things, to

fight out a certain issue, to try a particular scheme, to

realize pet ambitions, to do so much within a given time.

New creeds and policies are adopted. Ways and means
are devised for carrying plans into execution. The pulse

of economic life beats hard and fast, and bespeaks

youthfulness of conception and of capacity. But prog-

ress does not march unimpeded. There are halts and
retardations, stops or signs of a slowing-up now and
then. Activity is fitful to a degree, even though regu-

lar from another standpoint. There is an alteration

of doubt and faith, of resolute steps and limp hesitancy,

of strenuous effort achieving unwonted things and of

idleness which in the long run spells stagnation. So
economic relations extending over broad periods present

a picture that is hidden from us when we consider a

few months or years only. They remind us in a peculiar

way of the foibles of human nature. They prove that

climax and anticlimax form an integral part of man's
struggle in every field. They convince us that because

of the universality of rhythmic expression national

prosperity is less constant than we might infer from
a short-time analysis.

Indeed, rhythm is attended by a recurrent maladjust-

ment of things which is just as common in social eco-

nomics as in the affairs of any one individual. Every
so often (it seems) times "are out of joint", or condi-

tions intolerable. It is not merely that enthusiasm has

subsided, that activity has reached a nadir, or success

become failure temporarily, but also that things and
thoughts disagree and end in conflicts of a serious na-

ture. Coordination and cooperation may wane. Har-
mony is turned into discord. Indifference among men
is fanned into open hostility. Instead of a smooth run-

ning of the wheels in every department of social life

we find friction, and here and there a veritable break-

down that makes rational effort impossible. In this

sense periods of maladjustment succeed those of order

and efficiency. The ebb and flow of life is marred by an
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occasional disturbance which cannot be prevented, nor
will end until events have run a certain course.

The sociological aspects of this irregularity have
been studied carefully in recent decades. Specialists

have come to the conclusion that there is a close and yet

also flexible interrelation between creed, conduct, and
conditions. We may imagine individuals to be governed
largely by their beliefs, to practice in no small measure
what they preach or believe, and to seek continually

a justification of their ideals and actions in an outer

environment. They look to the facts of social sur-

roundings and to those of nature herself. As long as

they find it possible to believe and practice certain

things without offending others or suffering physically,

they may go on doing so. Success in attaining what we
reach out for is the finest proof of the correctness of

our opinions or policies. But if as individuals we meet

with opposition that cannot be broken down, if our fel-

lowmen and the great majority everywhere disagree

with us, if we cannot adjust our notions or methods to

the external world—if in these respects creed, conduct,

and conditions are at loggerheads, friction arises. We
chafe and fret and wonder, and seek readjustment some-

how. We attempt alterations in ourselves or in others.

We test anew our faith, our principles of work and
play and of manners and moving, or the worthwhileness

of the natural environs into which we have fallen. Most
people strike this problem of clashing truths sooner or

later. It cannot be escaped unless we cease to think

and to strive.

But society as a whole too knows of it, and has its

peculiar ways of responding to it. As sociologists see

it, large groups disagree continually or periodically on
this or that topic. There are external conditions car-

ried over from a bygone age, though no longer in

accord with newly emerging ones. It is very much as

if we were walking through a section of our city and
found new and old in close juxtaposition. Here a street

that has just been planned and laid out ; fine properties,

pleasant homes, and all the evidences of the latest im-
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provements in the art of building. There an abandoned

thoroughfare, stripped of its respectability, showing

neglected pavements and sidewalks, residences unfit for

habitation or at any rate unattractive to the casual vis-

itor. Inside and outside the two classes of houses and
streets disagree. The people too represent different

ages and ideals. The young live in a new part of the

district and hold to notions, cultivate habits, master arts

and manners suitable to their own surroundings. They
seem to be—and actually may be—in harmony with the

requirements and opportunities of their day. But in the

other section things are not so well. The older people

feel less at home in their new external world, even

though still clinging to their accustomed style of living.

They represent habits and views, principles and policies

no longer in vogue with the best, with the demands of

the " younger set". In fact, they themselves may be

less sure of the correctness of their views and actions

than formerly. There is a conflict within them as well

as between them and the later generation. So malad-
justment is revealed plainly enough. Conditions, creeds,

and conduct go apart in these lives sprung of an earlier

period, causing perhaps unrest and rebellion, social or

political upheavals, waves of reform coupled strangely

with a veritable orgy of sin and cynicism. Friction and
overlappings do terminate in such revolutions now and
then, as historians have shown us in great detail.

But the sociological interpretation of this phenome-
non is not the only one to be borne in mind ; or rather,

we may study it in its purely economic aspects as well

as in others such as the religious, legal, ethical, and so

on. If we specialize in the study of production, ex-

change, price, and distribution we find that these prin-

ciples too comprise stages of growth and decline, of

perfect adjustment and of incongruities which impede
the march of civilization. As soon as we take a long-

time viewpoint there is disclosed to us this irregularity

of rhythm, this feverish activity and efficiency of organ-
ization at one time which contrasts so strikingly with
stagnation or real retrogression at other times. So
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far from prosperity unfolding itself in an uninterrupted

cycle of effort, output, satisfaction, and renewed en-

deavor, it appears to be subject to periodic halts, to

obstructions which no measure of governments, no

panacea of theorists, has up to date been able to con-

quer. Again and again defects are revealed in our

economic organization which bring many people to grief

and puzzle the wisest of men. Especially in modern
time has this proven to be true and urged a study of

various relations which a short-time view can well afford

to ignore.

§ 6. The long-time standard therefore may be used

by us to accentuate the following groups of facts. We
shall first state the general principles underlying the

growth of national wealth, linking individual thrift with

national economic development. We shall next consider

the chief aspects of the rhythmic nature of economic

progress as presented to us in these days of capitalism

and credit. Changes in price levels, cost of living, and

in the scope or intensity of business activity are central

themes for this purpose. After these three (or four)

phases of economic life have been given space we shall

finally turn to the problem of population in so far as

it bears upon the economic future of the human race,

for in the long run this is bound to be a question of

great moment. If we neglect this vital feature in social

life our present survey cannot but be incomplete ; but hav-

ing paid some attention to it we shall be better able to

rate the present in terms of the future. What a short-

time view of economic principles shows us, will then be

reappraised in the light of tendencies which are more
lasting and of greater import to mankind as a whole.



CHAPTER 10

HOW WEALTH GROWS 1

§ 1. Mankind to-day is richer than ever before.
Throughout history the increase of wealth has been
noticeable, and during the last few generations truly
astounding.

To be sure, now and then we find periods of stagna-
tion. It has already been intimated in the last chapter
that progress of this sort is not uniform at all times.
The march of man is not without interruptions and
occasional retrogressions. We shall have to study these
irregularities of growth which characterize economic
history. Indisputably they are marked and of great
significance.

Still, generally speaking nations have grown wealthier
with every century, and we need not confine ourselves
to any one part of the globe or to any one nation to
prove this in detail. Indeed, it is better to think of all

men as forming but a single social unit, since nations
did not exist until about four hundred years ago and
may conceivably disappear again after some time. It
is convenient to speak of the growth of national wealth
only because of late years the nation has become the
most important social unit, the largest and also the
one most widely thought of in connection with world
problems. So we do not go wrong in identifying the
question of wealth the world over with that of" wealth
for any one nation. In asking about the reasons for
the growth of national wealth we also ask about the
principles underlying the increasing prosperity of man-
kind. This growth is an accepted fact, a familiar
phenomenon to everybody, and something which must

1 This chapter may be compared with ch. 18 of voL I.

211
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be explained when we try to analyze economic processes

to the fullest.

The problem really is this : How does individual

thrift become national prosperity? What must be done
after individuals have acquired an income of their own
so it may help to augment social wealth and make man-
kind richer in goods year after year? By what methods
is wealth multiplied after it has seemingly been con-

signed to particular persons for consumption? How
shall we explain the relation between personal budgets
and the assets of a nation of perhaps countless millions

of inhabitants'? What is saved by individuals, and what
by nations, in order that wealth may grow continually

up to the limits set by the physical environment itself?

These questions cannot be answered in a single sentence,

but may be treated in several ways.

§ 2. To indicate from what different angles we might
approach them, let us first take the viewpoint of a

psychologist or sociologist. An investigator in these

fields would probably say that the key to the situation

is the mental capacity of man and the process by which
the learning of one generation is preserved for the next.

He would show that man is the most highly developed
of all organisms and has an infinitely complex and
sensitive neural system which allows him to take up
impressions from the outside world, to react to them, to

Record them permanently within the system, and to

modify and use them ever afterwards in such manner
as proves most expedient. In short, man is explained

as a rational, self-conscious, and willing being who
applies his physical and mental powers to develop a

high state of civilization and a wonderfully varied

store of goods. What we learn from infancy on by
imitating our elders, and what we invent ourselves,

these two things together, according to one diagnosis,

form the basis of every addition to national wealth.

Invention is any thought or deed leading to new types

of reaction, to beliefs fitting better into our physical

or economic surroundings and their relations. The
alphabet and the multiplication table are as important
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for the development of wealth as those technical aids

which economists stress most of all. Whatever provides
new conceptions of the outside world and of the needs
arising among the members of one group, that is inno-
vating and a part of the learning process. Because of

these capacities man has always been fond of making
things not given by nature, of conquering flora and
fauna, of building up organizations for diverse purposes,
of providing himself with a fairly continuous stream of

riches far in excess of a bare subsistence.

But, of course, it is pointed out specifically by psy-

chologists or sociologists that wealth cannot grow much
unless the newly acquired treasures of thought, of

knowledge and principles of conduct, are also transmit-

ted by one generation to the next. If each one has to

find out again by chance or by dint of hard searching

what became known to the preceding one, receiving no
aid from it, but depending entirely upon its own abilities

or luck, progress cannot be certain. Suppose that any
one individual has survived the precarious years of

childhood and then grown strong fighting for life. Sup-
pose he has learned during his struggles a good many
things about nature, the weather and seasons, the wild

animals about him which must be warded off or hunted
for their flesh. Suppose he has acquired the arts of

making clothes or of building a hut in which to seek
shelter from the elements and the wild beasts. If this

stock of knowledge is then withheld strenuously from
any of his children, if they have to begin exactly where
their father did, the prospect for a further step ahead
is not encouraging. It is good or bad according to

whether the children are abler and move ahead faster

than their parents, or do as well but not better, or prove
less gifted, and that is all. There can be no other test

as long as the father does not teach his offspring, as

long as nothing of the newly gained knowledge is for-

warded by instruction to the next generation.

But suppose instead we have a family in which
the mother educates her children for ten or fifteen

years, while others give of their knowledge after that
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age. In that case plainly the children can learn much
of what their elders have come to know in a long life.

They may learn most of it in a few years, and long-

before they are compelled to earn their own living.

Thus the instruction of the old to the young becomes a

saving in two respects, first, in that it gives them all

what is valuable for life without having to retrace the

steps of their parents, and secondly, in that it prepares

them for success during years of dependence, the years

of full physical and mental vigor being now devoted

to practical applications and further discoveries. New
advances are easier because of ideas already held and

reflected upon. One thought leads to another. An as-

sociation of ideas goes on which for the children is more
productive than for their parents who had less to start

with. Thus social order and harmony are likely to be

maintained with greater facility. The succession of

inventions becomes more rapid, while their conse-

quences are more marked. In every way the teaching

of one generation by the preceding one must prove

useful, considering the cumulative effect it has upon

mankind. Surely then, such a habit or custom is revo-

lutionizing. It is a natural arrangement on which

everything hinges. Without it society cannot progress,

nor can its wealth increase steadily and at a rising

tempo.

The sociological interpretation of the growth of

wealth therefore is an excellent one which should neither

be ignored nor disparaged. There is much force in

this fact of a systematic training of the young by the

old who pass on to them the treasures already secured.

It is not unlike inheriting goods, since something is

acquired which was not earned by personal sacrifice

or outlay in time and trouble. The process of trans-

mitting knowledge and views has hence been called

social heredity. It is social by contrast with organic

descent such as biologists study especially. So we may
argue that the native intelligence of man and his cumu-

lative powers of social heredity not only further develop

his endowments of mind and character, but also enable
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him to produce and store wealth in growing quantities.

That is what the psychological or sociological view
emphasizes.

§ 3. If however we wish to explain the growth of

wealth more fully, we must think in terms of economics

as well as of sociology, stressing above all, first, the

(/rowing part which nonconsumable goods play in a

nation's wealth or annual income, and secondly, the com-
paratively few channels by which wealth can be increased

appreciably, or for long periods of time. These two prin-

ciples may be added to what has so far been said about

production itself.

The income of every social group consists, of course,

of both concrete goods and of services which are not

embodied in such goods. Even among the most primi-

tive peope we find personal services as well as food or

clothing or hovels for habitation. Indeed, the variety

of these services which do not lead to the production

of material wealth is a noteworthy item and will be

given proper attention when we pass to our main sub-

ject. However, apart from them we have two classes

of tangible commodities, namely, those destined im-

mediately for consumption, and the remainder known
as capital goods. It is this latter class which gains

continually on the former as social economies improve
and nations forge ahead otherwise. In the United

States to-day probably about one third of either the

aggregate assets or of the national income consists of

capital goods, which bring no gratification other than by
serving as means to an end. Indeed, the income of a very

progressive society comprises decreasingly consumption

goods and increasingly capital goods fashioned by man.

To present the principle graphically by a few lines,

as here in Figure 2 : If we imagine first a very primitive

people, such as the aboriginals of Australia or the Hot-

tentots were before the arrival of the white man, we
may start with a very small square comprising nothing

but goods for consumption or services of a personal

sort. Such a community has no capital goods to speak

of. Though some must have existed even in the remot-
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est periods, we may for convenience ignore them and
assume our square to contain consumables only. But
notice that this square is indeed tiny, indicating a very
small supply of things for the average individual. Fur-
thermore, supply is undoubtedly irregular and devoid
of variety. There are but a few things such as food-

stuffs or articles of wear, and so on. Nature dominates
man under those conditions, subjecting him periodi-

cally to distress and famine, to pestilence and feuds

that decimate the population. But suppose in the next

place we reach a stage of civilization familiar with

handicrafts and a few tools, of which household utensils

« o Illustrating Growth of National Wealth through the
2 | Use op an Increasing Percentage of Capital Goods.

3-g
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lack of any indirect methods. In this wise social econo-

mies change, the net result being always an increasing

store of consumables for a given number of people,

unless natural resources are being exhausted.

§ 4. If we ask, then, what means are available for

developing national wealth, once a certain amount of

capital goods has come into use, we may reply as fol-

lows: First, it is quite possible for some one tribe

or nation to conquer others, so that by concessions of

territory or by annual tribute its income is increased

for some time, if not forever. But needless to say this is

not a factor when we inquire into the wealth of mankind
as a whole rather than of any one group. Secondly, if

we believe that a given number of people produce more
than they consume, then a numerical increase alone can

augment wealth, even though nothing else is changed. In

spite of the fact that conditions may be static, technical

means and methods remaining the same in character,

this need not prevent a growth of wealth, provided the

average individual has learned to produce an excess over

consumption. Population by itself may therefore be an

index of changes in wealth.

Still, we do not expect much from this principle, nor

has it perhaps ever been in operation alone. So we
pass naturally to the third one, which has to do mainly

with decreasing costs of production, and thus with a

growing net output if all other things remain the same.

Indeed, most commonly we take this avenue to well-

being for granted. Costs fall and income rises per

average person or family because of either one of three

factors, or more likely because of a union of all three.

The first may be a discovery of new natural resources

which can be worked more easily and quickly. For in-

stance, additional motive power in the shape of water-

falls or oil or gas or coal speeds up production and

lowers expenses, especially if it can be brought into closer

proximity of basic materials or of places peculiarly

suited to finishing processes. In the second place much
depends also upon inventiveness, and this may take either

one of three forms. It may spring from the mechanical
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genius of a people, so that no particular fund of scientific

knowledge is needed, or we may build our apparatus and
machinery upon an exact understanding of the laws of
nature, in which case research is an essential condition
to the advancement of technical means and methods, or in

the third place we may think hard upon better ways of
organizing our working staff, of arranging materials in

a mill or office, of bringing employees and employers into

a relation that spells harmony and efficiency. Such im-
provements too testify to innovations well planned. A
banking system or clever scheme of factory administra-
tion is as truly an example of invention as the alphabet
or the development of communication by radio.

However, costs of production may be reduced inde-

pendent of discovery or invention in any number of ways
such as these: Instead of relying too much upon joint

effort and the wizardry of organization we may prefer to

teach each individual how to enhance his (or her) person-

ality. A change in our mode of living, in what we eat or

drink or spend on amusements may affect our work. Gov-
ernments and intellectual leaders in private life may fur-

ther the cause of national prosperity by advocating new
pastimes or educational methods, by insisting upon a

proper balance of work, sleep, and play, by pointing out

the effect of a philosophy of life, of religious creeds, or of

associations in friendship. In these ways too the income

of nations may be augmented by degrees. Much depends
upon character and the cast of personal habits. What-
ever the attitude of a man toward the idea of earning

a living, toward questions of social or political order,

it will react upon him as he is bending over his task as a

producer of wealth.

In the fourth place, wealth may possibly be increased

by our tolerating fewer loafers and raising the per-

centage of producers to the total population. Though
a large portion of it cannot be productive, age and all

sorts of debilities interfering, there are usually a num-
ber of people who might work, but do not see the need
of it. Even deducting those who have done their share

up to old age and hence are entitled to leisure, we still
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find a small group which feeds on social income without

contributing to it. This percentage of idle drones might

be lowered, so that national output grows.

Fifth, we might suggest that people work longer

hours per day, or more days per years. This too would

add to our national income, all other things being equal.

And then of course any one nation may invest its sur-

plus abroad where it brings richer returns than at

home. For any one nation this is a possible source of

increments, though not for the world at large. But

without going any further we can see that, at bottom,

the means to increase are relatively few. We shall not

hesitate to call growth of population (provided the

average person produces a surplus) and lowered costs

the prime forces in the situation. Upon these two much
depends, and since population may not grow at all times,

the most decisive factor is unquestionably the reduction

of costs by any one of the channels mentioned a while

ago.

§ 5. Our brief review of the technological side of in-

creasing social wealth thus leaves us with certain im-

pressions which may be stated definitely before we go
any further. From one standpoint social wealth increases

by steps which include human energy, wants of body or

of mind, then effort toward the procuring of goods and
services, then the acquisition and possession (if not legal

ownership) of goods, then use or consumption attended

by gratification of some sort, and so a new flow of energy

expressed physically or psychically, or in both ways.

From another standpoint (and one which does more jus-

tice to the progressive nature of economic life) the links

in the chain are : First, effort based on want and a store

of energy, then wealth of some kind, then consumption

and gratification, but as a part of satisfaction also a

mental reaction, a flow of perceptions and abstract ideas,

a learning by degrees, and hence a discovery of new
relations in the outside world which, when expressed prac-

tically, become inventions. As a result of using wealth

men gradually added new thoughts to the old, besides

modifying some of their practices. Reasoning and codes
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of conduct were developed. The direct method was sup-
planted ever and again by the indirect which uses means
to an end. Increasingly men depended upon these tech-
nical aids, and with them managed to pile up a temporary
surplus which further promoted wellbeing by enabling
some men to live in leisure, to think long before acting or
to teach others what to do. Thus specialization went hand
in hand with tools and new methods of production. Prop-
erty rights were used in acts of consumption which not
only maintained the physical vigor of people, but also en-

larged their stock of ideas and of objective means for

creating the next batch of utilities. In this manner
consumption led to superior effort the next time. Effi-

ciency spread among men. Time for output was
shortened. The surplus in the hands of producers grew
so as to allow each generation or century an enhanced
store of values. Though for long stretches of history

economic progress was slow, in the main its course ran
as stated.

§ 6. To be more concise, however, and proceeding
therewith to the main part of our discussion, we may now
say that the increase of a nation's incomes hinges mainly
on a proper stock of capital goods and of services taking

care of them. So far as the technological side of pro-

duction teaches us anything it teaches us to pre-

serve the right sorts of goods and labor energies and
to use them in certain ways, lest national income be

impaired. The momentous question therefore arises:

What must the owners of personal income do in order

to augment national wealth? In what way are property

rights and the growth of wealth linked? What is thrift

or extravagance from this standpoint? Ignoring for

the present the irregularities and changes attending the

growth of wealth among nations, how is it promoted by
our mode of living, by our private use of existing goods

and services? This surely is the major problem after

allowance has been made for facts of government poli-

cies. 1 To its solution we must now turn.

1 Governments play, of course, an important role in promoting the growth
of wealth. A number of means are at their disposal, of which commercial
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When we think of our personal fortune, its growth
is connected mainly with our earnings in dollars and
cents and with a mode of living known as thrift. We
are aware that we can secure funds of our own by
only three methods, namely, by working hard as laborers

or entrepreneurs, by lending and leasing property we
already possess, or by taking gifts from other people.

The average man endeavors to earn more by making him-

self more efficient, the tests of efficiency being given

by our present system of individual liberties and valua-

tions. He seeks to add to his productiveness as em-

ployer, if not as employee.

Gifts, including inheritances, are a possible source, as

has been admitted before, but they do not mean much
to the general run of people. The bulk of their income

is derived from earnings, and thereafter from what they

do with their surplus. In other words, we associate

the amassing of a fortune with frugal habits and shrewd*

investments. To ensure one's self of an ample and

increasing income is to forego enjoyment at the mo-
ment. Indeed, one must postpone consumption indefi-

nitely. If we set aside a certain sum one month, but

spend it the next, that does not add to our income. If

we wait for a year or two, but spend so much more
thereafter, that too is of no permanent benefit to us.

We may be constrained by circumstances to do this.

We may have good reason for saving for only a short

period, and there may be benefits of some sort as a

result of it. Undoubtedly. But they do not take the

form of an increased income. To increase it to any

extent we must save for many years, for a large part

of our adult life ; and the proof of saving will lie in our

having money or its substitute. To buy diamonds or

jewelry is not to save strictly speaking, though the

attempt is sometimes made to justify this as an invest-

policies, taxation, educational provisions, and the legal protection of inven-

tors by patent or copyrights are perhaps the most notable. It must, however,

be understood that here we deal with a private social economy alone.

Throughout our discussions the effect of public control is ignored because

it belongs to another field, namely, to Hint of :m applied art of political

economy.
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ment. Particularly if the objects we buy appreciate,

or are expected to do so, we are prone to regard such

an expenditure an act of thrift. Loosely taken it may
be that. But it is better for us to identify saving with

an accumulation of money or claims to it such as bank

checking accounts. Only in this way can we improve

our personal finances. Only by investing a surplus,

making loans or renting out our real estate, can we add

to income derived from wages or net profits. That is

the manifest truth regarding the law of thrift as seen

by an individual.

§ 7. As soon however as we take a social standpoint

we find that thrift must mean something else than the

saving of money. We are now reminded that money is,

after all, chiefly a means of exchange, and hence not

a good index of the prosperity of nations. We do not

judge them by the amount of their metallic currency,

nor much less by currency in paper. We also know
that mines turn out gold and silver slowly as compared
with the increase of wealth embodied in tangible com-
modities. And again we can also see that it would be

senseless for a whole nation to speak of "saving"
money, since its total wealth might be produced and
apportioned to its millions of inhabitants regardless of

the existence of a particular stock of circulating media.

So, no matter how we view the question of laying by

a store of money, we shall soon be convinced that indi-

vidual and national or international principles of thrift

are not the same.

To begin with, national income is made up not only of

two kinds of concrete wealth, as admitted a while ago, but

also of services of three kinds the distinction of which

is important. The tivo classes of tangible wealth are

production and consumption goods, and as for the ser-

vices, these are first those which lead directly to the

creation of concrete forms of wealth, secondly those

which lead to it indirectly, and third those which, are

not in any way responsible for it—as far as economists

can prove.

The first class is exemplified by the work of farmers,
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rnillhands, fishermen, miners, mechanics, or foundry-

men. These people evidently turn out things upon which

we can put our finger, which have weight and volume

and are more or less lasting. In general the wealth

of nations may be measured by these materials which

serve primary needs or may be used over and over

again so as to assure us satisfactions for a long time,

indeed, we also estimate the proficiency and speed of

workingmen by the amount of such goods coming from
their hands in the course of a day or year. Since every-

thing produced is sizeable, comparisons and measure-

ments of efficiency do not seem difficult.

The second group of services, tending indirectly to

promote the output of tangible wealth, is made familiar

to us by the prominence in modern times of transporta-

tion, communication, finance, marketing, research, edu-

cation, and public utilities. Workers in these fields plaj

a vital role in two respects, viz. first, in that they are

numerically strong and represent a notable percentage

of all people gainfully occupied, and secondly, because

without them the rest of producers would be sadly

handicapped. It is easy enough to understand that the

effectiveness of our modern roundabout, specialized,

and capitalistic methods of producing tangible wealth

depends upon the smooth operation of agencies here

put in the second class. If railroads should suddenly

break down, goods could not be properly distributed.

If merchants should fail to attend to their duties, mar-

keting would suffer wholly aside from defects in the

mechanical means of transportation. If bankers or

brokers wTere to stop planning and mediating between
men with a surplus and those needing funds, enterprise

in almost every field would be crippled. In short, there

can be no doubt of the value of services of the second

variety. In their absence mere machines and crafts-

manship would become relatively useless. We should

have some products in the wrong place; others in wrong
hands of ownership; and others not at all. Whoever
has speculated somewhat upon the relation between our
auxiliary business services and the development of
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material wealth knows it to be a most intimate one.

The interdependence is striking.

By comparison, the third group of servitors or pro-

ducers is less important, provided we aim exclusively

at an ample supply of economic goods and consider

these to be a permanent issue. People who do not help

to augment tangible forms of wealth either directly or

indirectly, are a negative quantity for purposes of our

discussion.

Of course, we need not deny their being producers

according to our scientific definition of the word, nor
that they promote social progress, judging by aims other

than those of turning out economic goods. We certainly

know that to produce is to create values, and that often

such a type and measure of creativeness can be esti-

mated only by the earning power of people. Among
members of the third class, for instance, we find public

officials of all grades, actors, showmen, musicians,

authors of many books or plays, chauffeurs privately

employed, personal servants, owners of certain amuse-
ment places whether morally harmless or not, profes-

sional athletes, and fortune tellers. Such occupations

suggest incomes and we must admit that they are produc-
tive under present conditions of valuation. Money is

received and service rendered. Indeed, some of these

vocations are so plainly valuable socially that we may
wonder whether they do not rank higher than any
efforts of mason or farmhand or miner. Perhaps we
should not deem life worth while if they were to disap-

pear or to reduce their activities appreciably. Perhaps
we think less of the economic tests of well-being than
of the moral or aesthetic. Quite possible! And again,

we may also admit at once that some of these workers
may be put under either the second or the third of our
headings according to whom they serve. Many chauf-

feurs and garage owners cater to both transportation

needs and the pleasures of private families, while others

may serve either one. Telephone operators are in part

at the beck and call of business, and partly at the dis-

posal of consumers as such. In nearly every branch of
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transportation, communication, travel, or journalism,

we find a few workers who belong wholly to the third

class, or who cater in part to purely personal needs.

We must not pretend to he absolutely exact in our dis-

tinction, nor dispute the virtue of all the services men-

tioned a moment ago from a non-economic (moral,

aesthetic, and so forth) viewpoint.

Still, in spite of difficulties in classification and the

reality of a debatable ground we may admit a difference

in principle between the first two classes of workers and

the last. As for the first, we know that life without

certain quantities of food, clothing, and shelter by way
of housing is impossible. We may well call agriculture,

mining, fishing, and forestry the primary industries,

since in their absence the rest become impossible.

We cannot produce manufactures nor develop public

utilities nor enjoy the fruits of science or art or liter-

ature until we have a fouudation in the things taken

directly from the earth. The extractive industries a™
primary in this sense. We must at first hold closo to

the ground if we would soar far above it later on. The
utilitarian facts are the basis for the most useless or

apparently useless, efforts of man. This is a law of

life which we dare not ignore. So the producers of con-

crete forms of wealth need not apologize for their

existence. What they mean to us is clear enough.

As for the second group, while it has been emphasized

that no tangible wealth flows from its hands, we must
allow it a conspicuous place in our list of useful folk,

for there is no doubt about the dependence of artisans

and farmers upon it. We may sneak of a direct quali-

tative and quantitative relation between this one and
the first. Tt is qualitative in that the absence of trans-

portation facilities, intelligent services, financiers, and
scientists would before long reduce agricultural and
extractive industries to their simplest form, restoring

the primitive conditions of a prehistoric age. It is quan-

titative in that we may trace a more or less fixed

proportion between these two major branches of work.

The more we develop the one, the more we can do with
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the other. It is by no means possible to increase or

decrease the number of bankers, carriers, research men,

and so forth, without affecting the output of material

wealth correspondingly. The reciprocal dependence is

too marked for that.

When we come to the third group, however, this

sense of cooperation is weakened very much. We can

scarcely assert that a reduction by 10% or 50% of

most members in this class would reduce the productive

powers of the first one correspondingly, or perhaps

even in any visible degree. Suppose, for instance,

amusement places were closed, or a number of college

teachers of the so-called liberal arts lopped off the staff

permanently, or social entertainments cut in half, or any
number of domestic servants, musicians, and public em-

ployees such as policemen, soldiers and clerks taken off

the payroll, could we be sure that our annual national

flow of concrete goods would be curtailed in conse-

quence 1

? Could we argue that a 10% reduction of the

one group would bring a 10% or 5% decline in the other?

To be honest, and judging by experiences of various

sorts, we must answer this question in the negative.

There is no justification for the belief that these services

of the third class are a prerequisite of the first two,

much less that they bear upon them to a measurable ex-

tent. We may wish to find such a cause and effect prin-

ciple, but shall fail in the end.

§ 8. This being so, we come to the second part of our

discussion, namely to the influence which money earners

may wield over the trend of national wealth. Since

there are three kinds of services of the sort stated, the

use we make of our money as consumers may decide the

future income of nations.

In the first place—though this is by no means the

most important point—we may injure the cause of social

prosperity by being idle, by consuming without nrndnc-

ing, and more especially by living upon our investments.

People who own nothing and rely upon the generositv

or pride of relatives and friends to see them through
are, of course, a loss to society. We need not linger
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over their vices or the effects upon their fellowineii, for

they are perfectly evident. l>ut even though we do not

fall back upon others, even though we possess means of

our own, we may be less of an asset to society than we
fondly imagine. We may be relatively useless and hurt

the cause of national development if we live exclusively

upon the proceeds of our investments without contribu-

ting to the wants of our fellowmen in any other way.
The phrase "without contributing in any other way"

must be used because under modern conditions the pro-

prietor of wealth lending or leasing it is undoubtedly
productive. We have seen before that a capitalist as

such is a producer. Whoever has real estate or cash
assets and permits somebody else to use them is paid
for the service. As long as such funds are scarce and
private property rights include the right of lease or loan,

some of us have a chance to earn money without working
with muscle or mind. Technically speaking capitalists

and landlords are productive. They do render a service

to society. Furthermore—and this by way of parenthe-
sis only—aged people who have done their life work and
live on their pensions do not, of course, enter into our
argument just now. Well earned sinecures in old age
or for special causes of disability are not to be abol-

ished, but to be favored increasingly as we make prog-
ress. But to return to the idle investor. If a rich man
does nothing but clip coupons from bonds or collect

rents from his estates, we must consider this an anti-

social policy in a degree. It means doing less than is

possible or reasonable. It means taking tangible wealth
spent for everyday needs without giving a quid pro quo.
The service of lending or leasing is not, in this case, a
full return for wealth consumed if health and train-

ing permit further contributions. Sometimes we be-

come keenly conscious of this fact. We divide men of
means into two groups, those who work and those who
do not. The great majority are kept busy as entrepre-
neurs or employees in some capacity. Indeed, we might
emphasize the indisputable truth that among these men
we find some of the most productive of all. Many mil-
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lionaires promote the cause of economic progress more
by their sustained mental efforts than the rank and file

of manual laborers. No need of questioning this fact.

But the second class of idle rich exists nevertheless.

They may be a source of real concern to us. If they

rely entirely upon investment returns, society may be

said to suffer from their one-sided and rather artificial

way of earning a livelihood. Wealth grows less steadily

and quickly than otherwise possible.

In the second place, a great deal depends upon our

mode of living as consumers, or upon the distribution of

personal incomes which must precede the spending

thereof. As was noted on an earlier occasion, income

consists essentially of goods and services, not of money
which serves only as a means to an end. A nation has

things for distribution, and next to them services which

do not take tangible form. Poor people get all their

earnings in the shape of consumption goods. They nec-

essarily spend their money for goods, clothing, rent, fees

to physicians, and so forth, comforts and luxuries being

quite a detail with them. On the other hand, big money
earners cannot be paid entirely in such standard items

for personal gratification. Since capital goods are pro-

duced every year, somebody must take them, and it is

not the man with a pittance. It is the one boasting of

five or ten thousand dollars a year—supposing we il-

lustrate from conditions in the United States. He and

those still better off are paid partly with capital goods.

When receiving their salaries, profits, and returns on

investment they have so much money (or rather so much
expressed in terms of money) that they cannot take it all

by way of food, clothing, and so on. The capital goods

or land appreciations of the year mainly go to them.

While not told specifically by any one that part of the

earnings consist of these technical means which do not

leave a direct personal gratification, they are really so

rewarded. We see this as soon as we think of the goods

produced rather than of the money measuring their

value.

So, whoever in this country has more than about $1,500
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per annum, is compelled to take his earnings partly in

concrete consumption goods wanted for their own sake,

partly in equipment which does not yield enjoyments di-

rectly, and partly in services which again may or may
not minister to personal wants. The most indigent has
nothing but the barest necessities. The next class has

a few comforts and luxuries "thrown in". The next

group has this and also a claim to certain amounts of

real estate or machinery or office buildings, factories,

engineering works, and so on. The richer a man, the

larger his share presumably of these capital goods. We
may consider the biggest incomes to be composed in

goodly part of these things which cater to no personal

needs. But the merely well-to-do people also have a con-

siderable share of services of the third class which do
not create concrete wealth either directly or indirectly.

Because much money may be spent along this line, be-

cause every man with a liberal income above the mini-

mum has an option to spend his money on these services

of the third class, his role in the social economy is vital.

Most usually we make this clear by pointing to the

resources of a wealthy man, say of a multimillionaire.

It is always natural to magnify defects in the distribu-

tion of wealth, and to show how much the overly rich

have to do with the poverty of the masses, with the char-

acteristic faults of a nation. Certainly, there should be
no doubt of the powers of a plutocrat either as entre-

preneur or as consumer. In this latter capacity he may
maintain a large retinue of servants who take care of

grounds, function as chauffeurs or messengers, and
pander to every whim of their employers. Besides, the

purchase of jewelry may here be deemed an instance of

misapplied labor, even though it is exceedingly durable
and apt to rise rather than fall in value. Again, artists,

entertainers, musicians, grooms in the racing stables,

caddies on golf links, private tutors, nurses, and many
personal services engaged on special occasions—all these
may figure in the household of such an estate. It is evi-

dent that waste may go to extremes and become a vice to

be abhorred by rightminded people.
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These possibilities for spending money extravagantly

seem obvious enough. However, we need not pillory the

millionaire alone in order to show the bearing of the dis-

tribution of personal incomes and of their use upon the

trend of national wealth. From what has already been

said we can readily infer that less affluent people too

may spend much money upon services of the third class

as against those of the first or second. Every individual

with more than, say $1,500 annually, and every family

with more than, say, $2,500, has the choice of certain

quantities of services in either one of our three main
groups. Besides, governments may appropriate money
as they like. If we increase the army and navy, or

double the number of clerks in this or that branch of ad-

ministration, the question arises whether the production

of concrete forms of wealth is furthered by it directly

or indirectly, or not. Clearly, our public officials may be

no more vital from this standpoint than a battalion of

liveried servants waiting upon the caprices of the ultra

rich.

The importance of the manner in which we spend

our money, or of how much of it we spend for our per-

sonal enjoyment, must be judged by the self-evident fact

that all people, however employed or idle, do consume
material wealth and that the majority of people gain-

fully occupied use in addition also certain services which
may be made immediately productive. Telephone com-
munication may for instance be used either socially or

in the conduct of a business which perhaps helps to create

tangible wealth. Since everybody, then, must have so

much food, clothing, and so forth, we may assign these

staples to producers in the third group (domestic ser-

vants, and so on), taking them from those who wish to

create material wealth or are actually doing so. Fur-
thermore, raw materials also may be put to wrong uses.

We may convert them into consumables for our servants,

musicians, and so forth, or we may hand them by way of

wages and fees to those rendering services of the third

type, instead of leaving them for manufacturers of ma-
chines, tools, construction works, and so on.
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§ 9. In this way, then, we reach the following con-
clusion regarding the possible effects of spending per-

sonal income. At any given time we may imagine the

total number of gainfully occupied to consist of a definite

number in each of our three divisions. If then we wish
more tangible goods we must increase the first and second
class at the expense of the last, while by spending more
money than usual on the third type of services we bring
pressure to bear upon the first two, or upon either one of

them. The principle of demand and supply here as-

serts itself. If we are bent upon getting more of these

relatively usless services (understood, useless from our

present standpoint) we shall increase their pay more
than that of workers in the other two fields. Thus farm-

hands and millhands may become rare indeed. Em-
ployers in those fields may complain bitterly without

realizing that in part they themselves as consumers are

responsible, though in the main the fault lies, not with

business magnates, but with the general public.

But to stress now a second aspect of the situation.

If the average man of means spends more on services

of the third kind than the existing ratio between it and

the other two permits, he also brings about a reduction

of the output of consumption goods to begin with, then

of capital goods employed in making them, and then still

more of consumables of various sorts. That is exactly

the result of a misuse of personal incomes. Every per-

son engaged by us in the household or through our pur-

chasing amusements and other services of the third

class may be imagined to have been a potential worker

for the creation of new concrete goods in general, or of

highly valuable public utilities and of technical equip-

ment in particular. If a nation decides to spend more
money on the nonessentials in the present sense of the

word, it is gradually restricted in its purchase of tan-

gible goods. As economists often put it: There is a

neglect of our productive capital. Instead of replacing

it fully, there is but a partial replacement. Instead of

augmenting it, so that enjoyable goods may increase

more than in proportion to a growth of population, we
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may let it shrink year after year. Productivity thus

suffers in the end. Our recklessness as consumers has
brought grave consequences. The primary extractive

industries may fall into neglect and reduce their scale of

output. Instead of factories and farms teeming with
millions who supply us with commodities of lasting

value, fit to be used for many years, we have more
pleasures of the moment such as concerts or personal
attendance in a restaurant or at home, or a larger army
of public employees, or clerical help, and this change
may prove a distinct loss. In the United States, for ex-

ample, the third class of money earners represents

to-day about 10% of all people gainfully occupied. We
may assume that this is no more than we can afford or

than is compatible with a continued growth of our na-

tional income, which in recent years has amounted to six

or seven per cent—allowing for a rise of price levels.

As long as the American people cling to their present

habits, this percentage need not grow, nor need we be
afraid of diminishing our flow of concrete goods. But
enough has been said to prove the possibility of a de-

cline. All nations face this, and fall prey to it at times.

Lastly, and no doubt least important, the growth of

wealth may also be affected by a policy of keeping idle

the capital privately owned. Instead of spending money
for services of the third class, or hindering economic
progress by an exclusive reliance upon investments, a

wealthy man may "strike" like a wage earner. The
latter does this by joining his brothers in the field by
unionizing and refusing to toil on conditions proffered

by the employer. Such organized bands of laborers may
do a great deal of harm, though not necessarily by
malice aforethought or because of unjustifiable demands.
Similarly captains of industry may injure the cause of

national prosperity by withholding from others the use
of their property or by leaving it idle for an extended
period. They may have funds, but refuse to lend them
to others. They may hold on to real estate in the hope
of rapid appreciations. They may close plants in

order to combat unionism, or because of a temporary
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slump which reduces sales and profits below the normal
level. They may be intimidated by government interfer-

ence, by diplomatic relations between different govern-

ments, or by a rival concern which has new patents and
powers of fighting it in the quest for markets. "What-

ever the motives—and they cannot easily be enumerated
—the effects may be the same. To keep equipment and
land idle is to offer obstructions to economic progress.

It halts the march of developments which spell a grow-

ing income for the average man.

§ 10. Before linking up, therefore, the familiar credit

mechanism with consumers' thrift on the one side, and

with the growth of national wealth on the other, we may
briefly restate the responsibilities of entrepreneurs as

seen from our present standpoint.

In the first place, they should, more than any one else

except possibly the educational circles, foster research

and the practical application of newly found facts. Of

all workers in our second group which does not create

tangible wealth directly, but is essential to its creation

indirectly, professional inventors and scientists are

probably the most important. To stimulate discovery,

to encourage a spirit of inquiry, and to help original in-

vestigators financially so their work may go on forever

is one of the first duties of a far-seeing business man. A
certain amount of consumables and working materials

must be set aside for this purpose. It does not do to

save at this point or to allow unconscionable consumers

to waste society's wealth from a sheer lust of pleasure.

Entrepreneurs can promote the growth of wealth mate-

rially by a wise policy in this respect.

Secondly, they may take the accumulation of a social

surplus largely into their own hands by not distributing

net profits due to shareholders. This practice has arisen

already. As indicated elsewhere, a considerable portion

of the funds theoretically available for dividends in joint

stock companies and corporations is not converted into

personal income. It is kept by the directors of the firm

who may not even consult the voters on this point. The

powers thus conferred upon them or by tacit assent left
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with them, are far-reaching and from a legal viewpoint

a novelty of no mean import. However, waiving this as-

pect of the matter, we need merely stress the opportu-

nity given to a small number of business men to fix

amounts or rates of saving which shall constitute a

business surplus, and the final disposition of which rests

at all times with them. The more that is kept in reserve,

the more the plant in question may be expanded later

on, or the more may be invested in securities which stand

for the obligations of other concerns. Just what is an

ideal percentage of net profits to be kept from share-

holders is difficult to say, but evidently it may be high

enough to develop one field of production excessively,

or to increase capital assets (goods) in lieu of consump-
tion goods.

Third, since banks too are enterprisers, they should

be here mentioned as responsible parties in the devel-

opment of social income. Investment institutions may
do much or little in proportion to their efficiency of or-

ganization and of marketing funds received from the

general public. Commercial banks more than any others

have much to answer for, since they can manufacture

credit as well as lend cash funds left with them by cus-

tomers. As we have seen, they operate with their own
capital and surplus, with cash deposited for safekeeping

or convenience by outsiders, and with their reputation as

financial experts and trustees for society. They can

grant huge sums because their promises in the shape of

check accounts and bank notes are accepted by most
people and circulate in place of real money. As long as

this is so, business men may be helped or hindered by

commercial banks. Bank currency, like genuine money,

is a general title to wealth. It buys anything, not only

specific kinds of wealth pointed out. Indeed, money
never refers to specific sorts of wealth. It simply rep-

resents purchasing power, the choice of goods and ser-

vices being left with the holder. So we must treat com-

mercial banks in particular as a third example of the

influence wielded by entrepreneurs of every class in di-

recting the trend of social prosperity.
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§ 11. Besides, their importance appears just as strik-

ingly when we start with individual thrift and con-

nect this with the growth of national wealth through its

relation to modern credit machinery. What savings ac-

tually mean and how they are transformed into new
stocks of tangible wealth is now readily understood.

The bulk of the social surplus accumulated during a

year still comes from the savings of the average man,
or at least from millions of families in moderate cir-

cumstances. In the United States we must include in

this class all people earning between, say, $1,200 and
$10,000. These money earners prove themselves thrifty

by not spending everything for enjoyable material things

or services belonging mainly to the third group cited

some time ago. That is, they are thrifty if they do not

buy too much of these things and services, the definition

of "too much" varying with the existing number of

people employed in those fields and found reconcilable

with a further increase of material wealth. The more
the average person saves, the more is plainly put at the

disposal of entrepreneurs who are the technical or fi-

nancial experts of society.

What happens is approximately this : When we as

individuals say that we have saved money, we mean that

we possess funds as a result of not spending everything

for immediate personal gratification, and that there are

goods or laborers somewhere in the world for us to com-

mand. Every man who has a hundred dollars at the

cud of a year, has potentially wealth to this amount. It

may be in the form of real estate or railroad ties or

timber or parts of a bridge or factory equipment or any-

thing else we can think of. Since money buys any-

thing, not itemized goods, we may imagine this hundred
dollars to stand for whatever kind of wealth we like, or

for labor power given in the shape of personal services

or of others creating concrete wealth. But whatever our

notion of the kind of values to be claimed, the amount
is one hundred dollars. The owner of this sum of money
has so much wealth potentially. He may procure it by
buying the goods and services in question, using them
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productively in business; or he may purchase securities

(bonds notably), or he may leave the money with banks,

building and loan associations, and so on. As we have
seen, funds may be loaned out to those needing them di-

rectly or indirectly. The roundabout method is the com-
monest for much the same reason that ordinary staples

go through several hands before reaching the final con-

sumer. So the significance of personal savings is their

power of mobilizing goods and human energy not used

Illustrating the Growth of National Wealth thru Thrift

(Goods and Services not Sold for Money are Ignored)
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by the owner, the saver. They are transmitted to banks

and like intermediaries, or to borrowers who do want
large sums for their own purposes. In this manner per-

sonal thrift, measured in dollars and cents, becomes a

gateway to national prosperity measured in terms of

goods and services and of their annual increase. The
credit agencies and instruments which we associate with

banking and business finance are devices for transform-

ing dollar claims of the saving public into tangible assets

which borrowers can use, and the growth of which is the

true barometer of national productiveness.

Hence we may finally sum up our analysis of the
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growth of capital and social income in the following

fashion. "We may make a chart comprising three squares
which refer to national income counted in units of cur-

rency, or pictured as a sum of goods and services.

The first square may then be divided into four parts,

one to indicate what consumers have spent for their per-

sonal use, a second what they have saved in money, a

third what business men have saved by not declaring div-

idends up to the full amount of net profits, and the fourth

the money which was spent to maintain the existing

stock of capital goods. These four items can usually be

recognized in the economy of modern nations. It should

be understood however that while savings and business

surplus represent claims to wealth expressed in terms of

money, the goods back of them are used during the year,

nevertheless. Individuals do have such titles to wealth,

but it is presumably used by somebody else. Part of

the savings or surplus is spent by borrowers for con-

sumables. "Wages may be paid out of the proceeds of a

loan, and these buy enjoyable goods and services for the

employees. The other part is invested in durable items

such as buildings, land, machinery, and so forth. Thus
it is safe to suppose that the largest part of what ap-

pears as an annual surplus privately owned is none the

less used up or in process of being worn out. Indeed,

we may go further by pointing (as in our chart) to the

effects of our consuming things. Whether we proceed to

buy consumables, or whether we loan our funds, thereby
passing commodities on to others, the net result is from
one standpoint the maintenance of bodily and mental
vigor, of educational facilities, and of an army of men
and women doing research work or specializing in in-

ventive pursuits. Thus the efficiency of labor is gradu-
ally enhanced.

Bank credit constitutes a third source of loan funds in

modern times, as suggested in the chart. It makes avail-

able funds which business concerns and private persons
do not market directly. But on the other hand it is not
an addition to the goods and labor power already in ex-

istence. We must distinguish clearly between these two
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facts. Banks serve to mobilize loan funds which might
otherwise not be within reach of would-be borrowers.

They should be specially mentioned for this reason. Yet
the wealth which bank credit buys is an integral part of

national income, and more particularly of savings and
business surplus. It is again a case of contrasting titles

to wealth owned by individuals or firms with stocks of

goods or of labor which enter into the social dividend

as a whole.

Taking this latter, nonmonetary view therefore, we
may draw a second square much larger than the first.

It shows how the national flow of goods and services

has grown as a result of thrift and loans. Entrepre-

neurs have really two functions in this connection, first,

to multiply goods and services long established, and sec-

ondly, to furnish new kinds of goods and services. Cap-
ital goods increase and call for a larger replacement

fund. The more technical and indirect our methods of

production, the more time and trouble we must give to

the maintenance of a status quo; but in addition the

income of nations is improved by a greater per capita

output of things in general, and of new types of wealth

in particular. The object of thrift and progress is a

steady diversification of industries and an ever growing
variety of enjoyable things for personal use. The dis-

position of income shown in the first square leads to

this result in the second square which we may imagine

to stand for the next decade or the next few years in the

history of a country.

Still more, since this process is continuous, we must
return to the personal view of income in the third

square. We divide the national income here once more
into four groups, just as in the first. But we realize

now that personal income destined for consumption or

for savings is composed of four streams known usually

as wages, profits, rent, and wages. These four kinds of

income are claimed by producers first, and then redis-

tributed among all members of society, the nonproduc-

tive ones included. The same income described in the

second square as goods becomes personal income (ex-
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pressed in units of currency) in the third square, and

this transformation is made possible by the distribution

of all goods and services under the guise of rent, inter-

est, net protits, and wages or salaries. The only possible

fifth, class of income is undivided profits which appear as

business surplus. In this way we have completed a

circle. We are back at the starting point, except that

national income has grown because of the cooperation

of thrift, inventiveness, credit institutions, and the con-

trol of business by enterprisers.

§ 12. In conclusion, then, we may stress again the

necessity of a combination of individual savings with

scientific progress or mechanical ingenuity. Thrift it-

self can accomplish little. If the citizens of a state did

nothing but postpone consumption by not spendiug all

their money, they would perhaps accumulate stores of

consumption goods for a while. Indeed, they might do

this year after year, and thus wax rich in a sense. But
these accumulations would be of slight value. Before

long they would be a drug on the market. We should

have too much wheat or hardware or building material,

or whatever the thing might be. To save these is not

the primary duty of either individuals or nations.

Primitive people follow this principle because they are

afraid of a "rainy day". They fear a famine or the

ravages of the enemy. But take modern societies as a

whole, and you find them saving no consumables from
year to year. They add to capital goods as means to an

end, and because, to begin with, they are durable. Be-

yond that they grow affluent, not by hoarding enjoyable

goods, but by providing steadily a greater variety of

them in superior form and quality. More for the aver-

age family, that is our slogan as an enlightened nation

!

We attain this goal by using up consumables, by putting

them in the hands of a certain number of producers of

the second and first class who augment concrete wealth

directly or indirectly. That is the real meaning of thrift

seen from a social angle. An ideal rate of saving, there-

fore, is one calculated to preserve existing stocks of

technical equipment and to increase them by degrees,
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yet not to increase them so fast that consumers suffer

for the time being. The practical problem in this re-

spect is the possibility of a ratio between personal in-

come and a surplus of savings which would keep capital

goods continually busy while at the same time leaving

consumers a chance to enjoy life and to develop their

capabilities. If we were to study the laws of the growth

of national wealth with a view to scientific distribution

and savings, we should have to take this question

seriously.
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CHAPTER 11

CHANGING PRICE LEVELS

§ 1. A price level may be defined variously. It is, for

instance, the sum of money prices for units of all goods

and services sold under competitive or monopolistic con-

ditions. It is also the average (arithmetical or other) of

all prices paid at a given time. Or it is, in the third

place, the average of all prices at one date compared
with the average at another date—earlier or later

—

which serves as a basal one, as a standard. In every

case, however, price levels are sums or averages of a

number of prices which differ at a given moment and
which are subject to variations in the course of time.

They suggest therefore the picture of mountain ranges

running parallel to each other. If we are favorably situ-

ated we can distinguish the several ranges and make
comparisons ; but we shall not probably compare partic-

ular high or low points in any one with those of the

second or third. Instead we shall view each range as a

whole and estimate roughly the differences in average

altitude. These will interest us most and can be stated

most easily.

Now, price levels are compared in much the same way.

We take it for granted that there are many prices, and
that they change from time to time ; but we do not com-
pare one individual price with another at an earlier or

later date. We do not ask how much a pound of sugar

is worth to-day, and how much more or less to-morrow.

Instead we count up all the prices known to us at one

time, then take this sum, and compare it with the sum
of prices for the same goods and services at another

date. Either we do this, or we establish an average for

all prices ascertainable, and then compare averages for

different times.

241
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To illustrate, as in Table 3. We find there a list of

ten goods and services, six of them tangible commodi-
ties, and four intangible services, to wit, rent for shelter,

fees for a consultation at a physician's office, a ticket to

a theatre for a particular type of performance, and car-

fare for a ride in an urban trolley. We may assume for

the sake of convenience that these ten items stand for

any number of goods and services sold for money, and
for all of them. Obviously, the more complete our list

of prices, the truer our picture of changes in the level,

other things being equal. Hence it is, incidentally speak-

ing, important that we include services as well as goods,

for the former too are bought and sold at fixed rates of

exchange. We are tempted to think only of money paid

for concrete articles, but we have seen already that there

is also a price for labor, enterprise, and the leases of

land or capital. Whatever is bought and sold, has a

price; hence wages and other kinds of income must be

included in a comparison of price levels.

TABLE 3

The Meaning and Measurement of Changing Price Levels

Eetail Prices in

Article or Service Unit Quantity 1875 1900 1925

Bread One Loaf $0.10 $0.05 $0.10

Pork One Pound .20 .15 .30

Rent One Week 5.00 4.00 7.00

Medical Attendance One Consultation 2.00 1.00 2.00

Street Carfare One Ride .10 .05 .05

Cigars One .10 .05 .15

Theatre Performance One 1.50 1.00 2.00

Shirts One 2.00 1.00 3.00

Hard Coal One Ton 3.50 3.00 15.00

Books One 1.00 1.00 2.00

Total of prices $15.50 $11.30 $31.60

Arithmetical average of all prices 1.55 1.13 3.16

Index number (year 1875 as base of 100) 100 73 204

We see further that our table gives three dates, and
that a price is recorded for each item at each date. The
prices here are fictitious. They are not to suggest actual
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rates paid for the items in question. But that is not, of

course, important as long as we merely try to illustrate

a method of computation and comparison. We note then,

next, a total for the ten items at each date, and this is it-

self the price level. But instead we may also reduce the

totals to an arithmetical average by dividing them by the

number of items, namely, ten. Thus the price levels in

the Table are $1.55 for 1875, $1.13 for 1900, and $3.16 for

1925. This is one way of finding changes in price level.

Still, quite often levels are expressed, not in amounts
of money paid for goods and services, but in so-called

index numbers or indices. Suppose that we wish to find

relative changes only, not actual average prices paid at

the three dates given in our Table. In that case we may
make the price level for 1875 (or either one of the other

two dates) a base or standard. We may substitute the

figure 100 for the price $1.55, in order to have a per-

centage scale which makes calculations easy. Then, with

this understanding the corresponding number for 1900

is 113 : 155 = 100 : x, or approximately 73 ; and for 1925

about 204. Index numbers may thus be denned as num-
bers indicating relative magnitudes for different things

at different places or times, or more especially for pres-

ent purposes as numbers stating differences in price

levels at different times and places in percentages of a

standard, any figure, date or place being perhaps a suit-

able standard. Differences in price levels for different

countries, or in a price level for any one country at dif-

ferent times, may be measured by one of several statis-

tical methods and then be expressed conveniently in

indices or index numbers based on a percentage scale.

A variety of questions, to be sure, arises in connec-

tion with the making of these indices. We must decide

how many data are essential to a complete survey, how
we can make unit quantities of any one commodity com-
parable for different times, how we shall classify or de-

fine these commodities themselves, and so on. Much care

must be exercised in statistical measurements of all sorts,

including those underlying the construction of a series of

index numbers. That can easily be understood. But if
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we pass over these technical matters, since they do not

belong to our subject, we may next consider the remark-

able change in prices which has taken place during the

last few centuries. As everyone knows, levels rose

greatly for the period as a whole, though quite unevenly

in all countries of which we have a record. If, for in-

stance, we use the year 1800 as a base of one hundred
points, the index numbers among western nations are es-

timated to have been, in 1500, 35; in 1600, 75; in 1700, 90;

in 1900, 125; and in 1920, 360—this last year represent-

ing a sort of climax of the upward trend of prices.

Again, if we take the period 1840-1920, we find changes

as follows: Index number for 1840, 117; for 1850, 100;

for 1865, 145; for 1870, 115; for 1890, 88; for 1910, 99;

and for 1920, 244. From these and many other data at

our disposal it is easy to see that, whatever the tem-

porary effect of falling prices here and there, generally

speaking levels moved up throughout the world, not

merely in this country. The last few generations par-

ticularly have witnessed a greater rise than all earlier

ones taken together, and it has been more rapid since

the middle of the nineteenth century than in the hun-

dred years immediately preceding it.

One naturally asks therefore what causes these

changes. In a general way we may be interested in

either a rise or fall, and we may study such a movement
either for short periods or for quite long ones. It is for

us to decide how we are to approach the problem as long

as we aim at nothing but a change as such. But we may
also narrow our question down to cover only the upward
movement of the price level in the last few hundred
years. Or to put the matter more definitely, we may
wonder whether this—on the whole—steady rise of

prices has anything to do with the economic process at

large. Instead of looking into fluctuations covering only

a few months or years, we may concentrate our attention

upon this long upward trend which has been going on

for so many generations, hoping to find for this an

explanation.

Thus we may be interested to know whether the as-
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toundiug growth of wealth among modern western na-

tions has been accompanied quite accidentally by a

marked rise of price levels, or whether a causal connec-

tion between the two exists. Suppose for instance we
ask: Can price levels change without affecting national

wealth/ Or on the other hand, can this wealth grow
greatly without involving a corresponding increase of

prices ! Could the economic development of the last

century and a half have come without raising price levels

to any extent f Are these latter really only significant as

such, or do they lead us back to facts of production, ex-

change, and the principles underlying the growth of

wealth when it occurs at a certain rate, say, as swiftly

as during the last half dozen generations? Looking at

the subject from this angle, we may attach new signifi-

cance to it without prejudging the case. We are still free

to explain any change and any rate of change as the data
before us demand, but meanwhile we receive an added
incentive for investigation.

Of course, one approach to it suggests itself at once.

We may start with the indisputable fact that price levels

presuppose the use of money. If we did not use money
we could not have price levels. A barter regime would
know nothing of such movements. If farmers—to take a

simple case—exchanged their produce for manufactures,
or one kind of produce for another, a change of indi-

vidual prices could occur, but not one of price levels. The
price of a bushel of wheat would be perhaps a pair

of shoes or ten pounds of cotton. If wheat went up,

shoes or cotton would go down relatively. Less wheat
would buy the same pair of shoes and more pounds of

cotton. Or the shoes might become dearer, commanding
more cotton, but perhaps retaining their value relative

to wheat. Individual prices, in short, could change as

much as if money were used, but we could not add all

the prices or average them. That would be impossible

as long as we had no standard to which to refer all goods
or their values.

The use of money, then, also reminds us that we are

dealing with a question of relative values between money
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and all goods or services compared with it. If at one

time it takes one dollar to buy a certain number of things

or to state the average price of these things, and if the

next time it takes twice as much money, we can say

that a change in the value of money has taken place.

The movement of price levels is equivalent to a change

of the value of money, or of its purchasing power.

Hence we have a right to use three phrases interchange-

ably, namely, price level, purchasing power of money,

and 'value of money. They mean substantially the same

thing, except that the last two are the reciprocal of the

first one. If the price level has risen 50%, the value

or purchasing power of money has been halved. If

the price level falls, the value or purchasing power

rises. That is the arithmetical relation. But aside from

this aspect we may treat our three expressions as

identical.

§2. To explain price level changes, therefore, we

might apply the general principle regarding prices of

commodities. We may argue that just as the price for

an article changes because either demand or supply has

changed, or because both have changed, but unequally, so

a change in price levels must be due to a change in the

demand or supply of money relative to the things bought

with it. We may conclude that money is a commodity,

although a peculiar one because of its dual role as a

medium of exchange and a raw material used in the arts.

Or we may be able to prove that in spite of a constant

amount of goods and money people changed their rating

of the two, so that the latter had to be offered in larger

quantities to buy a certain volume of goods. This may

have been the case in the past, and may be possible at

any time. Or we may hold the opinion that, while the

amount of money in stock or in circulation increased

quite fast, that of goods and services exchanged in the

markets of a particular country grew slowly, the net

result being again a rise of price levels. All these are

possible ways of explaining changes in the value of

money relative to commodities, though the essence of

the argument is always a ratio (and a change of ratio)
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in the supply or demand of money to that of goods and

services.

This view of the question which has often been called

the commodity theory of money is plausible and in fact

demonstrable to a certain extent. For in the first place

we can point to the general principle that stocks of goods

are subject to the law of diminishing utility, that the use

of added amounts of them does not, after a while, bring

a proportionate return in gratifications. We have seen

already that the principle holds everywhere and goes

back to essentials of human nature. 1 As far as the con-

sumption, use, or possession of goods is concerned, in-

creased amounts do not always give corresponding gains

in enjoyment, hence we do not value the average unit of

a large supply or income as highly as that of a small

supplv or income. Wealthy folk are clearly less con-

cerned about a dollar than the poor ones. They spend

more easily and think less of a unit such as a dollar in

this country, a pound sterling in England, and so on.

Well then, if this principle applies generally, why should

not money uses show it too? Why should not the value

of money increase less than proportionately to its in-

crease, after a certain quantity has been acquired by a

person or has entered a country? Money may be a com-

modity precisely in this sense, and thus lose in purchas-

ing power as quantities grow. Indeed, we may immedi-

ately grant this proposition to be a true one, although it

will be better to restate it in the next chapter, after the

real meaning of money and price level changes has been

discussed.

Secondly, whatever our interpretation of the law of

supply and demand, it clearly precludes the idea of

prices varying in exact proportion to changes in either

supplv or demand. We do not expect a bushel of wheat

to sell for twice as much because its stock has been re-

duced to one half ; neither do we notice anywhere in the

world 's markets a fixed ratio between changes in supply

or demand and those in exchange rates. A slight in-

crease or decrease in supply may affect prices pro-

1 Vol. I, ch. 22.
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foundly, and vice versa. We cannot tell beforehand what
will happen, nor do statistics suggest the existence of

any definite relative change. So, this being true, it seems
instructive that in modern times price levels did actually

change more or less than the amounts of money in cir-

culation at different periods. We find again a lack of

fixed ratios, and thus something which agrees with the

rules governing the valuation of ordinary staples.

Furthermore, and in the third place, there can be no
doubt of the marked growth of stocks of money (metallic

money being here in question) during recent centuries.

Since the discovery of the New World they have piled

up at an unprecedented rate. There is more gold and
silver than ever, and so the prevailing trend of price

levels may be seemingly explained by this fact alone. As
the volume of our medium of exchange grew, so did its

purchasing power fall, the level of prices rising thereby.

That appears to be the situation. The treatment of

money as a commodity is quite reconcilable with these

data.

§ 3. Nevertheless we are obliged to give consideration

to a number of points which go far to upset the notion

that price levels may be explained fully by the treatment
of money as a commodity. For one thing, namely, it is

widely conceded that the output and exchange of goods
and services have grown more than the yield of gold and
silver which form the bulk of our real, intrinsically valu-

able currency. Whether we think of money as a medium
of exchange or as something convertible into bullion or

into raw materials usable in industry and the arts, we
must acknowledge that its supply relative to that of

ordinary commodities or services has become scarcer.

We should consequently infer from the principle of

diminishing utility or of supply and demand in general

that the purchasing power of money has risen, hence
price levels have fallen. As far as the commodity theory
of money is accepted we may insist upon this conclusion.

Price levels apparently should have fallen, instead of

rising at a fairly rapid rate.

For another thing—and this fact is much more signifi-
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cant in our argument—money is not really so simple an

item as we have hitherto implied. It dues not consist

merely of gold and silver or otlier metals circulated in

the form of corns, iiather, it comprises several tlmigs

winch niust now be mentioned before we attempt to state

the causes back of changing price levels at length.

Aloney lor present purposes consists, first of all, of

metals such as gold, sdver, nickel, copper. Secondly,

there has come into existence in modern times a con-

siderable amount of paper issued by governments and
passing as money, though intrinsically of no worth. This

paper circulation forms an integral part of the currency

of almost ail progressive nations. Third, we have bank
currency of two types, as already pointed out earlier.

There are bank notes which resemble government scrip

in that they possess no inherent value, but circulate only

because people have faith in the promise of the issuer,

or are willing to let tokens take the place of treasure.

Tokens or symbols stand for values, but are not values

themselves, while treasure is a real value, gold and silver

being the best known form of it in the currency of mod-
ern nations.

Fourth, banks are also responsible for the issue of

drafts, bills of exchange, and checks which circulate in

place of real money. As we have seen, they originate in

credit transactions at commercial banks, and this point

will have to be brought out again from a different angle

later on. But if we rest satisfied for the moment with

the mere reminder that such items of currency exist, we
realize that much money among progressive people the

world over is not genuine. We may distinguish between
real money consisting of metal, or issued by governments
or banks as "notes," and between virtual money which
is made up of checks almost entirely in some countries,

and of checks and drafts of various sorts in other coun-

tries. Virtual money, then, is bank currency other than

bank notes. It arises mainly from loans, although not

necessarily so. If we wish to use the term "money"
loosely, as is expedient in studying its bearing upon
price levels, we must recognize the constituents here
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given. It comprises metals such as gold, silver, bronze,

nickel, and so forth, government paper, bank notes, and

checks or drafts instantly cashable at a bank or placed

to one's credit there. Hence sometimes this last class

of money is defined as "bank deposits subject to check,"

meaning the accounts at banks which may be drawn
against without notice, so that checks and drafts are just

as liquid assets as cash.

But even this is not the whole story of money for pres-

ent purposes, for we must next remember that money has

a rate of turnover, or a velocity of circulation which af-

fects price levels by determining how much money is

needed to transact a given amount of business in a cer-

tain time. Both virtual and real moneys have such a

rate of turnover.

The principle may first be suggested by our compar-

ing the usefulness of money with that of two wagons or

auto trucks of different size employed by us for trans-

porting goods. Other things being exactly equal, the

larger vehicle of course does the more work. It is con-

sidered more efficient, more valuable in the business.

But suppose this inequality in size is offset by a greater

speed in the smaller truck, or suppose this latter is used

more frequently, more regularly in whatever period of

time we have in mind. In that case plainly the two

trucks may carry like loads and be equally efficient,

though not of equal size. Speed or frequency of use

has counterbalanced the greater capacity of one vehicle.

Now, what is called the rate of turnover or the

velocity of circulation of money resembles this efficiency

of our two trucks. Money may be used often or seldom

in the course of a time unit, say a week or a year. We
may keep a great deal of it on hand in order to buy and

sell goods, or we may habitually "run short, " that is to

say, find but little cash in our pocket and in the till on

business premises. Obviously, the less we use money,

the less work can be done with it. The volume of sales

is in proportion to the number of times we use a par-

ticular coin or unit of currency, or in proportion to the

amount of cash we average day by day. Whether we are
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thinking of real or virtual money makes no difference,

except that the latter is not strictly speaking cash, but

rather a credit account at banks subject to checking. In

both cases the question of rate of turnover arises. We
may imagine two merchants to have each a hundred dol-

lars at a bank in check accounts, and to use these for

exchanging goods to the value of a hundred thousand

dollars 'per year. Each sale transfers credit or virtual

money from' one account to the other, and this transfer

occurs so frequently that at the end of the year a large

amount of business has been done. On the other hand,

the same deposits on the part of each merchant may be

used only once in a while, say a few times each month,

so that the grand total of sales is not impressive. Vir-

tual money in that case has remained relatively inactive.

It has not moved back and forth very fast between the

two accounts in question. It has not ''circulated" at a

lively rate. Its efficiency is low in the second case as

compared with the first.

Rates of turnover do vary with times and places.

Different classes of people use their money with unequal

effectiveness, for some keep much more on hand from

day to dav than others. Rates vary for classes, for na-

tions, and for individuals. But it is extremely difficult

to compute them with even approximate accuracy. In-

deed, for most purposes we need to know no more than

that each nation has a rate at a given time, and that this

affects the quantity of money required for business. The

higher the rate, the less money is needed. The volume

of money in circulation therefore tells us little unless we

know also its rate of turnover. And besides, it should

not be forgotten that circulating money is here defined

best as money used at least once or twice in the course

of a year. If we make the year our time unit, and the

nation our territorial or social unit, we must exclude

from real money such sums as are not transferred at all

by one party to another in an exchange of goods. If a

private person hoards a hundred dollars, burying it or

concealing it somewhere so that it is withheld per-

manently from trade, this sum does not constitute a por-
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tion of our circulating medium. Again, if banks keep
large reserves of metallic money from year to year,

never giving it in payment of services or debts, never
letting those have it who borrow, never permitting it to

enter markets anywhere, these reserves cannot be called

"money". They do not form a part of that money whose
quantity and rate of turnover affects price levels.

§ 4. Bearing this in mind, then, we can see that

"money" for purposes of studying price levels is quite

a definite thing, and above all, that it is a composite
rather than a simple factor. It comprises at least four
items, to wit real money, virtual money, and the rate of

turnover of each. If we wish to understand the move-
ments of price levels, we must pay attention to all four
items, although particularly to changes in real and vir-

tual money. Some economists therefore have presented
the arithmetical aspects of the problem in the form of an
equation—of what has been called an "equation of ex-

change"—and have furthermore sought to explain price

levels by establishing certain cause and effect relations

between the several factors involved. Thus, if we let the

letter M stand for real money, M ' for virtual money or

bank deposits subject to check, V and V for their re-

spective rates of turnover, T for the total volume of

trade or for the total number of units of goods and
services sold for money, and P for the price level itself,

we get the following formula:

M V -f M' V = T P, or

MV'+WV
= = P.

As far as the second equation itself is concerned, then,

we may agree to the following points. First, changing
any one factor on the left side will change P. If either

T or M or M' or V or V decreases or increases, P will

show it. Secondly, if the divisor (T) rises, P falls; and
if it falls, P rises. Third, if the other four factors in-

crease, P does so also, and if they decrease, so again

does P. The change of any one of these four magnitudes
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affects P in the same direction, provided T remains con-

stant. These three propositions follow automatically

from arithmetic, and need no proof.

We may however in addition seek to account for a

change in P by connecting it causally with any one, or

with every, factor on the left side of our second formula.

Indeed, this has been done by some economists, as in-

timated above. It has been held that price levels can be

explained by what happens to real and virtual money,
and speaking more generally, by the causal interrelation

between the five magnitudes M, M', V, V, and T. In the

first place (it has been argued) the amount of virtual

money depends upon that of real money, and especially

upon gold which is the standard for the various kinds of

currency in use. Bank currency or deposits subject to

check rise if the quantity of real money in circulation

does this, and fall if real money declines. Real money
is the cause and virtual money the effect, as far as their

amounts are concerned. Secondly, the quantitative rela-

tion between M and M' is a fairly fixed one. The change
in one is approximately proportionate to that in the

other. There is a fixed ratio in the long run, so that

the effect upon the price level may be forecast, and
estimated, if nothing else changes. Third, as a rule

the other three factors are not influenced much, if at all,

by what happens to M and M'. The velocities of cir-

culation do not vary to any extent because more real

or virtual money is being used. Neither is T (the volume
of business done) influenced by changes in real or virtual

money. The only qualification to be made in this con-

nection is that an increase of T tends to raise velocities

of circulation, while it may be supposed that its decline

is accompanied by a fall of rates of turnover. But
barring this rather unimportant item, the facts are as

stated. Fourth, then, money quantities are decisive

for price levels. If these latter display pronounced
changes we must look for the explanation in the varying
amounts of real money used, which in turn govern the

volume of bank deposits subject to check. In this way
the answer to our question, what the meaning of price
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level movements is, can be read out of the fluctuating

quantities of circulating media, and of the precious

metals more particularly.

Now, whether this account given apropos of the

analysis of money is correct or not, need not be stated

immediately. We may however be inclined to ask why
bank currency has entered so prominently into the

money of modern nations, whether it does depend

passively upon real money or is itself an active force,

and how price levels are related to the productive

process already studied. In short, can we explain price

level changes without considering the economic activities

back of prices? The consideration of these matters will

be attempted in the next chapter and will help us

to secure further light on a vexing problem.



CHAPTER 12

CHANGING PRICE LEVELS (Continued)

§ 1. If we are willing to study price level movements
from a long-time standpoint, considering decades rather

than a single year, we can hardly fail to be impressed

with the fact that these changes became most marked
during the very period that instability in other fields

too reached its height. Never have changes wrought
such miracles as during the last few generations, and at

no time have price levels moved so rapidly up or down
as in this epoch. Everywhere we hnd an increasing

complexity and flux of relations. Everywhere organiza-

tion has become more elaborate, and interdependence

more pronounced. If new kinds of money were devised

in modern times, thus complicating the problem of price

changes, these developments found a counterpart else-

where, in virtually every field of human endeavor, and
certainly in all those branches of activity which we call

the economic. A reasonable approach to our problem,

therefore, is to review briefly the salient features of the

modern economic system, to show its main characteris-

tics, and eventually what these must have meant to na-

tional currencies and prices.

§ 2. That profound changes occurred since, say, the

middle of the eighteenth century, has already been men-
tioned on earlier occasions. We have seen that, in the

first place, new natural resources were discovered and
made available for human utilization. To the virgin

tracts of surface soil found by pioneers circumnavigat-

ing the globe, were added huge stocks of minerals, coal,

oil, natural gas, and other raw materials valuable for

manufacture and use by producers or consumers. Pre-

cious metals too became more common, indeed, were
produced in such gigantic quantities that all prior

255
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achievements seem eclipsed completely. National cur-

rencies for this reason alone could expand more than

ever before, but in addition a fair percentage of the

output benefited also the industries and the arts.

In the second place, the uncovering and exploitation

of new natural resources was made possible partly by
the progress of mechanical invention and scientific re-

search, and these furthermore led to revolutionary

changes in the means and methods of production and
exchange. As we have seen, the advent of the so-called

Industrial Revolution in England meant also the usher-

ing in of the era of capitalism in both a technical and
financial sense. Instead of manu-facture we now get

machino-facture. Instead of the use of muscles as driv-

ing power, coal and water supply us with steam and
electricity which turn the wheels of countless engines

and machines. The present epoch has been called that

of iron and coal. It stands for mechanical improve-

ments and the use of physical forces. It has developed

productive processes on an enormous scale. It has made
us realize the advantages of a minute subdivision of

labor while at the same time favoring an integration

of successive stages, so that to-day every move and act

aims at a single result.

On the one hand, then, this has brought to a climax

the trend toward indirection or roundabout methods of

production and trade. We have become used to the

lapse of much time between the starting of an act of

production and the completion of it, and more especially

between the first step in creating utilities and the last

step in marketing them. Months and years may go by
before the entire process is finished, and correspond-

ingly risks are taken of which an earlier age knew
nothing. The time intervals required by modern tech-

nique and uncertainties attending business as a result,

are outstanding features of our modern economy. On
the other hand, we have also the development of world
markets which contrast strikingly with the narrow con-

fines of a more primitive barter. Trade long ago began
to encompass the world and to conquer markets embrac-
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ing hundreds of thousands, even millions, of people. A
single manufacturer or public utility corporation may
now supply a whole city with a certain article or service.

Instead of distributing goods in the immediate neighbor-
hood, the fashioner of articles seeks an outlet hundreds
or thousands of miles away. The inhabitants of the
whole globe have become acquainted with one another
by means of the new methods underlying commerce
and communication. A number of mechanical and
scientific inventions have produced startling changes in

our methods of conserving and disseminating knowl-
edge. Telegraphs and telephones are familiar instances

of modern speed in transmitting news and views.
Newspapers and magazines bring the masses in touch
with current events or latest achievements in re-

search. Education up to a certain point has been made
compulsory so that the percentage of illiterates is

rapidly declining. Professional traders now have at

their command railroads and steamships and further

aids for marketing their wares. New and higher levels

of understanding regarding the supply or demand of

goods have been attained in consequence. More pain
is taken to do justice to possibilities of salesmanship,

so that larger numbers of consumers are being reached
by the use of advertising or other means of solicitation.

The standardization of staples has been brought about
partly in this way.
"What is equally significant for our present purposes,

output and marketing have been made continuous so

that it is difficult to distinguish seasons for supplies.

In this respect too our own times differ from earlier

ones.

Until the sixteenth century agriculture was the main-
stay of almost every nation of which history gives us a

record. We find farmers on the center of the stage,

and other vocations relatively unimportant. After the

harvest had been brought in, the bulk of consumables
had been accounted for. Mining usually played a very
subordinate role. The handicrafts, while far from
negligible did not furnish commodities as regularly or
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in as large quantities as we might be inclined to infer

from the statements of chroniclers and casual observers

at the time. Indeed, since large portions of manufac-
tures were still made in the home for eventual con-

sumption by the producers themselves, we could not
expect a strong development of crafts of the profes-

sional sort. Specialization had not gone far, nor was
it possible to secure raw materials at any moment so

that work might be carried on. Guilds, and artisans in

general, provided manufactures somewhat spasmodi-
cally. They gave now much, now little. They sold on
orders or circulated their output so leisurely and
haphazardly that the majority of consumers could not

count on it. That was the usual situation from earliest

times up to the dawn of the modern era.

But now behold the great change in matters economic

as well as non-economic. Instead of farmers holding

the middle of the stage, they have gradually been
shunted to one side, if not to the rear where one can
hardly see them. Though the total yield of the soil

has of course grown steadily and is now more impressive

than ever, it has really declined relative to developments
in industry, public utilities, and mining. In Europe
the eclipse of agriculture can be observed most easily,

but there are signs of it also in this country and among
Asiatics where the march of capitalism has been rather

swift in recent decades. Thus our level of living has

been enriched by a multiplicity of goods and services,

while correspondingly new fields of work have sprung
up and given a means of livelihood to untold numbers
of people. The several branches of mining and quarry-

ing have by this time developed so fully that we cannot

imagine any nation without some income from them.

Their output is primary like that of farming, and a
prerequisite to much of the wealth turned out by mills

and public utilities. Again, without the services of

transportation and communication systems, of light

and power companies, of construction engineers and
promoters of education and pastimes of many sorts,

we should not consider our life worth while. All these
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producers constitute a part of our modern social

economy and add materially to the total national

output.

The flow of goods and services has for this reason

become steady and huge. While farmers supplied the

great bulk of wealth, supplies could not help but be ir-

regular. Nature gives but once or twice a year. Climate

alone would prevent work at one time, and urge feverish

activity at another. The crude technique of marketing

too made regular deliveries over extensive areas im-

possible. But mines can turn out products throughout

practically the entire year. Factories need not be closed

unless defects in human organization make it advisable.

As soon as agriculture is diversified enough, raw stuffs

will come forth to keep busy a number of industries,

or else foreign markets may be drawn upon, as is indeed

done to-day. Public utilities too reprosent continuity

of output. Our demand for education, news, amuse-
ment, and travel has no end. We want such things or

services forever and get them because they depend upon
an abundance of nonorganic materials which the min-
ing world gives us from day to day in a ceaseless stream.

Merchants have become an element in our social economy
somewhat in proportion to these new developments
which date from the middle of the eighteenth century.

There must be a steady flow of goods and likewise a

rapid turnover which ensures both consumers and deal-

ers satisfaction. The former delight in having an abun-

dance of wares in ever changing styles, and the second

are glad to increase their net profits as sales multiply

and come more frequently. Thus merchandise must
move forever and bring new joys to all members of so-

ciety. That is the ideal now before entrepreneurs, and
that is the achievement made possible by the progress of

invention since the handicraft system was dealt its

deathblow. Continuity in this sense deserves special

mention when we are considering the rise of new types

of currency and hence of price levels.

For it is evident that as a result of this stupendously

enlarged output and distribution of goods and servicos
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of many sorts more money was needed. It was de-

manded in larger quantities for two reasons, first, by

entrepreneurs short of funds, and secondly, by the gen-

eral public which bought everything instead of produc-

ing it at home. The first group could not furnish the

whole capital essential to the foundation or operation of

a plant. Because of the newer features of the technique

of production and trade just mentioned, very few indi-

viduals could possess sufficient means of their own.

The cooperation of outsiders was bound to be asked.

Joint stock companies and corporations filled the finan-

cial bill in part since through them huge sums could be

gleaned from thousands of people who had a surplus.

But in addition, as has been remarked before, funds

had to be borrowed, and they were needed for short

periods as well as for long ones. Even the marketing

of wares now required large assets, especially when
the stock was turned over several times annually. So
here was a manifest demand for money as capital, as

the source of net profits.

But consumers, of course, too, had their wishes. For
them in general, and for business men in particular,

currency served as a medium of exchange. A certain

quantity seemed to be essential to the marketing of

goods and services from the moment they left the plant

to the time they reached the final consumer. Money
consequently became a popular article because it repre-

sented both a circulating medium and capital in the

ordinary sense. This is a fundamental truth which we
cannot emphasize too strongly. If price levels changed,

it was thanks to the dual function of money just pointed

out.

§ 3. As for a nation's currency, we may imagine this

to be sufficient at any time or at any rate to have been

adequate on the eve of the Industrial Eevolution. People

then used the average coin a certain number of times

per year, that is, they gave it a certain velocity of

circulation. Whatever this rate, it probably was high

enough to make the number of coins in circulation ap-

pear sufficient. If there were a hundred million francs
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or marks on hand, they answered the purposes of trade

satisfactorily. So much may be assumed.

But now we must take into consideration several new
points.

In the first place, the rate of turnover of either real

or bank credit money is not nearly as elastic as the

growth of production and trade demands. There are

limits which cannot be overcome, whether we are dealing

with long or with short periods. For a while, to be

sure, this velocity of circulation may rise, and rise rap-

idly. Recent years have shown us that its response to

changing needs of business may be generous and

automatic. It seems that people behave in this matter

as they do regarding their personal health. They do

not make the best use of their powers or organs. They
take less exercise than perhaps is advisable, and they

make money to work less than is actually possible. The
average rate of turnover of any one epoch and terri-

tory can perhaps be increased 50%, or even doubled.

Data on this subject are neither comprehensive nor very

definite in so far as we possess them. Still, against

this elasticity we must set the very real limit to expan-

sion, and this the more emphatically so, since we are

dealing with price level movements extending over many
decades. Thus we come back to the indisputable fact

that neither cash nor check accounts in banks could be

made to multiply their efficiency as a medium of ex-

change enough to take care of an ever expanding output

and commerce in commodities.

Secondly, mines did not fully offset this defect (if we
may call it that) in spite of what we might naturally

expect from them in modern times. True, of course,

that yields increased amazingly, surpassing all previous

achievements and reaching a peak only in our own
day. Nevertheless, the additions proved inadequate.

Producers in most other fields did even better than

mining corporations and their employees, in fact, very

much better if we except agriculture. Metallic money
consequently could not satisfy both the fine arts and

the average man buying and selling merchandise.
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In the third place, governments could not furnish

extra supplies, for the drift of public opinion was
strongly nostiie to such functions, and besides, money
so isaued would almost certainly be inelastic. These

two reasons, then, proved decisive. The rise of democ-

racy meant also that of individualism. As has been

shown, we nave erected our present economic order upon
a belief in the rights of the individual and his willing-

ness to promote peace among his feliowmen by mutual

concessions. In a sense that is what our ideal of non-

interference means. We have learned to trust in com-

mon sense, fairness, and knowledge socially applied.

As the age of capitalism was born, the coliectivistic

bchemes of earlier epochs collapsed. Although we still

preach collectivism, urging the greatest welfare of the

largest number, we advocate the utmost freedom for the

citizen so that he may accomplish this end. Our ideal

has for several generations been private property, free-

dom of contract, and freedom in choosing a vocation,

a residence, or associates for purposes of business or-

ganization or mutual aid (as in the case of unionists).

Thus the spirit of the entrepreneurial age ran counter

to extensive government functions. Though they were

by degrees enlarged, now directing many of our economic

activities, the issue of paper money was not granted

to be a legitimate one. To be more exact, it was ex-

pected at hrst and is still made use of for increasing

the volume of currency. We have scrip which has

nothing to do with banking, and it was particularly

common during the first half of the last century. But
we have long ago refused to depend upon this expedient

alone.

As intimated above, another reason for the compara-
tive unimportance of government money was, and still

tl e inability of public authorities to gauge the needs

s ness. As long as we preach private property in

I r m< st of the means of production and exchange we
1 expect governments to know what exactly the

trend of economic activities is. They are ignorant of

vital facts and hence are but poorly qualified for taking
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charge of the expansion or contraction of currency as

desired by business. Whatever their duties otherwise,

the issue of nonmetallic kinds cannot be naturally

theirs.

§ 4. So far as we have gone, then, we come logically

to the conclusion that the growing demands for a me-
dium of exchange could not be met by any of the

methods which at first seemed feasible. "We can hardly

be surprised that special measures and agencies were
invented, and that these eventually supplied the bulk

of money in progressive countries. But before we
can state this more definitely we must ask ourselves

what currency has to do with credit, or how the ever

insistent cry for capital was met after the present eco-

nomic regime had gained a foothold.

To answer this question we must revert to views

expressed on an earlier occasion. We must bear in

mind that both producers and traders needed all sorts

of things and needed them, not merely once a year,

but in part several times a year. In so far as money
was spent on finished goods to be resold at a profit,

capital was desired the' more frequently, the greater

the turnover per year. If stocks could be turned over

four times, or if they passed through several hands
in the process of being marketed, loans were frequent

in proportion. The development of specialization and
world trade thus was in itself a powerful reason for a

large volume of short-time credits, though in addition

funds were required, of course, to produce tangible

wealth and to make improvements in real estate.

To state this thought in different words, we must not

picture the accumulation of land or capital goods to

be the only basis for loans. We must not think that

real estate improvements or tunnels or machinery or

buildings produced in the course of the year represent

the sum total of funds loanable during that time. That
is an incorrect impression. While it is sometimes con-

venient to speak of a surplus which becomes visible

only at the end of a year, and while it is true that the

surplus in goods consists of the durable things just
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mentioned, loans are as a matter of fact made every

day, and they are spent in the purchase of all kinds

of goods and services. Even merchants have in recent

decades learned to borrow funds for investment pur-

poses. In many cases they do not buy goods but equip-

ment. They improve the premises within which business

is conducted. They buy real estate or securities with

the funds borrowed. They do not literally pay back

the principal from profits on such investments, but

rather from other sources of income. Loans of this

kind became possible long ago because output and dis-

tribution is continuous, because income flows from

several sources in an almost steady stream, because

borrowers are at the same time also creditors. Most

men going into debt for carrying on their business have

reserves to draw upon, are well-to-do rather than poor.

So we can see that loans grow in volume and frequency

in proportion to the development of trade and industry

the world over.

If we like, we can stress the increasing need of a

mechanism of some sort for mobilizing all the wealth

not used by the owners of it. As has been stated else-

where, whatever we own but do not use we may permit

others to have. We may let them have specific forms

of wealth such as land, or we may give them money or

titles to money which can be spent in buying specific

forms of wealth. In the latter case we become creditors

who lend capital. All wealth is usually claimed by us

in terms of money. A large part of it we loan out

by buying securities or by putting money (claims) in

savings banks, and so forth. Some of it goes to com-

mercial banks in the shape of cash which can then be

placed at the disposal of entrepreneurs in need of funds.

But a fourth part of our capital is not marketed either

through cash deposits at banks or by a purchase of

bonds. Instead commercial banks themselves give others

the right to make use of our belongings, of goods we
might own or labor power our money might buy. They
issue hank notes and open credit accounts which serve

as a part of the currency of the country. In this way
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they make solid assets liquid, as it were. They indeed

are the mechanism which modern times have evolved

to make the volume of loanable capital as large as

possible.

Business men go to them and ask for a loan either

for a short while or for perhaps years. (The latter is

made possible by an automatic renewal of loans as well

as by a sale of long-term securities.) The banks do

not have the cash probably, nor are they expected to

furnish this. Rather, as shown before, 1 the borrower is

pleased to take bank notes or to draw against the bank

by writing checks which the general public accepts for

many purposes in lieu of cash. Commercial banks are

able to make vast loans because of this circumstance.

The public puts faith in them and has, on the whole,

had good reason for doing so. Instead of working

chiefly with their capital stock and surplus, or with

money left by patrons, they depend upon this widespread

confidence of the people. They act as bookkeepers, giv-

ing credit to borrowers, to those who present checks

drawn in their favor, and also to cash depositors. As
long as bank notes or checks and drafts circulate freely

in lieu of money, no large funds of metallic money are

necessary. Virtual money—called M' in our equation

of the preceding chapter—is at once an ingredient of

the national currency and a result of credit extended

to business men. Since money is a universal title to

wealth, and since wealth is the real object of borrowers,

the credit granted by commercial banks in the guise of

check accounts or notes answers most needs. On the

one hand producers and merchants are now able to

secure funds any time they like, and in adequate amount,

for blank forms (checks) and bank notes are quickly

printed. With an exception to be mentioned presently

bankers are in a position to expand credit indefinitely.

They can meet all demands made upon them. They
supply every new need springing from a further speciali-

zation of labor or from a further increase of the scale of

operations chosen by producers and traders. On the
1 See Vol. I, ch. 18.
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other hand the general public gains by this evolution

of commercial banking and of a new source of loan

funds, for it now obtams the added volume of currency

wnich conditions call for and which is unobtainable

otherwise. 11 we look back upon a hundred and hfty

years of industrial development we can see that it was
very important to have this additional medium of ex-

change provided. Since the rate of turnover of money
is relatively stable, and since the precious metals could

not be increased ad libitum, nor governments assume
the responsibilities attending the issue of an adequate

paper currency, private tenders were the only logical

refuge. Something like their work had to be done

sooner or later if the stream of goods and services fol-

lowing in the wake of inventions was to be produced and
marketed so as to ensure the public an ample and con-

tinuous supply throughout the year.

True, of course, that bank credit and currency do have

certain outer limits at any giveu time, for any one

country. It has already been emphasized that people

do not trust exclusively to paper money. Bankers and
public authorities have discovered long ago that a little

gold or silver is needed to buoy up large quantities

of intrinsically worthless money. Furthermore, this

fact reacts upon the possible size of the loan fund

offered by commercial banks at a particular moment.
Since a small part of loans are probably demanded in

cash, and since bank currency results in most cases

directly from loans, both credit and currency must vary

with cash assets. The bigger these latter, the more
banks can lend and the more checks or drafts may be in

circulation. The limit for loans and virtual money thus

appears to be set by the amount of cash within a coun-

try. We may say that an increase of the first is made
possible mainly by that of the second. There are legal

reserve requirements and also voluntary reserves to

convince us of this fact. 1 In general it is well to stress

the quantitative relation between changes in the supply

of precious metals and in the actual or possible volume
1 See this volume, ch. 3, latter part.
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of bank credit and currency. However, instead of this

truth we may also point out the elasticity of the ratio

of reserves to demand liabilities. We have found that

with a growing appreciation of banking principles, and

in proportion as the probity and efficiency of bankers

was demonstrated, the majority of people came to rely

less upon intrinsic values such as coins, and more upon
mere promises made to them in the shape of paper

money. The greater their confidence in bankers in par-

ticular, and in each other as members of society at large,

the lower the metallic reserve could be. Leaders in

business and public life could do much to promote a

friendly feeling between banks and the general public,

and did slowly help to build up a sympathetic under-

standing which spelled safety in these phases of business

finance. The amount of outstanding loans and dis-

counts and of bank currency is not, therefore, fixed

rigidly by stocks of gold or silver. From a long-time

standpoint the ratio of reserves to liabilities is variable,

and this the more so the more progressive the nation

with which we are dealing. Exactly because this is

true, commercial banks could provide countries with an

adequate and ever increasing amount of virtual money.

§ 5. If we have traced, then, the development of credit

and currency to definite needs of a new productive sys-

tem, we may next ask ourselves why this led to such a

remarkable rise of price levels for the period in ques-

tion. In other words, instead of consulting price level

changes in general, we shall restrict ourselves to a

movement in one direction, since this in itself presents

all aspects of the problem. If the level of prices did,

on the whole, rise ever since the introduction of the

capitalistic system, what had the expansion of currency

to do with it? How are the two related?

Now, as a preliminary we may first cite some matters

of common knowledge.

Credit given by retailers ofton induces customers to

buy more than they would otherwise, and to be less

particular about the prices they have to pay. The grocer

or drygoods man anticipates this attitude engendered
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by his charging things on the books, and therefore is

not loath to do so. Long experience has taught him that

what he loses in interest on deferred payments he may
gain through selling more goods, or possibly by raising

prices or giving less of incidental services usually con-

nected with sales. In cases of this sort credit itself

tends to encourage buying and bidding at higher rates

because the sacrifice to be made is not immediately
apparent, or is easily forgotten by people. In other

cases the actual increase of money in pocket is the spur

to expenditures, whether in the end purchasing power
is improved or not. A prospector for instance is reck-

less when he has suddenly " struck it rich.7 ' The find

of pay dirt or of large nuggets of gold takes him off

his guard as a consumer. He probably squanders
money as quickly as he makes it. Mining camps are

proverbially good places for traders and panderers to

amusements. In the long run everybody earns and
saves more than the digger who sweats over his work.
Or take the case of a family inheriting an estate and

an unexpectedly generous income with it. When for-

tune so favors it, ordinary standards of living are soon
overthrown. Money is spent lavishly and with scant

regard for its purchasing power at the best markets.

To begin with, goods are bought at more fashionable

and expensive stores, and if necessary, an effort is

made to procure them immediately even though a tem-

porary scarcity of this or that leads to higher prices.

A little more is now of no consequence, indeed a great

deal more may be paid cheerfully. But in the next

place things are purchased which formerly were
frowned upon as absurdities. Most people adding ap-

preciably to their wealth in a short time betray these

foibles on one occasion or another. They seek to cul-

tivate new habits and preferences, to give of their means
freely, and to rise thereby perhaps in the esteem of

friends and relatives. The naivete and crude ostenta-

tion of the nouveaux riches has been made the target

of many a joke in modern times. We take it for granted

that people do not know what to do with their newly
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acquired wealth, nor how to establish a new scale of

values for personal needs. The same principle obtains

here that we observe now and then in the conduct of

the masses who suddenly increase their income beyond
the ordinary. The recent "World War was as good a time

as any for studying this psychological phenomenon—at

least in the United States. Millions of workers fared

better at that time than perhaps ever before in American
history. They received more per hour and were em-
ployed longer hours per day in many cases. The weekly
pay envelope therefore bulged with good money which
fairly begged to be spent. It was clearly made to cir-

culate and the average man acted on this slogan. He
bought things he had never used before. He bought
more of them, or a better grade. He spent more freely

chiefly because he received more dollars by the month.
It could easily have been proven that purchasing power
in the long run did not grow much, if at all. But mean-
while more was bid for goods, and more was paid, be-

cause the quantity of money received rose temporarily.

Some things were foregone so that others might be
had in larger amounts or in superior quality. The best

of food, clothing, amusements, musical instruments, and
traveling comforts seemed barely good enough. As fast

as wares came from the mill they were sold to the wage
earner who could not save. Prices went up and kept
on doing so until wages began to lag perceptibly. In
this way the effect of increased receipts illustrated again
a universal principle.

If we wish to get back of these rather humble and
familiar facts we must, to begin with, remember the

law of diminishing utility of which something was said

in our analysis of the pricing process. At that time we
saw that increasing amounts of goods are not appreci-

ated as much as the first ones acquired or used by us.

After a while our powers of response decline. If we
consume things internally, as is true of food, we soon
find a limit to our capacity. We enjoy eating and
drinking less and less, until finally we want no more,
indeed consider it a punishment to have to take more.
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In this case the reason for a sense of dwindling grati-

fication is a physiological process which we call simply
the abatement of our appetite. The same rule holds

however also for the external use of things, and what
is more, even for a mere state of possession. We do
not have to eat or drink in order to observe the law,

nor do we have to use things at all actually. We may
find it exemplified in wearing clothes or playing a

piano or reading novels or attending a concert or simply
in a fact of ownership. This itself is a satisfaction,

and hence we may be desirous of owning, say, a piano.

But manifestly we do not value a second piano as much
as a first, nor do we want a third or fourth in our

home. Nothing seems more obvious than that our ability

to enjoy things is limited. Similarly with houses and
acres of ground about them, with pictures on the wall

or pleasure yachts or canes or strings of pearls or what-

ever the article may be. Services too lose value on this

principle. One servant is likely to mean more to us than

a second, and the first half dozen more than another

score. Without exception successive numbers or parts

or doses of any one item of wealth arouse our attention

decreasingly. We think less of them, find the use or

possession of them less interesting and worth while, in

short, respond with less animation and satisfaction to

them. Up to a certain point increments are welcome,

may even bring us more than proportionate returns in

pleasure or happiness; but thereafter each added unit

loses in use value. That is the substance of the law
of diminishing utility.

Now, this law applies to money just as well as to

goods. It applies there too because money is either

wanted for its own sake or as a medium of exchange.

In the former case we value increases beyond a certain

amount at a declining rate, as long as our money has

no other function. If we imagine it to be used as bullion

only, to be wanted for its glitter and pleasing ring,

but not because it can buy other things, our appreciation

of successive increments falls because money then is

purely a commodity like wheat or stickpins. On the
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other hand, if we take money for what it is worth in

progressive communities, namely as a circulating me-

dium, it obeys the law of diminishing utility because

of this particular function. Money in fact is every-

where a means to an end. We want goods and services,

not coin or paper notes in some form. We value money
because of the utilities purchasable with it. To have

a dollar is to have a certain number of things or units

of utility such as railroad fare, meat, a physician's ad-

vice, and so on. As long as money is exchangeable for

these items we esteem it highly. We value increasing

amounts of it exactly in the same manner as we value

increasing amounts of some one commodity or service

to be bought with it, that is, we wish more and more
of it, but none the less evince a falling rate of valuation

for the average unit of the growing stock. We see every

day that the first thousand dollars is used more care-

fully, valued more highly, than the tenth or the thou-

sandth. A millionaire thinks little of such a sum because

he has it a thousand times over, but the average person

respects it because it constitutes probably a large part

of his total annual income.

We should not be surprised, then, that a growth of

currency in excess of the output and exchange of goods

of all sorts led after the seventeenth century to a decline

of its purchasing power or to a rise of the price level.

To be sure, from one standpoint, more money had to

be used precisely because prices rose. We may state

the causal relation in this order. But it is more accurate

to say that in certain quarters money became more
plentiful because of an extended use of credit demanded
by leaders in production and marketing, and that as a

result of this monetary expansion people valued the

average unit of money less highly, that is, spent more

of them. We must remember that bank credit went
first into the hands of entrepreneurs who used it for

creating goods, for improvements, and for the purchase

of finished goods to be resold at a profit. When such

loans were made the wealth of the borrower was seem-

ingly increased. Indeed, it really was in the long run,
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because profits as a rule grew. But waiving this aspect

of the matter for the moment, let us note merely that

loans for business men as well as for consumers leave

often the feeling of an increased income, of greater

riches acquired and actually owned. Individuals or

firms borrowing at banks thus felt justified in buying
what otherwise would have been out of reach. They
not only spent what they borrowed—for that was the

object of the loan—but they also bid for goods and
services more eagerly. When bank credit is cheap and
abundant, bidding for producers' goods runs high.

Business as between different producer classes is brisk.

Much is bought and paid for. Much becomes scarce

temporarily and fetches a higher figure than usual.

Employees are engaged in larger numbers and fre-

quently offered higher wages. The desire to employ
funds at once and to get ahead of a real or imaginary
rival stirs the entrepreneur to greater effort and prompts
him to disregard economies for the time. In this way
the principle of diminishing utility asserts itself. There
is a penchant among borrowers to give more freely for

their wares even though they are debtors rather than
owners, even though they do not buy things for personal

gratification, but instead to conduct a business. We
can see the law in operation almost any time, but the

last ten years were a fine opportunity because credit

financed the war and helped materially to inflate na-

tional currencies.

Besides, we must not overlook a second aspect of the

situation. We should note that higher prices are paid

by producers dealing with one another because it is

expected that the consumer will finally compensate them
for everything. Loans are most in demand when inven-

tions bring improvements and the prospects for lower

expenses relative to existing prices are good. Under
such circumstances much may be offered for a loan,

and much for raw materials or technical equipment.

Interest rates run high and prices for particular types

of goods and services go up. There is a widespread

belief that reduced costs will soon follow because of
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improvements, so that the margin of net profits will be

widened. Many enterprisers, starting on this supposi-

tion, inaugurate a long series of price changes upward.
Novelties fetch high prices relative to costs because

people are curious to know what they really amount to,

what new comforts or conveniences are in store for

them, what may be had for purposes of display and be-

cause of the sheer pride of exclusive possession. This

in itself influences bidding among producers. And then,

of course, there is the lag of wages behind prices which
may raise rates of net profit considerably for some em-
ployers. Instead of hiring labor at once at higher rate,

they may take it at the usual figure, paying more only

for some types of goods which have become scarce for

the time or are imagined to be scarce. As the price

of finished goods then goes up, laborers suffer in the

measure that they use this particular article or service.

Profits maintain themselves easily or rise, but wages
lose out correspondingly. This might be a first stage

in the circular rise of prices. In the second stage wages
rise proportionately, or more or less, thus driving the

entrepreneur to new improvements or forcing him to

obtain higher prices from consumers. But in all cases

capital would then be needed in larger amounts.

$ 6. In concluding our survey, therefore, we may first

reiterate that growing scales of production and exchange
necessitated increasingly a resort to loan funds, banks

assisting greatly in this work. Because of this develop-

ment currency tended to be composed largely of checks,

drafts, and bank notes, and to grow faster than either

output or trade in commodities. Secondly, bank cur-

rency was on the one side a by-product of a loan fund
demanded by enterprisers and provided by commercial
banks, while on the other side it proved to be an essen-

tial because metallic money could not be increased

sufficiently, nor could be turned over faster at will so

as to take care of an ever crowing volume of trade.

Though the velocity of circulation of real and virtual

monevs did rise—for reasons not here important—it

could not rise enough to counterbalance the rapid growth
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of commerce, domestic and foreign. Hence we may
regard the introduction and rising popularity of M'
(bank deposits subject to check or drafts) an inevitable

result of a new economic organization.

Third, since bank currency and the expansion of cur-

rency in general originated in the need of loan funds

which the savings of the average man could not supply,

we must not suppose the former to be governed abso-

lutely by the amount of precious metals existing in a

country. We cannot say that bank credit or currency

varies directly with the rise and fall of gold and silver

held by banks or available for any one nation. We have
seen that the ratio of reserves to demand liabilities in

commercial banks is flexible, has steadily fallen, and
may at any moment be altered by special measures
which governments not seldom have sanctioned. So it

is evident that the volume of bank currency is not de-

termined rigidly by that of metallic stocks. We may
insist only that in a loose way the two are linked, since

a certain amount of gold or silver has so far always
been desired by people for currency purposes or in

borrowing at banks.

Fourth, it follows that the equation of exchange which
we mentioned in the preceding chapter is less useful

than may have appeared at the time. It is serviceable

for picturing the elements involved in "money," and for

showing the arithmetical relation between these and the

volume of trade on the one hand, and the price level on
the other hand. But we should never forget that such

a computation refers to magnitudes existing for the

moment, or assumed to exist. It shows what price levels

are at a time, while there is so much money, rate of

turn-over, and so forth. It does not help us, then, to

understand marked changes of price level covering a
broad period, nor can it ever reveal the forces at work
back of changes in currency or commerce. If we wish
to become clear on these ultimate data we must treat

price levels as something inseparable from the whole
economic life of a people. It is always best for us to

associate them with credit and its mechanism, with the
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history of loan funds as distinct from capital goods,

with developments in theories of government, and most
of all with the vast change characterizing modern annals

of production and exchange. When we think of credit,

capital, and currency as phases of this revolution in our

use of technical means, we are able to understand the

trend of prices during the last two centuries. Nay, we
may then proceed to explain all price level movements,
whether up or down, as external signs of hidden economic
forces and of varying modes of living for any one nation

or for the world as a whole.
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CHAPTER 13

BUSINESS CYCLES: THEIR NATURE AND
COURSE

§ 1. That business cycles 1 are a striking and inter-

esting example of a rhythm in economic life is conceded

by everybody and seems indeed obvious enough; but it

should also be noted that we may think of them in two
different ways, judging their results accordingly.

If, at first, we consider a series of these ups and downs
in social activities, we shall be impressed favorably

with the general outlook, for the longer the span of time

involved, and the greater the number of cycles embraced
in our study, the clearer it would become that mankind
has made wonderful progress. Even though we should

detect unmistakable signs of an occasional fall in pros-

perity for some one nation or for several of them; even

though there could be no doubt of the persistent return

of lulls or of upheavals in economic organization, yet on

the whole the picture unrolled before us would be en-

couraging. In other words, we should take an optimistic

view of the situation and feel fairly satisfied with it.

The human race would appear to be bettering its lot by

degrees. There would be an abundance of data to prove

the worthwhileness of sustained effort and the virtues of

such rational procedure as only man is capable of.

Slowly (we should argue) affairs have improved. Each
epoch is an advancement over the next one, and this the

more surely so, the wider the intervals with which we
reckon. The whole history of man is, in truth, one

l The term '
' business cycles '

' was introduced, or at any rate very much
popularized, by Prof. W. C. Mitchell whose book by that title (1913) in-

fluenced thought not only because of its intrinsic merits, but also as a

pioneer attempt at quantitative analysis and inductive method in a field

theretofore somewhat slighted. See in addition the same economist's "Gold,

Prices, and Wages," 1908.
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of ever growing achievements. There is evolution as
well as change, since by many stages and ordeals of trial

and error we have finally marched from utter savagery
and helplessness to masterful enlightenment. Business
cycles in themselves would remind us of this fact.

If viewed over an extended period of time, then, they
cannot suggest the lines drawn in the upper three figures

The Meaning of Business Cycles and of Economic Rhythm
Note: The first three figures dc not represent real conditions.

Economic Rhythm without Growth of Wealth

Chart I.

of Chart I. We should not imagine them to signify

essentially stationary conditions. They do not mean
merely a rise of activities or of prosperity above an
average indicated by the horizontal line A, then a return

to this average, {hen a fall below it, then a rise back
to normal, and so over and over again the same thing.

Of course, to picture economic life in this way is also

to imply the existence of a law of rhythm and of change
in itself. To this extent our wave line is satisfactory;
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but it is misleading because human history does not

tell us of a prevailing stationary state. We cannot
infer from it that economic systems have come and gone,

have heightened and lowered productive powers with-

out modifying people's mode of living or their income
permanently. That is not so. On the contrary, the

fluctuations which we are familiar with have nearly

always brought qualitative changes in methods of work,

levels of living, public policies, and so on. Hence the

symmetry of the wave line in our first figure does not

correspond to actual records.

Neither should we imagine economic changes to run
continuously in one direction, as if human effort and
productiveness were being intensified by stages without
experiencing any moments of relaxation or rest. Granted
that in the course of centuries mankind has moved for-

ward, adding bit by bit to his riches and knowledge,
this improvement has none the less been accompanied
by pauses and relapses into temporarily less satisfac-

tory conditions. Thus the second and third figures in

our chart do not tell the whole story, for they suggest
a perfect continuity of progress of two kinds. In one

case the rate of advance is the same throughout, while

in the next the variability of the rate is shown by a

change in the slope of the line. If we must choose be-

tween these two representations, therefore, we should

take the second one, since it brings out at least one

feature in economic activities, namely, irregularity or

rhythm. Yet even this is not sufficient, since there is

in reality no uninterrupted line of economic progress.

Instead we must picture a zigzag line somewhat like

that in the fourth figure of our graph, for there we have
a curve representing four complete cycles, of which the

first extends from a to c, the second from c to e, the

third from e to g, while the last begins at g. Together
these cycles might possibly cover a half a century, or

twice that much time, or any number of years we care to

mention. That is of no importance just now. But it

should be plain that the ups and downs of economic life

do include retardations, stops, and moments of decline
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as well as an uneven rate of activity. There are breaks

in business activities similar to those indicated at b, d,

and /. Whether the setback is marked or slight—and
our graph serves merely to show differences, not an his-

torical order of variations—it is something we must ex-

pect in every social economy. On this understanding
alone can we accept the intimation of the fourth curve

that for the entire period (from the first to the fourth

cycle) progress is real and appreciable. We can see that

the end of the line is higher than its starting point, and
if we let this trend stand for a rise of economic levels

or of business activity, our impression is fairly correct.

We now see the significance of business cycles judged by
long-time standards. There is nothing disheartening

about such a movement, except that it shows depres-

sions now and then, the maxima of output in goods or

services being offset occasionally by minima. Maxima
at b, d, and f, and minima at c, e, and g! That is the

first possible interpretation of our subject.

A second, view would be quite different because it

would concern itself with only one cycle. We should

become pessimistic perhaps, or at any rate stress fea-

tures which in themselves are unpleasant, which treat

of what may be called the pathology of production. In-

stead of pointing out that social economies rise in the

long run, giving us better technical means and methods,

disturbances being short-lived, even though disagree-

able at the time—instead of doing this, we shall in the

second case dwell on the defects of all things human.
Any one business cycle taken by itself reminds us that

maladjustment occurs, is perhaps unavoidable. We
linger over these imperfections and compare the decline

of economic activities with their rise in immediately

preceding years. A single cycle does not cover many
years; we may say, not more than twenty years, judging

by events since the middle of the eighteenth century. So
any one of these cycles divides itself naturally into two
halves, one presenting a growth of wealth or a height-

ened economic effort amidst harmony of interests and
forces, while the second discloses slackened effort,
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losses, conflicts, and a reduced output of useful things.

Thus our verdict is severe, because we prefer a steady

development to one with pauses. We look at this cycle

of a few years and deplore the fall which follows the

rise. We might be willing to admit that the fall does

not take us quite back to our original position. Prob-

ably we do not deny a slight net gain after all. None
the less this temporary setback annoys us. We call

attention to it and complain because of facts like these

:

At times there is much unemployment of people capable

of work. Goods cannot be sold at a fair profit, that is,

at a price yielding the enterpriser an income above

expenses, and sufficient to fill his own needs. Nay, we
may define "fair" here as a net profit enough to permit

an expansion of the business which our entrepreneur

represents as well as to supply a personal income.

When profits are reduced materially below either one

of these points because of tardy or inadequate sales,

when wages cannot be paid at a prevailing rate, when
output and trade slump below the average for all the

years in the cycle considered—when this happens, then

the social economy has failed. For the time being we
feel this weakness greatly. We give it serious thought

and may not improperly compare it with a sick man
whose organs do not function normally. That is the

notion of a pathology of production which students have

sometimes hinted at in talking about cycles.

Now, we must of course acknowledge the evils of this

periodical relapse with its state of disorder. It is nat-

ural to take some one cycle—presumably the one we
first strike in our personal experiences—and forget

about the long-time trend, the secular trend to which

we referred a moment ago. No doubt, this retrogression

in economic life is a price we are loath to pay. But

we may ask ourselves whether it is not perhaps as

"natural" as progress itself. If business cycles have

occurred in recent times, the question may be whether

they have not always occurred; or to put it differently,

What exactly it is we mean by "business" in our phrase.

Even if we go back far in history, we find something
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akin to business cycles. We note that the most primitive

people have had variations in economic activity caused

by variations in the physical environment. In all epochs

men have been subject to the weather, to climatic

changes and to those affecting the fertility of the soil.

Output and consumption under such circumstances

depended upon what nature would not or did give. At
one time there was plenty of wild fruits and herbs, of

fish and game, and so on. At another time these neces-

sities were scarce, and perhaps in addition there came
a defeat at the hands of an enemy, so that land and
chattel were forfeited. When such mishaps took place,

conditions were bad. If those savages had grasped our

idea of a business cycle, doubtless they would have
spoken of upward and downward trends, of booms and
depressions, just as we do. At any rate we may to-day

draw a parallel between this fluctuation originating in

the physical surroundings, and our own; for those

primitive tribes did suffer a real economic decline now
and then because returns from the hunt or from the use

of the soil diminished. Besides, as soon as animal hus-

bandry and agri-culture (that is, tilling of the land)

superseded the barbaric stage, diminishing returns be-

came important, and might have been called a business

depression. But let it be added that in this case bad
times were not due to a reduced employment of workers
so much as to the stinginess of nature.

Coming now to more advanced social economies, we
find output further diversified and enlarged. Besides
fruits of the soil there are riches from mines as well as

many services that take no tangible form, that are ren-

dered by personal servants, by agencies of transporta-

tion and communication, and so forth. In other words,
the organic products of nature are supplanted by inor-

ganic ones from the interior of the earth, and also

by services valued as technical means or for their own
sake. We find mechanical trades flourishing among
people long before the advent of the Christian era.

Manufactures become increasingly important, and
finally give way, for the most part, to machino-factures.
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More and more inconcrete values are created. Amuse-
ments and education, government and science, hygiene
and sanitation, art and religion, all these claim a grow-
ing share of our energy and time. Economic life be-

comes wonderfully complex, being supported by an or-

ganization and by technical methods that savages know
nothing of. When this change has taken place, the income
of a nation consists of much more than the annual

harvest. Hereafter it is not so much what nature be-

stows or withholds that matters, but what man himself

will not or cannot do. Marked variations in economic

activity occur because a higher or lower percentage of

capable workers are thrown out of employment periodi-

cally. Not diminishing returns in industry or agricul-

ture, but a reduced working staff and capital is

responsible for bad times. Cycles of economic life

deal with varying degrees of intensity in productive

effort and in powers of consumption. That is the mean-
ing of cycles nowadays. The modern world has this in

mind. We speak of "business" cycles because the non-

agricultural basis of our income is affected most of all.

To this extent they may be treated as something peculiar

to the present age, and more especially to the organiza-

tion which arose since the Industrial Eevolution at the

end of the eighteenth century. Cycles have occurred

more often, and more distinctly, during the last hundred
years than ever before. So much may be said at once.

Whether this pathology of production is abnormal
may be hard to decide. If we mean by "normal" the

regular employment of all but a very small fraction of

the adult and physically able population, or if we iden-

tify it with a continuous sale of commodities at a fair

profit, as suggested a while ago, then business cycles

certainly include abnormal or subnormal times, and
these times recur often. In the United States, for ex-

ample, we recognize depressions of a more or less serious

nature for the years 1819-21, 1837-40, 1857-59, 1873-78,

1893-96, 1907-08, and 1920-22. These periods show a

decline in economic activity, some of them affecting the

whole civilized world, while others have been essentially
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national in scope. But we cannot prove these cycles

to have covered invariably the same length of time, or

to have always brought depressions of equal duration.

As is seen from the dates cited, the years of depression

in the successive cycles are not separated by equal

intervals, and we may add, that they have not always

coincided for different countries. All we can grant is

the rhythmic nature of economic activities, the prevail-

ing upward trend of levels of work and living the world

over, and the need of studying cycles individually so

we may find out what (if anything) is typical of all,

and what is peculiar to each one. Kegardless of whether

in the end we consider these periodic perturbations

avertible or not, we must be interested in the charac-

teristic features of a cycle of business as observed in

modern times.

§ 2. If we turn to details for any one cycle, we shall

probably notice first of all the rise and fall of produc-

tion and trade, or of business in a wider sense. We
see that there are high and low points of activity, and
also that a cycle passes through certain stages or phases

which are quite distinguishable, indeed have been proven

to repeat themselves over and over again in all cycles,

barring minor points. They represent the qualitative

side, so to speak, just as fluctuations of output or of

activity in different fields of business indicate quanti-

tative changes. Both ways of studying cycles are open
to us and have merits. Indeed, it is best for us to take

them up separately, to begin first with a consideration

of phases, and then to give a passing thought to the

quantitative variations which can easily be expressed

in figures.

As indicated in the lower corner of Chart I, we may
divide a business cycle into five parts in order to bring

out the qualitative changes or the varying states of

mind, policies, and types of economic relations follow-

ing each other in a definite order.* If we begin with the

* To he rare, a dissection of this sort is more or less arbitrary and
objectionable. Three or seven phases might do just as wdl. Tt depends

upon the purpose of our investigation and the number of details to be
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time at which business is just recovering from a serious
shock, the first phase is characterized by a spirit of hope
and courage tempered by much caution. Entrepreneurs
look ahead rather than back, but they are not over san-

guine. Banks will make a good showing because their

coffers have been replenished from circulating moneys
outside, because of mutual aid and perhaps an unusual
concentration of funds at strategic places, and also be-

cause all overdue loans have been called in. There are

few uncashed items and few risky loans or discounts, and
this applies just as much to inter-bank accounts as to

relations between banks and their private customers.

Outside of banks too conditions are favorable for a

revival. Merchants have disposed of most of their

goods, especially of those whose marketability is doubt-

ful. Consumers are not likely to have large stocks on

hand, since in the period immediately preceding many
of them lacked cash. Although here and there reserves

may be expected, in general people buy in small lots at

a steady rate, as far as income allows. Thus retailers

have to place orders with wholesalers and these go back

to producers in many fields, according to the nature

of the article desired. Workers do not earn much, nor

are all of them probably employed fully. Instead we
find half-time schedules, large numbers of idle men and
women, and in addition a potential reserve of labor

which a boom brings out in due time. Finally, we are

impressed with the conservative rating of all capital

values in industry, mining and public utilities. Business

magnates have taken inventory, putting equipment, real

estate, and other assets at a low capitalization. Thus
all things considered, the outlook for the immediate

future is fairly bright. The stage is set, so to speak,

for a new play.

There begins then a second phase which people sense

as a revival of business in many fields, although not by
any means in all. Just where things will improve can-

not be always foretold. From what has just been said

considered how far we go in our subdivision of the whole cycle. But five

parts will be distinguished so as to point out its principal features.
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we may expect developments first of all in wholesale

trades, in manufacturing, and perhaps in building, pro-

vided that much of this was left uncompleted during

the preceding decline. But it has also been contended

that mining and public utilities feel the rebound toward

growth first. Whatever the fact for any one cycle,

consumption goods are turned out in increasing volume.

New inventions may bring savings and new classes of

goods or services.

Not that inventiveness belongs especially to a period

of booms, or is injured directly by a shrinkage in

production and trade. By no means. But during the

early stages of revival inventors find it easier to get

the ear of entrepreneurs. These latter themselves,

through corporation bureaus or laboratories of re-

search, may spend more money on experiments after

the ebb of business than while it is impending or in

process. Furthermore, the chance for applying techni-

cal improvements on a large scale is better at this time

than during years of decline. Hence invention and the

possible use of new natural resources are most effective

in the second and third phases. Unemployment de-

creases rather rapidly. More and more enterprisers

resume their normal functions, so that the aggregate

of profits grows even though the rate of profit per in-

dividual person or corporation does not rise very much.

For some people, to be sure, the rate of profit also

moves upward. Inventions and enlarged scales have

this result. Hence security values are apt to soar.

Bonds and stocks in particular are more in demand,

returning to something like their original value. In-

deed, it has been noted that trading in these items is

often quite brisk, especially when advance news secretly

obtained convinces certain groups of the possibility of a

further marked appreciation. The spirit at this time,

then, is one of optimism. People forget about the

catastrophe they have just survived. Memory is short,

and the wish to do well, strong!

The third phase accordingly opens with a spread of

prosperity in most or all fields. That is, sales are easy,
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profits high, the level of living- tending upward, and

activity nearly everywhere more regular and intense.

Agriculture, of course, is not particularly affected by

this return to normalcy. While crop reports and the

harvests themselves do bear upon a decline of business

in some measure, farmers do not adjust acreage or work
schedules or methods of production to any one phase

of a cycle. So far at least there has been no evidence

to this effect. Their work is fairly steady and repre-

sents a passive rather than an active element in the

situation. But in practically all other fields the resump-

tion of work and schemes for development can be plainly

observed. Here and there plants are enlarged and new
funds find investment. More capital is sought because

output and trade grow in physical volume, to say noth-

ing of an appreciation of values.

But as a matter of fact this too may become notice-

able. Barring exceptional circumstances making further

deflation necessary—a conversion of paper currencies

into metallic currencies, or the substitution of gold or

silver being good instances in recent history—there is

a tendency toward rising prices. As loans increase,

the circulation does so likewise because of check ac-

counts resulting from them, which in turn give rise to

a large bank currency. Either checks alone add
materially to the medium of exchange, or bank notes

in addition help to multiply its volume. Thus the price

level is sure to reflect changes in bank credit and com-
mercial finance, whether the advance is slow or is

brought to our attention at once by current statistical

reports and the comments of the press. As a rule it is

safe to associate rising prices with the second, third,

and fourth phases of a cycle, though we must not dwell

on it too stubbornly, as if it were inevitable and true

of all times.

Furthermore, we find quite commonly also an increase

of net profits because prices tend to rise faster than

wages which constitute so large a portion of producers'

expenses. The most efficient entrepreneurs benefit by
this fact as well as by their technical advantages,
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patents, secret methods of lowering costs or bettering

quality, and so on. Thus the average man to some

extent (and a minor group most distinctly) is impressed

with the trend of waxing prosperity. The largest part

of profits may be distributed as dividends and then re-

invested by the recipients or savers, or it may be with-

held by companies and corporations as an undivided

surplus. In either case the prospects for enlargement

of business are fair. There is a general inclination to

put winnings back into the plant. Improvements are

made, and systematically planned in research bureaus.

Much money is sunk in questionable undertakings, either

the equipment or the product being of uncertain value.

But meanwhile new stocks and bonds may be thrown on

the market. Many firms are not able to proceed on

the strength of their annual surplus alone. Outsiders

therefore are asked for help, stockholders contributing

here, and lenders there. The general public lends di-

rectly or through insurance companies, trust companies,

and banks which collect huge funds in the normal course

of their business. Reorganizations of business concerns

have gained in prominence during this phase in recent

decades, notably in the United States and western
Europe. Speculative dealings in securities may be

featured by the press. There is a marked activity among
public utilities, shipping concerns, merchants who need

offices and warehouses, and among mining companies

and manufactures.

Indeed, economic life now throbs with action and anti-

cipations. Consumers increase their demand for all

kinds of goods and services as employment becomes
regular, ending with "over-time" work and extra pay
for it. In some occupations wages rise perceptibly be-

cause of a relative dearth of workers. Big orders for

raw materials and complete equipments come in and
cannot be filled at once. They are placed in advance
and are welcomed because they bring employment and
profits for some time ahead. Thus the attitude among
most producers is one of unconcern. A spirit of inde-

pendence or indifference to please by traders arises.
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Money is easily made and lightly spent. In a word,

the third phase engenders extravagance and over-

confidence.

The fourth one begins with a crisis in the literal

sense. That is to say, we meet now a turning point in

the flux of events. The peak of activity has been

reached. If we picture the cycle as indicated in the

full circle of Chart I, the present phase is that at the

top, the indications of business pointing to a decline.

It has received most attention because we always react

most vigorously to a turn for the worse. "While matters

are improving we do not notice it particularly or com-

ment on it. In modern times we seem to take an up-

ward trend of output, of efficiency, and of levels of living

for granted. The turn for the worse however is felt

and resented. We soon realize that a halt has been

called. Progress, we now say, has come to an abrupt

end, albeit only for the moment. There is a break in

the line of progress which appeals to us as a calamity

when we live through one cycle only, caring about no

others.

The surplus reserves of banks now are being depleted

rapidly. They may shrink to the minimum set by law

or by banking experience. Loans have bounded ahead

of cash assets and perhaps even of readjustments which

brought a tentative lowering of the ratio of reserve

to deposits. As a consequence loans cannot further be

extended sufficiently to suit some business men. Eenew-
als are difficult, if not categorically refused by banks.

Interest rates on these short-time loans reach a maxi-

mum, especially if a central banking institution raises

the rate at which individual local banks may have their

paper rediscounted in order to get more paper money
for their clients. The distress of bankers—if one may
call it such—is due to the ever growing cry for funds

by entrepreneurs who have steadily enlarged their out-

put, their sales as professional traders, or their orders

which presuppose a sale later on. Domestic commerce
indeed has expanded both in point of physical volume
and in point of money values, seeing that prices have
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kept pace with credit expansion and with possibly new
stocks of precious metals from mines. Besides, many
dealers have indulged in excessive purchases in the hope

that they will thus gain after prices rise further, or for

fear that later on there will be a shortage. The eager

demand for goods by consumers in the past has created

the erroneous impression that similar sales will be made
forever. Yet that does not necessarily follow. Rather,

it may appear that the general public has spent to the

limit of its capacity, so that it is over-stocked with goods

of all sorts. A considerable portion of the population

is in this position, and most probably the masses who
spend as fast as they earn. Wages during this phase
of the cycle still rise for some workers, or rise for the

first time for others, say for professional classes whose
salary usually lags behind that of men paid by the week.

Rents too now move upward, producers suffering as

well as consumers. Landlords are glad of their chance
which now reconciles them to the higher price level.

As old contracts expire, new ones call for bigger pay-
ments in rents and royalties.

But this also means a reduction of net profits in many
branches of industry. The rate falls somewhat in pro-

portion to the gain of employees. Output therefore is

not so sure a sign of income among entrepreneurs,

neither is it so great, since orders from customers fall

off or stop. Retailers take less from wholesalers, whole-

salers from producers of finished goods, and these latter

from producers of raw materials. Similarly producers
of machinery and of construction works suffer because
other business houses begin to wonder about ways and
means of footing bills incurred by such enlargements.

Asrain, in many quarters credit accounts are unsatis-

factory. Tnstead of paying regularly and promptly,
some concerns beg for extensions or stop their remit-

tances unceremoniouslv. Some seek postponements at

the place thev buy, others ask for it at the bank, but
the result is pretty much the same everywhere. All

in all the outlook thus becomes drab. There is an under-
current of distrust and pessimism. A growing number
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of business men look about for relief from financial

pressure which seems to come upon them suddenly.

Thus we enter upon the fifth phase which again leads

to a crisis. From now on the motto of most bankers

is liquidation. They demand a ''showdown," a payment
of notes due or overdue. They in many cases refuse

absolutely to renew short-time loans which ordinarily

are expected to be extended, the proceeds being invested

in fixed capital goods as well as in merchandise for sale.

Loans are called regardless of interest rates offered

by patrons, although these rates rise, reaching a phan-
tastic height in certain financial quarters. Under cir-

cumstances this may mean a so-called money panic

which ends in a mad scramble for cash, but rarely helps

those most legitimately seeking it. A panic of this sort

therefore is as undesirable as it is avoidable.

Furthermore, the decline of business necessitates a

settling of accounts among producers and merchants
themselves. Debts must now be extinguished at almost

any cost. Nobody takes his goods or equipment items

at the value so far assumed to reflect market condi-

tions. As fast as affairs turn for the worse, these values

collapse or dwindle. The financial readjustment there-

fore leads commonly to forced sales at greatly reduced

prices. Manufacturers and dealers sell far below cost,

if funds can so be procured speedily. People who have
a little reserve of cash may take advantage of this plight

among business men, and in a measure do so. Retail

trade hence may actually grow in volume, though the

fall of prices hides it by lowering money values.

Simultaneously, however, bank deposits shrink. As
savings are withdrawn, or as entrepreneurs everywhere
reduce operations, thus accumulating funds, banks are

the first to feel the salutary effects of widespread liqui-

dation. Business failure caused by the depreciation of

securities, by ruinous sales of commodities, or by pres-

sure from creditors, is offset elsewhere by new solvency

and efforts at recuperation. Though trade in stocks and
bonds does not yet indicate clearly the drift of economic

events, except that many are eager to sell, and some
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most willing to buy, the majority of employers before

long recover from the onslaught. Wages are now re-

duced materially. The dismissal of men for want of

orders is expected and widespread. Rents too decline,

when new contracts are made. And so the latter part

of the fifth phase is plainly one of a transition. For
many workers it means unemployment and genuine

hardship. Their lament at this point is natural, what-
ever the inability of governments or well-to-do folk to

end it. But the middle classes of highly skilled laborers,

professionals, and public employees do not feel the

brunt of the battle. Neither do business men flounder

long in a state of depression. On the contrary, after

losses have been written off—that is, after the capital-

ization of equipment has been lowered and bad debts

or worthless merchandise disposed of somehow—the

majority of enterprisers face a better day. This second
part of the fifth phase, then, brings a new crisis or

turning point, but this time it augurs well. The turn
henceforth is for improvements all around. As banks
pile up new reserves and inefficient producers are elimi-

nated or driven to saner policies and superior methods,
rewards loom in the distance. The spirit of thrift and
moderation justifies itself, for before long the depres-

sion is brought to a conclusion in spite of all misgivings
on the part of cynical observers.

§ 3. In so far as business cycles denote merely a more
or less regular sequence of certain groups of economic
events, the course is as given. But before passing over
to a consideration of their causes we do well to note

also some of the quantitative changes taking place at

the same time.

The extent of changes occurring during the successive

phases of a cycle differs of course with different periods
of history, and with different countries. We must not
suppose that decline and development are the same al-

ways and everywhere, and much less that for any one
item like agricultural output, trade, bank credit, and so

forth, it moves up and down evenly from one cycle to

the next. By no means. No more than the phases them-
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selves are identical in their details for all times or

places, can tlie range of variations be fixed or uniformly

elastic. On the contrary, since business cycles connect

intimately with given stages of economic organization

ana eliiciency for any one nation, and since non-economic

factors, too, bear upon the trend of economic activities

at any one time, we may be sure that quantitative fluctu-

ations are quite irregular. Besides, there remains the

importance of distinguishing between seasonal, secular,

ana cyclical changes, as has been pointed out again

and again in recent years. Some increases we may
take for granted as long as inventions continue and nat-

ural resources keep pace with population. In some fields

the peak of production may have been reached long ago,

so that a temporary shrinkage amounts really to less

than surmised. Some of the ups and downs, further-

more, spring from seasonal factors which recur regu-

larly and mean nothing else, though they tend to accen-

tuate or to neutralize cyclical variations, according to

the class of activity and the months of the year which

we are studying.

We do know, however, that changes of a measurable

sort take place, and for the last few decades our informa-

tion on this subject is fairly conclusive. Thus all cycles,

practically, have been accompanied by price level move-
ments. This we may regard as an established fact,

whether their causal relation to business disturbances is

clear or not. If in the United States we except the two

intervals of 1818-21 and of 1872-74, which led to peculiar

effects because of war conditions and monetary inflation,

we find times of depression attended by a collapse of high

prices. In days of rising prosperity the level tends to

rise, while during liquidation it is likely to fall percep-

tibly. Between 1836 and 1838, for example, the index

number for wholesale prices, according to one observer,

dropped from 125 to 116, if we rate prices for the year

1914 at 100. Between 1856 and 1858 the level fell from
119 to 105; between 1907 and 1908 from 97 to 92; and
between 1920 and 1921 from 244 to 165. 1 These figures

1 See Annalist, July 4, 1921, article by R. G. Hurtin.
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relate to wholesale prices and show plainly that a decline

is common during a depression.

Yet it must not be imagined that it is the same for all

kinds of goods and services, for that is not so. There
occurs usually what is called a dispersion, some prices

changing before others and rising or falling much more.

Unequal and successive rather than equal and simultane-

ous changes should be expected. During the recent de-

pression from 1920 to 1921, for example, the wholesale

price indices were the following : For farm products 218

and 124 respectively ; that is, prices fell from 218 in 1920

to 124 the next year ; for foods 220 and 144 ; for cloths and
clothing 295 and 180; for fuel and lighting 241 and 199;

for metals and their finished products 192 and 129; for

building materials 264 and 165 ; for chemicals and drugs
200 and 136 ; for house furnishings 254 and 195 ; and for

miscellaneous items 196 and 128. 1 Thus different groups
of producers and consumers were affected differently, ac-

cording to when the drop began and how far it went.

But the downward movement was general none the less,

and it covered retail figures too. Most consumers bene-

fited by this drop which came rather suddenly. Though
we have no estimate of the average, we know that for

some lines of goods the drop amounted to over 50%,
while for most of them it probably equalled that of whole-

sale quotations.

As regards the output of producers, the decline also

is noticeable in many cases. Though some depressions

or panics have been no more than a brief local flurry of

excitement among big business men and financiers, (as

for instance in 1893 and 1907 in the United States) we
know that as a rule the last stages of a cycle mean a

pronounced decline of activities as compared with its

apogee. Just how great this difference is we cannot say.

We lack the data for such a generalization.

But one thing may be admitted at once, before wo give

some details, namely, that it is easy to exaggerate the de-

cline of national income. When we talk about those "bad
times", we nearly always point to factories, mills, mines,

1 Wholesale Prices, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1922.
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or stores. The annual income of a nation seems to be

made up of concrete products only, and of now-agricul-

tural wealth in particular. That the soil yields regularly

and without regard for business disturbances ;
that much

of our national income consists of services not sold m
the open market, and of others which, while sold for

money, nevertheless do not take tangible form, is easily

forgotten. But we must include the work of married

women, of men in their own homes, of farmers and farm-

hands, of professionals such as physicians, teachers, law-

yers, 'journalists, of government employees in all

branches, and of still other occupational groups m our

survey. If we wish to measure the output of a nation

for two different years or phases in a cycle we must by

rights take count of everything serving to gratify our

wishes, whether of a concrete nature or not, whether

marketable or consumed by the producer.

Thus our idea of the decline of economic activities is

moderate compared to what it would be if associated

with the output of mine and mill alone. It appears that

the reduction is not as great as imagined. Instead of

estimating it at about fifty per cent or a third, we find

it to be much less. Indeed, it seems extremely doubtful

whether the difference in output of all goods and ser-

vices between the highest point of activity and the low-

est is more than one tenth. The peak of production is

not as far above the average for the whole cycle as might

seem at first thought, for annual growth since the mid-

dle of the eighteenth century has been steady and ap-

preciable. Some authorities have estimated it at 3%.

Each average year, it has been said, added 3% to the

income of the preceding one among western nations.

Thus the year of maximum prosperity should be ex-

pected to show a decided increase only over the year

initiating the cycle ; or we may contend that it is a true

peak year only when its output of commodities and ser-

vices exceeds even what a normal rate of development

leads us to expect.

This is one side of the question of output or income.

The other however is our inclination to magnify any
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slowing-up of progress along certain lines. It is not

the percentage fall which makes the output of a period

of depression so disappointing, but the fact that some

classes of people feel the consequences most and are

especially desirous of running their plants at full capac-

ity. In other words, we might not hear so much of re-

duced production and shrinking supplies if we did not

live in an entrepreneur world which largely shapes pub-

lic opinion. What newspapers, magazines, and orators

impress upon us is the dissatisfaction of the employer

who must dismiss men and leave his capital idle. This

capital is plainly before us. One half of us live in the

city, and a quarter of the American people in big cities

;

hence it is natural to comment on unemployment and re-

duced output. The captains of industry do their part

to inform us and keep us well abreast of further losses.

They are quite right in doing so, and should do even

more to train us for the next cycle. But meanwhile our

view of retrenchments and decline of output becomes

distorted. We incline to judge a vastly complex situa-

tion by a few outstanding factors such as mill activity

or wholesale trade. Conditions are not nearly as bad

as some of us believe, though perhaps worse than others

in a spirit of apathy would grant.

Regarding special fields of production, then, we may
add this : Agriculture does not usually indicate the turn

of business affairs very well. Its yields may be as large

as ever, though in this country they fell from 103 in 1920

to 87 during the next twelve months in the opinion of one

authority. 1 Manufactures however regularly show the

break in the line of economic progress. During the last

depression, they fell off about thirty per cent. The

larger the establishment, the more evident the reaction.

The increase of unemployment is a convenient measure

of the shrinkage in output of such commodities. Ac-

cording to one investigator the number of employees in

the United States decreased approximately 15% between

the third quarter of 1920 and the same period of the next

year. We are also told that the total hours of work

I Persons, W. M. Papers & Proceedings Am. Econ. Assoc, March, 1922.
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actually performed by employees in all industries, as

judged by liberal samples, fell over 15%. x For concerns

employing less than twenty men the decline was about

3%, for those employing from twenty-one to a hundred

men nearly 14%, for those employing over a hundred

men each nearly 30%. 2 Throughout the country big pro-

ducers were hit harder than little ones, if we may ac-

cept the figures before us. In agriculture the smallest

farms showed a shrinkage (in employees) of 2%, the

largest of 26% ; in factories the respective losses were

about 8% and 38% ; in construction works 15% and

47%; in transportation 4% and 33%; and in trade 1%
and 10 %.3 Thus there can be small doubt about the

wide differences in curtailment of employment and out-

put for business firms of unequal sizes.

The volume of commerce too shrinks much or little

according to what part of it we have in mind. Gener-

ally speaking, of course, there is a lull. Sales fall off

materially, as conceded in our account of several phases

in a cycle. But they dwindle less than is popularly sup-

posed, since much of the loss is caused by the fall of

prices. We must distinguish between a physical volume
and a money value. In terms of dollars and cents the

reduction is great because both wholesale and retail

prices fall as a rule during the depression, and espe-

cially soon after the crisis has been reached. Hence it

is not incorrect to say that domestic trade suffers griev-

ously from the disturbance. It surely does. Yet things

do not look so bad if we turn to retail transactions,

if we try to compare quantities of goods rather than
money values.

If we accept freight carloads as an index of market
conditions, for instance, sales in this country between
1920 and 1921 fell off not more than 12%. Sales at re-

tail have been estimated at forty-one and thirty-six bil-

lions of dollars for the same dates, which means prac-

tically no shrinkage of physical volume if we remember
1 King, W. I. Employment Hours & Earnings in Prosperity and Depres-

sion. '23 (pub. by National Council for Economic Research).
* Ibidem.
' Ibidem.
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the marked drop in retail prices. However, it must be

repeated that our information on this point is far from

satisfactory. It is not easy to compute internal com-

merce when we desire to be thorough, including services

of all kinds as well as concrete goods. Much of our in-

formation amounts to only indirect evidence, as for ex-

ample bank clearings, actual output at the sources, traffic

through canals, postal receipts, shares sold at stock ex-

changes, and so on. These and other items may be used,

and have been suggested, as possible indicators of the

physical volume of domestic trade; but even if we as-

sent to this method, there remain still further exchanges

of which we have no trustworthy record. In short, both

the movement of prices and the dearth of reliable data

make it difficult for us to measure changes in production

and commerce correctly. We may be sure only that

there is always some decline, and that it is not quite as

great as we are tempted to infer from our personal

observations.

When we test the extent of damage done to incomes,

and more especially to wages, we are on safer ground.

Our information is more adequate and less subject to

criticism. The widespread collapse of the price level in

the heyday of prosperity leaves no doubt of the shrink-

age of net profits. Neither can the dismissal of em-

ployees and the reduced work-schedule mean anything

else than a temporary loss in profits and wages. Dur-

ing the last cycle even farmers suffered greatly because

their produce had to be marketed at low prices, war de-

mands having disappeared. Thus the decline of profits

covered virtually every form of enterprise. Business

failures meanwhile increased, as they usually do in the

last stage of a cycle. In this country there were ten

thousand in 1918, 6,500 during the next year, nearly

9,000 in 1920, and about twice as many in 1921. Either

at the end of a depression, or in the initial stages of a

new cycle, such admissions of bankruptcy grow more
common and reflect, to a degree, the trend of profits

elsewhere.

Wages, too, are reduced whether we continue to work
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full-time, or not. The average employee is distinctly

worse off, and is seldom enabled to repair the damage

by employment in a new field. In the United States the

grand total of wages in all industries is believed to have

fallen about 23% between the peak and the trough pe-

riods of 1920 and 1921. For establishments employing

each more than a hundred persons the drop in wages

and salaries amounted to over 30fb.
x Millions of men

remained out of work for months at a time, and this

plight befell unskilled workers even more than the highly

trained ones. In fine, periods of liquidation in business

cycles are also periods of a redistribution of personal

incomes. Nearly everybody loses something, though cer-

tain professional classes may benefit in effect, since their

salaries remain at the old level, while price reductions

and the increased purchasing power of the interest rate

they gather on bonds guarantee them a better living.

§ 4. Precisely because of these quantitative changes

attending the course of a business cycle economists and

shrewd business men have sought to apply their knowl-

edge practically. It has been noted that certain leading

features in the realm of economic activities recur again

and again and present changes that can be measured

with some pretence to accuracy. That is to say, instead

of comparing all changes quantitatively in all fields of

business we may content ourselves with a relatively few,

observing these closely and using them either as proofs

of other changes already effected, or as intimations of

changes yet to follow. We should then have barometric

and forecasting data. The former would be usefiri as

indices of current conditions, the latter as signs of im-

pending events in the business world. Those most famil-

iar with this subject do not agree on what is the best

barometer, and what a satisfactory forecasting fact, but

we may admit none the less the importance of the dis-

cussion and the possibility of taking samples. At the

present date of economic research it seems reasonable to

select some data as symptoms of many others moving

1 Taken from News Bulletin of National Bureau of Economic Research,

Aug. 1, 1923.
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in the same direction. Gross receipts of railroads, the

output of coal and iron ore, wholesale prices and the

ratio of cash to bank deposits—these among others may
be mentioned as suitable material for a testing all along

the line. The rhythm of economic life in modern times

is sufficiently marked and regular to allow such an analy-

sis of specific changes, of their trend and their rate of

development. However, we must now turn to an equally

interesting question, namely, to that of causes or occa-

sions. Granting that cycles take place and display fairly

constant sequences, how shall we explain them 1

? "What

is the key to cycles as contrasted with seasonal move-

ments or the trend of social economies in the very long

run? To face this problem is worth while, even though

we may not feel able to solve it definitely.



CHAPTER 14

BUSINESS CYCLES : THE CAUSES

§ 1. The causes of business cycles must be distin-

guished from those of a rhythm of economic life in

general. We have already seen that life everywhere

means change and rhythm. At one time we meet with

development, at another with decline. Just as our be-

liefs and customs are now built up gradually and per-

haps deliberately, only to break down somewhat later

because of new conditions and ideals cherished by us,

so economic systems and successes rise and fall, pre-

senting at one moment the picture of intense activity

and rapidly growing wealth, while in the next men are

seen to relax or to fail in their endeavors, possibly due to

their own fault, but just as likely because of forces

in the physical environment which they cannot conquer.

Thus the history of mankind becomes an alternation of

growth and decay. Civilizations come and go. Empires

appear and disappear. Now this, now that social econ-

omy rises to power, but forthwith crumbles in order to

give way to still another one. The longer the stretch of

time we behold in our survey, the clearer the impression

of a wave-like line of ascent and descent. "We call it

the ebb and flow of human affairs, the transiency of our

institutions, the law of progress which includes pauses

and setbacks as well as forward leaps that often are

startling in their effects.

§ 2. If we then think of centuries at a time, we are

not misled by the more frequent and peculiar repetitions

known as business cycles. We do not doubt that what-

ever the nature and causes of these short periods, there

is also a much longer one which bridges the distance be-

tween one age and the next. After all, our business

cycles are of small amplitude. They do not embrace
300
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many years. A man now ninety years old has witnessed

in his own life practically every noteworthy cycle recog-

nized by students. He has gone through all cycles but

one since the Napoleonic epoch. No two of them have

been more than twenty years apart, and some of them

are much closer together than that. So our real business

cycle is a detail in human history. Indeed, even for

modern times starting with, say, the discovery of Amer-

ica or the Reformation, these rounds of boom and de-

pression constitute a minor event. If we could live eight

or nine centuries instead of so many decades we should

doubtless be impressed most of all with those fluctuations

in the history of mankind which cover generations and

spring from factors largely beyond human control. "We

should then think of the upward trend of civilization

as a whole rather than of the ups and downs which we

now experience in the course of a brief span of time.

Economic rhythm itself, in short, differs from the short

cycles to be discussed presently, so that the causes for

it must be sought in physical conditions no less than

in events of our own making. To begin with, there are

the catastrophes of nature which recur at variable inter-

vals, bringing instant ruin or a first step toward decline

to millions of people. Earthquakes, floods, and sweep-

ing climatic changes have again and again laid waste

huge tracts of land, transformed fertile stretches into

arid deserts, exterminated vast numbers, and led

eventually to the blotting out of civilizations. When
such cataclysmic changes take place, man is powerless.

He cannot prevent his own extinction nor even stave off

a wrecking of his works. He may only accept the facts

and thus let rhythm hold its imperious sway. Pesti-

lences, too, have stricken populations from time to time%

leaving misery and despair in their wake. While

millions of people died, the survivors often faced lowered

levels of living, as may be seen from the annals of

antiquity or of the Middle Ages.

In the second place, natural resources are at all times

a somewhat indeterminable and variable element.

Though we may safely consider the actual existing stock
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a definite quantity for any one century, since mineral

riches and land areas or soil fertilities do not change

very much within so short a span of time, our knowledge

of them is nevertheless so incomplete that we must be

prepared for possible further discoveries. On the one

hand, then, we have the spectacle of periodically grow-

ing (known and commercially available) resources on

this earth, while on the other hand they are being de-

pleted by our use of them. We cannot always combat

the erosion or deterioration of soils. Natural resources

represent a variable which we cannot steady to suit our

needs. We must anticipate a decline here, and new ac-

cessions there, in spite of recent developments. We our-

selves have lived in such a marvelous age of discoveries

that we shall be prone to overrate the liberality of nature

in the future. For us new treasures have poured forth

in an almost continuous stream which seems to have no

ending. But taking centuries in a lump we need not be

struck so much by an upward trend all the way as by

an alternating rise and fall.

Similarly the inventiveness of man or of special races

may be regarded as a variable over which we have no

command. Though the last hundred and fifty years have

been incredibly prolific in this respect, the preceding cen-

tury has not quite so much to boast of, and during the

long stretches of medieval history and antiquity man's

ingenuity blossomed only at rare intervals. At least so

we may infer from known records. The question thus

arises whether inventions themselves follow in waves

like crops or business activities. We may argue that

some eras are more blessed than others, judging by

technical improvements or scientific contributions. The

weal and woe of nations hinges on such rates of techni-

cal betterments, and these rates are now most gratify-

ing, now inconsequential. Of what is back of the in-

ventiveness of a people we cannot be quite sure. There

are many ways of accounting for it, of showing why it

should decline or increase at an astounding rate. But

the rhythm itself of activity in this sphere can hardly

be overlooked. We have evidences of it everywhere, and
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it speaks the more eloquently, the longer the period of

time we are studying.

Finally, it goes without saying that economic condi-

tions are ever and anon affected by events in other fields.

The political and religious creeds of man are as influ-

ential as his efforts at earning a living. If we discard

one doctrine regarding individual rights and espouse a

new one necessitating new policies, the conversion finds

an echo in things economic. History is replete with ex-

amples of economic rhythm caused by upheavals in non-
economic fields. Wars in particular shape the life of

people grouped under one flag. They bring normal ac-

tivities to a standstill, or reduce them appreciably. Eco-
nomic systems are tested under this strain as at no other

moment. There are profound changes in centers of

stress and the direction of aims. The last Great War
was a striking instance of this appeal to readjustment
in all things economic. Along some lines progress is

impeded; along others it receives a marked impetus.

The total annual output in goods and services is nearly

always reduced somewhat because of the demands upon
labor power at the fighting front. But offsetting fea-

tures may be cited, so that the significance of a pro-

tracted war lies, for our purposes, in the qualitative

rather than in the quantitative changes. So also other

disturbances such as civil strife, strikes and sabotage,

departures in religion and morality and so on, modify
our mode of living more than our productive powers or

economic organization. In the long run human history

discloses these ups and downs of economic means and
methods clearly. If we mean by cycles these far apart

maxima and minima of social well-being, we must seek

the causes in the above data. This more enduring suc-

cession of progress and decay is as old as civilization,

and will probably only end with it.

§ 3. But there still remains the smaller cycle whose
phases we analyzed a little while ago. We may ask our-

selves how this is made possible, and what particularly

gives it such prominence in modern times. In wonder-
ing about its origin we may intimate that it is avertible,
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or at any rate may be reduced so as to affect our eco-

nomic level of living much less than has so far been the

case. A cause, in this looser sense, is anything the ab-

sence or removal of which ends also the situation asso-

ciated with it. It is natural to suppose that specific

causes can be located, and that thereby the means are

provided for ridding mankind of the evil. Business cy-

cles certainly are an evil when judged by the universal

slogan of maximum production in a minimum of time at

least cost. What then is our verdict as to the roots of

this evil?

One thing occurs to us readily enough when we ponder

on our problem, namely, the fact that business cycles as

here defined date approximately (as already noted) from
the rise of the modern industrial regime. If they ex-

isted before that date, we have heard very little about

them. Though we read of panics due to speculation and
financial failures among certain business concerns, there

is no intimation of nation-wide crises or prolonged de-

pressions such as our own. The very circumstance of

our defining business cycles as recurrent peaks and

troughs of production, exchange, price levels, bank

credit, and rates of return for employers and employees

suggests that they could not have been known to earlier

days ; for then the organization and technique character-

istic of them was lacking. So we arrive logically at the

conclusion that, to start with, the explanation of business

cycles rests on a proper regard for the essential fea-

tures of our modern economic world, while later on spe-

cific causes may be found, but again only by our keeping

within this economic system. In part the cycles spring

from the general make-up of our economic regime; in

part they go back to certain strategic principles dom-
inating this regime, the entrepreneur being more of a

factor than anyone else.

Among the salient characteristics of our modern eco-

nomic system should be mentioned first of all the lights

of private property, freedom of contract, and freedom

of vocation and association for business purposes.

These rights have not always belonged to the individual,
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nor are we entirely satisfied that their unrestricted ex-

ercise is the best thing at all times. On the contrary,

we have advocated restraints by government, especially

since technical advance has more and more complicated

human relations. However, broadly speaking, fno indi-

vidual is at liberty to do as he pleases. The downfall of

the feudal regime had this result among others. We may
acquire private property by gift, inheritance, or earn-

ings. We may sell it or lease the use of it to others. We
may include in it real estate or movable goods, securities

testifying to our absolute or partial ownership of wealth

employed productively by people not known at all per-

haps to us personally, and it may comprise also special

legal claims to income such as patents or copyrights.

In short, there are few things that may not be either

owned or controlled by us as private citizens. To enjoy

the freedom of making contract means to deed or lease

away particularly rights in chattel, in tangible or in-

tangible wealth in accordance with law or certain broad

principles of social welfare. (The burden of the proof,

if our rights are disputed, lies more nearly upon the

state than upon us.)

Contracts may call for future delivery of goods or for

immediate exchange of real values. They may concern

the purchase of services rendered by employees or the

hiring of cash funds needed in the development of a busi-

ness. They may be closed between physical persons or

corporations acting as a legal person responsible at

court. Workers may organize and enter into pacts with

their employers. To associate to this end has long ago

been declared lawful, though subject to a few limitations.

Each one of us is free to adopt any profession he likes,

to learn any trade whatsoever, to change his occupation

at a moment's notice or to move from place to place as

his interests dictate. In this way we have become self-

directing and able to make or mar ourselves. As philos-

ophers put it, we are dedicated to the cause of individu-

alism. We approve of self-determination even where the

consequences for the state cannot be foretold. We are

equal before the law, however different by birth or be-
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cause of nurture amidst different physical and social sur-

roundings, amidst opportunities and obstacles too nu-

merous to mention. In spite of the complexity of mod-
ern life, in spite of the density of population and diver-

sity of interests so evident to-day, our freedom of action

and choice is great. As the average individual sees itr

he is an end unto himself. Nobody dare molest him as

long as he abides by the law of the land. What he does

with wealth and with his own time and abilities is for

him alone to say. Public authorities will not counsel

him, nor much less interfere in the decisions made.

§ 4. "With these and certain political liberties as a

sort of background, the modern social economy has

arisen and unfolded itself to its present dimensions, and

this has led to the development of certain other features

which must be understood if business cycles are to be-

come intelligible.

In the first place we have a world of capitalistic means
and methods in both a technological and financial sense.

The former is suggested by the use of machinery and

tools, of motive power artificially generated, of buildings

for housing workingmen, raw materials, finished stocks

of goods, clerical help, and so forth. There must be these

technical aids and also facilities for transportation and

communication. Without them little can be accom-

plished. With them production and trade may go on

forever, provided men in their organization know the

right way and are firmly resolved to continue their

labors.

One of the arresting facts of the modern regime, there-

fore, is the lapse of time involved in the roundabout or

capitalistic method in its purely technological aspects. 1

We find that months and years may go by before a pro-

ductive process is completed, or at any rate before the

article is finally placed in the hands of consumers. If

we judge the amount of time spent by the number or

volume of goods and services turned out per year, it is

short indeed. We always comment on the rapidity of

production, on the tremendous output of mines, mills,

1 See also Vol. I, pp. 269 ff.
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and public utility plauts. Efficiency is the watchword
aud does miracles m sight of the casual spectator. But
if we consider the span of time between the purchase of

materials, of power, or of labor energy and the receipt

of moneys for the sale of finished commodities, we may
tind it much longer. In this sense quite a few weeks or

months may pass before the productive process is

brought to its logical conclusion, before the enterpriser

regards his work as done or his aims as realized. And
if again we take into our reckoning all the subsidiary

means essential to the making of a concrete good or to

the manufacture of such an intangible item as light or

power, if we imagine all these preliminary steps to be

taken in proper order, as parts of a single process of

production, if we count the time it takes to mine ore,

to make machinery out of it, to use this machinery to

make engines or machines for creating a consumable
like hardware or furniture, and then include the months
spent upon preparing a marketing campaign and upon
actually selling the goods or services in question

—

if

production and exchange are integrated in this way to

form a single chain of events, we certainly have a very
long period between the original steps and the final ones

leading to the satisfaction of either consumers' wants or

of a business man's needs. Whichever way we may look

at the situation, we are impressed with the time element
in modern technology. While formerly a consumers'
article could be supplied in a few days or weeks

?
nowa-

days several years may go by.

In the second place, there is also a financial aspect of

modern capitalism. Since production has attained such
magnificent proportions and necessitates the employ-
ment of such intricate and costly machines (to say noth-

ing of incidental aids like instruments of measurement,
scientific apparatus and so on), it is natural for entre-

preneurs to fall back upon outsiders in financing their

undertakings. As regards this particular topic, we
saw that funds had to be procured partly by way of cer-

tificates of stock issued by joint stock companies or cor-

porations, and partly by an appeal to nonparticipating
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classes. Some of the money was furnished by savers

directly. Some of it came from other business houses

which had accumulated a surplus from past earnings.

But most of it was offered either by investment houses

and brokers, or by commercial banks which arose in

large number and developed undreamed of facilities for

handling a delicate situation, for meeting needs as ex-

acting in their nature as they were urgent from the

standpoint of enterprisers. Finance thus came to the

fore and overshadowed other phases of business, includ-

ing the technological. Everything hinged on the sup'

ply of adequate liquid funds, on the continued renewal

of loans with the proceeds of which merchants and pro-

ducers could meet their daily and annual obligations, or

their requirements of new stocks and labor power.

As a result of this development a third characteristic

of our present regime gained prominence, namely, the

universal resort to currency as a medium of exchange,

and the instability of both this and of price levels.

Money became a dire necessity because producers spe-

cialized increasingly and looked to sales for a return on

either their labor or their investments. Inventions and
discoveries of various sorts promoted the growth of the

new technique described above, and this in turn involved

trade on a large scale for the movement of goods of

every imaginable sort. The use of money consequently

ceased to be optional. It was a logical prerequisite as

long as the supply of commodities was to be ample and
regular. But with the increased reliance upon money,
national currencies also proved less stable than in earlier

days. For one thing, the output of mines added to coin-

age periodically in spite of large amounts of precious

metals absorbed by industry and the arts. For another

thing international trade and shipments of gold and
silver tended as much to vary currency as to balance

supply and demand for banking or speculative purposes.

But more especially was instability accentuated by the

gradual introduction, and eventually rapid growth, of

bank credit and such substitutes for real money as bank
checks and drafts. The popularity of these two new
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media of exchange not only solved certain problems of

finance already discussed, but also led to violent fluctu-

ations in the volume of money circulating in any one
country. Viewed from one point it meant elasticity and
a scientific balancing of supply with demand. Looked
at from another angle it meant extreme variability such

as has been noticed particularly in the United States,

where bank deposits subject to check assumed greater

significance than anywhere else in the world. Thus it

goes almost without saying that the new types of money
put into circulation unhinged prices every now and then.

Their level moved up and down with much speed, and
more so during the last half century than at the incep-

tion of the modern epoch of capitalism. To-day we have
grown so used to it that it would be difficult to imagine
even a proximate stability. It seems self-evident that

levels must change, that degrees of change will be uncer-

tain, however marked they prove to be in the end.

Fourth, from what has been said about the evolution

of the capitalistic system, we infer readily that com-
merce too entered upon a new phase. Development in

this field was as astounding as at any other point. Spe-
cialization presupposes trade, or may be said to further

it because its advantages lead to an excess of goods
which the producer himself cannot utilize. In order to

benefit by these principles of large scale output and of

the technique back of it enterprisers must be able to sell

what they have. They must exchange their own for
something different, and this the more so, the greater
their productive powers. Thus the growing division of

labor itself presaged the development of trade between
individuals, communities, and nations. But in addition
there was the influence of improved means of transpor-
tation and communication, of advertising in ever subtler
forms and more effective appeals, and not least of all of

banks which provided cash or credit instruments, be-

sides gathering much useful information and safe chan-
nels for transmitting funds over long distances, between
parties separated by alien customs and diverse obstacles

of a legal and political sort. Because these specialists
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came to the rescue of professional traders, world mar-

kets could be built up and kept from year to year.

The interdependence springing from this growth of

machino-facture and trade is a fifth feature of our pre-

vailing economic system. There is mutuality of feel-

ings and of needs. There is a regard by one class of

producers for a second or third. Indeed, it deserves em-

phasizing that interdependence concerns different types

of enterprisers rather than individuals in their private

life.

The latter, of course, saw it too. Consumers the world

over depend upon one another for news and views, for

goods and services necessary to life or desirable as com-

forts or luxuries. Nothing can happen to one country,

but another perhaps thousands of miles off hears of it.

A short crop or a plague or great flood or earthquake, a

change of political ideals or in modes of living—these

react upon possibly hundreds of millions of people scat-

tered over the whole earth.

But more particularly must we bear in mind the strong

ties binding different groups of entrepreneurs. Pro-

ducers of rawstuffs supply manufacturers. Both turn

to bankers for funds. Bankers expect cash deposits

from the general public or rely upon the help of such

institutions as insurance companies and brokerage

houses. Farmers need the implements and fertilizer pro-

duced by manufacturers, but in returr give foodstuffs

and primary materials such as cotton, lumber, rubber,

jute, and so forth. Dealers can do nothing without the

concrete forms of wealth flowing from mine, mill, and
farm. Advertising agencies, fire and title insurance com-

panies, underwriting syndicates floating a huge loan,

newspapers and statistical bureaus gathering market in-

telligence, accountancy firms and purveyors of confi-

dential information as to the financial standing of a

business firm, public utility corporations selling power
or light, elevator companies, common carriers and ship-

ping concerns, telephone and telegraph systems catering

to all classes of people—here are instances of specializa-

tion that need only be mentioned in order to prove the
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reality of a many-sided world-wide interdependence

among entrepreneurs in general. As long as this state

of affairs lasts, the happenings in any part of a country

or of the globe will interest men elsewhere. Any turn of

events for the worse or better becomes significant to

business men, whether operating on a grand scale or

earning a livelihood in a humble style.

Sixth, in view of these intricate methods of production

and the cosmopolitan character of business at many
strategic points, it cannot surprise us that the enter-

priser is the central figure in modern economic life, the

cynosure of attraction, and the pivot upon which national

issues turn. Since the rank and file of men cannot at-

tend to their wn needs, producing whatever they con-

sume, specialization was sure to give a great deal of

power to exceptional persons. Talent formerly mani-

fested in war and public, administration alone now could

unfold itself in the realm of production and exchange.

The introduction of machinery and power, of factory

methods and ramified industries involving gigantic out-

lays of capital, put men of genius on their mettle. It

provided an outlet for inexhaustible energies and for

indomitable will which, coupled with imagination and

an engrossing interest, achieved as great things in peace-

ful pursuits as military leaders had in earlier ages dis-

played on the battlefield. In this sense the business

man, great or small, became a dominant figure on the

stage of economic activities. "With employees we con-

trast the employer or the self-employing person. With

producers or merchants in the general sense we contrast

financiers who supplied the sinews of business as well

as of war, when such a one broke out between nations.

On the one hand we find the majesty of enterprise in

industrial corporations, in boards of directors, in head-

quarters where goods, public utilities, and motive power

are turned out, or where huge aggregates of merchandise

are concentrated to be transported and ultimately re-

tailed to the consumer. On the other hand we find

bankers and financial houses take a place alongside of

producers and traders, disputing the supremacy with
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them, and at times proving superior to them in every

respect.

But whether we think of financiers or of corporate

combines and outstanding personalities in the sphere of

industry and commerce, we are impressed with the grave

responsibilities delegated to this small minority of the

whole population in a country. We realize that here is

power and prestige, a right to command and an under-

standing of principles quite different from those ruling

in the factory or on the farm. To know the laws of

nature underlying the effective use of materials and phy-

sical forces, is one thing; to master the art of organiz-

ing men and materials, of inducing people to want and

to buy, of regulating human relations and focusing at-

tention upon new needs or goals, is yet another thing.

Captains of industry and trade, and the great majority

of business men for that matter, must see to the man-
agerial side of production and trade. For them every-

thing depends upon sales and gain through sale. Men
and materials receive their worth through markets.

That is the axiom, and the loadstar guiding enterprisers

in every branch of their work.

A seventh and final element in this modern regime

of ours is consequently the emergence of risks of a cal-

culable or incalculable sort. Risk must be faced and

dealt with according to the best knowledge obtainable.

There are some uncertainties which can be roughly esti-

mated or offset by special measures familiar to specu-

lators, legitimate traders, and producers in general; but

for the most part uncertainties have no calculable basis.

This we have seen already. Events must be taken as

they occur. Responsibilities must be assumed without

exact information on all phases of an undertaking, and
without guarantee of commensurate rewards.

Indeed, one of the proof?: of risk is the absence of a

contrast which assures the business man an income of

definite size, at a set moment. Another is the specializa-

tion so characteristic of our modern social economv, as

a result of which nothing avails if sales are not realized.

The enterpriser cries forever: Sales, sales! He must
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market his wares or suiter. What he owns is useless

unless it be a technical means to an end or something

exchangeable for money. The test of value therefore is

always salability. Capital goods depreciate and lose

ah their worth if the products and services created with

their aid are not bought by consumers. Consumables
have no value whatever if not wanted by those for whom
they were originally designed and manufactured. If a

busmess man wants to prove that he has assets he must
be able to point to goods that can be marketed regularly,

at a certain price, at a certain net profit adequate for

maintenance of plant, for its expansion, or for the pro-

vision of a personal income. Every dollar of wealth in

the hands of entrepreneurs is thus a contingent value,

a dollar on the supposition that buyers will be found,

that with this sale go net receipts as well as a cover

for expenses already met.

Another way of demonstrating the risks of the enter-

priser is thus the fact that expenses must nearly always
be incurred before revenue comes in. The former are

certain and in the main calculable, but the latter is

problematic and not to be gauged very closely. For
this reason, too, risks are genuine and well-known even
among those not engaged in business. But lastly we
have the time lapse already referred to in connection

with the emphasis upon capitalistic means and methods.

Because of the interval between initial steps and the

final ones compensating the producer or dealer, there

is plenty of chance for mishaps and ruinous losses. Un-
certainties supervene because change is endless and tin 1

unexpected a proverbially common experience. A
change in politics or moral ideals may come within a

few months or even more quickly. People's demand for

goods and services is always in flux. It is subject to re-

vision and to cancellation. Now this, now that article

gains favor and displaces something in our affections.

Valuations are so unstable and frequently so capricious

in their nature that no manufacturer or merchant can

either foresee them or lake precautionary steps to fore-

stall them. Besides, there is the even more important
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influence of changes bearing upon the supply of goods

and services produced by any one concern. Kivais arise

and oiler combat on new lines. One idea supplants an-

other and leads to the development of new forms of

wealth, if not to the elimination of an older kind. In-

ventions and discoveries, strikes and labor troubles of

various sorts, changes in known natural resources, in

the geographical distribution of raw materials relative

to power plants or to industrial centers or to markets

—

these and many other items affect the technique and costs

of production, or the prices at which things can be mar-

keted and sold to the public. In view of these variables

risk is continuous and pronounced. Our modern world

is grounded in risks and thrives on the deliberate as-

sumption of them by enterprisers who can do naught

but hope for a reward from prices secured by a sale.

But whether markets respond to this cry for compensa-

tion is, of course, a second question.

§ 5. We may finally, then, sum up the broader aspects

of our existing economic order, and hence indirectly of

the causes underlying business cycles, by stressing the

psychic rather than the physical data of life. If there

are general causes of the sort so far enumerated, we
must give them a human tinge, a basis which is psychical

much more than physical. We must not try to explain

cycles by a literal breakdown of the technical aids figur-

ing in production at any quarter, or in the marketing of

goods and services. We must not think that machines
fail to act of a sudden, buildings crumble ever and anon
contrary to expectations, or means of transportation

and communication give out at a critical moment. De-
pressions and crises of a pecuniary sort are not occa-

sioned thus. Neither is there any evidence that the or-

ganization in individual plants weakens periodically so

as to reduce output or sales. As far as these elements
in business are concerned, they remain undisturbed on
the whole ; or in so far as they undergo modification, it

is done at leisure, without fatalities to the owners or the

consumers outside. Cataclysms of nature or devastating

wars might, to be sure, prove disastrous. They are ob-
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viously forces of a unique character and of abiding effect

upon the life of every nation. But these rare interfer-

ences with business need not be included in our present

analysis.

Instead, it is the inability of man to hold all the

threads of business in hand or to disentangle them

speedily when confusion arises that hinders production

and exchange. The breakdown is among different

classes of entrepreneurs more than between departments

and workers in any one concern. It relates to conflicts

of aims and interests, to faulty judgments and errors of

policy which ever and anon affect business at crucial

points. The incredible complexity of the entire system

calls for supermen which we have not yet found. It

brings stress and strain which at times leads to a gross

maladjustment between means and ends, between capital

values and consumers goods, between one group of pro-

ducers and another, between estimates of wants and ac-

tual wants manifested by the public in its purchases, be-

tween the prices of different goods, and also between

wages and net profits. In a word, the causes of the busi-

ness cycle ' exist in states of mind which are reflected

back to concrete things known as wares. First, a pro-

cession of ideas, feelings, and desires in producers and
consumers, then plans and procedures, products and

pauses in effort. If all valuations and relative ratings

of things or thoughts agreed, business men would have

nothing to fear. Consumption could go on forever, and

workers might hold their job as long as they cared. But

the objective uncertainties mentioned a moment ago are

both cause and effect for the realm of business which

suffers from periodic declines. On the one hand our

entrepreneurs make mistakes and thus injure their pros-

pects. On the other hand external circumstances change

without notice, prompting beliefs and actions that fur-

ther upset the course of events. Thus the psychological

factor is necessarily the most important. If we wish to

understand cycles, we must look to the human side first

of all. This alone reveals why our modern productive

mechanism is rendered useless every so often.



CHAPTER 15

BUSINESS CYCLES: THE CAUSES (Continued)

§ 1. After a depression in business has set in, people

naturally begin to speculate about its causes and to

wonder where most of the blame lies. There is much dis-

cussion of the matter in newspapers and periodicals, at

conventions called for the purposes, or at the regular

meetings of different classes of producers. All sorts of

ideas are brought up, only to be rejected or to be com-

pared with others which seem just as good. Incrimina-

tion and recrimination are common at this time. Each
seeks to explain the breakdown of the economic system

by watching the errors or weaknesses of somebody else.

One occupational group points to another and honestly

believes that prosperity might have continued indefi-

nitely were it not for blunders by the other fellow. The
human origin of cycles, in other words, is not denied;

nor are institutional practices examined with anything

else in view than to locate guilty parties back of them.

Now, whether the responsibility should be placed with

any one class of people in particular is a question we
may perhaps feel qualified to decide after we have gone

a little further in our inquiry ; but some groups we may
exonerate at the outset. For instance, few would prob-

ably accuse employees of causing a widespread decline of

business activities, unless we meant that strikes on a

large scale hindered operations in this or that field.

Such disturbances do of course occur, and they tend to

lower the level of living of a whole nation if sufficiently

extensive and lasting. Yet we have no reason for con-

necting them especially with the downward trend of a

business cycle. Except that strikes are more frequent at

the peak of prosperity or on the eve of a decline, nothing

316
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indicates their causal relation to the cycle in its entirety.

Workers are affected directly by every change in eco-

nomic conditions, but do not occasion it or shape its

course.

Neither can we attribute it to landlords or farmers

who till the soil and produce our crops. The former as

such do not withhold land periodically, thereby bringing

about a dearth of raw materials. Nor do they raise rents

in flourishing times so as to raise expenses of produc-

tion for tenants producing or consuming wealth. The
share of the rural population in business cycles is in

nearly all cases a passive more than an active one.

Harvests in themselves are not decisive, though they

might be conceived as starting a depression in one of

several ways. 1

It may occur to us, for example, that the crops of this

fall bear upon national income in the ensuing year. We
harvest now, but consume most of it during the next

twelve months. If then there is a marked shortage, or

on the other hand a very great surplus, will it not affect

the general productive process in the following calendar

year? May we not have irregularities in agriculture to-

day, and worse ones in other fields to-morrow? Is that

not a likely relation of things?

If we take first the possibility of a pronounced short-

age, we may ascribe this either to a low acreage as com-
pared with former years, or to an exceptionally low yield

per average acre. The first is not our natural explana-

tion, for there is nothing to show that farmers vary
areas under cultivation because their caprice or business

instinct dictates it. True, since the Great War such a

policy has been taken under advisement. It has become
patent to many farmers that variations of demand, as

reflected by prices, should be consulted before putting
so and so many acres under corn or cotton, and so forth.

Indeed, in the future this adjustment of supply to ex-

pected needs may play a notable part in our social econ-

omies. But so far little has been attempted along this

1 For opposite view Bee, for example, Moore. FT. 1j., fJonerntinp Economic
Cycles, 1923.
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line. So it is natural for us to associate an appreciable

reduction of the harvest with unfavorable weather. The
physical environment rather than the tiller of the soil

has been held responsible, and justly so.

Viewed from one angle therefore the periodic return

of a shortage suggests a lower level of living in terms of

foodstuffs and manufactures prepared from raw mate-

rials grown by farmers. Undoubtedly such a fluctuation

exists and affects most consumers if imports from abroad
cannot offset the loss. But this relative decline in our

allowance of some goods is not in itself a sign of bad
times. It has seldom been construed as the substance of

a business depression. Neither can we argue that as a

result of a shortage in one year fewer men are employed
in the next one, as if farmers lacked funds to carry on

business in the usual way. If produce other than food

is extremely scarce because of a bad harvest, this may
react upon some manufacturers. They may have to buy
their supplies from foreign countries, paying more and
raising prices of finished commodities correspondingly.

This necessitates smaller purchases by many consumers,

besides delaying somewhat the output at the factory.

But enterprisers need not have their net income reduced

because of it, as extra costs are counterbalanced by
higher prices.

Furthermore, if we look at the situation from still a

third angle, we are impressed with the compensatory ac-

tion of the law of supply and demand for farmers. If

crops fall far below the average, they are worth more
per unit quantity. It may very well be that the shrink-

age in volume is more than offset by a growth of values.

The producers consequently have no regrets. They may
enjoy as fine an income as ever and continue to buy
goods as freely from shops and factories. They lose

little or nothing. The general public alone is the worse

off, and yet the reduced output may affect so large a

number of people so evenly that no one class feels a

shock. Agricultural decline thus has no cumulative evil

effects.

An over-abundance of produce, to be sure, may harm
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farmers somewhat. Nature may be so liberal that prices

tumble rapidly and cause deficits among producers. If

that happens, their purchasing power temporarily

shrinks, leading to greatly reduced orders for manufac-

tured consumers ' goods or for machinery, and so on. It

has been stated that lowered net profits among farmers

react upon industry in this maimer, the final result being

a slight slump in business. We may accept this interpre-

tation without a demur. But we must also remember
that farmers are less easily injured by falling net profits

than entrepreneurs elsewhere, for the nature of their oc-

cupation renders them immune to a degree.

If we except the land itself, capital is not a conspicu-

ous item in agriculture. It is significant that in the

United States in 1920 the value of all products for agri-

culture was twice as great as that of investments in

barns, sheds, implements, tools, and so on, while manu-
facturers had almost twice as much money sunk in equip-

ment as the value they added to their raw materials.

In other words, industrialists have a large capital out-

lay per unit of product, while farmers have a light one,

if we do not include the value of the land itself; and
this latter may very well be excluded in our computa-
tion since on the one hand it represents gifts of nature
chiefly, while on the other hand it is capable of being
used in many ways as compared to factories or machines
which must be used for specific ends, or not at all. The
farmer need not be afraid of finding his acres useless

in the spring, for if he does not want to grow one crop,

he can resort to another. These staples are always
sought in large quantities, whether consumption of other

things falls or not. Thus his investments are relatively

secure. They are rarely in danger of melting away en-

tirely, or of shrinking for a long period of time. Farm-
ers for this reason do not surfer very much from low
prices. We may agree that crops rise and fall rhyth-

mically, being succeeded by similar changes in prices.

It may be possible to prove a close correlation between
surplus crops, falling farmers' revenue, reduced pur-

chases of manufactures, such as an agricultural popula-
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tion uses, and a setback for some business people. But
this is not the essence of a nation-wide decline winch
completes a clearly marked business cycle.

Again, we cannot blame the general public on the score

that every now and then it fails to save enough money,

so that a dearth of capital from this source impedes eco-

nomic progress. For nowadays our loan funds are not

built up mainly from such accumulations of the average

consumer. The more modern the cycle we are consider-

ing, the weaker our argument for a periodic shortage of

consumers' savings as the origin of business depres-

sions. If the masses of people are in any measure re-

sponsible for cycles, it must be in their capacity as

buyers of particular goods and services or as savers

rather than as nonsavers. That will become clear

presently.

§ 2. 80 the consideration of special groups of people

as possible instigators of a business decline, directly or

indirectly, leads us to infer that wage-earners as pro-

ducers, consumers as savers, or landlords and farmers

are not the real culprits for us to seize upon. // we like

to think of the causes as persons, we must turn to con-

sumers and to non-agricultural entrepreneurs; bankers

and employers in industry being especially responsible.

These two or three classes may be regarded as strategic

points in the situation. They more than anything else

set in motion policies or events which terminate in a

crisis downward and upward. In a word, the causes are

personified in the three classes just mentioned.

§ 3. To begin with consumers, they have much to do

with business cycles because they are the ultimate ob-

ject of all productive endeavors. If we do not buy what

has been turned out by specialists, we disappoint and
impoverish them. There can be no other result, since

the goods produced cannot be used by the entrepreneur

himself. Specialization is beneficial only if exchange is

uninterrupted and profit satisfactory. It is for the mil-

lions of consumers to say whether a small minority of

producers is to prosper or not. At any rate, for present

purposes we may take this view. It is one approach to
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our problem, and discloses an important truth, for con-

sumers are the end aim of every producer. They are

supposed to have money to buy. If they possess the

means and do not exercise it, producers are inconveni-

enced, and perhaps crippled financially. The course of

the reactions and the extent of the damage depend upon
the speed and scope of decline in consumers' purchases,

but in general the rebound for business men is governed
by one fact, namely, by their technical and financial inter-

dependence. Step by step a halt among consumers re-

bounds to the last producer instrumental in turning out

the goods no longer in demand.
Producers may be divided first of all into two main

groups, and then further into minor ones. The two prin-

cipal ones are those of primary and of secondary goods.

The former create raw materials of various kinds, foods

and other produce on the farm, timber and water-power,

minerals and stone from the quarries. The latter pro-

vide us with technical aids such as machinery, buildings,

and accessories for manufacture, some of them coming
in finished form from the plant, while others undergo
only a few preliminary processes, the goods then being

passed on to other producers. We distinguish between
half- and full-manufactures for this reason. But there

are also consumption goods for us to include in this

broad group of secondary products, and these again may
be either edibles or inedibles such as cutlery, textiles,

and lighting fixtures.

Furthermore, buyers too are of several kinds. Not all

of them buy for personal gratification, though as a rule

we think so when speaking of a purchase. Consumer
buyers undoubtedly make up the great majority. Bnt in

addition we have entrepreneur buyers who spend money
either for production goods snch as engines and tools,

or for raw materials and half-manufactures to be worked
up into finished goods, or for goods to be resold in

exactly the shape they were bought. Thus we have pro-

ducer sellers whose main task is to fashion first, and to

market afterwards, and professional sellers whose func-

tion it is to supply others with merchandise, but not to
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fashion it or improve its material form and content. In

short, business men belong to different subgroups of

producers of concrete or inconcrete goods, and to differ-

ent subgroups of sellers, some of whom are traders pure

and simple, while others are manufacturers primarily.

In this way many types of enterprisers are interlinked

and mutually bound to one another for prosperity. If

consumers fail to spend their income freely, not all pro-

ducers or merchants feel it at once, but ere long they do,

unless there are compensating elements. Dealers at re-

tail become aware of the change first; wholesalers know

it soon afterwards, when reserve stocks dust on the

shelves; and manufacturers of the articles in question

are affected last. There are no new orders, and this

leads to reduced purchases of raw materials, auxiliary

supplies, and so forth.

If consumers hold back long enough, the demand lor

production goods also declines or stops. Concerns fur-

nishing machinery, scientific apparatus and fuel are m
need of orders. Public utilities and especially common

carriers have their revenues reduced. Construction

stops and mining or lumbering faces an uncertain future.

The progression of jolts may therefore be compared with

that from a locomotive which halts suddenly and passes

the impact on to every car back of it. Only, the simile

does not hold altogether, for in the first place the shock

in business may be as violent at the end as at the be-

ginning, and in the second place it is imparted laterally

as well as longitudinally. The tremors of an earthquake

therefore mav suggest to us a more accurate picture, tor

these are transmitted in all directions, and may cause

upheavals as severe many miles from the seat of origin

as at its verv center. And that applies also to our shocks

due to consumers' retrenchments. Eventually all sorts

of entrepreneurs become involved, and not merely those

producing the raw materials or half-manufactures, or

selling the goods in question, or providing accessories in

tangible or intangible form. Hotels for instance do not

get their usual quota of commercial travelers. Terminal

and storage companies may have more or less to do, ac-
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cording to circumstances. Office buildings may be less in
demand, and finally even purveyors of amusements or
summer resorts lose money because certain business
classes work at reduced profits, if not at a deficit.

One noteworthy aspect of this situation, consequently,
is the depreciation of capital values which goes on
whether physical equipment is actually used or not.
Since production goods are useless in the absence of a
demand for the consumers ' goods made from them, con-
sumers effect a gradual decline of equipment values, if

their economies continue long enough. Securities fall,

and credit transactions shrink perhaps in proportion.
But whether that is so or not, a shrinkage of capital
assets is certain in due time. This particularly is the
feature we stress in describing business cycles, and it

is important in modern times because every business
man expects a certain minimum return on his invest-
ments. He calls it profits, though actually it represents
interest on money sunk in the plant. Let this interest
decline, and great losses become unavoidable. Employ-
ers everywhere suffer, excepting only the farmer who, as
noted a moment ago, has no big funds invested apart
from what his land represents.
So the natural vent for entrepreneurs, is a reduction

of operating expenses. If consumers persist in their
policy of not buying, they are ultimately punished by
losing their earnings. That is the paradoxical effect
of their apparent desire to save, or at any rate not
to pay what they are asked when looking for goods.
Of course, those dismissed from their positions are
not always the ones responsible for curtailed purchases
at retail. The goods they help to turn out may not be
the ones they refuse to buy, and may not be for per-
sonal use in the first place. Nor do some classes lose
anything by the change, for public employees and pro-
fessionals rarely have their income lowered through
unemployment or a shortened day of work. Neverthe-
less, the final effect of nonconsumption is as stated.
Unemployment and reduced wages follow. The accumu-
lation of unsalable commodities and the nonuse of
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capital funds capable of producing services such as

transportation or amusement, rebound sooner or later

upon the earnings of the masses. Aims at economy

—

if refusal to buy may be so called—end in inability to

earn. There is generated a vicious circle, beginning

with a valuation by consumers, and ending with one by
employers who may hire labor or not, as they see fit.

§ 4. The question of motives in consumers thus be-

comes an interesting one. We naturally ask: Why do

people curtail living expenses, if in the end little or

nothing is gained by it?

The first answer, of course, is that consumers indi-

vidually and collectively suspect nothing of the sort.

They do not know that refusal to buy can have bad
consequences for them. Neither are they disposed to

believe us if we admonish them to that effect. However,
on second thought we must admit that consumers may
reduce their purchases for several reasons which to them
seem quite sufficient. They may,, for example, start upon
economies because their ideas on the relative value of

things is undergoing a change; or they may actually

have less to spend, in which case the responsibility for

reduced business profits lies with entrepreneurs more
than with wage earners.

If consumers curtail expenditures of their own accord,

the occasion for it may have been provided by a rapidly

rising price level. This upward trend, we have seen,

is common enough in modern business cycles and may
go a long distance before anybody objects seriously.

There is an elasticity of demand for most goods, since

they are worth more to people than is paid for them.

Technical progress and our modern methods of produc-

tion make things cheap in this sense. We are asked to

give a dollar, but would perhaps pay twice as much if

necessary. Since a big portion of our level of living

turns on nonnecessities, this feeling of a net gain by
exchange, of receiving utilities greater than the pain

we incur in spending money, is a natural one. Econo-

mists have called this difference in benefits a consumer 's

rent, since it represents an unearned increment, so to
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speak. The elasticity certainly exists, and may be

traded upon by entrepreneurs. They may raise prices

more than proportionally to expenses. They may push

up the general level of prices for consumers' goods,

and do this for quite a while. But eventually this climb-

ing is resented by the victims. They wonder whether

the top has not been scaled. They hope for a pause

in the trend, or for a drop. Sooner or later therefore

rising prices provoke comment and lead to retrench-

ments. Retailers may be confronted with the reversal

of people's attitude rather suddenly, and if so, find sales

declining.

Still, movements of the price level are not always the

reason for a slump in business. Possibly consumers

have stocked up too well, buying for months at a time

more than they need, so that a lull in purchases is to

be expected. Or perhaps we lose our tastes for some
types of goods, for comforts and luxuries which we
bought formerly at excessive prices, considering our

income. Certain groups may show a revaluation extend-

ing over large classes of merchandise. Amusements may
mean less to us. We may become surfeited with them.

High-grade articles of wear or house furnishings may
all at once seem too expensive. Services such as light

or housing facilities may be less in demand at one

moment than at another. Educational standards may
rise at the expense of producers turning out tangible

goods or various kinds of intangible services. If such

a change of heart covers many classes of goods and
spreads among millions of people, dealers surely find

receipts falling.

Indeed, one cause (or on the other hand, effect) of

this instability of valuations may be a spasm of thrift

which overwhelms entrepreneurs who apparently should

welcome it. The precise rate or amount of savings best

for economic development is always a very difficult thing

to figure out. It is best not to commit one's self too

dogmatically on this point. But there can be no doubt
about the possibility of excessive economy; that is, of

restraints among consumers which leave large stocks
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of commodities on the hands of traders, and ere long

bring industry to a standstill. If great masses of people

suddenly decide to save more and to spend less, the first

consequence is a surplus of concrete wealth made for

personal use. Then this is followed by idle production

goods, while in the third place producers of amusements

or transportation, communication, advertisements, and

construction works likewise surfer in the end.

What happens is, roughly speaking, this: Ihe em-

ployer pays out cash or orders on banks which may be

used to buy goods and finished services of an enjoyable

sort for consumers. But these latter do not so use their

funds. They leave accounts at the bank, or hoard cash.

They fail to buy the output of farm, mine, mill, and

other producers. In huge quantities these goods pile up,

subject to deterioration as if really used, and of no

value to entrepreneurs because they made these things

in the first place for a market. They understood that

their wares would be sold at a decent profit, and ap-

proximately as fast as turned out. They went on the

supposition that materials and labor were to be con-

verted into finished products, prices, and profits. Ihus

they hoped to obtain further funds. Cash is the goal

they had in mind. Goods at the factory are useless,

but money or its equivalent is valuable and vital because

it buys anything needed. Money is a universal claim

to wealth, not an order for specific sorts of riches.

Thus it becomes precious far more than goods 01 like

value.
.

_ .

Strange as it may sound, this is true. Business men

even more than consumers must have cash. This alone

answers To accumulate unsold merchandise is to court

disaster in the long run, as producers cannot turn their

own products to good advantage Farmers may for a

while withdraw their wares from the market. They

may feed much of it to live stock and thus offer a new

kind of product or let it take care of itself for several

years Besides, they do not have to renew their equip-

ment as regularly or often as many industrialists. Wear

and tear, although just as rapid perhaps, impairs the
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efficiency of farm implements less than of many other

forms of capital goods. Hence farmers are here, as

elsewhere, to be set on one side as a favored group.

But the bulk of enterprisers must sell or suffer. If

consumers spend too little, leaving their claims to goods
in the bank, they may prevent business men from using

these funds for buying raw materials and setting in

motion the next round of production. In this manner
markedly reduced purchases incommode not only deal-

ers, but finally quite a few producers. Consumers in

this case have funds to lend, but entrepreneurs do not

ask for them because they have not yet sold finished

goods and services on hand. Now and then consumers'
tactics may lead to such a peculiar impasse.

If this happens, however, we do well to inquire

whether the fault lies primarily with consumers or with

the employers themselves. It may be that the former
cannot buy as much as before or as was anticipated.

Quite likely their income is not as great as during an
earlier stage of the business cycle. We must reckon
with this possibility. Since cycles have in the last

century coincided with price movements, and since

prices move at different rates for different goods and
services, we must expect a redistribution of incomes
as well as a dispersion of prices in the strict sense.

That is to say, not only do some commodities rise or fall

more than others, and do so in succession rather than
simultaneously, but what is more, different classes of

services fare differently. As we have seen, wages are
much less mobile than profits. They lag behind and
rarely increase more than prices for things. Eents too

follow prices at a distance, while interest on bonds run-

ning many years is bound to lag since such contracts

cannot be altered at will, on the plea that the purchasing
power of money has changed. Furthermore, wages may
again Wj subdivided into several kinds, viz., those affected

first and those adjusted to price level changes last.

In this way the incomes of various classes of people

expand or shrink. Wages in ereneral do not keep pace
with price, nor with net profits. This has been our
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experience during swift flights of price levels. If then

the so-called good times are characterized by rising

prices in most fields, a large part of the population does

not really benefit by this development As the peak of

a cycle is being reached, many millions of employees
are less well off than formerly, judged by the purchasing

power of their earnings. Professional classes especially

lose by the transformation and readjust their family

budgets as best they know how.

§ 5. The second principal source of business depres-

sions should therefore be sought in entrepreneurial

policies rather than in measures originating among
consumers. In pointing out the above lag of wages be-

hind profits, we have hit upon a second main cause of

business cycles. We must emphasize this role of the

producer who employs labor and may pay much or

little, as seems most advisable to him. If he advances
wages less rapidly than prices charged for goods sold,

he reduces expenses relatively, augmenting net profits.

As long as output and sales remain constant or grow,
these wider margins of net profit are welcomed
and provide a strong incentive to operate plants at full

blast. Bona fide investments may form the least part
of capital assets, as capitalization is based on an im-
puted interest rate or a return on outlays rather than
on costs incurred in the past. Thus the temptation to

keep wages at a low level is always great.

Periods of boom, however, have during the last half

century stimulated expansion even more than net
profits. Enterprisers have been more eager than ever
to reinvest their annual surplus, so that at certain times
capital goods increased faster than consumption goods.
The marvelous advantages of large-scale production and
of the employment of the finest and most elaborate
machinery partly suggested this policy, but we must also

bear in mind the rapid growth of joint stock companies
and corporations. These two types of business organ-
ization account to-dav for about three fourths of all

industrial products. Business begins and ends with the
funds secured through issue of stocks and of long-time
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bonds. Fronts therefore belong legally to shareholders,

of whom there may be many thousands, nay hundreds

of thousands. But boards of directors have increas-

ingly withheld a portion of the gains, instead of divid-

ing everything, they have laid aside large sums for

immediate developments, improvements, and possible

emergencies. Either this has helped to provide the

means for rapid growth, or loans have been Hoated at

home and abroad. In both cases the men at the helm
of industry or trade have been able to buy raw mate-

rials, technical aids, real estate, and labor power in

huge amounts. Plants were made to grow quickly dur-

ing prosperous times.

If this then is the procedure during the upward trend

of business and of sales, the eventual result may be over-

production. Not that by this term we mean an excess

of enjoyable goods which cannot be disposed of at any
price. Of course not. If entrepreneurs are willing to

sell at a small profit they may force demand for a long

time, and if they decide to sell with no profit at all, or

at a loss, we may expect them to boost consumers' trade

very effectively, as the final phases of a business cycle

show. Over-production in the sense that people cannot

use things, or will not take them at any price, is well

nigh impossible. But it may exist in so far as dealers

cannot dispose of their wares within a normal period,

or in so far as commodities must be sold at a price

leaving less than the customary profit for the industry

in question. This may be true of consumption goods;

and as regards capital goods, we may have too many
of them either because we cannot keep them working

at full capacity, or because none of the finished articles

and services derived from them can be sold at a suffi-

ciently high price.

From one standpoint over-production relates to enjoy-

able utilities which people refuse to estimate at a fair

rate, that is, at a price satisfactory to the producer.

From another standpoint it means creating instruments

of production at too fast a pace, so that revenue from
them is problematical. In the United States internal
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improvements have in earlier years of our history

proven unprofitable because people did not need them
tor the time being. Bold investors and speculators

were disappointed because traffic did not move in the

direction they preferred, or because less up-to-date

methods answered apparently just as well. Old invest-

ments sufficed. New ones were not actually demanded
by the trend of population or the industrial growth
of the community. Thus capital goods lay idle, deteri-

orating without yielding either utilities for consumers
or income to creditors. Such a state, of course, is bad,

since capital goods in themselves furnish no gratifica-

tion of any kind. We never want machines or canals or

factories except as a means to an end.

A big drop in the sale of consumers' goods therefore

may prove fatal to enterprisers because their plants

bring in no returns, and yet the cause of it all may be

the owner of the plant himself who does not pay wages
commensurate with the advance of prices. // this is

the case (though it need not be), then the declining

purchasing power of employees raises net rates of

profits only to lower them again afterwards when sales

at retail shrink. In recent business cycles this has been

a fertile cause of troubles. In their desire to become
efficient and to produce at a greater rate corporations

or joint stock companies have spent too much on ex-

pansion and not enough on wages or salaries. They
have set aside colossal funds instead of declaring and
distributing dividends which would partly have been
spent for consumption goods. They have borrowed
funds and built with these. They have added to capital

outlays even at the cost of scrapping fairly workable
machinery. The ideal of maximum productivity was
grasped so firmly and clung to so tenaciously that scales

of operation came close to applying laws of proportion
and of size perfectly. As has been shown, these two
principles must always be observed if costs are to attain

their minimum, and modern finance has favored their

application remarkably. None the less, business cycles

teach us that there is another ratio to keep in sight,
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and that is the ratio of producing power to purchasing

power. It does not avail business men in the long run

to devote all their surplus to efficiency methods and vast

enlargements, if they do not leave the' masses of consum-

ers enough cash to buy willingly and continuously the

articles or services turned out by an industrial plant.

A relative fall of wages during a rise of prices and a

period of boom injures business by and by. Underpay
brings losses, even though we consider pay sufficient

according to predefined standards of living or from the

viewpoint of what workers happen to insist upon. Un-
derpay is a wrong ratio of production to purchasing

power; this and nothing more, so far as our problem

of cycles is concerned.

To be sure, it seems odd to be talking about insuffi-

cient earnings among employees, when depressions

commonly tend to lower wages further. We may be

puzzled about this fact and wonder how it agrees with

the kind of over-production just mentioned. But two

facts will enlighten us. In the first place, namely, the

reduction after the pinnacle of business has been

reached is accompanied by fully as marked a decline

of prices, if not by a greater one; and in the second

place, consumers after a while have used up their re-

serves of enjoyable goods so completely, or have gone

without enjoyable services—amusements, travel, and so

on—so long, that they are inclined to buy some things

which earlier they boycotted (so to speak) because too

dear. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak, as

an old adage has it! People hold out a certain length

of time, but not forever. They are used to their mode
of living and try to maintain it when the first force of

resolutions not to buy is spent. This, the greatly re-

duced prices, the expectation of better times ahead, and
for some people the resort to savings in banks, explain

the revival of business in the retail trade in so far as

we do not trace it to policies of entrepreneurs.

But the possibility of a low purchasing power among
consumers at the end of a boom remains just the same.

We may well stress this trend toward one-sided develop-
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ments by producers, and we may illustrate the effect

of excessive prices further by what happens after a

poor harvest. If this raises prices unusually, many
people have less to spend for nonnecessities and lux-

uries. Sales in particular lines of goods drop off

precisely as they decline in all fields when incomes

among the masses suffer from a too rapid advance of

prices for industrial goods or consumers' services. The
principle is the same, though we mention different

causes and find the extent of the damage much more
discouraging in one case than in the other.

§ 6. In so far as the rank and file of enterprisers are

guilty, then, economic depressions are caused by an

unequal development of capital and consumption goods.

Though other events may teach business men to reduce
output and to dismiss men, thus starting a general de-

cline, their chief difficulty is to find a proper ratio of

personal income to capacity of plants. Even when they

supposedly know the ratio, they are as individuals

tempted to ignore it, since each one works for himself

and secretly hopes that he at least will gain by big

profits and small expenses. However, there is a third

possible cause of business cycles, and this refers to one

type of enterpriser in particular, namely, to bankers.

This too helps us to understand the periodic decline of

business, and sometimes it really looks as if everything

might become clear, once the functions and powers of

our modern financiers are borne in mind and fitted into

the productive process.

The importance of credit follows from the use of

modern means and methods of production and trade,

as has been shown elsewhere. With the advent of the

Industrial Revolution the handicraft system disap-

peared. Machino-facture and artificially generated

power took the place of it very largely, though not en-

tirely. Scales of production were gradually enlarged,

partly because the technology resulting from modern
science and mechanical inventions urged it, and partly

because greatly improved facilities of transportation

and communication expanded local markets into world
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markets. Customers by degrees were sought all over

the world. To sell to perfect strangers thousands of

miles away seemed no longer extraordinary, inasmuch

as commercial law became more definite and was en-

forced with greater rigor. Thus the elaboration of

legal principles and the advantages inherent in our

modern industrial system bade business men do mag-
nificent things. Plants grew larger and larger. Com-
merce covered the whole globe, interlacing the interests

and ideals of many nations.

If enterprisers had had enough funds of their own
to found a business or to maintain and expand it, credits

need of course not have become essential after all. But

we know from the distribution of income among people

(as shown before 1
) that few of them could have had

as much wealth as the conduct of their business required.

Indeed, increasingly as scales of operation grew in

manufacture, mining, and notably in the public utilities,

the resort to loans was a foregone conclusion. To begin

with, individual and partnership enterprises became

rarer. Business magnates organized companies or cor-

porations, thus financing themselves by issues of stock.

Dividends in considerable measure superseded profits

pocketed by individual owners of a going concern. But
however effective and natural this development of cor-

porate enterprise, it could not supply funds at all times,

nor in altogether ample amounts. Hence bonds and
credit instruments in general assumed importance. The
public was taken into consultation, as it were. Savers

were asked to contribute by buying bonds directly or

by turning their surplus over to investment houses who
then furnished enterprisers with what they needed. In

this way the era of credit and bank currency was
ushered in.

Banks multiplied rapidly and assumed leadership in

several fields of finance. They supplied both producers

of concrete commodities, and dealers who marketed
simply what they bought. The producers might turn

out consumption goods or materials destined for further
1 See Vol. I, ch. 18, § 14.
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improvements, or finished technical aids such as

machines and tools. No matter what they put on the

market, they learned eventually to borrow at commer-
cial banks as well as at other places. Nowadays com-

mercial banks help out not only merchants who need

sums for a short time, offering salable goods as secur-

ity, or buying them with the proceeds of the loan so

that their debt can be easily redeemed when it matures

;

they also contribute toward material development by a

renewal of their loans and by a purchase of notes from
commercial paper houses or other investment agencies.

But what is equally noteworthy, the producers and mer-

chants buy with their borrowed money consumption

goods as well as technical equipment. In the case of

the merchant consumption goods absorb most of the

proceeds of a bank loan, though not all of them per-

haps. In the case of a manufacturer, farmer, mining

concern, construction company, or a public-utility firm,

the bulk of the loan presumably goes into the purchase

of raw materials and paraphernalia for running a pro-

ductive plant. Yet some of it is spent in wages which

buy consumers' goods, or in other finished articles such

as are used also in private households.

Banks at the same time have gained as suppliers of

capital because they have more and more taught people

to accept token money or bare promises to pay values

in place of real money, say of precious metals. In the

first place1 we must reiterate that whoever gives or

lends us money, provides us with purchasing power
which may be used precisely as we please. The immense
significance of money lies in the fact that it is a univer-

sal medium of exchange, a general title to wealth, that

is a claim to anything whatsoever of any value. When
we obtain money or its equivalent we do not get specific

items of wealth, but an order on society to give us what

we want. This point we have brought out before and

must now stress again. Money buys anything in the

market. Business men prize it highly for this reason.

What they need is exactly such a command over all

kinds of goods or services, the choice to lie with them.
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Now, commercial banks specialize in this sort oi* busi-

ness. They hand out universal titles to wealth by way
of a loan. They assure the borrower of the ability to

acquire what commodities or services he wants. They
do not give real money when advancing funds. As we
saw before, that is impossible. Only a small portion

of loans at banks are paid in cash. But they have

during the last century obtained permission from public

authorities to issue paper money of their own, or to

set into circulation scrip which passes as money for

most purposes, though not recognized in payment of

taxes, and so forth. In the first case banks give the bor-

rower a universal medium of exchange, bank notes and
federal reserve notes being an example in this country,

while bank notes sponsored by a central bank of a

semi-governmental nature are a common instance among
Europeans. This class of paper we call money, and
take at par, as if it were gold or silver. But more
usually borrowers do not ask for even these notes. They
are instead satisfied to draw a check against the lend-

ing bank, handing this to others for merchandise bought.

Each party takes the check and either cashes it at his

own bank, or just as likely has the fact amount put "to
his credit," meaning that it builds up a demand deposit

and is used in writing checks in favor of others later

on. This substitution of bank checks or deposits for

real money constitutes one of the outstanding features

of our modern economic regime. Banks may expand
loans speedily, granting almost any amounts, as long as

their promises to pay function virtually as money. Cur-

rency is fabricated by this means. It is quickly ex-

panded and can be contracted when demand deposits

are on the wane. Banks thus become creditors par
excellence, seeing that their promises alone pass freely

among people as money.
But this being the strategic position of commercial

banks, we now come to the inevitable conclusion that

they may influence profoundly the course of business

events either by refusing to help out enterprises, or

by assisting them so generously that sooner or later
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an injury results. That exactly is the truth about

the matter. If we wish to attribute a periodic decline

of national prosperity to bankers and their tactics, we
must consider both the over-abundance and the dearth

of capital (or loan funds) at certain stages of economic

development. Viewed from one angle business is im-

peded because capital becomes too scarce, because

bankers withhold the purse. Viewed from another angle

difficulties arise because bankers have been too lavish

with their advances, because in their eagerness to humor
the demands of their clients they have incited them to

efforts and errors which eventually spell disaster. Just

as we suffer from under- or over-feeding, so entrepre-

neurs may receive a temporary setback through either

a lack or a plethora of funds not actually owned by
them, but borrowed. It depends upon our point of view
whether we trace the depression to one fact or the other.

A scarcity of credit is noticeable when commercial
banks refuse to renew old loans or to grant new ones.

They may do this quite unexpectedly. They may sud-

denly be impressed with the need of curbing the ambi-

tions of business men, expressing inability to extend

loans already made, or to advance additional funds. In

either case the reaction upon would-be borrowers is bad,

especially if loans so far have been easy, bringing with

them a rising price level and a long period of develop-

ments in all fields of endeavor. The blank astonishment

of business men then is natural. It arouses suspicions

that things are worse than a disinterested examination
would prove

Indeed, incidentally speaking, the psychology of

retraints emanating from highly respected experts must
not be overlooked. If financiers pause and ponder, others

may well take the hint and become even more cautious.

It does not take much pressure from the former to set

other buiness men to thinking, particularly if they are

well organized and have a central clearing house of

information which controls rediscounts on bankers'

papers or guards the flow of precious metals within the

land and in international trade. Under such circum-
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stances—and they have prevailed in most civilized coun-

tries during- the last century—the stoppage of loan funds

soon disturbs business relations elsewhere.

Commercial banks however may have excellent

reasons for refusing to grant new loans or to renew
old ones. In the first place, their demand liabilities

must up to a certain amount be covered by real money,
so that they cannot be enlarged if no additional cash

reserves are in sight. Experience has taught bankers

(hat the people are not satisfied with the issue of bank
notes alone, nor much less with the permission alone to

write checks on the strength of credit accounts, these

checks to be passed from hand to hand in lieu of legal

tender.

Of course, for the most part this means of exchange

does answer the needs of business. Nine tenths of all

transactions in this country are probably settled by
way of bank currency, checks serving in most cases.

We are so familiar with these orders directed to a bank
in favor of a third party, that we can hardly imagine
ourselves without them. Still, an elastic paper money
has always been found necessary, and in nearly all

countries is provided in the shape of notes based on
bank loans. These bank notes satisfy a part of the de-

mand for something more universally acceptable than
mere checks, and in addition banks keep a minimum
percentage of their demand deposits in metallic money,
preferably in gold. The reserves, as this item is called,

may be within each bank or centralized in a few places.

They may constitute a fairly high or a tiny percentage
of all the outstanding liabilities, according to the law
of the land or the customs at the time. But in any case
there is a variation over different times of the year
or successive years. Now the ratio of cash to deposits

is twice as high as erovernments require; now it is close

to the minimum. Since precious metals are bein<r minod
almost continually and move in the trade of nations,

since the quantitv circulating among the people is now
large, now small, since legal requirements themselves
are subject to change, the general trend having been
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downward in the last hundred years,—since these forces

are always at work, the ratio of cash to credit is never

fixed. It moves up and down, and is especially influenced

by the expansion or contraction of loans. If these grow
in large measure, an excess of cash is quickly reduced

to something like the legal limit, or to what prudence

urges bankers to maintain. If business conditions

bring a slackening of credit demand, reserves may rise

relatively without much of a change in metallic stocks.

Thus the ratio of the two varies continually, and yet

must be kept above a minimum if the confidence of the

people in banks is to remain unshaken.

For in the last analysis it is not the actual amount
of gold in banks or subject to their control which in-

spires faith, but the belief of people that the precious

metals are at their disposal, if they wish it. It is again

a question of knowledge or ignorance. If we can get

a gold dollar, we probably do not want it; but if we
are forbidden to ask for it or are told it is not to be had,

our desire to hold one in our hand waxes strong. As
was remarked apropos of the financial panic of 1907,

somebody asked for a dollar, for real money, and that

started the trouble. So commercial banks above all

others do well to observe the principle of a minimum
cash reserve, loans being unpopular with them if this

reserve is as low as custom and law allow. As long

as people will not accept paper money or checks on

banks for all purposes and under all circumstances, so

long coin has its place in national currencies and must
set limits to credit. For this evidently is the crux of

the whole matter: The size of funds to be loaned out

depends to some extent upon metallic stocks, all provi-

sions for an elastic paper currency and of lowered legal

reserves in an emergency notwithstanding. Govern-
ments may give us an elastic ratio of cash to credit as

much as they please. But they cannot prevent people

from asking for gold or silver, and since they cannot,

cash reserves remain a decisive factor in business.

Still, banks may have other reasons for being wary
about loans. They may believe that security should be
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higher and better. They may take exception to loans

not secured in a particular manner. The whole range
of credit principles may be involved in a refusal to ac-

commodate the petitioning business men. It may be sus-

pected that loans are spent for enlargements and im-

provements rather than for merchandise which brings

quick returns and thereby makes bank assets liquid.

It may be objected that the applicant is tying up his

funds at considerable risk, meanwhile leaving the bank
exposed too. Again, in financial centers credit is given
habitually to people dealing in securities, and much
depends upon the trend of general business as well as

upon the known standing of the companies issuing these

securities. If banks are opposed to speculative dealings
or unfair manipulations they will be prompted to reduce
loans regardless of the amount of profit lost by this

policy.

Besides, funds so provided in the important financial

centers come partly from banks far away, from country
banks who have greater cash reserves than they need
and find it advantageous to transfer them to big metro-
politan banks. So the refusal to lend to brokers may
have its origin in a downward trend of reserves already
in effect throughout the country. Possibly rates of

profit have reached or even passed their high-water
mark, as seen by shrewd and ever watchful bankers.
Payments of one entrepreneur to another may be lag-

ging, while sales in the immediate future are not to be
depended upon. If that is the situation, there are extra
risks in expanding loans or discounts. Especially when
banks have outstanding debts of their own or have made
questionable investments by using their surplus, caution
is in order. Thus a few big institutions may start a
policy of contraction of credit and currency which
quickly spreads to other regions. Central banks with
regulatory powers may precipitate events by raising

rediscount rates without much warning, or by advising
others to be circumspect. In short, a number of reasons
may actuate bankers in declining politely but firmly to

assist their clients. Some of them lead us back to
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entrepreneurial practices, but others point to a status

of banking that is not occasioned by any false steps

of producers and traders.

§ 7. Furthermore, as intimated a while ago, the source

of disturbances need not be at all a shortage of credit

accommodations. On the contrary, it may be an over-

abundance of them in earlier stages of the business

cycle. It depends largely upon the point at which we
begin our inquiry whether we ascribe evils to an excess

or to a scarcity of loan funds. At bottom the trouble

is perhaps a too elastic credit system in progressive

countries where business cycles have been most frequent

and pronounced. If capital were manufactured less

copiously and spread more evenly over time, economic
development might be less rapid, but also free from
nation-wide depressions. It is hard to say what extreme
elasticity means in the end, but it does have several

peculiar consequences.

To begin with, enterprisers are inclined to spend the

proceeds of loans on raw materials and labor energy

for the purpose of turning out production goods or

services not intended primarily for personal gratifica-

tion. Since money buys anything in the market, and
loans provide money or near money, borrowers are in

a position to use the available resources of a nation as

they please. They may either produce consumption

goods, a farmer growing more wheat or raising more
live stock, a manufacturer adding to fabrics, furnish-

ings, and like commodities for the families, or they may
hire labor to produce more machinery and tools to build

hotels or amusement places, bridges, tunnels, railroad

mileage, and so forth. Workers engaged by employers

who received credit at banks turn out these things if

told to. There is always a certain reserve of labor

power that may be added to men already in employment,

and it is also possible to take men from one field, say

from that of domestic service or farming or public utili-

ties, in order to set them to work elsewhere. In some
measure labor is convertible from one kind into another.

Thus entrepreneurs have an option of increasing either
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production or consumption goods. This we have noted

more than once before.

It follows, then, that cheap bank credit, if not con-

trolled by the lenders themselves, may flow into channels

where values are unstable. The excess of capital goods
mentioned some time ago may be due, not so much to

underpay to employees during a period of rising prices,

as to a liberal lending policy of banks which business

men abuse without being at once conscious of it. They
abuse it in developing their plant too much, in making
costly improvements, in multiplying expensive machin-
ery and providing utilities which cannot bring adequate
returns for some time. Merchants may lay in too large

a stock of goods with the hope of forestalling a marked
rise of prices, and of course also in the belief that there

will be no difficulty in selling everything at a fine profit.

Mistakes in sinking too much money in wholesale orders

are common, just as producers are prone to reinvest

their surplus or funds from banks in forms of wealth

that mean nothing to consumers. However efficient the

equipment bought, if its products cannot be sold to ad-

vantage, it is useless. A loss of returns on such invest-

ments soon causes anxiety among business men and
initiates a movement of retrenchments that marks the

beginning of a decline.

A second result of immoderate commercial credits is a

growing interest charge saddled upon enterprisers, and
the necessity of receiving payments from customers
regularly. That is to say, on the one hand loans consti-

tute a burden because interest must be paid and in itself

calls for an increase of prices. (For all expenses must
be made good by prices.) But on the other hand people

in debt are likely to insist upon immediate payment
by those to whom they sell. If a firm is debt-free, it

may not care much whether a customer settles accounts

on the dot or not; but if it has obligations of its own
it cannot afford to be lenient with others. A slight lag-

ging of payments may bother it considerably, thus

leading to its downfall in the end.

Third, high wages are frequently a sequel to easy
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credits. In their eagerness to succeed and "to make
hay while the sun shines" employers bid for labor at

rising prices. They take less capable men, take more
of them, and treat them better in every respect. But to

pay fair wages or more than that does not, of course,

guarantee producers a market. Employees may never-

theless fail to buy in proportion to increased income.

They may adopt a policy of frugality, as noted before.

They may spend their money for things the production

of which involves little capital, while items turned out

only with the aid of huge investments may go begging,

so that producers with such expensive equipment find

their aggregate net profits decidedly reduced. Suppos-

ing this were the dominant attitude among the masses
of wage-earners, trade would droop exactly as if wages
were too low. Eventually a depression might set in.

High wages as much as a spirit of economy would be

responsible. The former would probably result from
over-abundant credit which bankers gave largely out

of self-interest. The latter would spring from short-

sightedness among employees who saw prices advance,

but forgot that their earnings had kept pace with them.

Often that is the case. We complain of dear living,

overlooking our higher income.

Fourth, aside from minor and indirect consequences

of cheap credit for entrepreneurs in general, banks

themselves may be punished by their reckless practices.

They lend to wrong parties and lose their principal, or

are unable to regain it for a long time to come. They
may drag down sister institutions in a financial plunge

that involves millions of dollars and proves supposedly

sound investments to be anything but safe. If loans are

large and partake of the nature of fixed investments,

a very few banks may bring disaster upon a number of

leading business houses. Failures of this sort have occa-

sioned depressions in the past, and may do so again.

But the fault here lies with the banks, not with producers

or dealers, nor with the public at large. It is always

a case of bad finance, of dissipating reserves and credits

normally based upon them! If the ratio of cash to credit
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were not so variable, if the law did not provide so

generously for the expansion of credits, if reserve re-

quirements were severer and more rigid, the temptation

to lend at low rates to almost anybody would not be

so great. Precautions would probably be taken to guard
the interests of business by refusing loans when times

seem most promising. A comprehensive and scientific

statistical service could help bankers even when the ideal

of a thoroughly elastic currency and loan fund is adhered
to in principle.

§ 8. This however is not to insinuate that reform
should come from only one direction, or that this is

the place to discuss it. Much less should we infer that

irregularities in our economic life can be removed alto-

gether, so that hereafter progress will be unmarred by
mishaps. On the contrary, we have already seen that

a distinction must be made between business cycles in

particular and the rhythm of economic life in general,

and that the former is the less fundamental of the two.

Booms and depressions, in other words, may possibly

be averted. It is not unlikely that in the future Ave shall

do away with the worst features of the cycle as ex-

perienced in modern days. Relief measures too may
help greatly, once a disaster has befallen us. But as

regards the main drift of our economic activities, when
judged by generations or hundreds of years, we can

hardly question the universality of a rhythm which in its

very nature brings friction and exhaustion now and then.

Xations like individuals must pay for what they get.

There is a price for every glory, and above all, great

uncertainty as to the ultimate goal for which mankind
is destined.
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CHAPTER 16

CHANGING COSTS OF LIVING

§ 1. The fact that costs of living change for nations

as well as for individuals is nowadays well understood

and reminds us that here again we are confronted with

the rhythm of economic life, with variations in wealth

or income which at one time are disappointing and at

another encouraging. In so far as progress may be

expressed in terms of output or flow of goods and ser-

vices, it evidently is halted at times or even reversed

into steps backward, so that people are no longer sure

of the worthwhileness of their endeavor. Like price

levels and business cycles, changes in costs of living

are accompanying features of a growth of national wealth
which on the whole is very gratifying and illustrative

of the care man bestows upon externals of appearance
or prosperity. It is therefore fitting that we treat them
from the long-time standpoint in order to incorporate

them in the economic process as a whole. There is no
other way of bringing out their ultimate significance.

If the average man were asked what a change in costs

of living means, or even what these costs in themselves

mean, he would probably point to price levels or to

groups of prices familiar to him. He would tell us that

prices rise or fall, that lately they have gone up, and
consequently that costs of living have done the same
thing. Costs from this viewpoint would be intimately

connected with levels of prices or with the prices of

particular goods and services ; indeed, it might be argued
that in the absence of such prices no costs of living

could exist.

More especially it appears as if costs depend upon
the relative change of two items, one of which repre-
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sents an income, while the other is an outgo. The man
of common sense points to this ratio and to the changes

occurring in it. He either grants that his own income

is also a price to somebody, hence that it is a question

of comparing this one with all others paid by him, or

he differentiates between his personal income and prices

in general. The former he never calls anything but

earnings or receipts for work done, or perhaps for in-

vestments and leases of real estate, while the latter he

associates with things bought in the market. It is quite

customary to think of prices as something relating to

items bought with money, while income is identified

with what we charge to others for services rendered

somehow. But whatever the interpretation of the man of

the street, he might stress this ratio of income to outgo,

of earnings to the sum total paid out for a given quan-

tity of goods and services. If it changes, costs of living

would follow suit. If receipts grow more than pay-

ments for a constant amount of goods and services,

costs fall, while in the opposite case they rise.

In other words, it might be insisted even by the casual

observer that costs of living turn on a ratio or a budget.

The ratio is the annual income relative to expenditures,

provided these cover a given volume of goods and ser-

vices, not one that varies. (That costs will change

according to our buying more or less of wealth goes

without saying.) It is earnings per year or for a par-

ticular kind and volume of work relative to expenses for

necessities, comforts, and luxuries. As a rule earnings

exceed outlays. There is a surplus known as savings.

But whether this is so or not, the ratio always exists,

and is the essence of costs of living. We might estimate

beforehand these two items, thus getting a real budget

in our private household. Or we may use the word
"budget" broadly, meaning simply that a ratio of in-

come to outgo or of outgo to income is a budget, since it

deals with values flowing toward and away from us.

Whatever affects this budget or ratio, then, bears upon
costs of living. As the great majority of people see it,

costs are this change of a ratio in pecuniary values,
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one of which figures as income while the other is the

outgo per time unit, the year being chosen ordinarily

to measure both.

§ 2. Now, as far as this analysis goes, it is good
enough and should not be rejected. But we may well

ask ourselves whether it explains everything, whether

it meets the criteria of nations as well as those of

individuals. That is to say, we may wonder whether
costs of living have a further meaning, whether they

are inseparably bound up with prices or with the move-
ments of price levels. To be explicit, must we consider

changes in costs impossible if price levels remain the

same, or should by chance not exist! Is there no pos-

sibility of real costs of living when monetary measure-
ments called prices are lacking! And beyond that, what
is ultimately at the bottom of costs as society sees

them, what are the causes discernible to an economist,

and what then is the role of such costs in economic
life? These questions surely deserve consideration.

In approaching them from this impersonal standpoint

we come across four possible definitions of costs of

living, any one of which has merits distinct from those

so far suggested and may serve to introduce further

observations of a useful character.

In the first place, we may think of a ratio of work
done to material wealth received or resulting from such
work. If we work ten hours and get as the fruits of

this toil fifteen units of things or of value, the ratio

of ten to fifteen may be made the basis of an estimate

on costs of living. We may accept this ratio as costs

to-day, and find either work reduced or results im-
proved. If the next time we obtain just as large a value
or volume of goods by working less than ten units

(hours), our costs have gone down. If we work as long,

finding our product increased to twenty units, costs

once more have fallen. If on the other hand we receive

less for an equal amount of labor, or must increase it

to secure the same number of units of value (namely
fifteen), our costs have risen. No other interpretation

is possible, as far as this test is concerned.
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In the second place, we may think of costs exclusively

as an outgo of materials, or as a ratio of outgo to in-

come of materials. Suppose for instance we plant seed

of some kind and later on reap a harvest without doing

any further work. Granting that we may ignore the

effort in planting the seed, the only cost is this seed

itself. What has been sown cannot be used otherwise.

This loss is a cost in the narrow sense, while the ratio

of this seed sown to the harvest constitutes costs in

our present sense. If we had to live entirely on this

return from nature, we should perhaps define costs of

living as the seed gathered in the fall relative to that

put into the ground in the spring. Let the same amount
of seed bring a bigger harvest, and costs have declined.

Let the return be smaller, and costs have been aug-

mented. No doubt of that.

In the third place, we may compare gratifications

received as a result of work or effort with these latter

themselves. "We may, for example, run fast in order to

reach a trolley car or a train. The effort has physical

aspects, in that there is an outgo of energy. So this

cost may be compared with the relief or exultation

experienced upon attaining our goal The question is

whether costs have justified themselves. So, to admit
this is to confess that a ratio of effort to return exists.

The labor spent upon the task is one magnitude, and
the sensation or feeling of satisfaction, the other.

Whether we treat such satisfactions as purely physical

facts or as psychic ones, they constitute an income for

present purposes. We have a right to say that there

is a ratio of outgo to income, so that costs change ac-

cording to what happens to this ratio. Any effort made
and treated as a physical fact may figure as an outgo,

the size of which determines costs of living if the return

of either a physical or psychical sort declines. If we
were hermits depending upon our own resourcefulness

only, and had to do many things which bring no tangible

results, we should certainly weigh prospective gratifi-

cations in our mind, comparing efforts with them. At
one time we might be pleased, at another chagrined. A
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young man, for example, is disposed to count effort

lightly, while emphasizing the pleasure derived from
the results of it.

Fourth, this suggests naturally that costs of living

may refer to psychic events alone. Instead of com-
paring material returns with work done, or a loss of

material things with the receipts of them, or work in

the physical sense with satisfactions resulting from it,

we may confine ourselves to psychic facts known to

everybody. "We may define costs of living as a ratio

of pain to pleasure. Whatever work we do may appear
to us as a disagreeable experience, as something to be

avoided, while things used, services rendered to us,

or idleness in itself may become an endless, source of

gratification, whether we live the life of anchorites or

share joys and sorrows with our fellowmen. Indeed, as

a rule this ratio receives much attention. In the last

analysis costs cannot be anything else than sensations,

emotions, or ideas registered by man who is rational,

self-conscious, and ever intent upon betterment. This
feature has already been admitted in our study of valua-

tions and costs of production. 1 There can be no doubt
of the reality of pleasure and pain, of the hedonistic

motive actuating most people most of the time.

On the one hand this amounts to saying that pain

exists in spite of the overpowering will to live. Nearly
everybody feels the urge of life, desires to continue to

live, struggles heroically against perils which might
bring him to an early grave. We surely are imbued
with the will-to-live, with the notion that life in itself

has intrinsic merits, is a gift of the gods or of nature,

should be courted and appreciated. Few deliberately

end it because tired of it. So it seems somewhat incon-

sistent that we dwell on pains even while we would not

be rid of them at the cost of life itself. But whatever
our explanation of it, we have on the other hand also

the reality of pleasure or pleasantness. To taste sugar
is pleasure in a crude sense, while to rejoice in the

creation of wealth or in the good fortune befalling a
1 See Vol. I, ch. 23.
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friend or stranger is to have pleasant experiences of a

finer sort. Pleasure, we have seen, is either of the

sensual or nonsensual variety, so that in the second

case we may speak of pleasantness or of happiness,

as suits our fancy. At any rate, there is the contrast

between pleasure and pain which looms up continually

in our thought and endeavor. Generally speaking we
seek pleasure or pleasantness, and shun pain, sorrow,

irksomeness, and so on.

Since this is so, costs of living may be described

as a ratio of pleasure to pain, or vice versa. If the

pleasant experiences grow more than the disagreeable

ones, costs fall. If pain is intensified without bringing

a proportionate enhancement of pleasures, costs have

risen. Furthermore, we may trace costs here to either

one of two causes. We may argue that they consist in

our actually suffering pain as a result of doing work.

Most of us dislike following our vocation. There are

really few who do what they like, how and when they

like it. Usually there is cause for criticism, for com-
plaint or resentment. People deplore that they must
work at all, or that they must be doing this particular

thing, when their heart and mind is turned toward some-

thing else. For this reason costs may be the annoyance,

the physical fatigue, the muscular or neural pain, of

attending to duties. The question is whether the goods

or earnings received represent a sufficient amount of

pleasure to justify the painful effort. If we can obtain

sufficient fun from leisure bought with money (via

means of living), or if the use and possession of pur-

chased wealth requite us for pains undergone, well and
good. In that case we are content. But it may be that

we think the return too slender, the trials of the daily

grind too great, a burden to be borne only with resig-

nation. So we may now and then compare pain of labor

with pleasure of consumption made possible by labor.

A Robinson Crusoe would be very much impressed with

this budget, but even the modern man planted in the

midst of a complex and highly artificial civilization

knows something of it.
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Secondly we may picture all psychic costs as pleasure

foregone, and as nothing else. We may not care whether
work is painful or not. We may argue simply that life

is limited in duration, that there is much to be enjoyed,

and that our opportunities should be exploited. In that

case we call the inability to enjoy ourselves a cost. Life

has costs in proportion to foregone pleasure or forms
of happiness. It is the costlier, the greater the sacri-

fice in opportunities placed before us or imagined to be

ours. Many people discuss costs in this spirit. To them
everything hinges on what was forfeited as a result

of a certain occupation or state of disability. The sick

man stresses these costs every day. A business man
mentions them when asked why he does not take a vaca-

tion or go to a frolic. The cost is not pain in working,

but happiness given up because duty calls, because for

some reason men are engaged upon definite tasks.

To be sure, we need not exaggerate the significance

of this ratio of outgo to income. The four conceptions

of cost here cited must not be applied too literally in

our analysis of social costs of living. The psychic

aspects do not appear on the surface anyway, and as for

the relative variations of effort and of products result-

ing from it, these too are frequently ignored by us.

In fact, we should not commit a great error in measur-
ing costs from the national standpoint simply by the

total income in goods or gratifications gained during a

year. We might not be interested in the number of

hours of work done, or in the aversion which people

show to labor in any form. Usually it is the physical

side which we talk about. As will be emphasized again

in a moment, costs of living are understood to refer to

goods and services objectively viewed and measured,
not to psychic states or units of time and energy devoted

to the creation of such wealth. Still, the aforesaid

definitions are useful in that they wean us from a nar-

row monetary view of costs of living. So we may now
add the following by way of closing our preliminary
examination.

For one thing, costs of living clearly are the recipro-
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cal of levels of living. If the former rise, the latter

fall, and conversely. Levels are made up of the aggre-

gate of goods and services received or used up in the

course of time, say of a year. Whatever our net receipts

in either money or in concrete items and inconcrete

services, these we may consume, and our level of living

is high or low accordingly. If costs of living go up,

there is an increase of outgo over income. There is a

smaller net return. Whether we reckon in terms of

money or of goods, there is a shrinkage somehow, and
this is the proof of rising costs. So this rise accom-

panies the fall of our level of living; or if we prefer,

we can think of the rise as curtailed production, this

being an active cause, while the drop in our level of

living represents reduced consumption, this being an

effect. So we are right in saying that levels move al-

ways in opposite direction to costs, and at the same
rate.

Furthermore, we should now be willing to grant that

costs of living may exist irrespective of the use of

money or exchange, and hence also of particular rates

of exchange and of price levels. It is not necessary

that we have a national currency in order to feel fluctu-

tions in real costs of living. In a sense animals have

such costs. They have them because their food supply

is abundant in one year, and scant the next, or more
than sufficient one day, and all too sparse a little later.

If they could talk and reason, they would doubtless

present this view of the matter. Income and outgo

would mean things or enjoyments, and sufferings respec-

tively. Human beings certainly have had costs at all

times, from the dawn of civilization up to the present

moment. Savages have costs in that hunting and fishing

yield a varying return at different times. Now much
pain and expenditure of time and effort, now little or

none! Possibly wild herbs, roots, fruits, and nuts sus-

tain them in one region, while elsewhere they must search

long, roam far, and even then get along on less. Here
game abounds and is easily caught, while there it is hard

to find and must be stalked with the utmost stealth.
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In such comparisons we surely have types of costs of

living.

Hence exchange is not logically essential to the ex-

istence of costs. "We may consume everything we
produce, and yet have variable costs. We associate

costs with trade only because increasingly we have

specialized, buying goods with what we create, or with
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money accepted in payment for services rendered. Thus
it is natural to link costs of living with money and
prices expressed in terms of it. We find it difficult to

dissociate the one from the other. Nevertheless, it can

be done. It is suggestive to state costs in the absence

of counters of currency, to say that they may change

even when we do not receive money or pay it out.

Besides, it may occur to us that, so far from costs

of living depending upon the existence of prices or price

levels, they may move directly counter to them. It is
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indeed possible that the price level of a country rises,

while costs as here defined fall. In the United States,

for instance, prices have almost universally risen during
the last hundred years. But is that to insinuate that the

people are worse off, that costs of living have grown
when judged by levels of living? And if we grant that

levels have steadily risen, can we defend the thesis

that costs have actually gone up? Here is a question

that must be looked into a bit more if our analysis is

to be thorough.

§ 3. But before we enter upon details of explanation,

let us first present the three basic respects in which
costs of living may change for any one nation or for the

whole of mankind. From what has so far been said we
may infer the following, once the monetary side of costs

is lost sight of or treated as a minor phase.

To begin with, costs of living change manifestly when
the total income of a constant population rises or falls

during a time unit, a year being the most convenient

one for us to use. Whenever the sum total of goods and
services produced annually declines, costs increase. "We
may think of this total as gross or as net, though it is

best to choose the latter. If we, for example, turn out

a million units of foodstuffs, textiles, motive power, and
so forth, and we spend half a million to obtain these

items, then half a million is the net receipt. Let this be

larger or smaller per capita the next year, and there are

changed costs of living for the country as a whole.

That is one aspect of the situation.

Costs may however also vary, as shown in Figure

4, because a recomposition of the national budget takes

place, because a nation produces different hinds of goods

or services in successive years, as well as varying ratios

of them. We must not forget that levels of living com-
prise many classes of things. We have concrete goods

and services valued for their own sake like a physician's

advice, or desired as means to ends, like those of a fire-

man who helps propel the ship or generate power at

a plant furnishing us with electric light. Again, we
have capital goods like machinery, and consumables
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like meat or shoes. There are farm products, minerals,

and timbers for building. We may classify things in

many ways and always be impressed with the endless

variety before us. Some of them we consider luxuries,

some ordinary comforts, and a few dire necessities

in a physical sense. These different types of goods and
services too numerous to mention do not appeal to all

people in the same manner. Tastes and preferences

differ, and the estimate placed upon commodities or

services varies correspondingly.

So it is inevitable that a marked change in the classes

of goods or services turned out annually, or in the rela-

tive amounts of them made available for consumption,

signify changing costs of living. When food becomes
scarcer, perhaps one group deplores it and another

remains fairly indifferent. When luxuries multiply

wealthy folk may exult, but poor ones pay no attention.

Better educational facilities are welcomer here, and a

more liberal allowance of pastimes or viands there. As
long as we rate things on more than one scale, we shall

disagree as to what is an advance and what a step back-

ward. There will be cries of rising and falling costs

of living according to where we stand and to whom we
listen. The reason for the clash of opinions is the

modification of the ratios of things produced and offered

for personal use. Either this, or the introduction of

new articles and the disappearance of older types of

wealth, figure in our definition of costs of living.

Everybody hints at this fact, though we do not usually

become definite in our comments.

Third, it is quite possible to change costs of living

in a distributive sense. That is to say, the distribution

of personal incomes may change so much and so quickly

that particular classes of money earners are astonished

by it, lament it, or are exceedingly pleased. Wages and
salaries may be raised more than prices. In that case

the masses are glad of the change. When pressed for

an answer, they probably admit that they are better

off, that costs for them have gone down.

Of course, they may not be honest even then. Lots
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of people are so determined to identify costs of living

with price levels that they do not care a fig for their

income. Whether they receive enough dollars to offset

advances in price, or not, they bewail the rising costs.

They speak of them even though their income has risen

as fast as, or more than, the price charged for what
they buy. But if this is not their obsession, if they are

candid and willing to respect facts, they consider costs

of living reduced, as far as they are concerned.

Meanwhile however a second or third group may
have lost relatively. Receipts may have declined when
compared with the falling purchasing power of money,
that is with rising price levels. And though the

pecuniary standard is left out of the reckoning alto-

gether, there may still be a loss of goods and sendees

as compared with preceding years. Income and outgo

vary continually for different classes of society, giving

some more, and others less. Costs of living conse-

quently may be interpreted in a particularistic spirit.

We may refer to ourselves or to our clique, instead of

taking the nation as a whole. Perhaps the majority is

better off, but since we ourselves are not, we insist that

costs have risen. The redistribution of incomes for in-

dividuals or social groups is thus a third type of

changing costs as here discussed.

All three types go together in the vast majority of

cases. For reasons to be given in the next chapter it is

safe to say that no exception exists. If costs vary

for society we may be certain of changes simultaneously

in the three fields mentioned. The total net or gross

receipts of goods or services vary for a given population

in a given period of time, as compared with an earlier

or later one. There is also a qualitative change in that

new goods appear or old ones cease to be produced.

Besides, there is as a rule a variation of the relative

amounts turned out of each kind, and this likewise is

sensed as variable costs of living. But in the third

place these quantitative and qualitative changes for the

nation (or for mankind) as a whole are accompanied

by distributive changes affecting people unequally. The
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combined effect of these three modes of change presents

to us the spectacle of decided instability in costs, of

rising or falling levels of living which are the reciprocal

of costs.

§ 4. We may next therefore look for specific data to

illustrate the principle here brought out. It will be

serviceable to give statistics on changes during the last

few decades. Any period will do for this purpose, but

since data are rather scant for earlier ones, we gain

by restricting ourselves to the latest period. Further-

more, there is no harm in pointing to one country rather

than to another, for the principles are illuminated

equally well by any or all of them. Changes of costs

are widespread, and have been especially noticeable

during the last century. They have made us pause and

ponder. They have been the subject of investigation

in many lands, and have led now and then to official

measures believed to relieve the situation, to lower costs

and to help the rank and file of people. The United

States is as good an example as any of this swift change

in costs in all three respects indicated, so we may con-

fine ourselves to them. What applies there, has its

counterpart in the modern history of most western na-

tions, and in fact also of some Asiatic countries.

As for the price level itself, this fell slowly after

1870 and until about 1895, the resumption of specie

payment and the adoption of the gold standard being

a special force in this case. But since the end of the

last century the level has risen without interruption,

excepting only the three years from 1920 to 1923. If

we make the year 1914 a base year with an index num-
ber of 100, we find wholesale prices for 1890 at 81, and
for 1918 at 194. The rise of prices throughout this

period, and particularly since the beginning of the war
in 1898, was so continuous that people soon commenced
noting it. After 1900 rising costs became a popular

topic because costs were judged by changes in price

level as well as by the general lag of wages behind

prices. From year to year the average man felt his

purchasing power shrinking even though his pay re-
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mained constant. So costs of living went up in direct

proportion to price rises.

Nevertheless, if we pass from these externals of

monetary measurement to the things which really con-

stitute levels or modes of living, we get a very different

impression, and one which is more important as well

as more accurate. The aggregate income of the Amer-

ican people, for example, rose even if we allow properly

for the rise of prices and of population. According to

one estimate x the per capita income rose between 1850

and 1910 from $95 to $332, while the price level (whole-

sale) fell from 139.2 to 126.5, if we make the decade

of 1890-99 a base of 100. In other words, income meas-

ured in purchasing power increased even more than is

suggested by the difference between 95 and 332. Again,

between 1890 and 1918 income per head of the popula-

tion rose from $192 to $605, while the wholesale price

index rose only from 113.6 to about 270. That is,

roughly speaking, income per head was considerably

more than doubled even though we make allowance for

the remarkable upward trend of prices after 1900 and

especially during the first few years of the war. What-

ever the indications of price level, actual income in goods

and services grew continually, and not least of all in

the very years when costs of living were felt to be

rising. If then we wish to explain this seeming contra-

diction of facts before us, we must in part analyze them

further, but in part also note the difference between

short-time and long-time, individual and national views.

As we shall see in the next chapter, both these items

play a role in our interpretation of costs of living.

But to return to our illustration.

As regards the recomposition of the American income

during the last generation, evidence for it is so abun-

dant that one hardly knows how to choose from it.

People of middle age or more advanced years have them-

selves witnessed this transformation which was nothing

less than revolutionary. Not only in the United States,

but in the rest of the world, great changes occurred;

1 King, W. I. Wealth and Income of People of the United States, p. 129.
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indeed, they came so fast that what was new and up to

date a generation ago is already antiquated and in

large part no longer desired. New goods have continu-

ally replaced older ones of an inferior sort. Variety

has enormously increased and correspondingly made
choice more difficult for consumers. The flow of tangible

goods, and particularly of capital used in production,

has grown more during the last half century than ever

before. But services wanted for their own sake have

also become more plentiful, so that we can no longer

judge the national income by the output of farm, mine,

or factory alone.

Among new classes of goods and services that did

not exist fifty years ago one might mention the tele-

phone, phonograph, dictaphone, calculating machine,

cash register, electric light and traction, the bicycle,

wireless, radio, the automobile, tractor-plow, aeroplane,

player-piano, moving pictures, refrigeration in moving
vehicles, and an endless array of machines, tools, uten-

sils, and scientific apparatus which mean almost as

much to the average consumer as to particular producer

classes who are ever on the lookout for technical im-

provements and lowered costs.

Foods have been bettered by careful selection and
propagation of superior varieties. Fruits and vege-

tables of many kinds may be had the whole year around
because of rapid, regular, and cheap transportation

which covers every ocean and draws upon every clime

for a contribution to our table. Fresh meat has largely

displaced salted or smoked meats. Dealers grade their

wares more nicely, standardizing by brands and cater-

ing to fastidious people to whom the best is just barely

good enough. Household duties have been made easier

by a number of new contrivances, including the vacuum
cleaner and better facilities for cooking, washing, and
the repairing of articles of wear.

What may be called the qualitative aspects of the

change in our output by volume are therefore just as

striking as the quantitative ones of which a word pres-

ently. The content of our social income and life has
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changed because of these introductions of new forms of

wealth, or because of improvements in the make-up of

old kinds of things such as tools, machinery, scientific

apparatus, household utensils, and so on. In every

respect the change has meant improvement rather than
a loss of workmanship or usefulness. What we buy
nowadays is better than what our grandparents bought.

They may have had the same kind of article, as for

instance, a stove in the kitchen or a knife or wall paper
or plumbing or fruit on the table or shoes or linoleum

or carpets on the floor. Many of these manufactured
goods were already on the market even a half century

ago. But they were less convenient to handle, less dur-

able or prepossessing in appearance, heavier or clum-

sier, not so precise in the work they did, or made per-

haps of coarser materials. So the qualitative change
counted even when the classes of goods turned out re-

mained the same. Improvements related to details

which, taken together, proved most important.

Various kinds of services also improved in propor-

tion, for in the first place it is obvious that workers
could not fashion a superior article unless they were
trained better or had additional knowledge of a prac-

tical sort. The general run of employees in factory or

on farms had to be versed more thoroughly in their art

than men of an earlier age. But this meant in the sec-

ond place that the same advance which helped manual
workers was reflected also in labors not yielding a
tangible product. Transportation, communication, and
travel thus registered many changes for the better which
all of us appreciate the more the farther we look back
comparing them with practices of a hundred years ago.

Transportation, we have already seen, became rapid,

regular, and cheap. An enormous volume of trade could

be moved by the new technical means invented since the

Industrial Revolution. Travel became much safer, and
of course also more enjoyable and convenient, especially

for trips from one country to another. Steamers began
to keep their schedules almost as punctually as trains

on land. Sightseeing became a common pastime for
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men of quite limited means. Marked advances were
made in the training of teachers, in the use of ap-

paratus for demonstration and experimental work by
the students. Instruction improved noticeably in all

countries and brought as much of a qualitative change
here as in any other profession. High-school and college

curricula show the change of standards, most of them
for the better, though not perhaps all of them. Medicine
became a new science altogether during the last half

century. Epoch-making discoveries have lengthened

life, prevented diseases, cured patients who formerly
would have died a miserable death, taught people every-

where how to avoid accidents or illness or find relief

afterwards. In matters of diet food values were em-
phasized which formerly were quite unknown or not

given serious consideration. In the sphere of sanitation

our water supply, the building and care of streets, the

disposal of human waste, and quarantine measures have
been improved. But not only this. Municipalities have
greatly enlarged their range of regulation, and this has

brought such new features as public parks, museums,
libraries, fire protection, musical entertainments, and so

on. Light and cleanliness, safety on the streets, pure
water and air, urban beautification and community cen-

ters for young and old—these are some of the features

neglected in olden days, but now emphasized by public

authorities.

Even amusements have felt this trend toward higher

standards and greater efficiency. Indoor and outdoor
sports are one proof to this effect. But the most marked
advance has occurred perhaps in musical and theatrical

entertainments which a generation ago played but a
minor role in the life of the masses, and now are enjoyed
in liberal doses. In the " movies" this tendency toward
greater variety, more startling scenic effects, extreme
lavishness and a gigantic scale of operations is given

wide comment. The paraphernalia of only a few de-

cades ago are now utterly inadequate and useless. What
is needed is an entirely new equipment and an ever
increasing display of things other than the actor's art
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itself. An up-to-date concern proudly advises us that

it spent hundreds of thousands of dollars upon a single

"picture" presented on the screen. We read of thou-

sands of people engaged for a mob scene, of fabulous

sums spent for gowns and furnishings, of the recon-

struction of whole streets for the sake of "atmosphere"
which gives the spectator a vivid impression of life long

past. The ingenuity of engineers, electricians, and di-

rectors is as vital as the personality of the actor, per-

haps more so. Photographers vie with mechanics and
advertisers in attracting the public. In short, the de-

mands of leisure and of distraction have become -as se-

vere as those of keeping body and soul together. Pro-

ducers aim ever to please the majority and to improve

their technique as well as their products.

§ 5. But if all this is so, if qualitative changes in the

shape of new kinds of goods or of superior workmanship
have helped materially to change the composition of our

national income, we should expect of course also a cor-

responding change in the ratios of principal classes of

goods turned out by people. Not only in the United

States, but abroad in all progressive countries, the rela-

tive output of farmer, miner, and industrialist has risen

or fallen, and besides, an increasing percentage of the

population,—or we may say of those gainfully occupied

—has found employment in fields which do not create

tangible commodities. We need only to look at Tables

4 and 5 in order to see how greatly the production of

goods and services in this country has changed since

1890. Finished articles and final services to consumers

improved and appeared in new proportions of annual

output because the primary industries and the realign-

ment of labor forces in many occupations made this

possible.

Between 1889 and 1919, for instance, the output of

three principal groups of material wealth was in this

country as stated in Table 4. Though some allowance

must be made for our having chosen only two single

years (instead of, say, triennial averages), we may ig-

nore the possible error resulting from it because of the
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long time interval between our two dates. Furthermore,

we need not take the figures to be accurate within more
than ten or fifteen per cent. It is not necessary that we
become extravagant in our claims. But the fact remains

that in the three chief fields of production of raw mate-

rials, taken as a whole, output more than kept pace with

the growth of population, while for each one the per-

centage increase was as indicated. The first class rep-

resents primary crops, that is, produce of the soil used

in industry or fed to man and to domesticated animals.

Secondary materials are (by comparison) meats, hides,

dairy products and so on. But these may well be ig-

nored since they make no great net contribution to the

total agricultural output. So our figures, covering

yields for sugar, cotton and cotton seed, all cereals, to-

bacco, fruits and vegetables, and forage crops, are fairly

indicative of the main trend. We find an increase of

about 70% as against one of 60% in population. Agri-

cultural produce therefore more than held its own, gains

being especially marked for forage crops, tobacco, and
sugar. As for the second group, namely the output of

lumber, it grew only about one third as fast as the popu-
lation, while the third group consisting of soft and hard
coal, cement, zinc, lead, copper, stone, petroleum, iron

ore, and phosphate rock, increased about four times as

fast as the population.

As far as these three basic groups are concerned, then,

our national income changed very much because some
raw materials became relatively scarcer and others more
plentiful. The output of food presumably declined per
capita, and certainly formed a decreasing percentage of

the total national output, while things usually desig-

nated as mineral products became much more abundant,
thus providing the wherewithal for buildings, manufac-
tures, and activities of various sorts. But not only this.

What is equally significant, the percentages of people in

the main occupational classes changed somewhat in pro-
portion to this new ratio of material goods. As is seen
from Table 5, people gainfully occupied in agriculture

made up a much lower percentage of the aggregate num-
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TABLE 4

Production of Eaw Materials in the United States, 1889 and 1919

(Illustrating Changes in Eatios of Materials and Goods Made from Them)

1889 1919 Increase

Primary Crops, Pounds 382,410,720,000 651,988,860,000 70%
Lumber, Board Feet 33,000,000,000 40,000,000,000 19%
Mine Products, Long Tons. 211,175,000 739,424,000 250%

Growth of Population = 60%.
Increase of improved farmland = 40%.

Note: Primary crops are those of the soil, while secondary crops would
comprise meats, dairy products, eggs, hides, etc. The bulk of secondary
products results from feeding primary ones to animals, hence is not for the

most part a net addition to farm output.—Mining products here include

coal, copper, lead, iron ore, stone, zinc, phosphate rock, petroleum, and
cement.—The change in the output for these several products suggests also

a growing volume and variety of manufactures or of building activities,

hence bears directly upon the trend of levels and modes of living of a nation.
Figures compiled from United States census data, etc.

ber of money earners in 1920 than in 1870, and this trend

is shown also in a comparison of the years 1890 and
1920. Mining on the contrary took a growing part, while

manufactures and the mechanical trades absorbed a dis-

tinctly larger portion at the last census (1920) than some
decades ago. But even if we add these three groups to-

gether, thus taking care of all producers of tangible

wealth, we still find the percentages decreasing. In

1870 it was 73.2% according to estimates here made,
while in 1920 it was only about 60%. In other words, at

the same time that the output of material wealth was
being increased greatly in excess of population,—min-
ing and manufactures standing out prominently,—

a

growing amount of labor energy was being set free for

pursuits elsewhere. Men and women found positions

more and more in fields that did not turn out concrete

commodities. The public utilities of light, power, tract-

tion, and communication enlisted a rising percentage of

these occupational armies. We find the gainfully occu-

pied in transportation and trade to have made up only

13.1% of the grand total in 1870, and 25.1% fifty years

later. In public and professional services too the per-

centages rose noticeably Only domestic servants and
others catering to personal wants became less numerous,
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a decline however which is offset by the gain of all money
earners on the total population of the country. Thus, if

the gainfully occupied constituted about 35% of the

entire population in 1870, and about 41% in 1920, a slight

loss for domestic services (as shown in our Table) means
really a constant percentage on the whole population.

TABLE 5

The Distribution of Occupational Classes in the United States, 1870
and 1920

(Illustrating Changing Costs or Levels of Living)

1870
All Gainfully Occupied 12,500,000

Percentages for Classes:

In Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fisheries

In Mining
In Manufacture and Mechanical

Trades

In Transportation and Trade, in-

cluding '
' Clerical '

' Help
In Public Services, including Mili-

tary

In Professional Services

In Domestic and Personal Services

47.7%1
1A% U.2%

24.1% J

Total

13.1%

0.7%
2.6%
9.9%

100.0%

26.8%

1920

41,600,000

26.3%"]

2.6% I

30.8%J

25.1%

1.9%
5.2%
8.2%

59.7%

40.3%)

100.0%)

Note: Some changes have been made in the classification given by the

Census reports, in order to make the data more nearly comparable, and the

percentage for Agriculture in 1920 should probably be raised to 28-29%
because the Census was taken in January, that is, at a time when employ-
ment is usually somewhat below the annual average. Percentages for some
of the other classes would in that case have to be lowered correspondingly.

In the main, then, the change of ratios of different

producer classes was pronounced during the period un-

der consideration, and this becomes especially evident

if we go into details. Between 1870 and 1920, for ex-

ample, wholesalers and retailers more than kept pace
with the population which grew about 175%, teachers

tripled in number, while physicians and dentists in-

creased over 700%. Again, for the shorter period of

1890 to 1910 or 1912, we find a 50% increase of popula-
tion, but net increases for certain branches of industry
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or occupational classes as follows: For the ton-miles

carried by railroads, 231%; for postal receipts, 312%;
for the number of employees in steam laundries, 165%

;

of journalists 124%, of college students 290%, of barbers

and hairdressers 124%, of watchmen and policemen

180%, of janitors and housekeepers 155%, of bookkeep-

ers 200%, of commercial travelers 180%, of salesmen

and women 230%, of plumbers and fitters 174%, of mil-

liners 117%, of clerks and typewriters or stenographers,

170% ; and so on. In all lines of business the increase

of people employed productively and earning money, but

not turning out concrete goods, was marked. National

income came to consist more and more of services of

this sort, even though the flow of tangible materials like-

wise grew steadily. Indeed, it might be said that the

recomposition of our national income involved a change

of ratios for different classes of services rather than for

different classes of raw materials and manufactures.

Costs of living changed in this sense mainly, and because

of it must be admitted to have fallen, as the quality and
variety of non-necessities became more gratifying from
year to year.

§ 6. Yet there occurred also a redistribution of per-

sonal incomes, as might indeed be expected. This third

fundamental source or definition of variable levels of

living accentuated the general instability so far pictured.

Not only for the nation as a whole, but equally for par-

ticular groups a transformation took place, as may easily

be proven by a few figures.

§ 7. If we look first at our four "factors of produc-

tion", the trend between 1870 and 1910 was as follows:

In the earlier year 48.6% of the total social dividend

went to labor; 12.9% to capitalists; 6.9% to landlords;

and 31.6% to enterprisers of every possible kind; while

in the later year the shares amounted to respectively

46.9%, 16.8%, 8.8%, and 27.5%. 1 Both laborers and
entrepreneurs therefore lost slightly during the period

in question. But we know, of course, nothing of the

number of people in each group, nor must we forget that

1 King, W. I. Wealth d Income of the United States, p. 158.
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one and the same physical person may combine several

shares. "Factors" as here cited are abstract terms or

broad groups whose membership may vary even while

the total going to each remains the same. Besides, we
have seen already that one and the same person may
draw from several sources, uniting rent and wages, or

interest and profits, or all four shares. Consequently

factorial distribution does not tell us much for practical

purposes. »

More serviceable is the comparison of earnings for

the average member in any one of the four factorial

classes or in some other occupational group, and still

more so a study of the distribution of the entire national

income among various percentages of the whole popula-

tion. If we find, for instance, that between 1850 and
1910 the annual wages of the average employee rose from
$204 to $507, while the average self-employing person
increased his profits from $443 to $899, 1 or if we hear
from another investigator that between 1890 and 1910

the income of the average worker rose only about 27%,
while that of the average enterpriser more than doubled 2

—if we get data like these, we have at once a practical

illustration of how incomes may be redistributed among
different economic classes giving them divergent views
of the trend of costs of living. In this sense, too, inter-

est attaches to the estimate that between 1909 and 1918

the average annual earnings of all employees in industry
increased from $626 to $1078, while for farmhands it

rose nearly 100%, for miners, railway employees and
those engaged in shipping more than 100%, and for em-
ployees in other public utilities and government services

less than 50%.3 If these figures are correct—and we
have every reason to consider them among the most ac-

curate ever compiled—costs of living changed at differ-

ent rates for the classes mentioned.

Most useful however is an inquiry into what percent-

age of the total national dividend is received by what

1 Ibidem, p. 168.

'National Bureau of Econ. Research, Income in the United States, 1921.
• Ibidem.
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percentage of the population, or of all people gainfully

occupied, and how these percentages vary from time to

time. Such a distribution of personal income is always

instructive because it may be taken as a rough index

of the concentration of wealth and income at any one

moment. We feel that costs of living have risen for the

majority if their share of the grand total decreases. We
perhaps believe this even when we are told that the na-

tional income itself has grown greatly and has more than

kept pace with the increase of population. 1 Between
1890 and 1918, for example, 88% of the total population

in this country reduced their portion of the total national

income from 65% to 61.6%. Furthermore, 1.6% of the

population claimed 10.8% of the whole income in the

earlier year, but about 16% at the later date. Now,
though these two estimates 2 are not made by the same
parties, they are sufficiently reliable to illustrate our

point. If we had not learned that the per capita in-

come of the American people increased much more than

this inequality in distribution, we might read a rising

cost of living out of the comparison for the majority of

money earners. At any rate, it is obvious that a redis-

tribution of personal incomes may determine our view

of the trend of costs of living regardless of what changes

occur in the total national income or in the make-up of

it, as judged by its various kinds of goods and services

and their ratios to each other.

§ 8. If the United States, then, may serve as an ex-

ample of general tendencies throughout the western

world, we find costs of living to have been quite unstable

during recent decades. But perhaps this feature in it-

self may be taken for granted. So we may restate in-

stead the conclusion that real costs may fall at the very

1 Strictly speaking we should then be wrong, for if the entire nation is

our standard for gauging prosperity, a per capita increase of income can

only be desirable. We should accept it as proof of a rising level, and of

falling costs, of living. However, it might be that because of a sweeping

redistribution and equally pronounced further concentration of wealth this

advantage for society as a whole does not appeal to particular groups, or

to large masses of people.
1 Estimates of two authorities mentioned under footnotes * and * have

here been used together.
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time that price levels move upward, and that they change
usually, if not always, in all three respects discussed

above. There is a rapid change in totals or per capita

income, in the composition of it, and also in the relative

amounts going to different classes of society. Precisely

because these three types of change coincide, costs of

living seem to vary so quickly, at so many points in the

life of business men or consumers. It remains therefore

only to ask why costs vary continually or periodically,

what the final causes back of this variation, and what
this means to social economies when viewed from a long-

time standpoint.



CHAPTER 17

THE CAUSES OF CHANGING COSTS OF LIVING »

§ 1. After what has been said about the nature of

costs of living it is not supposed that we can explain

changes by a single set of factors. Rather, it is neces-

sary to distinguish three different lines of explanation to

correspond with the three principal phases of change
mentioned earlier. For the most part the causes are

not the same in all three fields. Some factors explain

why the total annual income of a nation grows or con-

tracts. Others account for the change of ratios of goods
and services—what was presented as the recomposition

of the income; and in the third place there are causes

peculiar to the redistribution of income among different

groups of producers or percentages of the whole popu-
lation. To show why costs of living are unstable, we
must consider all three types of conditions and what is

back of them; but of course, the things that explain a
change at one time need not always be the same. In de-

tails each epoch of human history will have its own
variables. It is only with respect to major principles

that an explanation once given will hold for all coun-

tries and periods.

In the first place, a change in the percentage of the

productive population may affect income to some extent.

As was shown elsewhere,2
it is possible to increase or

decrease the number of producers relative to the whole
population. At one time only thirty people out of each

hundred may contribute something toward the national

income, thus offsetting their consumption by a product
of some sort, whether it be tangible or not. At another

1 Some of the data here mentioned are found also in ch. 10, but they serve

a different purpose, as the text shows.
VoL I, ch. 10.
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time perhaps nearly fifty per cent may be productive in

some measure. It depends upon social ideals, upon

moral norms, upon the distribution of ages in the popu-

lation, and so on. This latter item, we saw, plays quite

a role in the destiny of nations. If the young preponder-

ate, a nation is strong, ceteris paribus. If a large per-

centage is above fifty years of age, this is a detriment

in some respects, though for the moment one may not

be impressed with its significance. The national income

therefore may conceivably be increased by a high net

birth rate or by a steady influx of youthful immigrants

from abroad. If in this way we increase the number
of workers of ages between fifteen and fifty, a larger

labor power results. Men between these ages are at their

best as producers. They need not work longer hours nor

be better trained than an earlier generation. By the

mere fact that we have substituted low ages for high ones

we have gained in productivity, and thus in annual in-

come. That is quite probable.

Again, regardless of a change in age distribution we
may prolong hours of work, or reduce periodic idleness

such as comes with strikes, lockouts, and so forth. Here
too is a chance for our influencing the national output.

If we worked ten hours a day instead of eight, this would
mean a greater stream of goods and services, supposing

nothing else changed. Similarly the reduction of indus-

trial accidents and of strikes help to raise the allowance

of wealth for the average person. The more we work,

the more we have. We may not be more efficient. Our
output per day or month may be the same. Our stock

of capital also may be the same. Nevertheless, working

a larger number of days per year, we increase our

wealth. There is no doubt of the possibility of such im-

provements which have little or nothing to do with

costs of production strictly viewed.

§ 2. But if we overlook these possible minor causes of

a change in national income, our next big factor is a

change in rates of output as ordinarily defined. We
must realize that costs of living grow or decline accord-

ing to a rise or fall of net costs of production. The more
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proficient a people, the higher its level of living. That
is the first law we must understand in studying our prob-

lem.

Costs of production vary chiefly with natural resources

and human knowledge. If the soil gives out gradually,

farmers have less to give. There is no way of compen-

sating mankind for this loss of primary materials in

foods and rawstuffs which are the basis of every other

industry or art. Either the deficiency must be met by
importations from foreign lands, or the nation suffers.

If on the other hand new worlds are thrown open to the

farmer, he may help appreciably in increasing the grand

total of social income. The age of Columbus and Cook
was memorable precisely because it revealed new con-

tinents and treasures beneath the surface of the earth.

Until then costs of living had been fairly stable. Meth-

ods had been exceedingly primitive, judged by modern
times, and therefore could not easily exhaust the soil.

Moreover, there was for a long time, enough spare land

in the Old World to offset losses through deterioration,

or to meet the slowly rising pressure of population. Of
minerals there were practically none. Timber was used

sparingly, and industry in the narrower sense was of

very modest proportions. Under such circumstances the

income of people could well remain stationary, or nearly

so. Since resources changed little and science had not

yet been born to disclose splendid opportunities for the

producer, a change in any field was unlikely. Rates of

return were no more uniform than levels or costs of liv-

ing in general.

But with the discovery of vast virgin tracts agricul-

tural produce could eventually become cheaper. If man-
ufacturers could improve the tools of the farmer, there

would be a new epoch in the economic life of nations,

and this epoch began with the eighteenth century. The
clearing of a vast wilderness and the operation of rich

mines gave to the white man fabulous wealth. He could

produce more in less time. He could add to the volume
per man or per average amount of time spent at work.

He could provide for a growing number of people in
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all parts of the world, and yet be better off than ever

before.

Furthermore, inventions of a mechanical and scientific

character reenforced the effect of the territorial ex-

pansion inaugurated by voyagers from Columbus to

Cook. Natural science achieved wonders because it pro-

ceeded experimentally and trusted the senses rather than

the memory or the assertions of antiquity. In this way
new truths were unearthed and made applicable to the

problem of production, communication, transportation,

and so on. Whenever research lays bare laws regarding

the behavior of matter or of organisms, the entrepreneur
is likely to hear of improvements, and these in turn tend

to strengthen the How of goods and services sold in

the market. Science here accomplishes even more than

sheer mechanical ingenuity can promise, although this

tin i has in the last few generations contributed magnifi-

cently to the income of nations. Indeed, every addition

ti> our understanding of physical and human nature, of

Mora and fauna, of this planet of ours and its place in

the universe can have only salutary effects upon the

economic life of society; for income is the result,

not of ignorance or lazy indifference, but of knowledge
and initiative brought to bear upon practical ques-

tions.

It must be noted, however, that costs of production for

present purposes signify an outgo of materials and of

< itrigii. not one of moneys. When we say that in prin-

ciple every scientific discovery or technical improvement
helps t<> reduce cost>, just as a depletion of resources

or the loss of the industrial arts reacts unfavorably upon
the level of living of mankind, we refer to amounts of

labor used up directly or indirectly. From the social

standpoint cost of production is exactly this outlay of

material wealth already on hand, and of human or other

energy which must be replaced regularly if the flow of

income is to continue. If a farmer, for example, has to

use more machinery or st-t'd or workers or accessory

supplies in one year than in an earlier one, iii order to

grow a fixed amount of wheal on an acre of soil, he may
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rightly speak of diminishing returns. Costs have gone

up. But if instead of that he merely spends more money,

paying his farmhands higher wages or paying more for

his plough or reaper, this added expense need not worry

the nation as a whole. Even though expenses in the

pecuniary sense have risen, the net output by weight

or volume, per acre and per equipment or seed used may
be as great as ever. There is no diminution relative to

the total time employed, to the volume of materials, or

to the quantity of human and artificially generated en-

ergy used.

The only difference is the higher rate of pay for

labor, or for machines, or for whatever else we suppose

to have grown dearer. That is to say, expenses of pro-

duction here point to a fact in distribution, to a gain

by particular groups, to an increase of income in one

quarter, when elsewhere it has declined somewhat.

Farmhands may benefit by the higher wage. Manufac-

turers of ploughs or other implements may rejoice in

higher prices charged to farmers, and hence perhaps in

larger net profits. If these two parties consume none of

the crop which is sold for as much more probably as the

rise in expenses, they are so much the better otf without

a doubt. Only those eating the wheat are affected, since

they pay more for it without adding anything to re-

ceipts in their own occupation. Thus somebody feels

the effects of a rising cost as defined in our illustration.

But whatever these be, we cannot consider society as a

whole to have lost anything by them, for it is interested

only in rates of physical output, not in the slight changes

of income among special classes or among all members
taken in the aggregate. Costs invariably refer to mate-

rial, time, and energy from a national standpoint, not

to monetary standards of measuring values.

Again, in talking about costs of production we do well

to distinguish between those applying to the creation of

concrete forms of wealth, and those incurred in the

course of marketing them. In discussing agricultural

costs, for instance, we may find that crops are smaller

than formerly, that on the farm, rates of return have be-
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gun to shrink. But meanwhile we may find improve-

ments in transportation, communication, and banking,

and these may point to a marked decline of costs. Hence,

if we try to estimate the trend of costs of production we
must be careful to state whether the whole process from
the cultivation of the soil to the sale of its produce is

meant, or whether we are thinking of harvests or of

marketing costs alone.

§ 3. If we are clear, then, on the exact meaning of

variable rates of return upon costs of living, we may
pass over to a few particulars on the trend of costs of

production in the United States during the last few
decades. We may again confine ourselves to one country

for illustrative purposes, as was done in the preceding

chapter, for the facts here are typical of what has hap-

pened elsewhere or may happen at any time if costs of

living rise or fall.

In this country levels of living have risen decidedly

during the last century and a half because on the whole
costs of production fell. They fell rapidly and steadily

for public utilities, manufactures, transportation of ev-

ery kind, and for the operation of quarries. They de-

clined in most mines turning out minerals, coal, or gas

and oil, partly because of new discoveries and partly be-

cause of astounding progress in engineering and the

manufacture of machinery. On the other hand, in some
branches of mining we note a tendency toward rising

costs because of thinner veins, less pure ores, deeper

beds which could only be reached by dint of harder work
and more expensive equipment, and also because of a

certain amount of misplaced investment and barren spec-

ulation which played less of a part in undertakings of

earlier days. Thus costs irrespective of higher wages or

price level movements rose, if we may judge by evidence

for recent decades.

Timber became much scarcer and had to be supplied

at rising costs because stands grew thinner and moved
steadily away from saw mills, manufacturing plants,

and the markets of the final consumer. If the output
in this country increased between 1890 and 1920
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only about 20%, while the population increased 60%,
we must attribute this difference mainly to rising-

costs.

Fisheries too lost in this race with population, for

hauls became less satisfactory or had to be engineered

at a greater outlay in materials, time, and skill. Some
species have already become extinct, while others ap-

pear in much smaller schools than formerly. Rates of

return have dwindled for these reasons. But the main
field of production is, of course, agriculture, and so we
naturally ask what the trend has here been during late

years. Aside from the fact that its yields per acre and
unit of cost must affect profoundly the income of nations,

what may be said about tendencies among us?

TABLE 6

Changing Costs of Production in American Agriculture from 1889

TO 1919
Approximate

1889 1919 Increase

Number of Farmers and
Farmhands » 8,960,000 11,950,000 33%

Number of Horses and Mules 2 16,300,000 25,300,000 55%
Acreage of Improved Farm-

land 358,000,000 503,000,000 40%
Commercial Fertilizer 3 $38,500,000 $326,000,000 675%

»

Machinery and Implements 4 $495,000,000 $3,600,000,000 590%

»

Buildings exclusive of Homes" $950,000,000 $5,750,000,000 355%"
Primary Crops (Pounds) 7

. .382,400,000,000 652,000,000,000 70%
1 For 1919 one million farmhands have been added to the number given in

the Census report, since this census was taken in January, and the earlier

one later in the spring, so that official figures for 1919 are probably below
normal.

3 It is assumed that horses and mules were used almost exclusively for

field work.
3 It is assumed that the percentage of all farmers returning expenses for

fertilizer was practically the same in both years. Furthermore, manure from
live stock on farms is not here included.

* The value of machinery, etc., and of buildings, is given here for the same
reason that numbers of draught animals were given. Data on wear and
tear which constitute the real cost for any one year are not available, hence
must be replaced by data on capital values.

5 The percentage increases for fertilizer, machinery, and farm buildings

have been made comparable by allowing for price rises since 1889, index

numbers of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (United States government)
having been used for this purpose.

9 The figures for buildings represent one half of total values given by the

Census Bureau, homes being excluded as values not used productively.
T For definition of Primary Crops see Table 4 of this volume.
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Table 6 is designed to answer this question and to

suggest how changing costs of production may bear upon
costs of living, whether other fields yield more richly in

the meantime or not. If Ave accept for present pur-
poses our earlier estimate of primary crops for 1889
and 1919, 1 we may compare this with six items indicative

of farming costs, namely, labor spent by farm owners
and their employees, labor given by draft animals, horses
and mules figuring chiefly, the total acreage of improved
farmland, commercial fertilizer, buildings devoted to

the growth or storage of crops or to the care of animals,

housing of machinery, to dairying, and so forth, and
finally, machinery of all sorts employed in connection

with farming itself.

Of course, these six factors are not the only ones in-

volved in costs. We should wish to include seed, fuel,

accessory supplies, and so forth. AVe might prefer oper-

ating costs in the use of horses, buildings, and imple-

TABLE 6 A

Acre Yields of Principal Crops in the United States, 1886-1922

(See Yearbook for 1922, published by Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C.)

Annual
Crop Averages

Corn 1890-99

1920-22

Wheat 1886-95

1920-22

Oats 1890-99

1920-22

Barley 1890-99

1920-22

Rye 1890-99

1920-22

Potatoes (Irish) . . . 1900-09

1920-22

Hay 1886-95

1920-22

Tobacco 1899-1901

1920-22

Cotton 1886-95

1920-22

1 See Table 4.

Yield per

Average Acre

24.5 Bushels

29.6 Bushels

12.7 Bushels

13.4 Bushels

26.1 Bushels

29.3 Bushels

23.4 Bushels

24.0 Bushels

13.9 Bushels

14.1 Bushels

91.4 Bushels

101.0 Bushels

1.18 Tons
1.5 Tons

770 Pounds
777 Pounds
177 Pounds
147 Pounds

Increase ( 4-

)

or Decrease (—

)

About 12% 4-

About 6% +

About 12% +

About 3% +

About 1% 4-

About 9% 4-

About 12.5% +

About 1% +

About 17% —
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ments to figures 011 capital, and we might think the

amount of work done or the number of hours spent at

work by farmers and their help a more accurate meas-

ure of cost than the change in the number of farmers

themselves. Even more to the point, perhaps, we must
allow for error in the official reports here used, and we
must also remember that the individual years of 1889

and 1919 may not have been representative of each end

of the entire period. Comparing these dates, for ex-

ample, we find the improved acreage to have grown 40%,
and the output of primary crops 70%, leaving a net in-

crease per average acre of 30%, but when we use aver-

ages for successive years such as appear in Table 6A,

we find the yield per average acre much less pronounced.

For all the crops there listed it amounts to probably less

than 15%, so that the net gain over costs measured phy-

sically or in terms of money is not as great as one infers

from Table 6.

Nevertheless, taking our data with a grain of salt, we
may still claim that rates of return rose slightly during

the period in question. If we judge by costs relative to

output, there was a net increase which helped to lower

costs of living, or at any rate did not interfere with a

steady rise of the general level of living. What would
have happened if American farmers had tried to in-

crease the gross yield per average acre considerably,

is a separate question. We cannot be so optimistic in

facing it. But since net rates of return for present pur-

poses may be calculated by deducting costs from any

acre yield whatsoever, we find the general trend as

stated. Agriculture benefited greatly by the introduc-

tion of superior means and methods. These latter were
industrialized, so to speak. The use of artificial motive

power and of superbly efficient implements economized
human energy, costs falling in proportion. This in it-

self was decisive. But it need hardly be added that har-

vesting methods also improved wonderfully. Indeed, if

the gain in this branch of farming is added to that in

tillage itself, rates of return on American farms rose

perceptibly. Hence it is correct to maintain that so far
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returns in food or raw products increased sufficiently to

stimulate enterprise or to raise standards of living

among the people.

§ 4. This direct relation between rates of return and
the aggregate output of goods or services by a given

number of people should teach us also to connect them
with the qualitative aspect of changes in national costs

of living, that is, with the recomposition of the total

income. If new goods appear and old ones lose impor-

tance, if relative amounts of particular classes of wealth

and services change, the reason again lies partly in vary-

ing rates of return.

For one thing, the supply of different classes of raw
materials reflects the trend of rates of return. If a cer-

tain mineral must be produced at a rising cost, it is

likely to become scarcer. Though theoretically we might
employ more capital and labor to offset the loss in rate

of net yield, in the long run this does not avail or is not

attempted. Eelative to another mineral turned out at

a falling cost the first one figures less prominently in

the national budget. Only if importations can easily

make good the loss at home is there no change in ratio

;

but this principle cannot be applied to all items at all

times. So in general the result is as stated. On the

other hand, if rates of return rise rapidly and for quite

a while, the item in question probably becomes more
plentiful. Farmers, for instance, take up new land as

fast a? thev can. Virgin forests are stripped of their

timber. Mining concerns invest money in research, geo-

graphical explorations, and land, in order to bring riches

immediately to the light of day. In this way rising re-

turns determine relative amounts of things entering into

income or costs of living.

Frequently investors and financiers are responsible for

this derangement of ratios because they associate rising

physical returns with rising rates of profit. During the

last half century, for example, agriculture was neglected

in the United States, while almost every type of indus-

try or commerce received a generous support. Europe-
ans were more willing to buy our industrial stocks and
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bonds than mortgages on farms. Even if farmers had
tried to finance themselves by corporate organization or

by an issue of long-time bonds, they would have had diffi-

culties apart from those inherent in the nature of their

business. American bankers themselves accommodated
the grower of produce less liberally than they did mer-
chants and industrialists. They charged him higher

rates and were fairly indifferent to his pleas. In gen-

eral this followed from the circumstance that values are

less stable and negotiable, and also from the relatively

low profits of agriculture. Rates of return judged by
yields per unit of labor and equipment did not increase,

or if so, did not keep pace with improvements elsewhere,

and as for pecuniary returns, these were always small

compared with those of manufacturers, lumber and min-

ing concerns, and so forth. So the comparatively high

costs of production on farms militated against a develop-

ment of agriculture proportionate to that of other prim-

ary industries. As the American consumer saw it, there

was relative stagnation. Food supplies formed a shrink-

ing part of the total national income, and for some years

also of the per capita income. The change in ratios of

raw materials, including foods of certain kinds, was
brought about by this neglect of a field lagging in the

rate of progress, or suffering from the overshadowing
advance of other arts.

But even more noticeable is of course the effect of

changing costs of production upon secondary industries,

upon ratios of goods and services turned out with the

aid of these primary materials or sources of power. In-

vention here has its greatest victories. In its wake come
new tools and machines, scientific apparatus, instruments

of measurement, engines generating power, and acces-

sories too numerous to mention. During the last half

century these appliances have made their appearance
everywhere, in offices and banks, in the laboratory of the

scientist or physician, in stores selling groceries or

meats, in theatres and other places of amusement, in the

shop of the cobbler, tailor, or baker, in gigantic mills, on
the farm where the harvest depends as much upon imple-
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ments as upon soil fertility, and in short in every nook

and corner of the world of business.

One result of this remarkable and unprecedented,

spread of enlightenment in modern times has been the

prominence of capital goods in the annual flow of goods.

While among primitive people consumables constitute

nearly the whole income, higher stages of civilization

show a growing percentage of equipment which serve as

means, but not as ends in themselves. As was noted on

an earlier occasion, a large part of the annual out put

of nations to-day consists of buildings, engineering pro-

jects, transportation facilities, machinery and tools

which do not enter into the budget of private persons.

They are essentials, but not from the standpoint of con-

sumers. They may be called a burden therefore, or a dis-

advantage incidental to the increase of consumption

goods as such. These latter are being supplied more lib-

erally per capita of the population, but meanwhile tech

nical aids form an ever growing portion of the total

social wealth or income.

A second consequence of this triumphant march of

science and mechanical invention is the very variety of

enjoyable goods and services of which evidence was

furnished some time ago, and this rests not merely on

the introduction of new, tangible forms of wealth, but

also on the liberation of human energy. Technical pro-

gress has brought labor saving devices, and these have

reduced the number of workers in one field, so that else-

where they might resume activities. If it takes fewer

farmhands or miners to turn out a given quantity of

materials, more men are available for the rendering of

services not giving us concrete wealth. The percentage

of people employed in the public utilities, in government

services, education, research, amusements, and in domes-

tic services could increase for this reason during the

Lasl hundred years. These occupational classes gained

on almost all others. They provided gratifying forms of

income not formerly of any moment. In this sense too

a marked change in rates of return affects costs of living.

Not all of its features however may be due to this
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factor. There must be noted also the effect of unstable

valuations among consumers. Even if costs did not

fluctuate, ratios of goods and services would.

Looked at from one standpoint this instability is due

to our economic environment. Indeed, it has been said

that religious and moral ideals, systems of philosophy,

and legal norms depend largely upon the means or meth-

ods of production and exchange. So it would seem as

if we must trace variable demands back to what entre-

preneurs offer or are able to produce. Viewed from an-

other standpoint, however, the change of our non-eco-

nomic ideals is itself a cause of new demands upon the

market where goods and services are sold for money.
Certainly, tastes do fluctuate from one period to the

next, so that producers must adapt themselves or suffer.

At one time science seems nonessential; at another we
act as if our very life depended upon it. Some genera-

tions ago a high school or college education was a priv-

ilege claimed by only a few select folk. Nowadays it is

sought by one third or fourth of the population, and one

out of every ten in this country succeeds in his quest.

Not to be educated is now a stigma, while formerly it

meant nothing in particular. Ideals of equal oppor-

tunity, of improving potential faculties in men, of de-

veloping a social sense or the Self of each person, these

ideals have driven nations to allow much for education,

far more than a growth of population or even of total

national income would lead one to expect. Similarly

government functions may vary from time to time, taxes

taking a large or a small portion of people's income and
supporting public employees accordingly. In many Eu-
ropean countries public ownership has retarded the de-

velopment of services which under private ownership
have entered much more prominently into the life of

Americans.
Indeed, whenever non-economic ideals change, ratios

of goods and services are sure to reflect it. Our homes
to-day offer more comforts than ever, partly because

costs of production have fallen, but partly also because

of a new conception of family relations. Or take the
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astonishing amount of attention paid to sports and recre-

ation. Here again the effect of science and norms of

living is shown. "We are more determined to guard

health, to develop the physique of our children, to en-

joy outdoor life and to go sight-seeing. What the ar-

tificialities of occupation and urban congestion take from

us in the way of wholesomeness and leisurely living, as

known to older generations, we apparently resolve to

counterbalance by spending more for certain pastimes

and forms of hygiene. In this manner some occupations

gain while others come to mean less, and with this change

the general tone of our mode of living is altered too.

From this then it is easy to see that governments may
do a great deal to influence ratios of goods and services

for a whole nation. Indeed, a third principal cause is

public policy along various lines, including free trade or

protection, provisions for army and navy, the extension

or rejection of public ownership or control over indus-

try, taxes calculated to curb and encourage the use of

particular commodities, and still other activities. Some-
times we believe that everything hinges on proper tariffs

or the absence of them. We decry or praise bounties,

subsidies for shipping or manufactures, the regulation

of banking, transportation, and so on. We favor taxes

that tend to equalize wealth, or on the other hand, we
show why they are wrong in an economic sense, if for

no other reason. In short, there is no agreement pos-

sible on the proper scope of government interference,

but for all that we admit its bearing upon production and
consumption. Again and again we have voiced such

opinions, taking a definite stand one way or another.

§ 5. The third or distributive side of our subject

therefore must likewise be related to policies of govern-

ment. We might descant upon the popular notion that

tariffs are class legislation, making some rich and others

poor. We might point out the purpose of inheritance

taxes or of excises which are ruinous to some industries,

and perhaps are meant to be so. We might illustrate

from government contracts and sales of land or of min-

eral riches and water rights, all of which influence the
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earning power of particular groups in different degrees

at different times. Manifestly these public policies are

quite variable, and decisive in some cases. A war is an
especially opportune moment for studying their effects.

It has long been agreed among competent observers that

wars bring a redistribution of income for large numbers
of people who lose or gain according to the nature of

their business or to their influence with legislators. But
instead of dwelling long on these matters let us instead

consider a few other items of equal import, including

some already connected with changes in the total na-

tional income or of its composition.

Thus, since we are speaking of public policy, we may
note first the effect of changing price levels which often

result from an issue of fiat paper money by governments,

but more frequently from issues of bank credit and
currency.

As appeared incidentally in our study of business cy-

cles, all incomes except profits lag behind movements of

prices. They are based upon written contracts or tacit

agreements or established customs, hence cannot be re-

vised at a moment's notice.

Of course, prices are contractual too. When we buy
things with money we express a willingness to accept one

item for another. Every exchange rests on an under-

standing between two or more than two parties. With-
out it trade is impossible. But these sales are made
daily or rest on orders of delivery which can be easily

rescinded. Every day, or hour of the day, goods are

newly offered and taken, so that prices are naturally

short-lived.

Contractual incomes are by comparison relatively fixed

and in proportion uncertain, once prices change. Since

only sums of money or rates of pay in terms of money
are given, but not guarantees that the purchasing power
of money will remain the same for the entire period in

question, a virtual change of income is unavoidable. If

we have a thousand dollar bond bearing 5% interest,

this sum of fifty dollars per annum means more or less

to us, dependent upon how prices move. If they rise,
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we are worse off, while in the opposite case we may re-

joice. If such payments therefore constitute our exclu-

sive or principal source of earnings, our idea of the

trend of costs of living is shaped according to the ex-

tent and degree of price changes. Similarly rents and
wages or salaries have their purchasing power modified

by price fluctuations. Rents, like loans and interest

rates, may be made out for many years. The contract

may run for five or fifty years, according to the nature

of the property leased. To secure a definite sum of

money thus is to incur the risks attendant upon the

instability of price levels. If these latter fall, the in-

come of the landlord in effect increases, while a rise

reduces it.

Even wage earners may be affected appreciably by
this circumstance. As a rule they do not adapt them-
selves quickly, or rather, their employers do not balance

every change in prices by an equal one in rates of pay.

When the trend of prices is downward, wages may for

quite a while remain at the old rate and buy more goods
and services. When on the contrary the drift is upward,
most employees suffer. Their wages do not rise at once,

nor do they rise perhaps in proportion to the advance.

So they see their purchasing power shrink. They get

the impression of a rising cost of living and do not hesi-

tate to vent their feelings. Finally, if price movements
describe a wide swing up and down, extending over many
years and varying greatly within that period, the bulk

of working men alternately gain and lose, though in the

end they may hold their original position in the distri-

bution of the national income.

Entrepreneurs, on the other hand, need not mind the

upward trend of prices. They raise profits with prices,

or do even better, so that a rise of prices all along the

line is welcomed as a blessing in disguise. If a large

sum of money borrowed many years ago is due at this

time—or may be paid off according to a proviso in the

bond—this return of the principal may be considered an
advantage, since the purchasing power of the money at

that time is lower than at the earlier date of the loan.
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If prices rise very rapidly, goods may be bought in large

blocks so as to promise a fine margin of profit by sales

at the higher price a little later on. But most of all

does the business man count the difference between

prices he charges and wages he pays to his employees.

Since these latter do not as a rule demand an increase as

soon as they are entitled to it by virtue of advanced
prices, but rather cling to old figures and habits of cal-

culation, their employers are the gainers. Net profits

soar and bring falling costs of living at this point. If

entrepreneurs are honest and logical in their reasoning,

they admit the reality of betterment for themselves.

As far as they are concerned, the redistribution of in-

comes has turned out well. There is ground for jubila-

tion, especially if prices do not return suddenly to their

original level.

But even if we disregard the discrepancy between
prices and profits on the one side, and contractual in-

comes on the other, we find the instability of prices an
influential factor in changing costs of living since prices

do not change equally for all goods and services. A sort

of dispersion of prices takes place usually which may be
contrasted with the variation of the margin between
profits and the other sources of factorial income; con-

sequently different classes of people are affected differ-

ently by the change going on. Suppose the price of

foods rises quickly, while that of highgrade clothing,,

house furnishings, automobiles, railroad mileage, and
jewelry remains practically the same. If this should

occur, the poorer classes would be harder hit than the

well-to-do. They would virtually lose more because they
spend so large a fraction of their annual earnings on
food. Perhaps it makes up one third of their entire in-

come. Hence they have lost. But meanwhile the people
having more than, say, three thousand dollars a year,

gain. They spend only about one sixth or one tenth of

their income on foodstuffs
;
possibly much less. So they

care more for cheap rent, traveling, furnishings, articles

of wear, and so forth, than for quotations on meat or

bread or vegetables. As they see it, costs of living have
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changed little, if at all, and they can prove it by their

family budgets.

Nevertheless, it must not be supposed that a redistri-

bution of income among social groups is brought about

solely by price movements. That is not so. Our allusion

to government policies should in itself have forestalled

such an impression, and we may further be warned by
considering briefly three additional factors.

Inventions, for instance, act here as in the two re-

spects already mentioned because they afford extra-

ordinary opportunities to alert business men. They have
the same effect as new natural resources discovered and
owned or controlled by a few producers, for they bring

differential powers and privileges. To find new stocks

of raw materials is in most cases to lower costs, and that

is exactly what inventions also mean. They help to re-

duce expenses and hence to raise net profits for the time
being. Until others have made similar improvements, or

until patents lapse, the owners of such superior meth-
ods in production hold a commanding position. They
do not have to sell for much less than the price charged
by the least efficient rival. The principles of pricing

make this unnecessary, though we must state the rule

with some allowances for exceptions. So an era of in-

ventiveness is logically also one of rising net profits.

The last century and a half has acquainted us with this

phenomenon on a large scale. Off and on, particular

concerns—corporations or individuals—have the better

of a situation. They grow rich and mighty. Their for-

tunes rise while somebody else loses at the same time,

or at least cannot match the winnings of his competitors.
Profits therefore are being redistributed almost continu-

ally. As long as socio-economic conditions are unstable,

entrepreneurs have their ups and downs. We must ex-

pect it, and can hardly hope to prevent it by paternal
policies of legislation.

Still, profits for particular firms or fields of produc-
tion may vary also because of measures of private con-
trol. The last thirty or forty years in this country and
in Europe have shown how much may be done by in-
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genuity that aims at organization rather than at labor-

saving tools. If certain competitors combine, if the}'

manage to secure the ownership or control of relatively

rare natural resources, if they proceed to fund their

assets and liabilities, parcelling out markets at the same
time—in fine, if they resort to what we call restraint

of trade, they may enrich themselves at the expense

of both rivals and consumers. While men differ

naturally and are surrounded by unequal physical

and economic environments, such developments must
be expected. Profits vary for different groups, since

they turn so much on exceptional personal traits or

opportunites, and so little on long-time contracts or

virtues of character.

Again, and lastly, costs of living will always be

changeable in the distributive sense because our valua-

tion of goods and services is anything but constant. The
whimsical and fickle nature of our preferences for eco-

nomic things is just as sure to affect incomes directly as

it helps to determine ratios of things produced or con-

sumed. Every ideal of life reacts upon some one's earn-

ing power. All changes of standards of living mean
changing costs for this or that party. The very phrase

" standard of living" suggests a minimum of income

which must be granted irrespective of personal merits

or capacity to acquire, and this minimum is something

new among nations. It has been formulated quite rec-

ently. It has affected the wages of millions of people

in late years, though it never played a part before. Sim-

ilarly our notions of what should be paid to public em-

ployees may be revised now and then. In the United

States to-day a teacher is allowed more for his services

than for many preceding years. There need not have

been an increase of proficiency or training. The atti-

tude of leading classes by itself brought a turn of events

for something like three quarter million people. And
so one might go on indefinitely illustrating the force of

abstract ideas, of standards which somehow react upon
incomes. What men are worth is to some extent a ques-

tion of the spirit of the times in which they live. We
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cannot reduce all values to physical facts or to efficiency

as usually understood!

§ 6. To conclude then. If costs of living change, we
must seek the causes in facts of production, valuation,

and public policy. These are most decisive. But as long

as society is on the lookout for betterments, and as long

as natural resources represent a variable quantity, so

long we must expect production and valuation to be

themselves variable. Hence our aggregate national in-

come or its make-up, and what it means to particular

classes or persons, will always be unstable, however
definite it is for any one year or month. Costs of living

are bound to vary more or less at different periods of

history. If they remain absolutely or nearly the same
for long years, it is a sign of a low type of civilization

or of a stagnation of man's mind amidst vanishing nat-

ural resources.

Collateral Reading

Bureau of Labor Statistics (U.S.A.), Bulletin 357 (and others) on

changing costs of living

Clark, W. E. Cost of Living, 1915

Fisher, I. Why the Dollar is Shrinking, 1914; chs. 5-7, and 11

Franklin, F. Cost of Living, 1915

Hobson, J. A. Gold, Prices, and Wages, 1913; ch. 7

Laughlin, J. L. Money and Prices, 1919; ch. 4

Nearing, S. Reducing the Cost of Living, 1914



CHAPTER 18

POPULATION AND PROSPERITY : THE PROBLEM

§ 1. Our study of economic principles or of the eco-

nomic aspects of life is not complete unless we consider

now also certain facts of population and prosperity. In

the very long run this relation must assume a deep sig-

nificance for us for the one simple reason that natural

resources are not unlimited. If they were, we might go

ahead unconcernedly in all our economic aims and ac-

tions. We may console ourselves with the thought that

continued prosperity and progress depend purely upon
the innate qualities of man. As long as the whole of

mankind or its largest part are able to think cogently, to

fathom the secrets of nature, to organize for the pur-

pose of applying the laws of productivity effectively, so

long no serious obstacle to an ever rising plane of eco-

nomic living can arise. Though he continued to multiply

his species, it would not matter, for the wealth provided
by nature herself would ultimately meet all his needs.

Mental and moral qualities alone would color his

prospects.

But as a matter of fact, the outlook is not as roseate

as all that. The possibility of increasing numbers for-

ever and of providing for them on any scale desired, how-
ever lavish, is not ours. We are face to face with a

fundamental question because natural resources are lim-

ited and give rise to a group of relations and diffi-

culties which we may conveniently discuss under the

heading of population and prosperity. We must bear
in mind, taking a long-time view of the economic process,

that three facts are closely interrelated, to wit the popu-
lation of any one country or of the world, the sum total

of resources at its disposal, and the level of economic
390
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living attainable by any one nation or by the whole of

mankind amidst any given density of population, and
particularly when this density threatens to exceed a cer-

tain point. Our last subject thus turns on relative

changes for these three factors. The problem is: What
is the effect of a steady increase of numbers in the long

run? What follows when population outstrips the ad-

ditions made to known natural resources, or when it

grows while resources remain constant? What is the

natural law of population, and what ways and means are

available for maintaining a high level of living in the

distant future? This is the topic before us when stated

in its most general terms.

§ 2. If we grant that natural resources are not limit-

less, but rather represent a finite quantity—albeit one
subject to variations according to the progress of human
knowledge—if we start with this assumption which in-

deed is easily verifiable and tacitly accepted by most
competent persons, we have before us several alterna-

tives. We may first suppose that the population of the

world will increase as long as further treasures can be
found in and on the earth, that meanwhile our per capita

allowance of goods and services may also increase, but
that finally we shall come to a stop. How far this date
of a stationary condition is away, may then be a sub-

ordinate question. Secondly, if we have already meas-
ured the extent of our resources and are much impressed
with their limits, we may multiply our species further,

but expect to do this by gradually lowering our level

of living. A larger number may be taken care of by a

reduced ration for the average individual. Either some
one nation, or mankind acting concertedly, may look

forward to this curtailment of income, accepting it with
composure, if not with enthusiasm. This certainly is one
alternative. But in the third place we may insist upon a
continuance of a prevailing rate of per capita consump-
tion, providing even for an increase, but making this

possible by a shrinkage of numbers or at any rate by its

restriction when the proper time arrives. We may an-

ticipate this event because of natural laws of popula-
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tion, or we may take steps to reduce birth rates so that

the population remains constant or falls again to that

point where our ideal of a high economic level of living

is feasible. This is a second option theoretically before

us, once we have admitted the limitation of those primary
materials which determine our productive powers, all

other things being equal. It may be for man to decide

what should be done. That is, we must count on this

possibility, unless our studies have convinced us that

the real or probable course of events will be another one

of the three here mentioned.

Now, if we look first at the question of natural re-

sources, remembering their absolute limits, we may
nevertheless wonder how much of a development is still

in store for us. As the economist sees it, the exhaustion

may be a long way off. There may be excellent chances

of discovering new stocks in the interior of the earth,

of utilizing land hitherto neglected, of making the most
of potential wealth so far wasted or ignored. One phase
of our subject of population and prosperity deals con-

sequently with the force of research as well as with the

magnitude of untouched resources. What ways and
means may be employed to unlock these new riches?

What can man do, or what is he likely to do in order to

augment his output in proportion (or more than pro-

portionately) to a growth of numbers within some one

country or for the entire world? In how far do racial

qualities enter into the situation? Is the present pro-

ductivity of the white race, for example, unattainable by
others of the human species, or may all members of it be

educated to a stage where efficiency can rise to even

higher levels than those now boasted by a few nations.

Furthermore, since we are bound to admit the absolute

limits of natural resources, as will be shown in the next

chapter in an indirect way, we can hardly afford to omit

asking what kinds of materials are most plentiful or least

scarce. What indeed is likely to give out first, or to

cause us anxiety earliest? This is a perfectly natural

question for us to formulate.

§ 3. When we broach it, we shall remember that
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natural resources are of two kinds for present purposes,

viz. reproducible and irreproducible. We may agree at

once that coal, iron, petroleum, diamonds, building rock,

precious metals, and natural gas are things man cannot

reproduce at will. They are either inorganic, or if organic,

have undergone such slow processes of metamorphosis in

order to become useful to us, that there is no chance of

our replenishing the supply at will. We cannot hope to

add to coal stocks even though we know that they orig-

inated in plant life. It takes too long a time for humus
to turn into coal. Man must obviously be satisfied with

what he finds, go without, or devise substitutes. But as

regards the majority of organic products, we associate

them with life now on earth. We think of fish from the

ocean, of timber stands on the mountain side, of grain,

grass, and fruits or vegetables growing in the soil as

yearly returns. These appear to be reproducible at

will, and in a sense they undoubtedly are. Though we
are governed by seasons, we can restock our granaries

or freight our table from the annual harvest of the soil.

Hence these items of wealth may seem reproducible with-

out end.

We must however revert at this point to one of the

three basic laws of productivity discussed earlier in our

analysis of the productive process, namely the law of

proportions.1 At that time we saw that the output of

every kind of wealth is subject to limits imposed by

nature and not to be flouted by man. We saw that there

is such a thing as an ideal proportion of men and mate-

rials used in production, as an ideal ratio of costs to

gross returns determined by us beforehand. One as-

pect of this principle received recognition as the law of

diminishing returns, and to this we may now add that

of absolutely limited returns.

To restate the fundamental idea : Producers in every

field may increase net output only up to a certain point.

When that has been reached, they face a relative loss,

that is, a net return smaller than the one realized just

before. Farmers especially have experienced the force
1 See Vol. I, ch. 8.
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of this principle long ago. They learned centuries ago

that it was folly to employ too much labor and capital

on a given piece of land, to increase the amounts end-

lessly with a view to obtaining greater returns. To be

sure, they were able to add to the gross product for a

long time. They might have obtained, first, twenty
bushels of corn from an acre, then twenty-five, then

thirty, and finally forty. Thus the gross yield was at

last doubled. But very likely the costs in terms of

labor, seed, implements, and so on, went up also. As
yields rose from twenty to twenty-five bushels, costs

might have increased ten per cent. Hence, if gross

returns rose according to our supposition twenty-five

per cent, net yields became larger. Again, upon growing
thirty bushels, costs might have risen only thirty per

cent, so that the net yield once more was satisfactory

compared with the earlier experiment. But let us

imagine that in order to produce forty bushels rather

than twenty, costs increased from ten units of labor and
capital to twenty-five. In that case they went up more
than gross returns which only doubled. Net yields de-

clined in spite of the fine showing made by our acre

of land. Hence circumstances in the very last case

are not as favorable as in the second or third. Although
the farmer may charge higher prices, thus maintaining

his old income or even adding to it, the consumers of

wheat are worse off because expenses have risen dis-

proportionately. Either they pay much more for a

bushel of wheat, or they curtail consumption so as to

make an output of forty bushels per acre unnecessary

and foolish from the farmer's standpoint. Or to give

the same principle a different aspect: Under diminisJi-

ing returns labor and capital are heaped up in the

production of one article or service, while a corres-

ponding amount is withdrawn from elsewhere. Instead

of having plenty of manufactures, transportation facili-

ties, medical help, amusements, or whatever we might
choose, we devote less time and wealth to these, and
more to the growing of things at a falling net yield.

That is the meaning of our law.
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As stated, its operation is universal and unprevent-

able. Man cannot annul it. He can only adapt himself

to it in the manner just suggested, or else take the

full consequences. Furthermore, not merely is there a

point beyond which net returns decline, and do so steadily

and perhaps at an accelerating pace, but what is equally

noteworthy, we shall find an absolute limit for gross

returns in agriculture. We may not expect a thousand

bushels of wheat or tons of cotton from a single acre,

however rich the soil. Although it is true that astonish-

ing results have been obtained from some fields, pro-

vided that exceptional climatic conditions were combined

with much scientific knowledge and extreme application

on the part of farmers, gross returns have always

stopped increasing at a certain stage of cultivation. In

this sense we are invariably subject to a law of absolute

limits. No matter how we try, we at last realize that

nature gives so much upon proper coaxing, and no more.

This then deserves the more emphasis in the discus-

sion of our main problem since the raw materials taken

from the surface or from the interior of the earth repre-

sent primary products relative to which all others are

secondary or contingent. The fruits of the soil, fish

from the water, timber, minerals, coal and gas and
waterfalls, and whatever else we may find given by
nature, are primary not only because manufactures are

impossible without them, but also because they provide

the foundation for all human endeavors that do not

cater directly to our bodily needs. "When we have food

and a sufficiency of clothing and shelter, we may proceed

to turn our thoughts to better things. We may produce

luxuries of weight and volume that please our finer

sensibilities, or we may use the leisure which a store

of plenty permits us, to develop our inner life, to nurse

ideals and pursue lines of reasoning which further en-

rich us spiritually as well as materially. To-day we
boast of science, art, literature, philosophy, and religious

or moral doctrines because we have ensured ourselves

thousands of years ago a minimum of subsistence. We
have added to our style of living innumerable services
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which lead to no tangible wealth. We have bankers,

physicians, teachers, jurists, railroad directors, artists

and novelists who widen our horizon mentally and
physically. We are proud of them and should not like

to forego their ministrations. But let us bear in mind
that all of them exist only as long as the more elemental

things come forth in abundance. There must be a cer-

tain quantity of the crude essentials per capita of the

population. Unless this is forthcoming, the rest of

things are out of reach, for the superstructure of civili-

zation rests on a foundation of animalistic wants and
gratifications, however sordid such a view may seem.

So everything depends upon the bulk of natural re-

sources here styled primary forms of wealth. If these

begin to shrink, there is need of very careful budgeting

among producers and rulers of nations. We are then

really in a deplorable situation, in a plight not easily

ended. Of course, we may take solace in rising rates

of return or rising efficiency in other fields. We may
continue inventing better methods for application in

factories, in the moving of merchandise, and so forth.

We may make further progress in the technique of

converting primary materials into finished goods, or in

the rendering of services not taking tangible form. That
is true. Yet all this is in the end of no avail if the supply

of those elementary things is dwindling. Betterments

in secondary industries are fruitful only if the out-

put from farms, forests, fishing grounds, and mines
is adequate. That is the chief reason for our con-

cern about the possibility of a depletion in natural

resources.

§ 4. In view of these facts on the side of supply,

then, our next question logically relates to demand, or

to changes in population. If nature's stores may give

out, what is the trend of numbers to be fed and clothed

in the very long run? Looking far ahead we may won-
der whether numbers must grow indefinitely, whether
any laws of increase or decrease exist, and what may
be done by man to regulate future developments along

this line. Offhand we may believe numbers to be illimit-
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able. It may seem to us that biological data substantiate

this view, whatever the force of temporary setbacks.

Or on the other hand we may, after due investigation,

stumble upon facts which point to limits in population

as well as in natural resources. Like certain other scien-

tists, economists are qualified to study this problem
and to venture a forecast, though not perhaps to lend

practical counsel. What indeed is the law of population,

if one exists? What checks exist that have been or will

be active? What does the record of the last few cen-

turies tell us definitely, and what measures may in the

future govern the trend of population in general? This
too is a riddle to be solved, or at any rate to be included

in a comprehensive survey of economic processes.

In so far as we decide or try to prove that the growth
of population is subject to checks voluntarily adopted
by man, we may be interested in knowing what the

effects will be apart from those upon our stock of

natural riches. As any one nation understands it, the

deliberate reduction of births may be a risky experi-

ment, while in the absence of nationalistic aims and
needs it may be as welcome as anything can well be.

Besides, a control of numbers may have consequences
for the character of succeeding generations. It may be

that the physical and mental qualities in man are af-

fected by it, so that here again an economic factor be-

comes discernible. The interrelation between popula-
tion and prosperity does indeed involve much more than
is evident at first thought!
Now, in the following pages not all of these phases

of the subject can be given consideration. For our
purposes the economic ones alone assume significance,

and these do not constitute more than a part of the

entire problem. But it is necessary for us none the

less to pay attention to several topics. We shall first

present salient facts regarding natural resources and
the possible effect of scientific progress, so as to get

a rough idea of what may be expected from nature
herself. We shall then turn to the problem of popula-
tion which centers in rates of birth, gross and net.
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What inferences may be drawn from the past, and what
the prospects of a continued growth of prosperity are,

this will be stated next, and with it our survey of eco-

nomic principles comes to a close.



CHAPTER 19

POPULATION AND PROSPERITY: RESOURCES
AND RESEARCH

§ 1. Aside from the important distinction between,

first, reproducible and nonreproducible resources, and
secondly, rising and falling rates of net return, 1 there

are several other points that must be stated before we
are ready to proceed to particulars regarding natural

resources and the possibility of adjusting facts of popu-

lation to them. In talking of the existing stock of

resources, for instance, we must remember that our

knowledge of them may not be complete. What we
understand them to be at any one time—to-day or to-

morrow—and what they will turn out to be eventually,

may be two different things. When we attempt to take

inventory of what we have, we naturally think of known
facts, of what is visibly before us or has been shown
to be a probable supply. Yet it may very well be that

much more can be utilized; in other words, that dis-

coveries will augment our raw materials so greatly that

later generations will have less ground for anxiety than

we ourselves. Especially with regard to minerals hid-

den in the bowels of the earth is this true. Again, and
equally to the point, we may effect changes in our mode
of using raw materials after they have been brought
to the light of day. Instead of being wasteful, we may
learn to economize. Thus a little attention must also

be paid to the possibilities of greater thrift as an offset

to shrinking resources in the midst of a growing
population.

Finally, it is impossible to venture an opinion as to

the probable course of resources or as to limits for
1 See preceding chapter.
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population in days to come, unless we have decided

first what the prevailing rate of consumption will be

or ought to be. We can have no idea about the probable

duration of resources unless we know definitely how
fast they are being used up, or else assume a certain

rate of consumption. From this standpoint, therefore,

it is important that we think of the entire world rather

than of any one country, for rates of consumption evi-

dently vary a great deal. Asia and Africa are to-day,

and have been probably in all ages, modest consumers

not only of minerals, but also of foods or rather of

particular kinds of foods, such as meat. Europeans

had a low level of living up to recent days, but for

the last century or so have raised it greatly, so that

they now rank among the biggest consumers on

earth. The Americans, too, use up natural resources

at an alarming rate; indeed they have always been big

consumers and lead in this respect to-day. Their

standard of living would affect our estimate of future

trends very differently from that of either Germany or

Brazil.

§ 2. To make the significance of this thought clearer

with the aid of a few figures.

In 1913—a normal pre-war year—the United States

produced 38% of the world's aluminum; 32% of its sil-

ver; 40% of its coal, pig iron, and sulphur; 55% of its

copper; 47% of its gypsum; 35% of its lead; 30% of its

zinc; 42% of its phosphate; and two thirds of its petro-

leum; 1 and barring copper and lead, virtually the whole

of this output remained in the country, that is, was con-

sumed by it in one way or another. To-day (in 1924)

the percentages are substantially the same, except that

the production of petroleum, gasoline, aluminum, and

zinc has further grown without causing a proportionate

increase in exports. Americans thus prove themselves

to be rich people, or consumers on an unprecedented

scale. While for the entire world foods constitute nowa-

days about two fifths of its total production of concrete

forms of wealth, for Americans they make up scarcely

1 Huntington & Williams, Business Geography, p. 448-49.
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one fifth, the other fifth of income consisting of a number
of comforts and luxuries which nobody else can afford,

to judge from statistical evidence. Yet we are far from

stinting ourselves in matters of food and drink. On the

contrary, here too we take a prominent place, although

not more clearly so than Australians, South Americans,

or Canadians. We are among the chief producers of

meats, dairy products, and grains, and consume the larg-

est part of them at home. In recent years we have

consumed about 90% of our total output of meats; about

95% of our dairy products; over 95% of our corn; and

approximately two thirds of our wheat. 1 Our principal

fibre product, too, is being grown mainly for home con-

sumption, only about one fifth of our enormous crops of

cotton reaching foreign lands.2

The United States, then, cannot be a standard for

calculations of future needs, since it is far from typical

at the present time, and represents rates of consumption

perhaps never equalled before in history. We may, to

be sure, use these data to show what a high standard

involves, and how much may be lacking even when it is

in force. Even in this country—we may add—there is

still poverty and distress caused by undernourishment.

We too have with us the poor and the begging paupers.

There are millions who have no more than a frugal

living, and other millions who do not boast a bit more
than large numbers of Europeans. Thus it is possible

to have problems in the distribution of wealth in spite

of an incredibly large consumption for the people as a

whole. Furthermore, we might be tempted to accept this

standard of the American nation as at least a desirable

one for the whole of mankind. We might say: "So
much at least should all of us have. These allowances

represent a decent or gratifying minimum, but no more.

It would be admirable if in all times to come the world

had as much to draw from as is now offered to a most
favored nation. When less is in sight, the trend of

population either will take a downward course spon-

1 Year Book, U. S. Department of Agriculture, for 1921 to 1922.
* Ibidem, p. 465.
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taneously, or should be changed in that direction, if

possible."

Nevertheless, though we might naturally come to

this conclusion after reviewing facts of consumption for

the United States, we must not offer it for present pur-

poses. Since our problem in population relates to man-
kind, not to some one country, our rate of consumption
should also apply to the whole world. With this in

mind, then, we do well to pay some attention to five lead-

ing topics, namely: first, the extent of resources known
to-day; secondly, the possibility of new discoveries and
technical improvements ; third, the trend of productivity

or of net rates of return for work and time spent;

fourth, the possibility of putting land to better uses,

especially with a view to increasing the food supply;

and fifth, the possibility of economies in the use of goods
already taken from the soil or from the interior of the

earth. However sketchy our review, if we consider the

salient facts from these angles, we gain materially. It

will then be easier to correlate with it the question of

population in the next chapter.

| 3. As regards the extent of mineral resources now
known, we have no reason for misgiving at the present

rate of consumption. 1 There is enough to last for

thousands of years, of iron, potash, phosphate bearing

rock, and a number of elements used in relatively small

amounts, such as tungsten, molybdenum, manganese,

iridium, vanadium, platinum, and so forth. Copper,

silver, gold, sulphur, and nickel too exist in gratifying

quantities, although we measure their stocks by genera-

tions rather than by centuries.

When we pass over to those mineral products which

serve chiefly as a source of motive power, heat, and
light, we shall find the supply large or small according

to which kind we are thinking of. Anthracite is scarce

and may not last more than two centuries. Soft coal

and peat exist in almost limitless supplies, so that for

1 Political and Commercial Geology and the World's Mineral Resources
(Spurr, J. E., editor) is a convenient secondary source of data on this

subject
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many generations to come there need be no fear of a
serious depletion. (Seven trillions of tons is a widely

accepted estimate of visible stocks of bituminous coal.)

Petroleum may not last more than a half a century at

the rate of increase of use noticeable during the last

few decades, and this is probably true also of natural

gas ; but oil bearing shales occur in such huge quantities

that we may feel reassured even though no substitutes

of an equally inexpensive sort can be manufactured.
Water power, too, has been used only here and there.

Less than ten per cent of what is now commercially
available does work for man, and this not always where
it is most productive. In short, sources of motive
power and heat are far from being exhausted. In spite

of tremendous developments in recent decades much
remains in various parts of the world.

Timber, of course, is likewise a valuable combustible,

but in mentioning it we pass from inorganic and non-
reproducible products to organic and reproducible ones.

About three fifths of the world's wood is used for fuel

and the heating of homes, the rest going into mine con-

struction, buildings, engineering works, pulp, furniture,

and so on. The world's forest area is to-day estimated
as being equal to about four acres per head of its total

population, and this is certainly enough for several

generations to come. But whether we shall be content
with such a supply is certainly another question.

Similarly land, which is the basis of all our reproduc-
ible raw materials, is scarcer than one might suppose,
though on the other hand perhaps more plentiful than
is suggested by some writers who take habitually a
pessimistic attitude. The largest portion of high-grade
soil is already in use and made to yield big returns by
intensive cultivation. Much of what is unused is not
fit for the plough. And yet there remain reserves which
seem gigantic when one thinks in acres rather than in

percentages of the earth's superficies.

During the years just preceding the latest war most
countries were already making productive use of the
bulk of their holdings as follows: Sweden used 69%;
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Rumania and the Argentine each about 75% ; India,

Japan, and Bulgaria each about 80% ; Great Britain

over 85%; and the rest of Europe fully 90%. To be

sure, in certain other cases the percentages were aston-

ishingly low; thus 52% for Serbia; from 50% to 55%
for European Russia and the United States respec-

tively; about 40% for Algeria; only 7% for Australia,

and hardly 2% for Egypt. 1 Such figures lead one to

believe that chances for expansion are excellent, and
indeed this must be admitted. But we must also remem-
ber that considerable fractions of the entire area of the

globe are not suitable for cultivation under present con-

ditions. Unless revolutionary inventions for irrigation

come to our rescue, much will be permanent waste. In

Australia, for example, hardly forty million acres out

of almost two billions are fit for the plough; in Canada
only a quarter billion acres within an area covering

three million square miles; in India and the Argentine

each only about three hundred million acres out of a

grand total several times as large.2 Thus the visible

supply of suitable land is limited, after all.

§ 4. One naturally asks therefore, in the next place,

whether new accessions of all kinds of resources are

not possible or probable, and here again we can afford

to give ourselves the benefit of the doubt. We have a

right to hope for the best, even though we should not

expect everything.

As regards the total and area, it is of course pretty

well known by this time. We do not anticipate dis-

coveries such as marked the period from 1450 to 1650.

But geology may help us in no small measure, and
besides, what it does not do, may be done accidentally,

as has happened so often before. Even the most com-

petent student of economic ecology cannot be absolutely

sure of having found all the data bearing upon the

location of riches, nor may he have read correctly what
he did find. Errors here as elsewhere are common, and
may disappoint us pleasantly. Then, too, we have so

1 Huntington & Williams, Business Geography, p. 431.
* Ibidem, p. 155.
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far made a survey of only a comparatively small part

of the earth. We have much to do before completing

our task in this field. If one may judge by recent ex-

periences, additional resources await us in more than
one region, and in amounts far from negligible. We
may unearth new deposits of minerals and coal. We
may open up new gushers of oil or gas. We may
strike lodes and veins of a high degree of purity. We
may stumble upon them accidentally, if not because of

organized research and expeditions carefully planned.

Possibly, too, we may devise ways and means for creat-

ing some raw materials synthetically. We have already

manufactured precious stones and gold in tiny particles.

It is not inconceivable—albeit hard to believe—that in

the dim future we shall wrest secrets from nature deeper
and more productive than any so far known, so that

costs of artificial output will be lower than those of our
present extractive industries. One may take this rose-

ate view of affairs, whether it seems justifiable for the

nonce or not.

As regards the soil itself, additional amounts for the

farmer may be gained by drainage and irrigation or by
other treatments which will make arable certain tracts

which now are utterly unfit for that purpose. Europeans
long ago began to increase their holdings in that way.
Moors and fens were drained, fertile stretches reclaimed
from the sea—as in Holland—and arid regions watered
by irrigation systems built at great expense, though
justifiable in the light of subsequent results. In the

United States an area of nearly twenty million acres

has been made productive by artificial methods. Four-
fifths of it is irrigated by stream water properly con-

trolled, the rest by lakes, wells, city supplies, springs,

and so on. Again, some fifty-three million acres had
by 1919 been provided with drainage of some sort, so

that the total arable land was increased materially by
it.

1 Considering that to-day two-thirds of all land not
in farms in this country is rated as arid, and that mil-

lions of acres may yet be freed of swamps, the prospects
1 Census Report for 1920, V. 7.
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of adding to our farms is far from depressing. The
world as a whole may benefit by these engineering

projects for drainage or irrigation. Possibly as much
as 10% may be added to existing acreage by this

method. It is hard to say, although it would be foolish

to expect relief chiefly from these net additions.

A more promising field is the clearing of the untrod-

den wilderness in Africa and the American hemisphere.

What we know of the interior of these continents en-

courages us to believe that very large tracts may yet

be improved by the arts of the white man. There are

dense virgin forests to be cut down, vast regions wait-

ing to be cleared of brush and grasses which now make
cultivation impossible. Even in the tropical zone our

food supply may be greatly augmented, provided the

white man can adapt himself to the climate. But that

of course is a moot point. Some students doubt his

ability to resist the extreme heat and moisture, to say
nothing of insect life, while others hold out hopes or

else believe that the colored race will learn to take

care of itself, thus furnishing the rest of mankind
eventually with foods indigenous or adaptable to the

equatorial belt. Whatever history may really hold in

store for us, we should not doubt at once the pos-

sibility of new gains in quarters which now yield next

to nothing. Climatic hardships may be mitigated by a

scientific diet and proper means of sanitation. Insect

pests can be exterminated or made bearable by the use

of methods greatly superior to the clumsy ones of an
untutored native. Disease may be either prevented,

or checked through personal hygiene, immunization, and
so on. Bacterial infection need not be a scourge in the

future as it has been in the past. Hence we cannot

pretend to have proven that the tropics are altogether

unfit for habitation by the white man, much less that

they do not permit the development of an economic or-

ganization which will yield as good a return, or nearly

as good a one, as is now registered in our temperate

zones.

§ 5. None the less, when we consider the probable
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future trend of net rather than of gross returns, we
shall have to curb our enthusiasm somewhat. In spite

of all hopeful signs so far acknowledged willingly, we
must be prepared for a gradual decline of net rates

within a very few generations, if not earlier.

The cheering side of the question here consists prob-

ably of the natural resistance of the soil, and of what
we can accomplish with the help of fertilizers and fur-

ther technical improvements. The soil itself deteriorates

less quickly than has sometimes been supposed. Physi-

cal and chemical properties are not taken away by use

without being restored partly, nor is the soil purely

inanimate matter. As we are now told, 1
it is a maze

of living tissues rather than so much silt, loam, or clay.

Myriads of miscroscopic organisms in it do what the

weather alone cannot do. They remove toxic condi-

tions at the same time that cropping introduces them.

They are forever altering the chemical constitution of

the subsoil, displaying a dynamic force which builds

vp as well as tears down. In short, according to most
recent investigations, there is a natural balance of

income and outgo of productive qualities. If the prin-

ciple of rotation and occasional fallowness is applied

with discretion, fertility may be preserved for long,

long ages.

Fertilizers meanwhile can raise it appreciably, as has

always been known, and in this respect the outlook is

now better than ever. Whatever the dissensions among
chemists and farmers on the kind and amount of fer-

tilizer to be used for particular soils or crops, we may
go ahead using it because supplies are ample. Of phos-

phate bearing rocks, potash, and Chile nitrates there

exist still huge deposits. Coal distillation yields among
other things sulphate of ammonia. Nitrogen fixing

plants such as clover have done their share toward re-

generating soils, and may be dug under as liberally as

before. But in addition we have learned how to manu-
facture nitrogen synthetically, so that there is appar-

1 For a concise statement from an economic standpoint see Quarterly
Journal of Economics, May, 1923, article by A. P. Usher.
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ently no limit to output hereafter. If we ignore costs

of production we may obtain as much as we like of all

sorts of commercial fertilizer.

Yields (gross) will correspondingly rise in many
countries, and this will be true doubtless even where the

maximum is already imagined to have been attained.

The United Kingdom, for example, raised its food out-

put during the recent war from 34% of the domestic

consumption to about 42%, x most of the gain being due

to intensified methods and more scientific methods. In

China the average yield of rice per acre is about forty

bushels, which corresponds closely to an equal amount
of wheat. In France the average acre under wheat
produced during the years 1911-13 thirty bushels, in

England thirty-two, and in Germany still more. We
have an excellent chance of duplicating or bettering

these records in the New World as well as in Africa.

Instead of forty bushels, fifty or sixty may become
feasible. We have no proofs to the contrary yet.

But to return to the question of net yields. It is not

difficult to see that eventually they will decline, and this

the more surely so, the more food we force from the

soil. It is held by some agriculturists that the general

run of land will not give more than thirty or twenty-

five bushels of grain without necessitating a dispropor-

tionate expenditure in labor and materials, that is, with-

out leading to a downward trend of net yields by weight

or volume. In Asia and western Europe the law of

falling returns has been in force for some time, although

with interruptions. In the rest of the world net yields

have so far been either constant or on the incline, but

we must not infer too much from the last few decades

alone. The American farmer, for example, has lowered

costs slightly between 1890 and 1920. This has been

admitted more than once before. 2 We have reason to

be glad and proud of this record. Yet we must give

due weight to two factors which may easily be over-

looked. We should distinguish between different ways

1 Middleton, T. H., Food Production in War, 1923, p. 373.
1 See ch. 17, S 3.
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of measuring costs of production, and we should also

remember the marvelous technical progress of the last

two generations.

Costs may be reckoned either for the tillage of the

soil only, or for the process of harvesting as well.

In the first case they may be constant or rise, while

in the second case there may be a slight decline because

of exceptional savings effected during the harvesting.

In this country particularly net yields gained somewhat
because our reported costs of production include those

incurred in taking crops from the field, where great

economies were introduced.

On the other hand, we should not expect the next

centuries to improve our means and methods of cultiva-

tion as much as has been done during the last. Though
conceivable, it is quite improbable, for we have now
perfected implements to a degree which leaves little

to be desired. If mankind is to benefit further along

this line, it will be doubtless by a more general use of

scientific knowledge, of machinery and artificial power,
and also by the construction of superior engines, which
will burn fuel at a much higher efficiency. Here indeed

are needs and possibilities that cannot easily be

exaggerated.

This suggests, then, in the next place that agricultural

net yields will have their trend determined in part by
the supply of fuels and by rates of return in timbering

and mining.

Our stocks of wood certainly are not so large nowa-
days but that we must reckon with a declining net yield.

Though we still have huge stands in some parts of the

world, consumption far exceeds natural regrowth. The
world as a whole uses up wood twice as fast as it is

replaced, while the American nation (which consumes
two fifths of the grand total) does not replace even one
third of what it mines. 1 Plainly, such exploitation

points to dwindling net returns. There will be timber
belts of lower density, of less desirable stock, in regions

1 See Zon, R. and Sparhawk, W. N., Forest Resources of the World,
Vol. I.
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farther removed from centers of industry, and located

in land less accessible because of contour and climate.

Hence we shall unquestionably be compelled to cultivate

wood as we now grow grain or fruit. Costs will rise

and offer new practical problems. Total yields will be

maintained or even increase, but relative to expenses

they will be less satisfactory. There is no hope of our

being able to stave off this moment forever.

As to other sources of power, we may feel sanguine

according to what we expect from science. If we should

manage to harness tides and air currents to our mach-
inery, that will be an unparalleled gain. If solar energy

should become available for practical purposes, that

would be even more momentous in its consequences.

There is no telling what may be done nor how it will

/save mankind in later ages. In view of prevailing

methods, however, we may expect a decline of net re-

turns at most points. Coal is already being mined at

a growing disadvantage, especially in Europe. Since

oil and natural gas exist in quite limited amounts in

spite of magnificent yields just now, we must class

these too as fields for diminishing returns, or else count

them out altogether. New inventions will aid us doubt-

less as they have heretofore; at any rate, we need not

deny this offhand, in view of the fact that so much prog-

ress is being made these very days. But meanwhile
shafts will be deepened; engineering problems will mul-

tiply, even though being solved at perhaps smaller ex-

pense per unit of work done ; veins must become thinner,

ores less pure, and transportation needs greater as re-

mote regions of the earth, and especially tropical zones,

are being laid under tribute. Precisely because these con-

tingencies are real, we should not be over confident in

our estimate of future trends. All items considered,

net rates of return will probably fall off by degrees,

according to pressure of population and its preferences

in certain directions.

§ 6. A fourth general topic to be considered, therefore,

is the substitution of one crop for another which is

either more necessary, or can be grown at a relatively
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smaller cost. If we distinguish between primary
products like fibres, fruits, and grain on the one side,

and meats and dairy products on the other side, we
shall be reminded that the first are much more economi-

cal in their demands upon land. The same acre that

can support only one ox, which gives us but a few hun-

dred pounds of meat, may yield corn or wheat of de-

cidedly greater nutritive value. Animal products

represent an indirect method of food production, grains

and fruits a direct method. If food should ever become
scarce, or if for some reason we should decide to proceed
as economically as possible, we should have excellent

opportunities for savings along this line.

A few years before the war the number of cattle

and swine per hundred of the human population was
in the United States 132; in Canada 137; in Australia

60, to which should be added 2,400 sheep ; in the Argen-
tine 397, plus 1,100 sheep ; in Germany 67 ; in the United
Kingdom 35; in France 53; in European Russia 38; in

India 55 (most of which were oxen used for transporta-

tion) ; and in Japan only 3. The higher the density

of population per average square mile, the greater as

a rule the per capita number of animals bred for food.

Thus the number of inhabitants per square mile of

improved farmland was in this country in 1910 only

130; in Canada, 125; in the Argentine, 84; in Australia

about 200; in Germany, 637; in France, over 400; in

European Russia, about 300; in British India, 744; and
in Japan, nearly 2,600. x As long as such differences

in density prevail, the distribution of live stock will also

be very uneven, illustrating at the same time the general

principle that an abundance of secondary products de-

pends upon an abundance of land, or—what comes to

the same thing—upon a rather small population. Be-
cause this is true, the United States can to-day afford

to devote 20% of its total improved lands to the grow-
ing of forage crops, so that about 40% of the aggregate
of its food calories consists of meats and dairy products.

Yet it has been calculated that if the average acre
1 Huntington and Williams, Business Geography, Appendix of Tables.
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yields one hundred units of energizing in the shape of

corn (maize), it yields in the shape of milk only twenty-
three units, of pork twenty-two, of poultry five, and of

beef only four.

Actual conditions nowadays prove therefore that

substitution may help us materially. Much land may
be gained in a displacement of secondary by primary
products, or through a readjustment of ratios which
shall tend to make us more appreciative of grains and
vegetables. The Japanese have in recent years con-

sumed only one seventh as much meat per capita as

Americans, and the French only about one third. Yet
their efficiency cannot be said to have suffered from this

emphasis upon cereals or vegetables; neither can we
be sure that absolute vegetarianism militates in any
way against the progress of mankind, however defined.

Of course, it is not to be supposed that calories are

the only test of what is high-grade food. We must
remember that the human body needs more than heat

and energy. We do keep in mind nowadays especially

the value of certain fruit salts, of minerals, of vita-

mines, of body building properties, and so forth. Flavor

too may have indirectly a dietary function. Besides,

there remain still other data to be consulted. Labor
costs are greater for the cultivation of crops giving the

largest number of calories per acre than in other cases.

A soil yielding few calories for human consumption

may be rich in by-products which, though not usable by
man himself, constitute fodder for animals to be

slaughtered. Questions of climate and rates of exhaust-

ing soils or of relative needs of rest must also be weighed
carefully before a final decision is made.
But all this does not prevent us from agreeing to the

general proposition as here stated. Indeed, new uses

of land offer much greater opportunities than can be

inferred even from what has so far been emphasized.

Instead of animal fats, for example, we may cultivate

plants and trees which yield oils of equal value and
chemical qualities. Peanuts, cotton-seed, sunflower

seeds, coconuts, and soy beans have been mentioned as
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fair substitutes. Acorns, walnuts, and chestnuts grow
in a wild state and may be gathered with much profit,

if we so feel inclined. For cold latitudes hardy varieties

may be bred so as to help us extend the area of pro-

ductive land. "Where corn cannot ripen, we may
nevertheless plant it in order to secure fodder which
fattens our meat animals. Silos have here proven a

most useful adjunct.

Again, aside from substitutions in foods, we may
economize by using cement in place of lumber, synthetic

dyes in lieu of those derived from plants, and so on.

Undoubtedly there are good chances of our increasing

raw materials even after all land has been put under
the plough, although some of these gains testify to hu-

man ingenuity rather than to the probability of an
adequate output of the essentials of life. We must not

make the grievous mistake of judging the practical

import of substitutions by the variety here cited or by
the mere fact that some sort of economy is effected.

In the end we must still ask: How great is the saving,

in how far will people in all parts of the world be trained

to do what is best, and what ensures them an adequate
flow of produce from year to year. When we consider

this matter, we shall perhaps be less optimistic than at

the start!

§ 7. So we may pass finally to a brief note regarding

economies in the use of what is already produced.

Here too something worth while may no doubt be

accomplished. If a world-wide shortage of primary

goods compels us, we may reorganize our productive

forces and in addition become more frugal in our con-

sumption of what has been bought. In the marketing

of wares, for instance, we may gain by reducing the

number of middlemen and setting them to work as farm-

ers, manufacturers, or miners. Duplications caused by
competition need not be as common as to-day, nor do we
generally approve of them. Instead of transporting

produce in its natural state, we may take the water out
of it (dehydration), shipping it thereafter at much
lower cost. The war proved an eloquent experiment in
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this respect as in others. If to-day about 40% of all

timber hauled from the forest is lost in the stages pre-

paring it for its final uses, this percentage is too high,

and will be reduced in due time. If metals corrode less

quickly after having received a coat of paint, this is

a means of saving material and energy. If too much
coal is left in the mines to provide supporting pillars,

this error is bound to be remedied as stocks grow low.

In short, any number of opportunities for more scienti-

fic use are open to us and doubtless will be capitalized

once our natural stores begin to dwindle perceptibly.

There is no doubt that much may be saved, and that

correspondingly the slogan of national conservation will

gain currency, however indifferent most of us are to it

to-day. All countries will profit by wise husbandry in

these various spheres of consumption, although most

may be gained where extravagance is now at its peak.

Lastly, we must not blame merely the producer in the

basic industries and arts. We must also have an eye to

possible economies among consumers in their own
homes, among individuals who spend rather than earn

money, or at any rate, who are more thoughtless in

spending than in plying a trade. Even after goods

have arrived at their true destination, losses still occur

and might be considered appalling, were it not for the

ease with which they can be repaired. Europeans have

already learned their lesson of thrift. Asiatics have

practiced it for untold centuries. Poverty there left no

choice. But economy may doubtless be driven further

in most countries. Both in the preparation of foods

for the table and in the use of manufactured commodi-

ties the need of greater care is before us. Wear and
tear nowadays is excessive, or else goods are discarded

long before there is actual need of it. The race for

appearance has become more attractive than the policy

of using things to greatest advantage. Replacement is

usually easy, or is forced by a system of production and
merchandising which is more intent upon profits for

the time being than upon national economy measured
by centuries. Whether this is right or wrong under
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prevailing conditions may not be easy to show, but we
can hardly question the chance for greater frugality

if we feel so inclined. The garbage pail is overly large

notably in this country. Waste throughout the western
world has reached phenomenal proportions. If re-

sources should dwindle, consumers will doubtless make
shift by using more carefully what they can buy, look-

ing more to actual utilities than to proud display.

As far, then, as the future can be interpreted in the

light of existing natural resources and the probable

advance of research, the prospect for a continued high

level of living among all nations is fairly bright, but

only on conditions. We find some facts very promising.

There are opportunities for increased wealth and su-

perior use that no one can deny. Nevertheless, when
one considers all sides of the question, one is not for-

getful of some very real limitations. It can scarcely

be argued that men may multiply endlessly without hav-
ing to fear a curtailment of income. On the supply side

(if we may treat resources and research under that

heading) the outlook for permanent prosperity is but
tolerable. While we have no particular reason for dread-
ing an early decline of standards of life, neither should
we be oversanguine, expecting everything from our
productive powers, as if these could cope with any de-

mands made by rising numbers of people.
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CHAPTER 20

POPULATION AND PROSPERITY : BIRTH RATES

§ 1. If we ignore the possibility of changes in human
nature and in our knowledge and use of natural

resources, the only decisive factor determining the

future prosperity of nations is the trend of population.

The question then arises at what rate and in what direc-

tion it changes, and how this compares with the effi-

ciency of society developed by it in the meantime. We
may wonder whether there exists a natural law for an

increase and what are its manifestations in the very

long run. On the one hand we have births per thousand

or million, and on the other hand a mortality which
varies with times as well as with different nations or

races ; and if we have in mind a particular country, then

of course migrations too exert an influence. Thus there

appears a problem of numbers which is sure to be

considered important by economists.

Beginning with the sixteenth century it assumed great

significance because of the perceptible increase of

population in Europe, if not elsewhere. The new
economic conditions arising out of the fall of the feudal

system gave people much to think about, for they

showed both the evil and the good effects of capitalism

in its new form. Among others Malthus (1766-1834)

was deeply impressed with the spectacle of widespread
poverty in the midst of amazing affluence for a small

group. He saw that machinery and steam could turn

out vast quantities of goods with wonderful speed, in a
steady stream, and of a much improved quality com-
pared with hand fashioned things. This side of the

Industrial Revolution was certainly inspiring. But it

seemed also as if mills and mines worked faster than
417
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farms, as if the supply of foods and of organic raw
materials might lag behind the demands of the entrepre-

neur. As Malthus and those of his age saw it, there

was a grave question of the ability of farmers to produce
all the food needed by the multiplying numbers which
manufacture and urban life in general promised to keep
busy. Could nature be coaxed to yield foodstuffs as

generously as a rapidy growing population in the indus-

trial countries called for?

§ 2. The view first presented, and which may aptly be

named the Malthusian doctrine, 1 read approximately as

follows : It was pointed out that in general the popula-

tion increased, and more so than food supplies. Not
only was it evident enough that men were under the

sway of the sex instinct and could multiply rapidly if

sustenance held out, but in addition it seemed as if

birth rates always exceeded death rates by a great deal,

so that every once in a while misery resulted. Men
would marry in years of plenty—that is, of an abundance
of foods supplied either by the chase, or by the more ad-

vanced pursuits of agriculture and animal husbandry

—

and suffer for it later on. Babies would survive in

prosperous days and grow to maturity, but eventually

the new generation and in fact the whole population
would be hard pressed for foods, since nature did not
give with equal prodigality, nor gave at all in some
years. Most societies, therefore, evolved customs or

modes of living which held down the gross birth rate,

and for the rest they fell a victim to the cruel whims
of nature. The number of living was reduced even more
than the birth rate. A process of elimination as well

as of forestalling or birth prevention took place. By
these negative and positive checks the population of any
one region and of the earth as a whole was kept within

the limits set by the food supply.

If we adopt roughly the classification of " positive'

'

and "negative" checks listed by Malthus in his epoch-

making work of 1798 and its subsequent revisions, we
find among the forces making for elimination or death

:

1 Malthus, T. R., An Essay on Population, 1798 and subsequent editions.
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Infanticide, cataclysms of nature, diseases of all sorts,

wars, and famine; while among the preventives figure

vice, celibacy, and a voluntarily reduced birth rate.

Most of these items (though not all of them) were kept

in mind by earlier investigators and served to explain

the trend of population when viewed from a long-time

standpoint.

Infanticide was resorted to by savages either as an
attempt at propitiating gods or because it seemed better

to save the lives of adults in case of a food shortage

than to preserve infants. Cannibalism accounted for a

part of this practice. The desire to spare children the

pangs of hunger was a second factor; and the inability

of mothers to nurse their babies was a third. Thus we
have records enough of infanticide even in compara-
tively recent times, to say nothing of earlier days when
it may have been much more common.
Cataclysms of nature have always killed people and

brought economic ruin to the survivors because they
occur so unexpectedly and with an irresistible force.

Earthquakes, floods, and conflagrations have periodi-

cally devastated large tracts and shortened the lives

of millions of people. Especially among those poorly
equipped with scientific knowledge and mechanical aids

the toll has been heavy, and always will be so. Nature
in her most froward moods therefore has often been
looked upon as an inevitable remedy for over-population

or as a sort of punishment for vices wantonly culti-

vated by man in flourishing times.

Diseases too have been a powerful influence through-

out historical ages. Even if we ignore their part in

the death of people long past the prime of life, it remains
one of the greatest checks for the growth of population.

Disease accounts for a large percentage of deaths among
babies and children up to the period of puberty. It

strikes at adults apparently in the best of health and
consigns them to a premature grave. It often super-

venes as a result of accidents befalling people when
at work or, for that matter, during hours of rest and
play. It is especially virulent in the form of epidemics
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which have swept over races in all climes, taking at

times most of them, or such large numbers that the

population remained stationary for decades. Pests and
plagues likewise have been the curse of mankind, so that

they deserve more consideration than any factors save

the following two.

In the fourth place, namely, wars have kept down num-
bers marvelously, and in the fifth place famine has

worked to the same effect.

Wars we may for the moment treat as an integral

part of human history, as an element which has existed

from the very beginning and so far has not been elimi-

nated in spite of efforts here and there. Among bar-

barians it takes the form of feuds which lead to homicide

in the absence of a law or of a well developed govern-

ment prescribing conduct in days of peace. Though
to-day we distinguish between murder and such

slaughter as ensues upon a declaration of war, origin-

ally the two meant pretty much the same thing. Murder
was always a possibility because each man had to defend

himself and on the other hand was disposed to attack

others. Sex rivalry, tribal antipathies, race prejudice,

religious beliefs, disputes over rights of property

—

these were the first causes of enmity and of struggle

among men. The contending parties fought as indi-

viduals or small groups, and thus came to grief. With
the advance of civilization, however), hostilities took

on a more serious and formal aspect. Large numbers
banded together and acted as a unit for many (if not

for all) purposes. Communities and kingdoms arose.

Hundreds of thousands and finally many millions agreed

upon certain rules for conduct and for the maintenance

of a social order. Nations thus were born, and estab-

lished central agencies or governments for the regula-

tion of public affairs. Feuds too became a matter of

public concern. Homicide now was murder without

sanction of the law, while war justified slaughter, in-

deed, urged and glorified it as a means of preserving

the state, of guarding sacred rights, of fostering ideals

and providing means for future development. In this
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way killings during a war came to be contrasted sharply

with assault and murder in times of peace among mem-
bers of the same community or state. Nevertheless,

the effect upon population was as marked as ever, indeed

far more so; for modern wars have proven much more
sanguine than the frays of savages armed with club

or spear. What the population of the world would be

to-day if peace had been uninterrupted, it is impossible

to estimate. It would be foolish to start musing over

this question. But we may be sure that the slaughter

has been great throughout history and that it has been

one of the most obvious checks to a growth of numbers.

Wars have again and again undone the work of peace,

exterminated tribes, destroyed wealth, and transformed
order into chaos. Not only during the hostilities them-

selves, but also as a result of the upheaval and despair

following in their wake, the growth of population has

been retarded.

Finally, famine remains the arch enemy of men
everywhere. As Malthus and others of his day under-

stood it, this more than anything else served to deci-

mate the population at certain times, and thus to adjust

numbers to food supplies. There can at any rate be
no doubt of the gruesome role played by famine in

bygone days. Myriads must have died from it in the

thousands of years back of us. Even during historical

times the toll has been heavy and practically unavoid-
able. If we find it difficult to-day to avert a famine
and to help those who are threatened by it, how much
more thorough must have been its work in earlier days,

before means of transportation and communication were
well developed and carefully guarded! Beyond doubt,

a drought or excessively cold and rainy season spelled

disaster, for help from distant lands was neither

offered nor possible. Famine stalked triumphant and
reaped grimly as the exigencies of the moment urged.-

Preventive forces—that is, those tending to keep the

birth rate down or to prevent births altogether—were
not nearly so important until recent days. From the

standpoint of Malthus and his contemporaries they
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needed to be mentioned only to complete the list of

theoretically possible checks. But it was granted that

vice, celibacy, late marriages, and contraceptive meas-

ures had been of some effect at least.

As to vice, it signified dissolute living or simply a

high standard of life which tended to devitalize people,

to weaken resistance and to lull the passions to the point

of impotence. It was held that civilization might go

too far, that it might effeminate the man and make him
indifferent to success or virile pursuits calculated to

develop his stamina and physical strength. In such cases

the sexual instinct might wane or lead to malpractices

militating against a normal increase of the species.

Sexual excesses, intemperance in drink and eating,

supine ease and luxury encouraged on the one hand
by wealth, and on the other by climatic conditions

—

these might lower the birth rate visibly. The fecundity

of the race would suffer in the end. There would be

fewer women capable of bearing children, and fewer

births per thousand of the population.

Celibacy was of importance formerly because religious

beliefs preached it and made it a sacred institution

for large numbers of people. The great religions

of the world have without exception taken note of it

as a source of faith and piety, sanctioning it in one form
or another. Monasteries and convents, hermitages and
pilgrims dedicating their lives wholly to God have thus

helped to lower the marriage and birth rates. Until

recent times their effect was not negligible.

But this of course still left the question of the age

at which marriage takes place, and also of special pre-

ventives such as abortion or contraception. While these

features were not stressed, we may infer from occa-

sional allusions that Malthus kept them in mind. Mani-
festly, if any of these measures could be approved of,

or were actually adopted by large classes of people,

the effect upon the birth rate would be instant and far-

reaching. As we see it to-day, the preventive forces

should or will outweigh the positive or eliminating

ones. Instead of depending upon nature or man's
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foibles for a proper adjustment of numbers to economic
income, it is hoped we shall apply reason and method,
averting misery rather than seeking to relieve it in

some degree after it has fallen upon us.

§ 3. Now, if for the time being we disregard the force

of checks historically known or pending, and concern

ourselves merely with the rates of change in population,

we have to admit that they have often been marked
and in modern times have meant a steady growth
of numbers. Not only may we consider the Malthusian

theorem as substantially correct, but what is equally

to the point, developments since his day have demon-
strated the great multiplying powers of the human
species. The white race especially has increased more
during the last century and a half than ever before.

If we were to judge from records since the dawn
of the Industrial Eevolution we should be optimistic

or pessimistic in the extreme, according to whether we
approved of large numbers, or feared an over-popula-

tion relative to standards of living previously fixed and

clung to as an indispensable prerequisite. In general

we must accept the thesis that men do multiply quickly

or are able to do so under favorable circumstances.

The abundance of seed and the inborn and mutual at-

traction between the sexes cannot be denied. It is ap-

parent everywhere, and it may be illustrated particu-

larly from the trend of population in Europe and in

the United States during recent decades, wars and
diseases of various sorts notwithstanding.

To cite a few facts from modern history.

During the seventeenth century the population of

Europe is estimated ' to have increased about 35% ; in

the next, 50% ; and since then over 125%. From 1815

to 1915 the grand total increased from less than 200,-

000,000 to over 450,000,000, and this in spite of an emi-

gration of about 35,000,000 to foreign shores—mostly

to the United States.2 To-day the white race is said
1 Rossiter, W. S. in Journal of American Statistical Association, March,

1923.
* For this and other data on same subject see East, E. N. Mankind at

the Crossroads, 1923.
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to increase annually by about nine millions, and the rest

of mankind by three millions or less. In the United

States there were ten million inhabitants a hundred
years ago, and more than a hundred and ten millions

in 1920. In short, whatever data we consult, we find a

rate of growth which, with the amount of unimproved
farmlands now known in the world, would claim every

acre of arable soil within a half dozen generations.

Of course, the last few decades were unusually favor-

able to a rapid rise of density in population. The fig-

ures just given must be studied from this viewpoint.

There existed conditions never seen before, and perhaps
never to recur for any portion of the globe. Both
Europe and North America gained by unexpected devel-

opments to which none of antiquity or the Middle Ages
can be compared.
To begin with, a new world of natural resources was

opened up and exploited with amazing vigor, nay, even
ruthlessly from the standpoint of the needs of future

generations. Australia, North and South America, and
large portions of Asia and Africa furnished an endless

stream of foodstuffs and raw materials taken from the

soil or from the depth of the earth. Land at first could

be had almost for the asking. To prepare it for the

plough cost little either to the individual farmer or to

society. The soil yielded richly and sometimes more
than once a year. The average farmer could produce
not only for his own family, but likewise for three or

four others. There was no danger of dearth or of

periodic famines in these regions newly explored and
subjugated by the white man. Raw materials became
plentiful and cheap when compared with old time labor
costs or the sporadic supplies offered by producers and
traders. Virgin forests furnished hard and soft woods
for fuel or various industrial uses. Fibers, rubber, and
dyes came from farms, plantations and the recesses
of the primeval forest where supplies seemed inexhaust-
ible for the time being. Even in the Old World new
resources were tapped and made to serve the needs of
western nations. Asia, for example, furnishes nowa-
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days about one half of all the antimony consumed an-

nually, about one third of the manganese, and large

portions of the world's output of phosphate, tungsten,

tin, and graphite. Thus it was comparatively easy for

the white race to multiply rapidly and to better its mode
of living at the same time.

As far as Europe is concerned, she supplied backward
people everywhere with what they could not possibly

produce themselves, but welcomed either as a means
of developing the extractive industries or as a feature

in their list of consumables. Even the United States

was for a long while supported by foreigners. In effect

Europe said to these younger and less advanced coun-

tries: "You go ahead tilling the soil and operating

forests and mines as fast as you can. Y"ou should

produce these primary materials at low cost because

of the abundance of land and the largesses heaped upon
you by nature. We cannot compete with you in these

fields, nor do we intend to do so, though we shall make
the best of our slender resources. But you will need
machinery and much stationary equipment for mines
and mills. You will want to develop water ways, trans-

portation systems on land, public utilities, and urban
improvements. You will have to build up systems of

communication and intelligence, construct ships and
terminal facilities. There will be scant supplies of

capital for these purposes. So we shall attend to the

things you cannot do right away. We shall help with
funds and scientific knowledge, with technical skill and
leadership in organization or finance. Whatever you
may want, whether it is art products or machines or
scientific apparatus or banking service, we shall come
to the rescue, if you desire. We know how to cater

to you along these lines. We have the means and the

methods which you lack and must depend upon for
further progress. We shall therefore work at rising

returns in manufacture and industry in general, selling

their products to you in exchange for the raw materials
or foods which you possess in such over-abundance."
As long as Europe could make good this promise of
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a fair exchange, she could increase her population

greatly and at the same time also raise her level of liv-

ing. The cause of her growing numbers might, from
the economic standpoint, be stated as follows: There

was first a remarkable advance of science and technical

knowledge. Inventions and discoveries in rapid succes-

sion opened up new avenues of approach to the problem
of production and trade. New technical means and meth-

ods were tried out and proven successful. Manufacture,

mining, and diverse industries of a mechanical nature

therefore developed rapidly. The advantages of the

roundabout capitalistic method called for an increasing

scale of operations, and this favored a concentration of

people as well as of materials. The ascendancy of the

metropolis, of the city with hundreds of thousands of

inhabitants, was thus a by-product of the Industrial Rev-
olution in the widest sense. But urbanism and a high

density of population point also to a close and mutual
relation between industry and agriculture. The former
may be said to have gained by the wonderful yield of

farms and mines in the so-called "new" countries. There
the primary materials essential to manufacture, public

utilities, and business of every kind were turned out at

a small expense, in huge amounts, and in such excellent

quality that the severest demands of Europeans could be

met. Foods from North and South America, Russia, and
Australia made possible the rapid increase of numbers
in Europe, while the rest of supplies provided the basis

for highly finished products which could be easily sold

at a considerable rate of profit. The New World thus

appears to have exchanged its necessities of life for the

comforts and luxuries offered by the Old World. That
is one aspect of the situation. However, agriculture it-

self gained by the exchange and thus may be said to

have been the result of industrialism. The Europeans
were for a long time pioneers in science and its applica-

tions. They supplied knowledge and practical advice.

They improved breeds of plants and animals. They
turned out farm implements and engines. They were
leaders in the organization of systems of transportation,
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communication, and banking which gave to the output of

agricultural countries its real market value. "Without

these devices the food supply of the world could not have

reached its present volume. It could not have grown as

rapidly during the last century and a half as it actually

did.

Furthermore, in western Europe and the United States

the growth of numbers was partly due to a reduction

of mortalities. Even when the gross birth rate began to

decline—as it did about fifty years ago—the net rate

continued to rise because of the saving of lives threat-

ened with disease and a premature death. A larger

percentage of infants survived in spite of hardships and
sickness formerly fatal to them. Scientific advance in

many branches, the control of bacterial infections, at-

tention to personal hygiene, new aids for analyzing or-

ganic disturbances and for checking their progress

—

these and many precautionary measures helped to raise

the normal expectation of life at birth and even at a later

age. The poor no less than the well-to-do benefited by
conquests in the field of medicine and of household sani-

tation. Between 1901 and 1910 the European death rate

was only twenty per thousand as compared with over

thirty a century earlier. England and New Zealand
boasted in 1923 a rate of less than twelve per thousand,

while in this country it has been for years less than
twenty. So it would seem that we may ere long reach the

minimum compatible with a normal distribution of ages,

raising our average longevity to perhaps seventy years.

§ 4. In view of all these facts, then, the unprecedented

growth of population among the whites may be readily

understood. Exceptional circumstances favored it, and
what happened during the last few generations may
never occur again. Giving our problem a wider mean-
ing, however, we should now ask ourselves what the

probabilities of change are for the distant future. It is

necessary to consider this trend for mankind at large

and for long periods ahead.

For this purpose, instead of distinguishing between
positive and negative checks, as Malthus did, we may
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just as conveniently divide all checks into the unwilled

and the willed. The former lie beyond human control

entirely or to so large an extent that we cannot hope

ever to eliminate them ; the latter consist of steps which

man may take or not according to his desire. Thus we
have on the one side cataclysms of nature, disease, fam-

ine, and congenital sterility, while on the other may be

listed wars between tribes or nations, a postponement

of marriage among people who practice monogamy un-

der legal or ecclesiastical sanction, and contraceptive

measures which, in contradistinction to abortion, we shall

hereafter call birth control.

Wars, to be sure, are not declared for the avowed pur-

pose of slaughter. Nations and governments have never

in modern times, and rarely before that, made such an

admission. As will appear a little later in this chapter,

a number of other motives have served to explain or to

justify an offensive. The loss of lives is apparently only

an unfortunate by-product of tactics aiming at ends

often of a high moral order. Still, we cannot deny that

war does kill vast armies of people, and that they are

begun deliberately by at least one of the two parties in

question. They may or may not occur, dependent upon
ideals among nations to-day and in the future. Hence it

seems admissible to class wars among the willed checks.

§ 5. As regards the unwilled ones, we may expect

most of them to operate less ruthlessly hereafter, though

that is not to imply that they will ever cease to be for-

midable. Some will remain about the same; some will

lose force ; and one may possibly gain in significance.

Destruction by nature for instance may continue as

in the past. Earthquakes, floods, sinkings of land, devas-

tation by windstorms, and so forth, are uncertain fac-

tors ; but they have never retarded the growth of popula-

tions materially as far as records show, hence we need
not linger over them here.

Disease is likely to diminish because of better means
for both prevention and cure. A larger number of peo-

ple are being made acquainted with the rule of hygiene,

of sane living. We learn more of requisites in food and
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housing. We shall doubtless do more for the care of

our body, even though progress will be slow and unequal

for different parts of the earth. After illness has set in,

too, our chance for recovery will be better as time goes

by. Natural science, the various branches of medicine,

our invention of apparatus for diagnosing a case, for

rectifying organic defects of certain kinds, and the in-

creased resort to public sanitation—these betterments

will no doubt decrease the mortality from diseases now
particularly destructive, or of greatest force in the past.

To be sure, wealth and ordinary enlightenment do not

make men always prudent. Dissipation will not be

checked by it directly. Strenuosity and "high living"

will flourish in the future as they do to-day. There is

no panacea for weaknesses of this type; neither must we
overlook the price paid for efficiency in production. Oc-

cupational ailments may gain rather than lose. Acci-

dents have been on the increase during recent decades,

and these result from the pursuit of pastimes (automo-

biling, for instance) as well as from our attendance to

duties while earning a livelihood. Thus we may find

forces counteracting those which make for a lowered
mortality. Nevertheless, in the main the outlook is en-

couraging. There is much ground for believing that the

ravages of sickness in many forms will be abated. A
higher percentage of people will enjoy health, since their

environmental conditions will improve by degrees.

Famine too will be less of a bugaboo because of su-

perior means of communication and transportation, be-

cause of a wider cooperation among producers or mer-
chants, because of a growing mastery over nature and
a steadier supply of necessities for the majority of

people. Though we cannot control the weather, though
carelessness among farmers cannot be prevented wholly,

though isolated regions will for long times suffer

severely when nature frowns upon them, in the main the

fear of starvation will tend to disappear. Market intel-

ligence, rapid travel and transport, a growing humani-
tarian spirit among public officials and leaders in pri-

vate life, these factors vouchsafe us a diminution of
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mortality so far as it rests on insufficiency of food stocks.

Untold millions need not die, as they have even of late.

Increasingly the surplus of one quarter of the earth will

be put at the disposal of another in dire need.

When we pass, however, to the fourth unwilled check

upon population, namely sterility inborn or acquired by
people without their knowledge, against their wishes,

we must state our optimistic views with some reserva-

tion, launching immediately upon a distinction which is

by no means negligible. We must make clear whether

we mean barrenness caused by vice or by modes of living

which are perfectly defensible on conventional moral

grounds ; and we must also differentiate between a mere
decline of the sex passion itself and physiological facts

which make sterilization or child bearing, or both, im-

possible. We may stress one point to the exclusion of

another, or we may expect the same trend from all three.

The effect of vice, whether legally punishable or not,

has long ago been noted and connected with the course

of population in this or that country. According to

earlier students it is one important source of a perma-

nently declining gross birth rate. It was natural to

point out the havoc wrought by dissipation, alcoholism,

gluttony, sexual excesses, and so forth. Sins of this sort

are known to lead to debility, if not to a premature
death. They frequently engender sterility, or else impair

the health of offspring, so that the birth rate for large

groups gradually falls off. We may assume that this

type of check will continue to figure in vital statistics,

economic progress notwithstanding. But here again we
are dealing with something of much smaller import than

ordinarily supposed. Vice has probably never been ru-

inous in itself. Though we are told of the downfall of

whole empires because of dissolute living and gross im-

mortality, we have no absolute proof of their bearing

upon numbers as distinct from political units.

Eelative sterility, however, is another matter. We
may feel that civilization is a burden in a sense, that it

imposes duties in thought and action which run counter

to the ideal of a continued growth of numbers. It has
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often been believed that a high economic level of living

is in itself detrimental in this respect. Opulence and a
leisurely life, it has been said, tend to enervate the race,

to stifle its normal ambitions for success in business, for

political grandeur, for strength of character and virility

of body or mind. Sometimes we seem to find confirma-

tions of this view. There certainly are people who do
not unite wealth with large families, who are suspected
of being unable to reproduce themselves. Women or men
are sterile apparently because of habits of living which,
while not really immoral, sap vitality or choke off

passions.

Yet we may look at the eventual effects of a further

advancing civilization from a third angle. We may not

be able to make up our minds whether the mere use of

wealth, the eating of rich foods, the enjoyment of crea-

ture comforts, and an ample allowance of everything
imaginable—whether these in themselves undermine
health. But we may argue that in the future our creeds
and social conditions will weaken the sexual instinct ap-
preciably. Instead of fearing a lack of ambition and
initiative we may fear an over-abundance of them. Ma-
terial progress is impossible without a discipline of the
mind, without an ever deepening insight into laws of na-
ture and the principles of social order. Only in train-

ing our mind can we surround ourselves with wealth.
We must sharpen our wits and get rid of illusions in
order to make the most of our natural resources. Yet
by this very process of banning superstitions, of subor-
dinating emotions to reason, of seeing clearly with the
mind what is invisible to the eye, we may also arrive at

a philosophy which is essentially indifferent to the pro-
creation of self. Thus in recent decades irreligion has
made much headway. We hear of people who find no
purposes in life, who live from habit rather than from
enthusiasm or a faith in a moral goal. The dissemina-
tion of scientific knowledge has been said to be a mixed
blessing for many people, since it rends them from fa-
miliar moorings of religious belief, causes inner con-
flicts and emotional decline, and possibly tends to foster
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an attitude which cares about nothing in particular. If

we could accept this interpretation, if we could show

a definite relation between the spread of knowledge or

the strenuosity of our life on the one side, and the cyni-

cism of intelligent people on the other, we might have

cause for alarm; for in that case the primal passions

would undoubtedly be toned down. They might die in

us prematurely or never come to fruition. The ultimate

problem under those circumstances would be perhaps

what somebody, with a different set of facts in mind, has

called "the cause and cure" of civilization.

As remarked before, it is not easy to take a clear-cut

position on this subject. In so far as we have data to

consult, they may be construed to favor a belief either

in a continued fertility of the race or in a slow but steady

decline. One thing however must be noted in this con-

nection, and that is the important fact that marriages

normally occur at an age when life has not yet been

given serious thought, when abstract problems of right

and wrong, of purpose and chance, of providential be-

hests or human inanities have little meaning, supposing

they are envisaged at all. It seems therefore logical to

suppose that the gross birth rate need not suffer mate-

rially from either the consequences of prosperity itself,

or from whatever states of mind and ways of living our

modern civilization may engender. It is improbable that

the sex instinct will be weakened by cold-blooded reason-

ing, or that the species taken in its entirety will forfeit

in natural fecundity what it gains in its mastery of

nature. As far as the unwilled checks in general are

concerned, they may be said to favor a further increase

of numbers for a long time to come.

§ 6. So we may next inquire how much depends upon
the willed checks, of which war, a postponement of mar-

riage, and birth control are the only ones worth mention-

ing. Shall we expect these checks to offset the tendency

toward a growing population which we may read out of

the probable future of the unwilled checks? May we
assume wars to give way to perpetual peace so that life

runs its normal course instead of being cut off at an
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unexpected moment, as a result of public policies and
military conscription? And does it seem likely, further-

more, that men and women will mate at a much later age,

or that people the world over will deliberately limit the

size of their families by contraceptive measures'? Will

the increase of numbers be prevented in this way in spite

of our triumphs over disease and famine?

§ 7. In attempting to answer the first of these two
questions we do well to subdivide it into two parts, put-

ting on one side the case for and against the future of

nationalism or of the continued existence of distinct and
sovereign countries, and on the other the prospects for

or against the abolition of war. The two are closely

connected, of course, but we may deal with them in

succession.

As regards either the near or the remote future of

nationalism, it seems exceedingly probable that nations

will continue to be the largest political and social units.

Cosmopolitanism does not appear to have much of a

chance just now. It is talked of a great deal and looms
before us as an ideal. A good many people admit there

is no valid moral argument against uniting all races un-

der one government. They acknowledge this in the ab-

stract. So far as real promises go, however, they are

neither definite nor encouraging. In spite of magnificent

systems of transportation, communication, and educa-

tion we regard nationality as a dominant fact. It is the

vessel, so to speak, into which we pour a host of hetero-

geneous elements for the sake of welding them into one
piece. Divergent traits and interests are reconciled by
this device. Those swearing allegiance to one flag are
brethren for offence or defence. They admit sharing
certain beliefs and aims in common. They insist that
whatever their disagreements, they will forget them and
stand together to ward off a foe, if not to challenge
others without provocation.

States are formed in such a spirit, and endure for cen-
turies. Topography has not usually had much to do
with the size or shape of them. To be sure, it has often
been regretted that regions with like economic interests
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belonged to different sovereignties, while others with

no such common bonds were united under one govern-

ment. . Perhaps that is a subject worth studying. But
whatever our opinion, we are sure of the relative unim-

portance of such facts in the past. While rivers, moun-
tain ranges, and the contour of shorelines have pro-

foundly influenced the migration of people, as well as

their language, literature, and religion, they have not

served as bounds to political units.

What has brought people together for military pur-

poses has been first of all leadership by one man or by
a few, and secondly a set of institutions developed after

political unification had been accomplished. Great war-

riors have gathered followers about them and spread

their dominion over others. Far-distant lands have been
visited in these campaigns and compelled to acknowledge
the sovereignty of a superior personality. Dynasties

often arose on such foundations and managed to hold

themselves for many years, or even centuries. With the

help of exceptional organizers the conquering group
succeeded in imposing ideals of right and wrong, of re-

ligion, law, and art upon those beneath them. In this

way large numbers of people separated by many miles

could be welded into a single monarchy or republic. Ad-
ministrative subdivisions allowed enough elasticity for

divergences of interests and provided to make a per-

manent union possible even though political conscious-

ness was rather weak. Human history is full of such
concessions granted by the central authority which made
conquered provinces virtually autonomous. In part the

establishment of modern colonial empires rested on this

principle.

Still, until the end of the eighteenth century huge em-
pires were out of the question. Lack of transportation
and communication proved fatal to the ambitions of mil-

itary genius. Once settled in a particular district, peo-
ple were almost certain to stay there, henceforth to be
influenced by their surroundings no less than by a spor-

adic intercourse with outsiders. Thus principalities re-

mained small compared to those of the present, while
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local characteristics gained steadily in momentum. If

to-day, then, we profess nationalism wherever we are

born, it is partly because of an attachment to the tra-

ditions to which we fall heir, and partly because of limits

imposed upon the territorial expansion of states by the

difficulties of transportation and travel.

On the one hand we find barriers in language, litera-

ture, political annals, ideals of government, and so on.

Britishers, Russians, Brazilians, and Americans boast of

so long a record of sovereignty or distinctive customs
and viewpoints that not one of them would care to lose

his nationality, to be mistaken for the other. Educators
eulogize patriotic motives and policies. Military exploits

of ancestors are magnified and commemorated on anni-

versaries. Patriotism and progress become synonyms
to the majority of the people. Rulers and ruled seem one
and the same thing in days of challenge by foreigners.

Soil and soul, too, blend in the individual. Thus the

nationalistic spirit waxes strong, overbearing all other

sentiments in a political crisis. Even when at first un-
certain of their status, nations become self-conscious in

the heat of battle, in the course of a war which draws up-
on them the attention of the rest of the world.

On the other hand, the prospect of a union among
all nations is greatly dimmed by the fact that human
beings cannot after all move about freely, however eager
they may be to do so and to clasp hands everywhere in

token of lasting friendship. The necessity of securing
a livelihood is paramount and prevents movements on
a large scale for more than a few days or weeks during
the year. Travel takes time and is costly. The inclina-

tion to stay "put", to remain where we have been born
or where we have first sought success and found it, is

deep seated and not to be uprooted by an appeal to cos-
mopolitan tastes. Nationality therefore promises to play
an enduring role in the history of mankind. People will

not mix and blend as quickly as some of us might wish.
Political and ethical creeds vary in different parts of
the earth and mould the character or outlook of each
group coming under their sway. As far as we can tell
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from present indications, provincialism is bound to be

an attribute of most men. They are provincial in that

their criteria and aims fit into a particular physical or

socio-economic environment, and this weakness will at

the same time prevent the spread of a truly cosmopolitan

outlook.

When we consider next, then, the possibility of avert-

ing wars in the future, we do well to differentiate be-

tween the occasions for them in the remote past, and in

more recent historical times.

Originally tribal jealousies, religious fanaticism, and

lack of food were undoubtedly fertile sources of trouble

between either individuals or social groups. Before

man had attained a relatively high stage of economic de-

velopment, these factors must have been constantly at

work. The spectre of famine especially goaded men into

frenzy and relentless onslaughts upon their fellow crea-

tures. The pain of hunger is one of the most terrible

known. When food or drink grew scant, a struggle was
bound to ensue and to solve the problem. The frail or

unlucky succumbed, while the stalwart and favored ones

claimed the spoils. Again and again wars must have
turned on questions of food supply, on the fear that there

was not enough in sight for all. Somebody had to do
without or die in the attempt to hold his own. Primitive

life, as Dr. Patten has said, presented the picture of a

pain economy in which risks and sufferings predom-
inated.

We must now add, however, that scarcity of food has

long ceased to be the main reason for enmity among
human beings. Wealthy and powerful nations have
taken the aggressive no less than others whose very ex-

istence was at stake, nay, rather more often. What has
driven men to fight so far has been an inborn spirit of

pugnacity, natural greed, and an appeal to pride which
ranks second only to our sense of self-preservation and
perpetuation. At all times men have been ready to take

up arms when their physical courage seemed in doubt.

The desire to prove one's daring is deeply ingrained.

Approval by others fortifies the disposition to enter a
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fray. For the masses everything turns on proofs of

prowess and strength, while for a small minority the

goal of life has usually been preeminence and power.

Men of brain therefore have been no less inclined to war
than the unsophisticated millions. Indeed, pride and pre-

judice, greed and self-assertion at any cost are more
common among men of exceptional energy and insight

than among the rank and file. Precisely because these

characteristics are part and parcel of human nature,

wars have been frequent and protracted. Most of them
originated in the rivalries of dominant groups. Dynas-
tic vanities, the arrogance of genius, conflicting interests

as seen by magnates in this field or that, these have been

starting points for bloodshed on a large scale.

One phase of this subject is presented to us occa-

sionally in the dictum that wars make men, that is, make
them manly. In every country and age leaders have
been found who extol the virtues of war as a cure or a

prophylactic for effeminacy. To fight is to toughen the

moral fibre, to resist hardships and inure the body. Fur-
thermore, there can be no doubt that under the stress and
strain of a moral conflict inventiveness is stimulated and
a deeper sense of responsibility for others awakened.
During the late struggle between Allies and Central
Powers it seemed to many as if the finer qualities in us
were revealed more magnificently than ever before.

Self-sacrifice and loyalty, tenacity and fortitude,

subordination and self-discipline—these were mentioned
as traits cultivated "at the front." Combat has ever
thus been glorified and welcomed in spite of all its

gruesome experiences.

Now, whether we subscribe to any of these doctrines
or not makes little difference as long as we realize the
obstacles in the way to an absolute elimination of blood-
shed through group feuds. It is evident that a variety
of conditions combine to make wars popular even in

these days, and may do so in the distant future. Racial
differences will play a sinister role for a long time to

come. Nationalism is a necessity in view of the diffi-

culties of migrations and of such a frequent intercourse
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of individuals from all parts of the world that regional

peculiarities must disappear. Innate traits of conceit

and vanity, of greed and pugnacity, of a love of adven-

ture and lust of power—these factors can hardly be

rooted out of human nature ; nor can we be sure that in

certain forms they are not beneficial even though repug-

nant to a prevailing code of ethics. Thus, all things con-

sidered, the probability of our getting rid of one power-

ful check upon population is not as great as some of us

might wish. It remains to be seen what can be accom-

plished in this direction. For the time being we can only

say that wars are as old as life, that most people are

easily stirred up to hatred and aggression, and that we
shall have to develop an exceedingly fine mechanism for

adjusting disputes among nations and their ruling

classes before harmony throughout the world can be-

come spontaneous and enduring. Unless this miracle is

performed eventually, the prospect for perpetual peace

is not a very bright one.

§ 8. By comparison the outlook for birth control or

contraceptive practices is much better, although here too

there exist reasons for a mental reservation.

If we have in mind first of all the classes rather than

the masses, we are dealing with an already established

fact. Quite a variety of motives for this minor group
conspire to bring about restrictions. For one thing,

the love of creature comforts often outweighs the

desire for a large family. Economic standards are

understood to embrace not only an adequate food
allowance, but also pleasant home surroundings, amuse-
ments, leisure, education, and so forth. Many people

demand these things. If they can get enough of them,

they are contented, but otherwise they fret and grumble.

Nothing can compensate them for sacrifices in this

direction, for opportunities missed or hardships en-

dured.

In the second place, wealth is by many desired not

so much for what it can buy as for the prestige and
power springing from its possession. Since the down-
fall of the feudal system and social stratification in gen-
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eral, money has become the sole or principal index of per-

sonal worth. There are no hereditary rights, no landed

estates handed down automatically from father to son,

no special privileges enjoyed by one class only and de-

signed to awe the less favored and capable proletariate.

If a man nowadays wishes to prove his abilities, he must

seek to earn on a large scale. Besides, the development

of specialization and national currencies has tended to

make cash and credit omnipotent. It seems as if money
can buy anything, as if nothing can escape a plain rat-

ing in terms of it. Goods and services are continually

produced with a view to exchange in an open market.

The battle of life and the reward of unusual merits

therefore assume a pecuniary aspect. The more we
have, the greater our worth probably, and the surer our

success in trying to gain public recognition. A great

deal of the popular demand for riches rests on these

facts. People wish to be able to spend much or to own
much because it adds to their social position, enhances

their local reputation, or indicates roughly the intellec-

tuality of the owner. "With income goes influence and
political opportunity, admiration and envy, homage and

praise in many guises. To be conscious of such meas-

ures of well-being is to favor a high level of economic

living at almost any cost. If a reduction of numbers in

the family can help bring it about we may be persuaded

to adopt it as a principle even though we care little about

creature comforts. A not inconsiderable percentage of

those counseling small families or late marriage are

thinking of the psychic satisfaction rather—if we may
apply this phrase to prestige or power—than of sensual

pleasures.

But again. The age of political and social democracy
has fostered also the ideal of self-realization for the ut-

most development of inborn capacities. As theorists or

champions of moral progress see it, our aim must be to

produce quality rather than quantity. The slogan of

equality has achieved miracles even though we do not

realize it in full, nor deny its serious shortcomings.

Whether we believe or deny that men are born substan-
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tially equal, we have for over a century preached equal

rights before the law and equal opportunities as far as

our legal background of economics permits it. The
drive for betterment has been universal among western

nations. It has urged men to claim whatever their pow-
ers of body and mind can give them. Ambition, once a

vice or offence, has long ago been welcomed as a sign of

initiative and good citizenship. The masses too have
been told to help themselves within the law, to regard
all things as possible. Mobility has taken the place of

immobility or status by birth. Zeal and enthusiasm have
been fired in men's breasts. As a result of this change
the trend of population may be slackened, if one may
judge by recent expressions.

For the average individual this motto of self-realiza-

tion may mean a greater regard for achievements than
for unpretentious ease. Among intelligent people in

many walks of life the value of education has been in-

creasingly admitted. More time and money has been
spent upon the training of the mind, and this has fre-

quently necessitated a postponement of marriages or a
check of birth rates. Among women too the effect has
become noticeable in recent decades. Everywhere they
have benefited by the broader application of the principle

of freedom and equality of economic rights. They have
learned to appraise their aptitudes for many kinds of

work. They have been made familiar with the idea of

earning their own livelihood, of being independent fi-

nancially, of pursuing a definite aim in science, art, or

business. In proportion as this emancipation continued,

the lure of matrimony lost its power. For normal women
spinsterhood need have no terror, so far as law or pub-
lic opinion is concerned.

Yet all this is not, of course, to imply that the major-
ity of people the world over, or even among the whites,

will look with approval upon birth control. Granted
that a certain percentage has already been converted to

this creed, or will speedily embrace it in the near future,

we may still question the attitude of the untutored
masses. Will these too practice restraint for the sake
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of improving their economic, social, and intellectual

status ¥

In general—and arguing chiefly from current facts

—

we must moderate our expectations. The largest part

of mankind seems less disposed to exercise prudence

than to accept conditions as they naturally present them-

selves. We cannot assert on the strength of past ex-

perience that it will defer marriage or restrict the size

of the family. If it is natural for people to fall in love

upon reaching adolescence, it is equally natural for them
to get married about that time. There are no statistics

proving beyond a doubt that marriages per thousand of

the adult population are becoming fewer. Celibacy is

on the wane, and has been so for generations. Among
men of the middle classes the age for marriage seems

to have advanced slightly, but not enough to affect the

birth rate in the end. Elsewhere it still hovers between
twenty and twenty-five years, while among orientals the

range is lower yet. Men, in other words, are governed
less by notions of cultured living and a commensurate in-

come than by variations in employment and wages on a
modest scale. In a year of business booms they marry
more readily than during a national depression; that is

shown unmistakably by data at our command. But aside

from this principle restraint is not widespread. Pov-
erty does not seem to deter most men from falling in

love or from entering the state of matrimony. Not high

standards of living, as understood by the select few, but

a fair prospect of enough things to keep body and soul

together and to support offspring, that is the chief con-

sideration guiding the average person.

Besides, when talking of birth control we should not
lose sight of two complicating factors, namely, of the

attitude taken toward it by governments, and also of the

possibility of deleterious effects in the end.

From the standpoint of any one nation the voluntary
reduction of numbers can be advisable only on certain

assumptions. We must believe that wars will be vir-

tually eliminated in the future. We must cling to this

hope or hold either one of two other positions, one being
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the possibility of converting all nations to a policy of

birth control, and the second the chance that the numeri-

cal superiority of one nation will be offset for the other

by a higher economic organization and equipment, so that

both represent substantially the same fighting power. If

we do not agree to these propositions, we may look

askance at birth control, as long as nationalistic ideals

prevail. Public authorities may dread a decline of popu-

lation beyond a certain point. The deliberate restraint

of one group and the continued growth of another may
prove to be undesirable on the one hand because a

lower civilization gains on a higher, and secondly, be-

cause a dwindling race may fall prey to a more prolific

one. Governments can hardly afford to ignore this prob-

lem, whatever the sentiments of a reformer who narrows

his sphere of interests and reckons only with the im-

mediate future.

Hence too, judging by long periods, the effect of wil-

fully lowered births upon the physical and mental consti-

tution of human beings may be an item worth consider-

ing. The movement for control is as yet so young, and

has been sponsored by so small a portion of the popula-

tion, that we cannot be quite certain of final results.

Though we have so far no reason for considering con-

traceptive measures injurious, this may be because we
judge by our own generation. After a century or two

definite changes in vitality, mentality, physical strength,

and so on, may become noticeable. It is not inconceiv-

able that our productive powers may suffer in the very

long run. Limits might be set to our personal efficiency

by the very measure which was designed to ensure us an
endless supply of comforts and necessities. Such
thoughts may cross our mind and may some day be taken

up seriously, though for the present we can well afford

to dismiss them as phantastic and out of place.

§ 9. In conclusion, then, we may sum up our prin-

cipal views on the subject of population and prosperity

as follows.

In the first place the past growth of numbers as well

as the improbability of a marked increase of natural
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resources point clearly to a stationary or falling eco-

nomic level of living unless counterforces can be en-

listed. In the second place, invention and research may
stave off the advent of world-wide diminishing returns

for a long time, if not permanently. The chance of our

unearthing new riches and effecting further economies

must not be belittled. Third, checks reducing the number
of those born may be expected to become less active, ex-

cepting perhaps wars of human making. Fourth, birth

control seems to be the most important and by all means
logical step for preventing an undue multiplication of

numbers, that is, of numbers incompatible with a further

increase of goods and services per capita. On economic

grounds this measure recommends itself, and what is

here more to the point, may be regarded perhaps as in-

digenous to a certain stage of civilization which esteems

quality more highly than quantity. Fifth, so far we have

no reason for anticipating evil results from any moderate

use of contraceptive measures. Our faculties for mental

and economic development do not appear to be injured

by such a policy just now, and probably never will be.

Sixth, such a deliberate and permanent method for re-

tarding the multiplication of the species can, however,

only be considered indispensable to economic progress

if hereafter wars are abolished. If we continue to look

upon them as ineradicable evils, or as an act of Provi-

dence which has an evolutionary mission in spite of its

horrors, we shall neither need birth control in the long

run, nor deem it reconcilable with nationalistic interests.

In that case the future of prosperity for mankind as a

whole rests in a periodic over-population rather than in

an abundance of natural resources.
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THE SCOPE AND METHODS OF ECONOMICS

Preliminary

In discussing the scope and method of any science what-

soever we must not forget that we are inevitably influenced by

the knowledge of our day. Just what science is, what bounds

should be set for it, and how it proceeds to accomplish its task

is a question we are sure to answer partly in the light of cur-

rent data and criteria. Even if we assume that no science in

the true sense existed before the sixteenth centurjT
,
we must

grant that changes of a notable sort have already occurred in

many fields. What physics was for Galileo or Newton it is no

longer. In part the subject matter has become different. In

part methods have been varied, though induction and deduction

remain ever the same. In part the ultimate hypotheses and

aims of the science are relatively new. Hence a treatise on the

scope and working methods of physics of earlier times no longer

satisfies us. Similarly other natural sciences have lost a portion

of their content and purpose, while gaining in certain directions

formerly ignored. All inquiries indeed are subject to this

gradual revision. Whether we act as researchers or take a philo-

sophical view of scientific problems, we are impressed with the

transiency of thought and the need of acknowledging the force

of contemporary information.

It should not be inferred, then, that the next few statements

represent the conclusion of all times or find favor even to-day

in every quarter. As a matter of fact, there are among students

of economic methodology (or of scope and methods) marked

differences regarding centers of emphasis, modes of approach

to the topic, or answers on certain moot questions. Every sci-

entist, however, shares with professional philosophers the right

to ask about the ultimate meaning of his work, to delimit his

field and to show what principles underlie the treatment of

particulars. The economist need be no exception to this rule.

Though so far we have surveyed the economic process itself,

analyzing relations and stating laws or generalizations, we may
447
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now examine methodological matters, showing how scope and
method become definite in spite of limitations in results. It is

natural for us to wonder what precisely is the subject-matter of

economics, how it is related—if at all—to other disciplines, and
what methods go with it. To treat of these things is the object

of the following pages. We shall consider, first, the nature of

the data embraced in economics, secondly, its relation to a few
other sciences to which it is actually allied or is considered to

be allied, and third, the methods by which it attains its results.

PAET I.

THE SUBJECT-MATTER OF ECONOMICS

§ 1. Superficially viewed, sciences differ in that they have to

do with different objects or classes of things which occupy

space. "We think of astronomy, for instance, as the science of

planetary motions or stellar systems; of geology as that which

studies the history and composition of the earth, of its superficies

and the changes occurring on it; of metallurgy as one treating

of the composition of metallic substances or of the properties of

such elements; of biology as the realm of plants and animals,

their life forms and principles; of psychology as the inquiry

into human nature; of social science as a survey of relations

among humans ; and so on. At first sight it seems as if in each

case we can point to definite objects or to locations in space

which have been selected as the proper subject matter. To a

degree indeed such distinctions are useful. Upon further in-

vestigation however we shall find that the data of sciences are

not so much particular tangible things or parts of the earth

and of events upon it, as particular types of relations and of

concepts regarding them. Sciences deal with typical and more
or less permanent relations, not with individual facts. Man
for this reason may be the topic of discussion for a number of

sciences. He figures in psychology, in all social inquiries, in

biology, bio-chemistry, and in special studies like genetics or

bacteriology,—to say nothing of physics which may illustrate

some of its principles from the anatomy or physiology of human
beings. Several sciences thus may use the same concrete object

for their studies, but point at different facts. Physics treats

mainly of force, of the properties of substances as such, and of

changes in their state regardless of composition. For chem-
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istry the composition and molecular structure of substances

must mean most. In biology vital processes during metabolism,

growth, decay, reproduction, and so on, loom up as central

topics. Psychologists seek to understand human behavior or

consciousness. And so we might go on tracing lines of inter-

est which show that relations and typical concepts are more
characteristic of a science than certain objects or territories per-

ceivable by our senses.

§ 2. Economics, as one of many sciences, discusses want and
wealth as shown in the interrelations among human beings who
either unite in a single political group called a nation, or con-

sider themselves for some purposes brethren throughout the

world, thus representing mankind rather than any particular

community or nation. The social basis of wealth must not be

overlooked. "What some one person or family does in order to

earn a livelihood is not the primary subject of economists,

though they pay attention to it now and then in order to illus-

trate a larger principle or to interconnect details. Since man
wants many things, and has to cope with natural difficulties in

satisfying himself, there emerges a problem as well as a set of

relations which may be described and reduced partly to definite

principles. "Whatever is wealth ; whatever data connect with it

or its changes in society—that is "economic" in its nature. The
chief object of the science is the analysis and understanding of

such events and of permanent dependencies between them.

In accepting the social viewpoint, however, we must not for-

get that the individual is, after all, the unit of every society.

There is no social will, public opinion, social standard or move-
ment, except individuals are involved and measure the extent

of activities. It is therefore advisable, if not absolutely neces-

sary at times, to emphasize a particularistic outlook or stand-

ard. Economics in modern times naturally takes the stand-

point of the entrepreneur who is at the center of economic life,

while laborers and consumers in general are nearer the

periphery. Our treatment of want and wealth, for example,
leads to a distinction between capital and capital goods, between
earnings and creativeness, between capitalization and invest-

ment, between net profits and gross output by volume, between
savings in dollars and an accumulation of concrete forms of
wealth, between bank credit and assets possibly back of it, be-

tween ownership and operative organization which deals with
production, but not with the distribution of earnings ; and so

on at great length. A bond is capital for the owner, but the
issue of bonds does not in itself make a nation richer. One may
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have a big income, yet contribute little to tangible wealth, ren-

dering services which society as a whole can well afford to dis-

pense with, supposing it approves of them morally. A corpora-

tion capitalizes its net profits, past, present, or prospective ; but

this does not prove the existence of values springing from past

expenses, nor the reality of values when the wish for a sale

arises. Net profits may increase while output by weight or vol-

ume falls. To speak of money accumulated in a bank is not to

explain the growth of wealth among nations, though there is a

definite connection between thrift and the economic progress of

society. Banks may fabricate capital in one sense, yet add
nothing immediately to the assets of either borrower or nation.

And finally a joint stock company may exaggerate the impor-

tance of financial relations without making them bear in any
way upon the efficiency of the plant or the income accruing to

either employees or shareholders.

Thus a difference evidently exists between the individualistic

and collectivistic method of gauging events, of measuring values.

Economics must do justice to the facts as they pertain to large

groups or to all mankind, but it must also realize that society is

made up of individuals, and that under present circumstances

the individual producer or consumer rates many things as a

disinterested spectator would not. On the one hand certain

facts and laws obtain irrespective of our mode of approach; on
the other hand personal motives and ways of rating values may
affect our argument powerfully.

In studying business cycles, for instance, we may have occa-

sion to consider seriously such objective facts as harvests,

weather conditions, general traits of human nature, public poli-

cies, and amounts of currency in circulation. But as against

these we may also stress the insistence of entrepreneurs upon
large margins of profit, banking practices governed exclusively

by business motives, methods of capitalization explicable only

by entrepreneurial standards, and perhaps peculiar weaknesses
of this or that captain of industry who fills a strategic position

in the economic organization of some one country. The pecuni-

ary and particularistic view helps us therefore to portray proc-

esses engaging many millions of people. In going back of money
we find the real meaning of thrift, efficiency, standards of liv-

ing, prices, and government regulation; but in applying the

monetary or individualistic standard we shall discover why the

real things happen in the first place, and to what extent they

represent permanent features in social life. That is approxi-

mately the relation between social and entrepreneurial concepts.
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Both must play a role in our definition of economics, in our

actual work while we are investigating facts and principles.

§ 3. Furthermore, we must not assume that economics has

to do with psychic data only, or that on the other hand every

phenomenon is reducible to essentially physical forces. In-

stead it is concerned with each of these two facts, and in addi-

tion with the interactions between them. When we analyze

transportation systems or practices, we are confronted with

truly physical data. There are ways and means, topographical

conditions, rules for efficiency, and effects upon production or

modes of living that may be treated as if life turned entirely

on laws of physics, chemistry, or biology. The concrete basis

of relations is clearly before us. We may ignore man's own
valuations altogether. With this set of circumstances however

may be contrasted laws of learning in man, the gradual modi-

fication of his innate predispositions—for example, of his ego-

istic leanings—a scheme of industrial management, or a code

of ethics which influences economic activities at more than one

point. Such traits or policies appear to be solely psychic and
may easily be treated by themselves, since we cannot trace them
back as a rule to concrete physical facts.

But in the third place we may also find an interdependence

between many psychic and physical data. We may attribute

human wants and preferences to climate or topographical fea-

tures. We may prove harvest to depend as much upon ideas

of management or scientific knowledge as upon the weather pre-

vailing from day to day. We may explain modes of living, pub-

lic policies, or the fluctuations of prices in the light of circum-

stances which partly are physical, pointing to measurable ex-

ternal quantities, while for the rest they spring from considera-

tions and motives which rise superior to objective conditions

about us. Most economic processes and principles, we shall

decide in the end, connect mind with matter, i.e. reflect a rela-

tion between what is predominantly psychic here and physical

there. Thus our subject matter is very far from simple in its

make-up. It represents a composite, a fusion of factors the dis-

entanglement of which is one of our main tasks.

Put differently, every social economy and every economic
process embraces three kinds of interactions. There is the

relation of physical to human nature, the relation of each

individual to his or her fellow creatures with all their thoughts,

wishes, motives, and plans; and there is, not least of all, the

reaction of each one of us to the concrete facts of the sarin

l

environment. This latter comprises things fashioned by man,
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objects like technical equipment, engineering works, buildings,

products consumed internally or externally, and in fine, the

sum total of human achievements in so far as they become

tangible, assuming forms which our senses can behold and our

whole being responds to when necessary. These three types

of interrelations give rise to economic activities of an astonish-

ing variety.

§ 4. Because this is so, economic data and conclusions or

laws regarding them are, in part of world-wide significance,

and in part of a rather local and temporary character. When
physical interactions or traits of human nature alone enter

into our economic inquiry, we may be able to prove facilly

that our statements about them are valid everywhere and at

all times. Some laws of physical production, of valuation or

of motivation back of enterprise are demonstrable at any time,

may be found in the records of every nation. We agree per-

haps from the start that fundamentals of human nature and
of the production, transportation, or consumption of wealth

are the same for everybody irrespective of race or social sur-

roundings. On the other hand, the majority of processes and
principles cannot be so universalized. There is unmistakable

evidence that local and transient factors predominate, that our

inferences are not valid without definite orientation in time

or place.

Economics consequently has become largely political or

national economy. We feel vaguely, and become convinced upon
careful thought, that what we say is not applicable in every quar-

ter of the globe. We confine our analysis perhaps to one domain.

Each economist unwittingly or intentionally dwells most on

the conditions peculiar to his land. The nation he belongs

to is a sort of unit for purposes of diligent inquiry. It is

bound to be so, as the nation is the largest known social unit

for defence and offence. As long as people the world over do

not forswear fighting, but continue to distrust each other,

harboring hostile thoughts or planning aggrandizement to the

detriment of some other people, so long there will be fighting

units. Nations are military camps in this sense. They are

composed of inhabitants living under one flag, giving allegiance

to one central authority, seeking protection under its leader-

ship from foes within or without. The law of central author-

ities covers all citizens, takes measures to regulate relations

of a certain sort between them, directs their economic efforts

in a degree, whether the ruling slogan is democracy or a

benevolent despotism. Thus legal and other non-economic
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factors color economic judgments, guide enterprise at many
points, economic principles becoming thereby of local or of

temporary validity.

§ 5. The various divisions within the science of economics

are likewise influenced by these non-economic facts, as may be

suggested by our imagining a regime different from the one

now before us. If communism or socialism were the order

of the day, many facts assuredly would change. Institutions

now existing would give way to new ones. Subject-matter

now of cardinal importance to economists would disappear

from the horizon. There might be no market prices as now
understood. Profits and interest might cease to be sources of

income. Taxation would possibly be unnecessary, or in any
case play less of a role, instead of encroaching upon our private

social economy as it does now. Under such circumstances our

arrangement of economic materials would not be anything like

the one now in vogue. "We should be made aware keenly

of the weight of governments, of a legal background, or of

ideals and norms which in themselves are not economic, but

by their implications and applications are transformed into

genuine economic data.

If we speak, then, of a structual analysis or of the principal

parts of a science of economics, we must not be blind to their

historical character; but having granted this, we may never-

theless state the facts as they confront us, as they have ruled

in modern times. Speaking for the last few centuries, we
may recognize four leading divisions in economics, namely,

Production and Exchange, Price, Distribution, and the Growth
of Wealth. Each one of these attends to particular facts, while

together they furnish the gist of the entire science.

Production deals with the creation of values, that is, of

utilities gratifying a human want, but not furnished by nature
in sufficient quantities, if at all. Thus production need not
signify the making of tangible goods. It involves values of

all sorts, services included. Exchange for this reason is not

a distinct division of economics, though often treated as such.

Since it necessitates many technical steps in transportation,

storage, and commerce bringing up problems peculiar to itself

and engaging the attention of a large group of specialists, we
are inclined to set it on one side. We think of the moving
of goods or of the transfer of property rights which constitute

trade or exchange ; hence we may find it convenient to draw
a line between exchange and the work of farmer, miner, or

manufacturer. Logically however the two kinds of effort do
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not differ, for in both cases values are created. If production

is denned as at the head of this paragraph, then exchange with

all its phases in finance, insurance, marketing, and traffic is an

integral part of it.

Price treats of rates of exchange or of the amount of one

good or of money paid for another. Whatever factors help

to determine these rates, enter into our division of Price. We
may study them as if operative for a brief moment, or we may
ask about reasons for a change in any one rate. Whether we
find the whole explanation in market phenomena, or partly

somewhere else, remains to be seen in our investigation. Be-

forehand we should not restrict ourselves to bids and offers

by merchants or consumers alone.

Distribution has to do with the apportionment of wealth

among members of society. What is produced in a year or

a week is, under ' modern conditions, divided among many
people. Most of them are producers, while others do nothing

but consume. AYhatever the annual output of a nation, we
naturally wish to know what becomes of it; in other words,

who gets it, and on what grounds. If there are principles

governing this allotment of shares we want to know them.

We may in the end decide that scientific methods cannot account

for the income of all individuals, families, or social groups.

Certain circumstances may compel us to narrow down our

investigation to the variables back of the income of a few

classes only. The history of economics has made this clear.

But offhand our task, when studying Distribution, is to consult

all facts found to bear upon the subject, and to explain by them
whatever types of income we recognize.

Finally, the growth of wealth is a part of our science because

the wealth of mankind or of some one nation changes in the

course of years, decades, or generations. We shall discover,

in taking such a long-time view, that national prosperity is

subject to vicissitudes, that there is now a rise, now a fall of

annual income or of total assets. Furthermore, these fluctua-

tions in wealth are attended by irregularities in business

activity, in modes of living, in the trend of price levels or of

population. Why these occur, what principles obtain in the

increase or decrease of wealth, and to what extent they may
be incorporated in a broader body of economic generalizations

—

that is the problem before us in the fourth division of economics

as a science.

§ 6. The topics here called Production, Price, Distribution,

and the Growth of Wealth do enter into our science of economics
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in modern times because of the following facts which deserve

special mention.

Production is a necessary division because nature does not

provide us with everything we want and consume, indeed, gives

us but a tiny fraction of i*. On the one hand our bodily

needs compel us to consume lood, drink, clothing, and so forth.

Our mental and temperamental traits too urge us to want

many things, and to devise ways and means for gratifying

them. Thus we enter upon the business of producing. Oil

the other hand the things at our command are not naturally

in such shape that we can use them. We must transform

them, either directly, or indirectly by resorting to a long chain

of efforts whose last link is something fitting our personal

needs. Thus productive endeavor justifies itself, giving rise

to a distinct and basic set of relations known as Production.

Scarcity is the ultimate reason for it.

Exchange, though not really different from productive

effort, may be mentioned separately because it is conceivable

that society reaches a fairly high level of civilization without

trading on a large scale. If each of us would produce what
he consumes, and consume only what his own hand or mind
has brought into existence, there would be no exchange. This

latter results entirely from a division of labor, from the fact

that society did not historically progress far without assigning

to different members different functions. This certainly is

one way of explaining it. Specialization leads logically to

exchange since it enables people tc produce more than they

need, but makes them dependent upon others for that which
they want, but cannot or will not produce themselves. But
we must also note that exchange presupposes free will and
powers of agreement. It points to the existence of individuals

with admitted rights and duties. It proves that people have

made pacts which guarantee them liberties, among which the

right to property, contract, and vocation figure prominently
nowadays. Thus exchange is really an outgrowth of two sets

of facts, one of which is technical, while the second is legal

or ethical according to viewpoint.

Price results from exchange, just as this springs from a few
facts in production and government. As soon as persons have
something to sell they want to fix rates or relative values. Tho
question arises what each thing is worth as compared to some-
thing else. Pricing consequently represents a corollary to

commerce and specialization, provided we assume the legal

background of modern social economics. Whether it is con-
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ducted competitively or through monopolies is a secondary

matter which does not bear upon the methodology of our

science.

Distribution too becomes a necessary part of economics since,

and as long as, specialization is a ruling principle. If people

must sell all or a part of their product, or if they render one

service for the sake of getting another or of being paid in

money, their income is not entirely self-determined. A farmer

consuming only what he produces may use as much as he likes.

His income is his total output or all he can spare. But in

virtually all cases to-day we sell services for money; hence

we are bound to ask what fixes our income. How is the output

of a particular period of time divided among all members
of society or among its producers? That is the question, and
it rests on the data of production, exchange, and price already

cited. If other facts not connected with exchange help to

determine distribution, so much more is there for us to investi-

gate. We may find non-economic as well as purely economic

forces in operation. Yet Distribution as an integral part of

our science has its roots in the above mentioned circumstances.

The Growth of National or International Wealth forms the

theme of a separate division in economics because (as already

intimated) change is the rule everywhere. Nothing is stable,

and human events or achievements especially show a steady

flux, a curve of rising and falling intensities or scopes of

prevalence which weave the fabric of history. There is change
in the physical environment of some one region. There are

stages in the development of our knowledge of potential wealth,

or of how we must manipulate natural forces. Our learning

is not always the same. Technical knowledge and invention

vary with times, the trend being on the whole upward. Fur-
thermore, thrift or extravagance vary with people and with

periods, and these too bear upon the course of social prosperity.

Sociologists may provide us with information anent the

methods of social control, the influence of social heredity, the

periodic maladjustment between human beliefs and their prac-

tices, or between either one and the concrete physical and
cultural environment in which men live. These factors are

coupled with economic processes. They have a reflex in the

fluctuations of wealth. Because of them the fourth division

of economics gains much significance, though it is easy to

overlook it in our anxiety to understand things as they are

at the moment.
The changes observable in the long run indeed suggest that
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they are in reality going on all the time, that relations of

magnitude like prices, rates of output, frequencies of births

or accidents, national or personal wealth, and so on,—that these

ratios are never constant, even though the connection between

classes of events or things like weather and crops, efficiency

and wage, demand and supply, or either one and price fluctu-

ations, may be absolutely permanent, or at any rate, last

for long periods. To take a static view of economic life is

consequently somewhat risky for scientists. It means assuming

a balance between forces so that conditions for a while remain

at a standstill. It implies a physical interpretation of psychic

data. It simplifies problems by rounding numbers, averaging

conveniently, so to speak, that is, by doing in their deduction

approximately what statisticians do in their own field with

propriety; but logical neatness of presentation is gained only

at the sacrifice of accuracy and completeness.

Xeither must we forget that two kinds of relations, or rather

of broad groups of relations, combine in every social process,

namely, those revealed at a given date or within a brief time,

and those discernible only over long periods, say, years or

decades. It is not a question of correcting a few exaggerations

or distortions in a static view of conditions by a dynamic view,

but rather of picturing everything as a dynamic process, of

adding a long-time analysis to a short-time one, so that in the

union of the two all economic laws may be properly formu-

lated and verified in so far as any social science permits

verification. Each way of looking at things yields its own
truths. Each points to interdependencies that are as universal

or national as they are enduring in time, but when compared

they show their complementary nature, and so give us a rounded

view of all processes at work. To insist, therefore, upon the

exclusive use of a dynamic concept, and to adopt two different

units of time—one short, one long—is more profitable than

to show that things may be imagined constant even though

they are not. In the end we must admit the need of contrast-

ing, not social order with progress, but economic processes and
principles manifested during long stretches of time with such

as pertain to very much shorter ones, say to a single year.

§ 7. But this, to be sure, leaves us still a moot point regard-

ing the place of consumption and of government control in

economic theory. We may wonder whether these two phases

of social life should not also form separate portions of our

science, and so it is not amiss to say a few words about them
at this point.
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As for consumption, we are at the outset confronted with

doubts since it has been in the past, and may be to-day, denned

in various ways. We may mean by it either the destruction

of wealth through use, or its use irrespective of wear and
tear, or a shrinkage of values as such, or physical deterioration

regardless of a decline of values, or lastly a use for personal

satisfaction rather than for productive ends. The history of

our science gives us
(

examples of all of these interpretations.

In fact, there is no reason why we should not welcome one

as much as a second or third. It depends upon our argument

or the nature of our subject which definition we prefer. In

general, however, it seems best to associate consumption with

use for its own sake or for the sake of further production

or sale. Ordinarily this is the idea entertained by both theo-

rists and practical-minded men when talking of consumption.

If, then, we ask whether this topic admits of being treated

seriously, we must answer in the affirmative. There are surely

a number of points in consumption which merit the closest

attention of economists, and not rarely have received it. One
obstacle to a unified treatment of the matter, however, is this

very variety of effects to be held in mind. If we use things

for the pleasure they give us, either internally like food, or

externally like clothes, automobiles, and books, either regularly

and with conscious enjoyment of it like tobacco, or indifferently

as a millionaire might spend a week in one of his country

homes—in short, if consumption is an end in itself, the econo-

mist must connect it with facts of valuation, efficiency, waste,

the formation of capital, or problems in public finance. It

may be shown that continued use reduces gratifications, that

an increase of goods affects our estimate of the worth of an

average unit of them, that valuations of this sort are reflected

in our bidding for goods on the market. Both physical and

psychic consequences of consumption may react upon personal

efficiency, as tests of work among employees have often shown.

Hygiene here becomes economic because of its relation to

productivity. Again, there may be wasteful use and ill effects

which under circumstances endanger the prosperity of a whole

nation. Or it may be proven that capital is scarce because

people are extravagant, spending their entire money income

on consumables. Or public authorities may have a practical

problem in trying to adjust modes of living to needs of revenue,

this phase of the situation concerning also the student of

economic processes. All these are topics allied to consumption

in so far as it means use for pleasure.
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On the other hand, we may likewise stress the productive

employment of materials. It will appear that it bears upon

rates of return, upon the future of natural resources in a

country, or again upon the supply of equipment relative to

consumers' goods. We may find out that cost in production

is a matter of ratios in which different kinds of things are

employed, this leaving the impression of waste in one case, and

of extreme economy in another. Or we may take a long-time

view, comparing the ultimate results of exploiting our re-

sources with the immediate abundance of things which seem

so desirable to the average individual. Or, once more, it may
be argued that productive uses help to determine the flow of

consumables at any given time or in the long run, the propor-

tion of these two uses affecting economic life at a number of

points. Thus the data of consumption are sure to have a deep

significance, being withal genuinely economic in nature.

Still, this does not prevent us from having doubts as to their

place in the science as a whole. On the contrary, we may feel

less certain than we did before reflecting upon the problem.

Some of the facts clearly must be considered under Production,

some under Price, while others again fit nicely into a study

of changes in the wealth of nations. The history of economics

has suggested this strongly. Still other phases however may
be put where we like, and all of them may be made the subject

of a special inquiry, provided we treat some of them twice, first

in an analysis of Production, Price, and the Growth of Wealth,

and then again under one single heading of Consumption. On
the whole that seems the best way to answer the question what
is to be done with data of consumption. In the present state

of our science we must refuse to grant them a special niche,

but for some purposes we may allot them a great deal of space,

especially if in the future we should shift our centers of stress,

discovering laws or tendencies which so far have been over-

looked.

§ 8. Government economics too may be considered as an

integral part of economics, but here again we must proceed

cautiously. In part, the economic activities of public authori-

ties duplicate merely those of private persons. They are akin

to them, presenting similar facts, relations, and principles es-

pecially as regards production in its physical aspects. In

part, the data are additional to those provided by a private

social economy, so that new problems arise. Governments
r<-prf'sr>nt the affairs of an ontirc nation. They have coercive

powers. They speak and act on behalf of majorities or of
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special groups, employing meanwhile unique means or methods.

This being so, we must grant that many facts springing from
governmental functions are unlike those due to individual

initiative and private control, though equally economic and
important. Here then is one reason for adding phases of

government economy to the main body of our subject, if we
so desire. We may either detach them or we may incorporate

them in our general survey.

Aside from this option regarding many data, however, we
are bound to differentiate in this connection between two view-

points which may be called the pragmatic and the scientific.

Governments may be pictured as experts who apply economic

laws consciously, who aim at advantages through this applica-

tion, who justify means and cherish ideals utterly impracticable

in the entrepreneur regime. In a serious sense they practice

an art, while private business and the social economy in its

entirety give us material for a science. Human nature admits

a certain physical and cultural environment, gives rise to cer-

tain processes, ways and means and quantitative expressions

which we study in production, exchange, price, distribution,

or population. Such data are the basis for a science called

economics. Public control, on the other hand, represents the

purposive aspects of life and of human knowledge. We may
contend that it signifies an attempt at profiting by the ex-

periences reflected in our private social economy. Something
of the sort has often been claimed, and appeals to every one

who has turned to the problem. Thus, while applications do

determine here and there in new conditions and habits or

modes of thought and work within the realm of private busi-

ness, it is well to draw a line of demarcation between govern-

ment economics and private enterprise. The former is political

economy in a restricted sense; the latter is economics, or the

ground upon which an art of public economy can be erected.

Largely because this is true, many investigators exclude public

policies from their treatment of the main body of facts.

§ 9. By way of conclusion, therefore, we may here stress

also the difference between business research or special economic

topics, and the science of economics per se. What this latter

is we have in part seen already, and shall understand more
fully as we go on with our methodological discussion. As
regards the former, we are confronted with facts which lend

themselves to two kinds of treatment, namely, to a purely

practical one and to a strictly theoretical or scientific treat-

ment. Transportation, insurance, foreign exchange, market-
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ing, corporation finance, business administration and still other

topics are familiarly found in a college curriculum of commerce
and finance and the higher branches of business technique.

There is no doubt that such matters may be studied systemati-

cally without our going further into economics itself. We
may and do treat them as vocational subjects. We take courses

in institutions of learning in order to prepare ourselves for

a career, and this money earning viewpoint helps us distinctly

in going over much of the ground.

But on the other hand, this is not the only possible mode
of approach. Instead of treating these data as parts of a

profession or of an active routine which centers in individual

interests, in the valuations of some one entrepreneur or class

of business men, we may also give them a broader significance.

What so far has appeared to be merely a series of economic

topics, may be converted into a science of economics, or rather

into a certain portion of it. We may and should incorporate

many of these relations into the main body of our economic

analysis in order to bring out principles whenever they exist.

Some of them are necessary to an understanding of the produc-

tive process as such; others aid us in a study of prices or of

distribution. But whatever their exact place, it is clear

that a disinterested scientific treatment of them emphasizes

facts and present problems of a theoretical nature different

in essence from those of a utilitarian standpoint. The former
constitute a part of economics as a science, while the latter

conform to rules of an art, that is, the art of earning a liveli-

hood and of increasing efficiency or simply net profits and
wages.

PART n.

THE RELATION OF ECONOMICS TO OTHER SCIENCES

§ 1. To some extent the subject matter of economics can

be made clear if we compare it with other subjects which either

are related to it in actual fact, or might be supposed to connect

with it intimately at one point or another. Several sciences

certainly are allied with economics. They bear upon it or profit

by it in turn. Thus it is worth while to give attention to a

few of them, selecting as of special interest in this connection

biology, psychology, sociology, politics, history, and ethics.

§ 2. Before we do this, however, we may first introduce the
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idea of relations between sciences in general, as is attempted

in Chart 3. While there is room for doubt as to the precise

nature of interdependence, or as to the exact value of such a

principle of classification, it is nevertheless serviceable for

present purposes. In this case we notice the dependence to

Relation of Bconomics to Other Sciences

Government Economio*

PubllcJEiiiance

Chaet in.

increase as we go from top to bottom. The first discipline

mentioned is mathematics, and this is absolutely fundamental

to everything else. Whether we consider it to be a discipline

of a formal sort like logic or a genuine science like physics

or crystallography, we must grant its paramount importance.

It depends upon no other work. It deals with numbers, order,

and spatial relations. It is first and foremost in a serious

sense. From there on we meet with studies which depend
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progressively upon what precedes. Physics for instance needs

mathematics, and so do the rest of subjects, as just remarked.

But physics in part supplies data for chemistry, and this is

helpful for biologists. These again provide material for psy-

chologists, and lastly we find the social inquiries, beginning

with sociology, look to psychologists for guidance or raw mate-

rials. Let us note especially that the line of logical dependence

runs in only one direction. To be good biologists we should

know something of chemistry, but this latter may pass over

biological data. Psychologists learn more from biologists than

the latter learn from a study of psychology; and social scien-

tists rely far more upon both biology and psychology than

either one of the latter rely upon any social science whatsoever.

All this is easy enough to understand once we bear in mind
the progressive complexity of data and the evolution of animate

out of inanimate things, or of the human species out of plant

and animal life. As we move from the top of our chart to

the bottom, we find the subject matter to grow more complex,

its relations less stable, and the basic concepts more numerous.

.Mathematics is best off in that it treats of facts not to be

tested by our senses or by any known empirical methods.

Physics studies certain properties of matter, but ignores its

molecular structure and its transformations which concern

mainly chemists. Biologists must consider vital relations and

variables involved in the matter, while beginning with psy-

chology we study man as an individual or as a member of a

larger group, psychic events intertwining with the physical

and giving rise to problems in qualitative or quantitative analy-

sis of which the rest of sciences know nothing. Thus it need

not surprise us if several lines of dependence radiate out from

psychology, some social inquiries connecting with it directly,

while others benefit in a roundabout way, as shown in our

chart.

True however that this general view of the interrelation

between a number of sciences does not tell us a great deal

about the immediate grounds of economics. So we shall now
turn to a brief consideration of six fields mentioned a while

ago, namely, biology and psychology, sociology and politics (or

political science), and history and ethics. The question is,

what do these fields mean to economics? Have thej' anything

in common? How much can they give to economics either by

way of facts or of viewpoint? And aside from that, what dis-

tinguishes each, so that we may at the same time find the means

for delimiting the scope of economics?
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To take them up in the order stated. Biology cannot be con-

sidered as of great significance for economists, as it deals with

flora and fauna exclusively or nearly so. However, there are

none the less the following facts to be remembered. In the

first place, we learn through it of the principle of, struggle

and sex whose bearing upon population and hence upon wealth

economists cannot ignore. Secondly, facts of heredity and
variation must be kept in view for some purposes, so that

genetics proves very much worth while. Third, the instincts

themselves may be viewed from the standpoint of biologists,

although we probably associate them more with psychological

data. Fourth, the effect of certain forms of consumption and
of work must sometimes be studied biologically. We have

physiological facts in both production and consumption, and
these connect with other circumstances which play a notable

role in economic analysis. And finally, we may wish to cor-

relate the physical environment with the physical side of human
nature, in which case again biology proves instructive. Thus
we cannot deny the reality of a tie between these two sciences,

in spite of the fact that biology has nothing to do with groups
of individuals forming a human society.

§ 4. When we turn to psychology next, we see at once that

it differs from economics by studying each individual as a

representative of the entire species. To be sure, during the

last few decades social psychology has made much headway.

There are now specialists who might be classed either as psy-

chologists or sociologists, if we judge by the contents of their

works published since 1900. Perhaps it is true that a large

portion of sociology is psychology, or that this latter cannot be

exhausted as a science until the social grounds and aspects of

mental phenomena have been duly explored. That is a question

not now to be settled. It does not bear upon our orientation

in economics. But broadly speaking we may define psychology

as the study of psychic data, of facts of consciousness or of

human behavior in so far as it rests on a physiological basis.

It does accept the individual as the proper medium for

results.

Economics then can easily be distinguished from psychology,

but it benefits by it none the less; indeed, far more than by
biology or any other science.

For one thing, psychologists tell us of the neural basis of

learning and of a gradual modification of our instinctive

responses. Instead of accepting the well-known facts of man's
intellectual powers, we may have them explained to us at
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length, using them thereafter more carefully, if not to greater

effectiveness. We find out why man is able to react in several

ways to some one situation, how nerves are related to memory,
association, and habits, how restraints are built up and what
they mean, what imagination does in a practical way, how
reasoning develops and why inventiveness becomes deliberate

rather than accidental. In following the analysis of the psy-

chologist, the economist therefore learns also to relate acquired

1 raits to those given at birth and known mainly as instincts or

emotions. This in itself is a gain for his purposes.

In the second place he may study productive effort in the

light of these fundamentals, finding a key to the advantages

of specialization, to facts of fatigue incurred during mental

effort, or to the slow but steady development of wealth which

consists of things not furnished by nature, nor catering directly

to the needs of the inner man. Many facts of the productive

process and of organization for the creation of utilities become
intelligible only by reference to the mental phenomena above

mentioned. In so far as the technique of production is to

be traced to its ultimate sources, psychology has much to

offer us.

Third, whether we are interested in the cognitive aspects

of economic life or not, we dare not forget the deep significance

of affection and conation. Psychologists even more than biolo-

gists can enlighten us on the variety of human motives, on

the paradoxes they give rise to, on the reasons for the endless

multiplication of wants, and on the facts offsetting selfish and
hedonistic leanings. The "economic man" who seeks much
pleasure at small cost, who thinks of himself more than of

anybody else, can be explained psychologicalhT no less than

through economic data, and what is more, fares better for it,

since his irrational side perhaps receives consideration also.

Habit is one force proven by psychologists to counteract some
of our egoistic leanings. Altruism is a second element which
triumphs over them at times, and this has its foundations in

congenital traits no less than in acquired ones. On the one
side we find parental love, spontaneous cooperation among
blood relatives, a natural sjTnpathy for those who suffer,

whether they are strangers or not, and a herd feeling which
r>:-ompts people to gather in groups, to keep together regardless

of a need of protection. These innate traits of man tend to

socialize him, to ensure peace and order when tangential forces

like self-assertion and love of pleasure threaten to divide people

into hostile camps. On the other side is an abundance of
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motives built up during life, a tangle of cold-blooded schemes

and of warm sentiments which grow to strength after birth.

Psychology can explain to us in large part why human beings

regularly develop pro-social tendencies, why they like to give

and to defy the selfish voice within. Though we are informed

of the grounds of the hedonistic calculus which seeks pleasant-

ness and shuns disagreeableness in any form, we note also

that intellectual capacities give rise to a superstructure of

habits, ideals, and readjustments which aim at group welfare

rather than at self-realization. In this sense the hedonistic

calculus is tempered by a moral code not to be located among
animals. Because of these facts at the disposal of psycholo-

gists they can help economists balance their use of the con-

flicting motives in man. In short, norms of conduct, valuations,

or the rating of relative worth in thought and deed, in things

and rights, and motivation as a force directing human effort

—

these factors become intelligible in the proportion that we listen

to the counsel of psychologists.

§ 5. Of course, that is not exhausting the subject of human
nature. In one respect at least psychologists prove unsatis-

factory, as their data pertain invariably to the individual, not

to relations among them. Thus sociology is more helpful

precisely because it is a social science. It does one thing

which economists must also do continually, it treats psychic

facts as quantities or as expressions of numbers of people.

It quantifies them, so to speak, and that in itself is of vast

moment in an analysis of economic life.

If we pass over the question broached a while ago as to

what precisely is the relation between social psychology and
either sociology or psychology—a matter that can be handled
in several ways—we may first of all point out a few general

aims of sociology which distinguish it clearly from psychology.

To begin with, it deals with groups rather than with individuals,

except of course in so far as outstanding personalities influence

their time, socializing their ego or their personal achievements.

The relations studied pertain always to large numbers. The
processes are pictured as binding people at a given time or as

tending toward changes from period to period which make up
the history of the race. These principles underlying social

order and growth interest sociologists very much.

Secondly, they concern themselves deliberately with differ-

ences among human beings or classes of society, thus emphasiz-

ing a phase of human nature which psychologists have neglected

until quite recent times. It is realized that men are unequal,
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not equal; that differences may be accentuated or toned down
by differences in physical or social environment—as the

individual defines his environment. These facts receive due
attention and in turn can be utilized by other investigators.

The economist, for instance, naturally goes to either psychology
or sociology, for information on this point, according to his

needs. What he himself knows of it is either taken at its face

value without being sufficiently analyzed, or is far from meet-

ing his needs.

Third, like economics the field of sociology treats of many
events and relations which can be stated quantitatively and
are subject to changes likewise measurable to a certain extent.

Hence both these sciences agree on one important matter. Both
quantify psychics, just as natural scientists quantify physics.

To explain this a little.

The raw material for both sciences consists of the physical

environment, of human nature, and of the concrete objects to

which the union of these two gives rise, of what we shall here
call the wealth of nations. Not denying that civilization is

more than wealth, that a part of the social environment as the

individual sees it is not tangible at all, and that this social wealth
undergoes changes much more rapidly than our natural sur-

roundings, we may none the less distinguish between wealth as

the product of human endeavor, and either human nature or

the physical environment itself. These three factors exist

everywhere and form the basis of all events or relations known
to social scientists. Furthermore, wealth and physical sur-

roundings are obviously magnitudes of a very definite sort.

We speak of resources, of weather or climate, of topographical
features or the size of an area. These are quantitative facts

interrelated somehow and providing a foundation for human
life. The durable items of wealth fashioned by man also

represent quantities. Whether we think of volume or weights
or value, we have figures that can be handled as if no physical

elements were involved. Even mere numbers of people con-

stituting a population can be treated in this fashion. Thus
some of our economic or sociological data gain significance

largely as quantities.

Human nature, to be sure, is not a quantity in this sense.

Indeed, it should be admitted that psychologists find it ex-

tremely difficult to undertake quantitative analysis, to think
of psychic states or of motor reactions of any sort as sizable

things. For them qualitative analysis must suffice, barring a

few special procedures not yet developed fully. But sociology
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as well as economics may quantify human nature. They do

this unavoidably by treating, not some one individual, but

many of them gathered temporarily or permanently within a

certain place. In this way the psychic data become magni-

tudes. Public opinion can be expressed by a vote. Knowledge

appears as school attendance, grades in class, or as the circu-

lation of newspaper copies. Feelings and motives are reflected

in crimes, in strikes, or in casualty lists brought from the

battlefield. Ideals find expression in church or in philanthropic

enterprises, and these can be treated quantitatively, as every-

body knows. In fine, the intercourse among individuals which

provides the subject matter of sociology even more than of

economics also urges measurements of relative size, weight,

worth, and so on, as well as a partly quantitative analysis of

changes in these relations. Since sociology deals with inter-

individual and inter-group phenomena, it uses psychic facts

differently from a psychologist. It repeats here what econo-

mists do, though these latter do not cover quite the same

ground.

Sociology namely takes particular note of the following

features aside from what a while ago has been stated to be its

general task. It studies organization or structure, and the

principles ruling them at all times. It shows how vast numbers

of people may agree upon certain common measures without

being alike in temperament, capacities, or interests. It treats

of social control and of forces making for conflict, stressing

now standardization and cooperation, now class struggle and

radicalism as a counterpart to conservatism. It describes the

functions of learning and of social heredity which transmits

ideas and practices from generation to generation. It cor-

relates cultural environment or the achievements of religion,

art, science, and industrial craft with physical environs as

well as with the inward nature of man. It analyzes population

from many angles, finding facts of greatest import to both

itself and to economists. It seeks to explain mores or ethical

norms as existing forces regardless of whether they meet with

the approval of practical reformers or not. For some sociolo-

gists the basis of morals in human nature, in social intercourse,

and in the reactions of man to his physical environment or

wealth forms a starting point for discussion, for others a final

conclusion after prolonged research. What psychologists

discover about the variability and intricacy of human nature

is therefore doubly clear to sociologists who consider the in-

cessant exchange of ideas, feelings, and tangible products
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among millions of individuals. And finally, sociology seeks

frequently to understand the rhythm of social life, the ups

and downs of beliefs and policies, the periodic discrepancy

between creed and conduct, or between either and the tangible

facts of the physical and economic environment. AVhat this

round of maladjustments and reconstruction means, they wish

to find out. Along these lines they move and labor. Because

of these problems they have a field largely distinct from that

of economists. Though with respect to recent tendencies it

may probably be said that sociologists encroach too much upon
economics, while economists have not profited sufficiently by

the wealth of data and the acuteness of reasoning shown by

their colleagues, in the main these two classes of specialists

pursue different lines of study.

§ 6. Politics or political science, as contrasted with sociology,

has a much narrower field and correspondingly is of less service

to economists. It specializes in public agencies of control such

as central or local governments and more or less transient

institutions which owe their powers to legislative enactments

or executive orders. In part it is history, in part a description

of existing organizations, practices, and ideals animating a

nation or those at the helm of its public affairs. As far as

results up to date show, we cannot be sure that politics is a

science, for it has furnished us particulars rather than gen-

eralizations on government in any form. It is perhaps im-

possible for students of this subject to unearth laws valid for

as long times and for as many people as those embodied in

economic or sociological surveys. It remains to be seen whether
it will become scientific in results as well as in mode of research

or spirit of work. But this weakness does not, to be sure,

prevent economists from benefiting by it. They may obtain

from it instructive data on public control, on rules for admin-
istration, on the various laws effective at a time, on the legal

conception of rights and duties regulating economic enterprise.

Indeed, what we have called the legal background of our modern
economic order is made up mainly of instruments of govern-

ment, of court decisions and acts of legislatures which constitute

the chief topic of political science. To this extent therefore

it is an important contributor to economic lore.

§ 7. History and ethics too can be connected with economic
inquiries, as the past has demonstrated more than once; but
they should nevertheless be kept strictly on one side.

As regards history or historiography, we must first of all

remember a difference in viewpoint or method, and secondly
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one in subject matter. Historians do not attempt to discover

permanent connections or laws of the sort emphasized by

natural scientists or sociology and economics. They are inter-

ested in events for their own sake, in every detail that helps

to illustrate the annals of the immediate or distant past. They
have to do with individual facts and relations which happen

only once. These themselves are their concern, not the psy-

chological, moral, or political principles which underlie them.

In other words, externals rather than abstract concepts count.

When delving into the chronicles of mankind or of some

portion of it we do not propose to find precepts for future

conduct, nor even generalizations which will predict the course

of later events. To do so is to step outside of the pale of real

historiography, though it is true that many students have

been so tempted.

We hear, for example, of
'

' philosophy of history " as a special

branch of historiography. It has been maintained that such

a study of facts in the large, of long-time tendencies in the

development of mankind covering many centuries, should be

the ultimate aim of all historians, since it brings up a series

of problems which are discussed nowhere else. The ideal of

permanent laws or of a master principle guiding all social

affairs is here in plain view. Certain periods of the past

have offered much food for thought along this line. The
catastrophe overcoming France at the end of the eighteenth

century, for instance, has served to provide materials for such

speculation. It has been interpreted as a single instance of a

universal law of revolutions in force everywhere and in every

age. We may argue that whenever certain conditions have

outlived their usefulness, whenever a conflict arises between

different customs or policies, or between a concrete situation

such as modes of living and a set of legal traditions and
enactments, that then social unrest or political upheaval fol-

lows. We may believe that the overthrow of central authorities

at all times is due to a type of maladjustment, that the

populace unconsciously demands a squaring of creeds or cus-

toms with tangible facts, that economic differences among classes

now and then become too pronounced, urging a rehabilitation

of the despised masses, that methods or means of production

and exchange call for particular kinds of government or at

least of practices in jurisprudence and in politics. The rela-

tion between civic rights and stages of economic development
may be fairly definite at any time. States of scientific

knowledge and moral criteria may change together. Inventions
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may alter the external socio-economic environment so fast and
so much that certain classes cannot keep pace with them,

clinging instead to antiquated notions which widen the gap
between them and the more progressive element.

All this may be true, and makes an attractive thesis; in

fact, one which should be tested thoroughly as it contains

data of the utmost importance to everybody. If such laws can

be found, they will mean ever so much to us. But clearly,

in setting ourselves this task we are transcending the duties

of an historian. We are doing the work of sociologists, if

not of economists. We are attacking one of the chief subjects

of the former, namely, laws of social evolution, of progress

and degeneration, of cyclical movements and periodic readjust-

ments. The historian proper does not wish to enter upon
such studies; at least can do so only in departure from his

real field. For him no more is necessary than a graphic pres-

entation of the one-time events as they actually occurred, of

the order in which they happened, of the interlacing of strands

of motives and policies in human beings who symbolize their

country or epoch, who had more to do with the shaping of

public policies than anybody else. These things form the

subject matter of history or historiography. It is an art even
more than a science, perhaps. Certainly it trades in the af-

fairs of people whose feelings lead each time to unique externals

of conduct amidst an ever changing objective environment

—

most of which is economic rather than the original physical

one.

Of course, historians do know of cause and effect. They
insist upon the necessity of sequences as they took place and
as they report them. They are thoroughly scientific in being
impersonal and in tracing the seemingly inevitable course of

events from first to last. They reason from facts of human
nature known to them by direct experience, or gleaned other-

wise. They demonstrate the constancy of it even while they
stress the infinite variety of externals. But we must remember
that what is the theme of historians is precisely the external

manifestation, not the objective laws which interest psycholo-
gists or biologists. Human emotion and will find expression
through beliefs which have content, and vary with times;

through ambitions whose content changes also; through tech-

nical means and methods which are the same only for short

periods; through a tangible environment of wealth which is

forever in flux, and lastly through institutions and organiza-

tions whose visible form cannot be fixed forever, though it
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conscious endeavor to do what is right, to do as well as one

possibly can, to aim ever at the welfare of others, even if on

occasions it entails heavy sacrifices. The spirit in which things

are done, plans made, hopes cherished, and failures acknowl-

edged, is everything. Motives count more than results. To
have meant well is a lien on forgiveness and a promise of

mercy, however severe the legal code. Thus altruism is a

policy as much as an accomplishment. Whoever meets its

requirement is truly virtuous. In short, form more than sub-

stance, motives more than consequence, decide one's moral

status in many, if not in all, cases.

Economists cannot share this view in their own profession,

whatever their opinion outside of it. To them, for example,

three things are defensible morally, or to be more exact, a-morally

and wholly independent of ethical norms. One is the principle

of egoism, the second the importance of results, and the third

the identification of the good with social prosperity. They

hold, for one thing, that selfishness is a reality and operates

in a manner which is as a rule conducive to social progress.

Without subscribing to the formula of Adam Smith or his

disciples in toto they can logically accept selfish traits in

man as a force that harmonizes with social order and the

economic development of nations. The grounds for this tenet

are taken partly from sociology, and partly from economics itself.

For another thing, there is much evidence that results are

in themselves important. Economists treat these irrespective

of what moral worth or iniquity may lie back of them. To

put it differently: They pay a great deal of attention to

motives, as has here been observed repeatedly; but they attach

no moral quality to them. There is no question of good or

evil as the ethicist speaks of it, Motives exist and bring definite

results. They must be studied and are largely elucidated by

psychology and sociology; but the mere reckoning with them is

sufficient for economic purposes.

And third, as far as the definition of the supreme good- is

concerned, economics has a perfect right to prefer its own. It

says that wealth is a goal and a good, or a sum of goods.

It shows how mankind seeks to become prosperous, why poverty

is weakening and opulence as a rule strengthening. The in-

crease of tangible assets is treated as a desirable goal, though

again it is not presumed that this sort of "desirability" meets

the demands of a moralist. Desirable things are what men
want, the use of which gratifies them; that is all. A good is

anything capable of filling a need or of satisfying any want
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whatsoever. That is a basic definition economists must uphold.

As soon as they qualify it morally or lay down conditions

smacking of ethical implications they lay themselves open

to criticism by scientists, and what is perhaps worse, land

in logical difficulties and dilemmas which are little short of

fatal to their work. What is good, therefore, is either admitted

to be quite a-moral, or we go on the assumption that economic

goods and activities are necessarily virtuous by a real moral

standard.

The chasm between economics and ethics is, then, indisputably

a wide one. "We cannot pass over it by specious arguments.

"We must honor the viewpoint of each party and let each

perform its services as it sees fit. But in spite of this divergence

of aims or ideals we can allow two facts which must now be

stated, lest we help to encourage an unfortunate confusion.

In the first place all economic data may be judged morally

by us if we like. There are none that do not lend themselves

to such appraisal. It rests with us whether we want to be

scientists or ethicists. Economists themselves may pass moral

verdicts on their subject matter, indicting persons or criticising

conditions. They may do this after they have presented prin-

ciples or laws, after they have completed their matter-of-fact

analysis. Or they may, as it were, make a detour into the

land of preaching, stating at the same time what prompted
them to do so, and what lessons may be drawn by the spectator.

We can hardly object to such excursions, seeing that in the

popular mind economic facts are nearly always colored by
moral sentiments. The moral valuation is so deeply ingrained

in us, is so natural to every thinking man, that even a scientist

may claim it as one of his rights. We shall follow him with

interest, provided only it is definitely understood that he has

done with science, and has launched upon moralizing.

This being one of the points to bear in mind in connection

with our tabulation of economic and ethical data, the second

one may be stated as the common moral approval of economic

relations, policies, motives, or deeds. In other words, in the

majority of cases the ruling moral norm is undoubtedly in

agreement with economic practices. We are safe in maintaining

that most economic data find moral sanction. Whether we
go to an oracle on morality or accept the general consensus

of opinion, we feel reassured about our material. Social econo-

mies impress most critics to-day, if not at all times, as fruits

of an ethos, of an ideal and endeavor which is essentially

ethical. In this sense too economics and ethics are closely related.
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part in.

THE METHODS OF ECONOMICS

I. The Nature of Scientific Inquiry and of Descriptive

Statistics

The chief aim of scientists, we have seen, is the analysis of

types of relations and the discovery of laws which help to

explain whatever events are presented to our senses. They
do not succeed in full measure unless they find more than

individual facts and yet again become familiar with a far

greater number of facts than the untrained man. To achieve

these ends, however, scientists must proceed like other workers.

They must invent and perfect methods. They must rise super-

ior to common sense.

This latter indeed deserves brief mention at the outset

of our discussion of economic methods, since we may easily

forget that it is the original source of human knowledge. For
many purposes it proves adequate and quite reliable. Without
it man could never have reached an advanced stage of civiliza-

tion. Day by day we use this method, achieving notable results

thereby. We find out many things as we grow older. We not

only recognize objects, persons, or events recurring again and
again; we also use our powers of analysis in the study of

details and complex relations. We compare and classify ac-

cording to resemblances and differences. We try out things

or situations, varying moves, materials, and forces. If we were
not able to open a window, for instance, we should resort

to what is called trial and error. We should perhaps pull

or push in several directions, pry at the window from one side,

use levers, investigate the sashes or look for obstructions such

as nails. In several ways we should attempt to do what we
first set out to do, and eventually succeed. In such solutions

of unforeseen difficulties we display abilities to judge facts,

to measure quantities, to correlate things which on the surface

are not interdependent, going meanwhile from assumptions to

conclusions. Though we are not systematic, though the method
is one of trying and of mistaking (hence of trial and error),

we do not proceed in utter ignorance. Whatever knowledge
we have acquired regarding the objects in the case, we may
apply. We start with beliefs or hypotheses and conduct our
inquiry accordingly. Not everything in these common sense
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methods, therefore, is hit or miss at random. "Without being

trained particularly for our job we manage to differentiate,

to select, and to dovetail steps so as to get satisfaction in the

end. Thus our efforts are often rewarded with a solution

of the problem.

In short, human beings can reason and generalize. They

can infer from past events which happened together that they

will recur in the future. They continually base predictions

upon experiences up to date. To say, for example, that thunder

follows lightning, that a blast from the north brings cold in

the winter, that a friend of ours is reliable, that a nightingale

sings, that men love company, and so on, is to make general-

izations in the light of observed facts. Our adages especially

are fine examples of inference which everybody understands.

We agree that birds of a feather flock together, that practice

makes perfect, that love is blind, that every lane has a turn,

that where there is a will there is a way, and so forth. These

old proverbs point to definite events in the lives of people

-who summed up their inferences in crisp, pithy sayings which

successive generations find substantially true. Thus one might

argue that laws are discovered by personal experience. It is

a law that still waters run deep, or that honesty is the best

policy, for frequently we do find depth of thought in quiet

people, as a rule we are rewarded for treating our fellowmen

fairly, with proper respect for what is "mine and thine."

Common sense truly is useful enough.

It has weaknesses, however, and these have urged the devising

of finer methods which we associate with science. It is weak

because it depends too much upon personal experiences or upon

bare hearsay, and not enough upon the verifications of con-

temporaries or those of the past. On the one hand it trusts

to rumors without testing them ; on the other it fails to co-

ordinate careful efforts by many people so as to leave a growing

fund of trustworthy information. Too much of what it teaches

must be learned anew each generation

!

Again, while we compare and analyze to some extent in

using common sense, we do not always exercise sufficient care.

"We are superficial in classifications or rough in measurements.

"We do not perhaps revise our conclusions in spite of new data

and an urgent need of a retesting. Inaccuracy is a frequent

fault, and with this is paired the even more serious one of

acting on bias or starting with prejudgments (prejudices).

We are influenced by suggestions from others. We have prefer-

ences and superstitions of our own. We succumb to these
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foibles without knowing it and are hampered accordingly in

our investigations. All our learning, in so far as it comes

through casual experiences, is apt to be marred by blemishes

of the sort just mentioned. So our gain is not really as great

as it appears. Even if we do not begin with wrong premises

or reason fallaciously, we shall be liable to errors that must
prove fatal on some occasions, indeed often prove so.

Science, by special measures, improves upon these naive

methods of common sense. It does much better because it

adheres to standards methodically established and corrected

when necessary. In general it relies upon three methods to

carry out its work, the consideration of which will be our

next task, since we are trying to decide what is the pro-

cedure of economists in arriving at their principles or laws.

The three methods are experimentation, statistics, and deduc-

tion (or what will here also be called reflection, for reasons to

be stated later). The question then is: Which one of these

three is best suited to economics? Will every one do, or must
we depend mainly upon one or two, and if so, what are the

reasons for it?

To comment first on the experimental method.

By way of anticipation we may say at once that this method

is not easily adaptable to our science. Specialists are pretty

well agreed on this, and have been at all times. To be sure, we
should not consider it as absolutely unfit or impracticable.

Theoretically it might be tried on a large scale, and in a certain

sense we do that anyway, especially nowadays. We may for

instance establish protective duties in order to see how the

results for industry vary from those observed under a free-

trade policy. An entrepreneur may engage first laborers only,

and then reduce their number while investing more money
in machinery of some sort. The difference may interest him
and prompt him to make certain inferences. Again, farmers

may try systematically to find the combination of men and
materials which will prove most productive in the cultivation

of an acre of land. Governments may watch the change brought

about by an introduction of monopolies which take the place

for the time being of unrestricted competition. Or they may
take over a number of public utilities, trying to ascertain what
the outcome is as to costs, to say nothing of the effect upon
consumers who pay prices and want service of a particular

quality. In these and other fields the experimental method
might be given a chance. It is in fact often put to use, as

witness "scientific management" in plants and the amazing
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number of reforms already inaugurated for the sake of obtain-

ing better modes of living, forms of government, and so forth.

Manifestly, these advocates of improvement hope to be able

to see a difference that is appreciable, that can to some extent

be measured. If we like, we can treat these changes as types

of experimentation. In the future we may resort to them

more determinedly, seeing in them a ready means of finding

permanent truths or of proving that one type of event is

followed by another. If we should succeed, we should come

close to laboratory tactics.

It is clear, however, that such essays or experiments are

not real ones. They do not compare favorably with those

of the physical sciences. They will always be unsatisfactory

because of a few facts which can quickly be stated.

In the first place, the laboratory method aims preeminently

at a control of events, and of objects or forces subject to

examination. It selects its facts or objects such as appear for

instance in chemical analysis. It repeats experiments as. often

as it likes. It varies relative quantities of things or different

kinds of them. It isolates them when necessary, employing

ingenious devices for that purpose. It resorts to exceedingly

fine instruments of measurement, recording all changes in the

facts under investigation and possibly of incidental features.

In this way its reasoning becomes fruitful. Hypothecation and

inference from it lead to gratifying results. The control over

events has made this possible. But this is something which

social scientists cannot hope to accomplish. Since they study

relations between human beings more than anything else

—

albeit not exclusively these—they must count with the freewill

of their subject. They cannot bundle men as they would ani-

mals or mere matter. Psychic forces are worlds apart from

those of the physicist. Besides, the technical difficulties of

concentrating men or of establishing ideal communities for

the purposes in hand would be almost insurmountable.

Secondly, if experiments were to be carried out with much
care, public control or coercion would have to play its part,

and that would do away with the very conditions to be studied,

namely, with spontaneity of action and thought or striving.

As soon as the experiment started, results would have to be

untrue to what applies to normal facts where individuals

follow their own bent. That certainly is the objection the

economist could raise at the very beginning. The planful

procedure of the experimentalist would defeat its own
purpose.
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Third—and speaking only in general, since this point will

be discussed more at length later on—all such experiments

would yield quite varying results. "We should be more be-

wildered than enlightened. Because of the complex nature of

our units for comparison and the instability of the concrete

environment as well as of human thought and conduct, no two

experiments would presumably agree. Things never would be

the same in two successive trials. That is something we can

readily understand without going here into details, for it is

suggested by everyday experience.

Under these circumstances, then, we are naturally driven

to either one or both of the two remaining scientific methods.

We shall ask next what statistics can do. We shall be inter-

ested in knowing to what extent it can take the place of

experimentation in economic research, remembering that it

resembles it in being also a quantitative analysis. What type

of problems does it deal with? What are the principal steps

in its. procedure, and what may be expected from its general-

izations in the field of social science? This is the topic to

which we shall now turn.

The general nature of statistical work and the wide range

of facts it covers may be suggested from the following few

examples.

We may employ statistics in trying to find out what our

chance is of drawing a certain combination of cards out of a

plain whist deck in a single deal of thirteen cards. We may
compute this chance either on a priori grounds, or proceed

empirically, drawing again and again, perhaps thousands of

times, and basing our conclusion upon these results. We may
wish to find the range of different weights of walnuts taken

from one tree, arranging them on the ground in order of size

or grading them by grammes so that we can see how many
nuts out of the aggregate belong to each weight. In all such

cases we may either count the entire number of instances before

us, or take samples at random in the hope that this is repre-

sentative of the larger body. Again, a railroad company might

wish to ascertain how many weeks in the year the average

freight car is actually used in carrying goods, and what it

does the rest of the time. It may find that four fifths of

the year the average car out of, say, one hundred thousand,

is not moving on the main tracks, but idling in yards, waiting

to be "made up" with other cars into a train, standing on

switchings awaiting orders for shipment, undergoing repairs,

remaining idle for lack of business, and so on. The results
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of the investigation may prove decidedly profitable to the cor-

poration.

A government is usually interested in net birth or death

rates for the entire population of the country, the changes from

year to year being noted so that, after a few decades, one

has a good view of a prevailing trend. Biologists try to learn

of principles of heredity by counting the frequency with which

some one trait or group of traits recurs in the offsprings.

Hundreds of generations may be studied for this purpose, the

degree of hereditariness being compared for both purebreds

and hybrids. Employers in a factory may have noticed that

accidents are more numerous in the afternoon than in the

morning, and may wish to find out exactly what this variation

is. It can be studied by hours for all workers on the grounds,

or if these are too many, for particular groups taken at random.

A public utility concern may measure fluctuations in the amount
of electric current used by its patrons at different times of the

day, this leading to practical applications in the control of

power generators. A traction company in a city soon notices

that its receipts are not the same for all days in the week,

or for all months in the year. These data may be marshalled

into arrays which put the lowest receipts at one end and the

highest for some other month or week at the opposite end.

With this as a starter a variety of problems may be taken

up and put to good account. Indeed, the range of variations

and the use of averages regarding them is recognized every-

where as important. Time series and their changes are widely

observed, the most familiar example being perhaps the

meteorological surveys of public authorities who record tem-

perature, humidity, insolation or sunshine conditions day by
day. and eventually secure data on the climate of a given region

for long decades. Evidently such facts could never be gathered

by casual observation. Statistics alone can bring them out.

Besides, statistics does not confine itself to a study of abso-

lute magnitudes, ratios, or trends for some one class of events

such as the per capita consumption of wheat. It aims especially

at correlations or concomitant variations for two or more than
two sets of events. We may, for example, wish to know whether
the range of price fluctuations for butter is influenced by the

absence or presence of cold-storage facilities, and whether this

relation can quantitatively be stated for a number of years.

It may be that the size of orders a business man gets for

machinery determines to some extent t lio rate of net profit

per total investment. Intelligence tests undertaken by edu-
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cators or psychologists may tally closely or not at all with

the earnings of the persons concerned, so that we shall perhaps

rate the importance of the tests from an economic standpoint

accordingly. Rent paid per average square yard in stores

may correlate with the number of pedestrians passing by

per average day or month, or again it may not. Perhaps we
are interested in the effect that forests have upon acre yields

in adjacent districts. We may have heard of the bad results

of taking timber from the land, rainfall and its variations

being governed by it. If we doubt this to be true we might

among other things compare annual variations in crops per

square mile with the density of timber stands nearby, or with

the extent of wooded regions all around. If crops varied

more after than before denudation, we might use this as an

argument against it. Again, insurance companies find a cor-

respondence between the number of fires per million houses

and the types of flues or of building material used. Or take

the case of producers who advertise their wares in a popular

magazine. Perhaps they suspect that the number of sales or

their total value varies with the amount of space given to

advertising at one time, or with the ratio of such expenses

to total marketing expenses. If this is the surmise, they will

advertise, in several ways, comparing responses by customers.

It may be that some one method is the best

!

In all of these last mentioned instances the object of statis-

ticians would be a quantitative relation between several factors

such as sales and method or scope of advertisements, fire

frequency and kinds of chimneys in private houses, and so

forth. We can see that correlations may be of two sorts. We
may ask first, how often one frequency or size changes when
that of a second item changes ; and we may next ask whether

the relative changes constitute a fixed ratio, whether they

are proportional or not. Certain interest rates, for example,

may rise and fall whenever the cash reserves of banks in big

cities fall and rise. (Incidentally, this would be a negative

correlation as compared with one in which different classes

of events move in the same direction.) But in addition to

this correspondence we may also find that interest rates rise

as much as reserves fall, or that relative changes observe a

fairly constant ratio, no matter how many of them we count.

Both types of interdependence would probably prove sig-

nificant.

Indeed, as some people see it, the main purpose of statistical

measurements is the discovery of constancies which cover long
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periods or extend over broad areas. There do exist regular

connections between some events. We have regularities akin

to the laws of natural science, though not nearly so stable or

exact, of course. Thus statisticians are commonly credited with

revealing uniformities which would never have been suspected

to obtain without their guidance. We have remarkably con-

stant averages for births and deaths per million of inhabitants,

for marriage rates and numbers of children per average family.

Insurance companies depend upon these permanent connec-

tions for their profits. They sell policies after having ascer-

tained what the probabilities are of a certain event happening

per thousand of possible cases, or how often it will probably

happen. They do not know what particular person will die

or be stricken with a disease or suffer from fire, but they can

establish an average and be the more exact, the larger the

numbers they are dealing with. The law of large numbers is

their mainstay for practical applications, and where this proves

misleading, they must consider additional cases in order to

analyze conditioning factors and to deepen their classification

of events to be insured against.

But constancies can be found in many fields besides this one.

At post offices "dead letters" represent a fairly fixed per-

centage of all first-class mail items received. A trolley car

company reports articles lost and found according to the num-
ber of passengers carried. Acre yields per average year in a

decade; crimes per million inhabitants or per thousand of a

certain race or occupation; tardiness of pupils in school; the

inheritance of physical or psychic traits in plants and human
beings respectively; the dispersion of sizes or of differences

for any one trait; averages of weather per given month for

long series of years; the amount spent by people on food

relative to increases in their total incomes, or the relation

between interest on call-loans and stocks of cash available in

the banks of large cities—these and other data display a high

degree of stability. For broad periods and extensive territories

they are found constant or nearly so. The more we peer into

such hidden relations, the more we are convinced of the services

rendered by statistical inquiries.

Furthermore, even from the few illustrations here submitted

we are able to gather several things.

In the first place, statistics is plainly a method rather than

a science. The name is not well-chosen these days, since all

sorts of problems are covered by statisticians. Originally they

specialized in changes of population, of national wealth, of
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conditions peculiarly interesting to statesmen or pertaining to

public policies and affairs of state. Thus their work became

known as statistics. But the nineteenth century has proven

the possibility of mass analysis, the importance of studying

large numbers, in a variety of fields. Social sciences, genetics,

meteorology, actuaries, and business concerns aiming chiefly

at an increase of net profits, have found statistics useful. A
certain method has turned out to be necessary for discovering

variations in large numbers of things which, as single occur-

rences mean next to nothing. The method is everything, the

subject matter nothing, for it belongs to several social and

natural sciences besides involving practical applications in

almost any kind of productive enterprise.

Secondly statistics evidently is necessary whenever we wish

to study large numbers of things or events, confident that they

will bring out points which some one individual event cannot

possibly suggest. A change in birth rates cannot be inferred

from the history of a few families. The relation between

marriage rates and economic prosperity for a nation is equally

obscure to the casual observer. Insurance companies could do

nothing with individual cases. The trend of prices for a halt

century can be ascertained only if many prices for each year

and for long series of years are compared. And so on. When-

ever the class of objects or events we study has certain char-

acteristics which will be mentioned soon we shall find it advis-

able to resort to counting. We shall want to cover much

ground, comparing long series of events, and striking averages

so our work may be given a proper perspective. Statistics is

truly a study in numbers or averages. It is the art of counting

and comparing, of computing and of correlating things so as to

bring out tendencies and interdependent fluctuations.

Third another way of admitting the value of such a method

is to remember that it treats of events not experienced by the

student himself nor always to be perceived by our five senses.

Statistical material is of that sort. No one individual lives

long enough, is sufficiently observing, has retentive and in-

tellectual faculties, to cope with the task. No one of us could

master even a tiny fraction of the things to be classified, com-

pared, and calculated. We are bound to go to others for their

experiences and their knowledge of affairs in order to benefit.

But aside from this dispersal in space which contrasts strikingly

with the observations made by men in laboratory, there remains

the abstract nature of statistical data. Such events as intel-

ligence quotients, age, prices, income, party feelings, religious
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convictions, atmospheric pressure, density of population per
average square mile, trends in the per capita consumption of
sugar, or correlations between any of these and some other
factor, cannot be observed by the senses at all. It is doubtful
even whether we can properly speak of all deaths as having been
witnessed or of our having really seen a relation between
criminal inclinations in a city and its educational status or
church attendance. When we use such facts they become to

us as investigators, mere words or abstractions. Statistics is

a kind of mental analysis supplementary to the physical

analysis of experimentalists. The former does not really per-

ceive but conceive. It grasps ideas about things or associates

mentally certain facts scattered over time and space. In this

way it makes comparisons, arriving at interesting conclusions.

The latter (that is, physical scientists) take the materials or

instances of energy, perceive them directly with their senses or

by means of instruments, and then watch them act in certain

ways according to circumstances which may be varied or re-

produced ad libitum. They conduct a physical analysis there-

fore, while statisticians indulge in mental analysis.

Fourth and finally, we must also stress the difference between

descriptive and inferential statistics, for their bearing upon
social science or economics in particular is not the same. When
we try to understand what the statistical method can do for

economics, we must ask, first, how far can statistical descrip-

tion or calculation be used, and secondly, on what grounds
shall we attribute causal meanings to statistical series, infer-

ring from them laws, or in other words making predictions

which leave the impression that what happened before will

happen again, that genuine laws do exist, that permanent con-

nections of either a qualitative or a quantitative sort or of

both may be read out of the numerical treatments before us.

Statistics is descriptive when it simply tells what occurred,

and inferential when it generalizes upon the strength of these

records. Both phases deserve serious consideration by the

economist, but they should be kept distinct.

What might be called the technique of descriptive statistics

consists mainly of the following steps, as suggested in our
brief account of the types of questions answered by statisti-

cians. To begin with, classes of things or events must be

defined and made comparable for different periods or places.

Whether it be a complex like live stock, intelligence, price

levels, crops, and disability for work, or such relatively simple
units as acres of land, per capita consumption of wheat, indi-
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vidual prices, births, fires, and a particular type of crime, we
must be careful to state exactly what our terms mean and

what differences (if any) exist when we apply them to different

series of events or to different problems. Secondly, quantitative

differences for traits such as size, weight, output, and so forth,

may have to be arranged in the order of maximum to minimum,

so that total ranges of variation and amounts of deviation from

an average can be shown and calculated. Coefficients of dis-

persion are indeed important at times. Thirdly, all questions

involve counting because we are always dealing with numbers

of cases, of units in a series, of relative frequencies and amounts

of change in the course of time. How often a certain kind

of event occurs in a given time ; how many members there are

in one class as against another ; how the relative numerical

strength of factors varies from place to place or time to time;

these are data commonly of great significance and to be mas-

tered only by diligent study. What is known as the distribution

of events for any one class in successive periods, or for different

classes at an instant of time, plays a conspicuous role in most

statistical inquiries. Fourthly, the resort to averages is well

nigh universal for the simple reason that aggregates for any

one class of events can rarely be surveyed or compared with

others. The average therefore is a vital concept, a device

for condensing a long story into a few lines, for bringing

outstanding features into strong relief, for establishing

tendencies in time, and a basis for comparisons which mean
more than any individual summation. Frequency averages

scattered over time are particularly useful. Statisticians

emphasize them even when they compute deviations from the

mean. Sampling, like averaging, becomes indispensable in

many cases, since the entire sum of units in a class or of

classes in a larger grouping cannot be envisaged or analyzed.

In taking a sample from a lump or totality of events we assume

that it is representative of the whole, that the characteristics

in question are brought out by it fully or approximately.

But in addition to these four measures statisticians also

resort to correlations. As intimated before, they may wish to

know whether two or more than two classes of events are

quantitatively related, whether they change simultaneously or

in close succession, how regularly they do this, and how nearly

these relative or "sympathetic" movements maintain a fixed

ratio. Such concomitant variations, if they can be found, may
suggest either that they are accidental—which means that we
are ignorant of ultimate reasons—or have a common cause
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back of them, or stand in a relation of cause and effect. During

the last half century these types of interdependence have

become increasingly understood and enlightening. They have

been exploited for practical purposes, so that to locate as many
of them as possible is now an acknowledged task of

statisticians.

Their procedure then is definite enough, even if one con-

siders only such principal steps as have here been mentioned.

"When however one comes to a question of application to eco-

nomics, one must bear in mind further points.

So far as the subject matter of our science is concerned, it

is easy to overlook the variety of topics included in it, and
hence likewise to overestimate the ground workable by statistics.

When we study the treatises of practically all economists,

we see clearly that a great deal of the work consists not

so much of analysis with a view to finding permanent
principles as of description or a mere statement of facts.

One part we shall find to be made up of historical accounts,

of how economic institutions developed, what changes have

taken place before the present era, and so on. Both legis-

lative and private measures are commonly subjected to such

considerations. In the second place there are sure to be

definitions, since without them many chains of reasoning can-

not be forged later on. Nearly every economist starts by
defining certain terms such as value, utility, production, capital,

and so forth, and this attempt at clearness is resumed every

now and then, as new problems are being broached. Third,

there is in many cases a more or less extensive description of

existing practices, organizations, acts of legislatures, and so on.

These relations are stated without any pretence to deriving

generalizations from them. It is felt simply that certain

processes must be described for their own sake. It might be

a phase of marketing, of turning out textiles, of farming, of

banking, or of transportation. The multiplicity of topics thus

to be handled is virtually endless. But in every instance the

consideration of particulars, of facts obtaining at a given time

and place, is the only object of the student and writer. Fourth,

a few facts are borrowed from other sciences and taken over

as explanatory material. If we want to explain the economic

aspects of a law of fatigue, we may go to physiology or psy-

chology for enlightenment. If specialization as a principle of

labor is to be understood thoroughly, a resort to psychology

is again advisable. And so we may incorporate a number of

facts which represent distinct problems and grounds for gen-
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eralization in some other science, but which to the economist

are only incidentally useful.

Aside from these four groups of data however there are

two which deserve special mention because they constitute

the essence of economics, namely, the analysis of processes for

the sake of tracing enduring connections or of discovering

laws, and the formulation of these latter in lucid language,

corollaries being a possible by-product. The study of produc-

tion, exchange, consumption, pricing, and of the distribution or

changes of national wealth has always been considered the

chief task of economists. Even to-day it engages their atten-

tion as much as any other topic which is accorded space in their

texts. What they desire above all is a clear understanding of

the principles back of these processes, that is, of permanent
connections which may serve as a final court of appeal for

the elucidation of all other data. They define their field as

a science, and they have established many laws capable of

being verified by observation. So we should perhaps expect

further developments along this line. It may be that in the

future the four categories first mentioned will be given less

consideration, while the analysis of processes in production,

exchange, and so forth, will yield even more conclusions of a

permanent value than have so far been formulated.

Still, whether this be so or not, we can detect without diffi-

culty a notable difference between the first and the second

group of topics. As regards definitions, historical accounts,

data taken over as demonstrated truths from other sciences,

and purely descriptive matter which tells of things as they

appear for the time, they do not lend themselves to statistical

treatment. For such matters it is unnecessary and unfit be-

cause no magnitudes or changes in them are involved. The
relation is of classes of things or of traits and events as such,

not of relative amounts or rates of change measurable by
units. On the other hand, the relations constituting produc-

tion, pricing, distribution, or changes in social wealth may be

expressed largely in terms of figures and equations. It would
indeed seem that they can easily be approached through

statistics, and we might act on this contention.

The production, exchange, pricing, distribution, and growtli

of wealth involve an abundance of magnitudes that we can
count up, compare, and correlate to our heart's content. We
may combine the individualistic viewpoint, which rates values

as rights to property and favors monetary measurements, with

the social or collectivistic one which cares more about things,
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volume, and ratios of different classes of goods or services.

The one would predominate in the realm of price and dis-

tribution, the other in a study of production and changes of

national wealth, while Exchange as a special division of eco-

nomics would unite the two standards or adopt them alter-

nately. But whatever our decision on this question, we shall

have plenty of opportunity to work statistically. There are

facts and relations in production such as objective costs or

monetary outlays. There are varying rates of return by volume

or value according to ratios of materials, labor types, and mo-

tive power used. There are numbers in the organization of

men, in financial aspects, in phases of traffic and marketing,

in the business of insurance companies or of public utilities.

"Whether it be the study of personal efficiency, of scientific

management, of relations between output and trade, between

savings and income distribution, or of such minor items as

unemployment, occupational data, effects of climate, or the

lay of the land upon the localization of industries, the use of

figures may be attempted. In the analysis of price and dis-

tribution especially it will recommend itself because here we
are dealing with ratios of quantities or with units, fractions,

and multiples which pertain to particular commodities, services,

groups of people, times or places. We expect statistical tabu-

lations to some extent, and have grown familiar with them

even in the treatment of long periods where the trend of

business conditions forms the principal topic for discussion.

Thus, considering the variety of problems before us and

the evident importance of quantitative measurements for pur-

poses of comparison, we cannot doubt the value of a statistical

method. It will increasingly take its place alongside of others

;

it will supply us with information which otherwise would be

lost. As we have seen before, many events and connections

between them escape our personal notice, or rather are im-

perceptible altogether, since they are scattered widely over space

and time and do not take tangible form. Hence we must rely

upon our mind and industry, upon the accumulation of vast

masses of facts subject to variations, representing different rela-

tive magnitudes. Statisticians can accomplish much by this pro-

cedure when bringing it to bear upon the chief divisions of the

science of economics. There is no doubt of this, nor should

we be pessimistic with regard to future developments in such

an inquiry.

In admitting this however we must add one word of caution

which at the same time may be considered qualifying. We
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must remember that statistics is at its best when describing

trends and correlations, in other words, when comparing sets

of quantitative relations or of absolute magnitudes for different

dates. Intervals, successions of periods, and simultaneous

changes mean most in the end. What the statistician wants is

the drift of things, the proof of approximate constancy over

long stretches, and an insight into concomitant variations.

He has aims here quite similar to those of an experimentalist,

for this one too bases his inferences upon repetitions and
variations, watching for constant ratios or for permanent con-

nections of classes of events. The longer the period we are

dealing with, the broader the possible scope of our work, and
the more important the sum total of our contribution to social

(respectively economic) science. This being so, then, we should

be prepared for a greater emphasis upon the long-time view-

point. So far economics has pivoted chiefly about an analysis

of such processes, upon an elucidation of such principles, as

run their course within a brief time. A few months or years

have provided a sort of standard time unit for this purpose.

Indeed, we have often preferred to speak of static norm, of

a cross-section of economic life which shows things at a stand-

still, thus acknowledging that the majority of economic prin-

ciples can be revealed in such a short-time view. Yet the

data for a long-time view also deserve attention. The study

of business cycles, of varying costs of living, of price move-

ments and the changes to which national wealth is subject,

convinced us of the existence of laws which can be discovered in

no other way. Statistical work, therefore, may find a rich field

along roads of inquiry hitherto unfrequented. It may possibly

do as much for the long range interpretation as the so-called

deductive method has accomplished for the traditional static

analysis.

Whether it can be inductive is, to be sure, still a different

question. We must now turn to this in particular, distinguish-

ing from the start between two subjects which may easily be

confused, nay, have for some purposes been treated as one,

though such treatment is always attended with some risk. The

first relates to the nature of causality as such, of which the

causal nature of statistical correlations is a special case. The
second asks to what extent any generalization of social science

or economics has logical validity, or more particularly, (and

for our needs, first of all) whether statistics may be used infer-

entially as well as for description pure and simple. Only after

we have given some thought to both of these topics, shall we
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have a fairly adequate idea of the pros and cons of the statis-

tical method.

II. Causality and Statistical Induction

Cause and effect is strictly speaking a set of invariable ante-

cedents and consequents. That which precedes a certain event

at all times and immediately, is its cause, and what follows

without exception is the result or effect. If the striking of a

match is always succeeded by ignition or by a flame, the striking

is, in the absence of contradictory evidence, regarded as the

cause of the flame, while the fire is the effect. All the discus-

sions of philosophers, logicians, and psychologists have not

yielded us anything more important than this confession that

causation refers to a temporal series of specific events. We have

invariably a sequence, and the time interval is in most cases

rather short ; in fact, it may be infinitely brief, as in the explo-

sion resulting from a spark in the powder keg. If Ave have re-

duced our classes of events to ultimate homogeneous units and
assume a universal law of uniform^ of behavior, successions

are immutable. Whatever the conditioning phenomena, the

selected group or series under our inspection display an iron-

clad rule of order. Event or thing A links with B or C or D,

and so on. That is the most precise and narrow view of the

principle of causality.

As people use this word, however, it has come to mean more
and to cover situations materially different, and this looser

use of the term is hardly less common among professional in-

vestigators ihan among persons of no technical training or in-

terest in abstract concepts. For good reasons cause and effect

is attributed to larger complexes or sought in groups of events

not recognized by physicists or philosophers. Thus our ap-

praisal of statistical inference and of the validity of social laws
: n general must be governed somewhat by the broader aspects of

llie question.

Causes and effects both conic in chains or bundles which we
may identify with objects or events distributed over space as

well as over time From one standpoint every antecedent is

a cause, and any Dumber of consequents an effect, that is. then

is a plurality of connections which we may deem either suc-

V6 or alternative.

Tin- shot of a projectile from the mouth of a gun, for example,

may 1"' p"_rarded as a single effect due to a series of events sueli

as the expansion of gases, an explosion of a charge, a spark set
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to it, and an act of man starting the ignition. Each of these

steps is a cause, or al] of them together constitute the real cause,

the hurling of the projectile being the sole effect before us.

But instead of this we may also treat the act of firing as an
only cause, and the rest of the events as a succession of effects

observing a particular order. Or take the case of a death ex-

plained by a physician. If he likes, he can consider it one
effect whose causes are a stopping of the heart, a hemorrhage
in the brain, a disease such as hardening of the arteries, a wrong
mode of living of long standing by the deceased, and indicated

mainly bj^ a total lack of exercise ; and these may in turn point
to an occupation which prevented exercise, or to an extravagant
ambition which aimed at a career of success and fame at any
cost. Some such diagnosis might be offered, and would be in-

structive enough as far as it went. One single effect is traced
to a number of events which occurred in a definite order, which
often do so in reality. Yet the doctor could also treat all facts

except the ambition of the victim, as effects. He might mention
them all as results of this first factor which now seems to be the

only cause. Thus dependent upon our viewpoint we have
one cause and several effects, or just the opposite, namely, sev-

eral causes and one effect.

This is one way of bringing out the idea of multiple connec-

tions, and it has often been used to prove difficulties in induc-

tive methods, especially in experimentation. Another way is

to stress what was called a moment ago alternative plurality,

namely, the existence of either several causes or of several ef-

fects, but not of such as constitute a single series of events

at one time. In explaining the death of a person, for example,

we may mention apoplexy, an accidental fall, a murderer's bul-

let, or extreme old age. All four events are known to bring

about the end of life. If it is not one, perhaps it is the other.

One effect has four possible causes. On the other hand, any
one of several effects may spring from some one event called

the cause. Lightning thus may start a conflagration, the fall

of a tree, the killing of a person, or a cloudburst accompanied
by torrential rains. These things are possible results of electric

charges finding an equilibrium in the air or through contact

with the earth. Each of them is a true effect and goes back to

an antecedent recognized as lightning. But the four effects

are not themselves interlaced into a causal series, even though
both cloudburst and any one of the other three events may
occur together. Thus our plurality of effects is of the alterna-

tive sort.
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Again, causation need not refer to any kind of sequence. It

need not mean even two events following in order in time. Al-

though some philosophers and logicians have insisted that this is

so, that causality without sequence of specific events in a definite

order in time is unthinkable, scientists have not acted upon this

declaration. They habitually speak of cause and effect with

regard to events existing at a given moment, whether it be a

long or a short time. They connect coexistences, in other

words. For these too may be found a causal relation as well

as a plurality of the alternative kind. Whether we like it or

not, we must take note of such usages. We must grant that

coexisting things do reveal at times causality,—the reason for

this to be discussed presently.

When we talk of typhoid fever, for instance, we may explain

it by four different elements, indicating that together they bring

about the result. There is only one effect called typhoid, but
we find four possible causes for it; we mention water contain-

ing bacteria in certain numbers per unit of water, or the sus-

ceptibility of some people to the disease, or their uncleanly

habits, or hot, humid weather at a certain time of the year.

These four things exist simultaneously, are not causally inter-

related themselves perhaps, but do cooperate in spreading the

trouble. Sometimes we distinguish between degrees of potency,

rating bacteria highest. Sometimes we think of uncleanliness

rather than of weather or susceptibility as a cause. And then
again each of the four factors is considered a cause.

On the other hand, we may find many effects for one single

cause, and yet both effects and cause may represent coexistence,

that is, events which we do know to be occurring at the same time,

as representing distribution in space rather than succession in

time. Thus we may explain many conditions in the arctic

regions by referring to the climate. Without inquiring into

the reasons for it, we are able to understand that many things

are connected with it, sequences being entirely out of our reck-

oning. To begin with, we find extreme cold in spite of long

days, and perpetual snow or ice over large areas, as a result of

which there is a lack of natural harbors, of navigable streams,

of lakes or facilities for transportation and travel. People in

such regions are sure to be isolated. The permanent crust of

snow covers mineral resources so that they might as well not
exist. The soil beneath, if it is fertile, cannot be cultivated at

any price. There can be no flora, no shrubs, herbs, grains, fruits

and vegetables. Of timber we find virtually none. Animals are

mainly fish in the sea, and these hard to catch. Thus a popula-
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tion of the far north (or south) has neither herbivorous animals
that can be domesticated, nor dairy products in any form.
It is scattered thinly over vast tracts, condemned to eke out a

livelihood almost entirely by hunting, uncertain of an adequate
supply of even the barest necessities, poor always, and exposed
to dangers which decimate its ranks long before a ripe old age
has been reached. In short, its mode of living reflects the

dearth of riches and a lack of knowledge of anything but a few
industrial arts or elementary steps in the chase of wild beasts.

Men and women have their work divided along definite lines

since the first are kept busy at things for which the latter are by
nature unfit or much less fit. Of economic organization we see

hardly anything. Morals, manners, notions of government, and
religion conform to a low stage of economic living. The higher

expressions of civilization are unknown. Because of one single

factor in the whole situation (climate), all these conditions in-

evitably follow. Though all of them are coexistent, we never-

theless select one as a cause and the rest as effects. "We some-

how decide that climate is a cause, and the only one. At bottom

we hold it responsible for all the various facts just mentioned.

This then may remind us in the next place of the peculiar

relation between will and causation, or between the determi-

nistic interpretation of natural sciences and the telic or voli-

tional one of social investigators.

It must have occurred to us already that causes are sought

in psychic data no less than in physical ones. While in the

narrower sense a cause is always an object or event, a -unit

which we can reduce no further and which is absolutely homo-

geneous for physicists or chemists, for other scientists it con-

sists of any sort of object or event, including traits in man or

manifestations of his nature. We continually refer to per-

sons as instigators, originators, sponsors, or causes. We point

to them as the key to a condition or undertaking. Human be-

ings are real causes to us, though in the very next breath we
may credit them with freedom of will and well nigh infinite

powers of variation in their thoughts and deeds.

It would seem therefore as if some scientists—psychologists,

historians, and social students being most directly involved

—

fuse two conceptions which cannot be logically reconciled. It

seems as if they apply now the formula of natural science, now
that of ethics or philosophj% treating man at one time as if he

were bound by inexorable laws, and the next as if he could

adapt his conduct to any circumstances that might arise. It is

easy to take this view. But perhaps it is better to assume that
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as a rule human nature appears to be a constant, really does

represent a bundle of reactions which obey laws no less than do
interactions between portions of matter, while occasionally we
find it most convenient to treat will and causation as synonyms.
We say that somebody has planned to do this or that and acts

entirely on his convictions or motives; but we mean also that

the expressions of this will-power are causes relative to succeed-

ing events. In this way the purposive and mechanistic versions

are combined. If we ask how such and such an event came
about, we accuse somebody of being responsible. He or she

or a group of people resolved to do so and so. They planned
and executed their plans. They were under the sway of pas-

sions or prejudices. They showed motives and definite inten-

tions. Hence the result. But this judgment of ours is not in-

compatible with the other that man always behaves in such a

manner under like provocations. We may well treat the result

as an effect of traits in human nature which, being fixed and
beyond our control, function like true objective causes. In so

far as cause means simply a regular antecedent or set of them,

many forms of self-expression in us are equivalent to causes ; for

they recur again and again and lead to events of a particular

sort which figure as outcome or consequent. Causation is

merged in free will from this standpoint.

Indeed, we may enlarge upon this thought by confessing

frankly that social sciences in general, and economics in par-

ticular, constitute a blend of science and philosophy. Not all

of their subject matter is adaptable to an objective treatment;

that is, when discussing it in terms of causality we have not ac-

tually exhausted the possibilities of our interpretation. Eco-

nomics may very well be considered a theme for philosophers.

It is permeated with notions of value in the absolute sense. It

treats of events connected with human will, with feelings and

innate strivings, with acts of valuation, with motives galore,

and with ultimate aims or ideals which underlie much of the

subject of pricing and production. There is nothing gained by

denying this fact. We are brought in close proximity to it

every now and then. We admit it even when divorcing moral

criteria entirely from an analysis of facts themselves.

So we should not be surprised at the union of will and causa-

tion on many occasions. We may insist that men are free to

determine their conduct, and that such an idea is diametrically

opposed to determinism. Undoubtedly we should be right on

both counts. Yet will is not always contrasted with cause, nor

do we cease to be scientific on that account. To save appear-
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ances we might distinguish between will as a hidden or abstract

power and the perceivable expressions of human nature resulting

from it. We might argue that these policies, manners, and spe-

cific deeds are the cause in social science, while the reality of will

offers opportunities for those who take a telic view of history

and of social processes. Lovers of subtleties might be inclined

to grasp at this straw. Ultimately however we must revert, first,

to a combination of physical with psychic relations in economics,

and secondly to a treatment of human activities from both the

telic and the deterministic standpoint. As noted earlier, we have

purely physical events such as production, consumption, and

phases of exchange, and in addition relations between these and

psychic data on the one hand, and between human beings or

psychic data alone. Thus the economist is bound to speak of

physical causality at one time, and of psychic causality the

next time. Either he treats these latter as causal connections, or

he explains them as manifestations of design and will, in which

case he may emphasize possibilities of variation in spite of an

underlying constancy of human nature.

Now, when we go back from this consideration of the cur-

rent definitions or uses of the idea of causality to their appli-

cation in the field of statistics, we must first of all remember
that figures in themselves do not mean anything. In the sim-

plest case they suggest only magnitudes, or differentials and
fluctuations of magnitude, for which the class of events by
previous definition supplies the description. To speak of one

thousand is to say next to nothing unless we know to what this

refers. If it is one thousand dollars or degrees of heat, that

is the first useful intimation we get. Similarly, if these ciphers

indicate trends of change or correlations in economics, they tell

nothing definite until we know of the reasons for them. Ordi-

narily wre associate quantities and their variations with qualities,

and not only that, we also wish to group about them other facts

wrhich are not figures, but events or tangible objects in space or

time. If these are furnished, our tabulations, lines, and pic-

tures mean something; otherwise not. This is so because, as

suggested, ciphers as such have no contents or connotations for

us. They do not, like words, remind us of things. They are

not meant to indicate qualities, objects, or relations between
them, but units in the abstract. Statistical series therefore must
be given a background or setting. They must be linked with

the real substance of experience. They must be surrounded
with knowledge or relations in space and time. If we know that
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certain permanent relations exist between certain physical facts,

between individuals and groups in society, or between these

and their objective environment, then they may be used to in-

vest statistical summaries with flesh and blood. In so far as

these primary materials of life give generalizations, statistics

may be tested by them, yielding us perhaps a causal nexus.

Without fail our figures and calculations are referred back to

such preestablished connections.

In case the series before us relates to individual events only,

that is, to sums or averages of frequencies like mortality rates,

price levels, acre yields, and so forth, interest centers chiefly in

the constancy or change of frequencies from time to time, and
if a change should be noticed we naturally attribute this to

changes elsewhere. Our whole life's experience—to say noth-

ing of experimental methods—teaches us that variation at, <

point hinges on variation at another. Events are always inter-

linked somehow. So we seek an explanation in whatever direc-

tion seems most promising, whither our understanding of the

nature of the event in question leads us. If we are studying

mortality rates, for instance, we look for a cause of a notable

change in either external conditions surrounding men, or in

modes of living characteristic of them. It is relatively easy to

clear up such a variation, since death is a physical fact whose
sources have long been studied with care. At other times the

solution is more difficult, and yet we have one advantage as long

as we are dealing with single classes of events only, for we are

free to scour for an explanation in many directions. The
problem of causality here does not tempt us to gross fallacies.

Suppose however the statistician has to do with correlations,

not with averages and changes therein of single events. What
may then be his questions? Plainly, he now has a more diffi-

cult task, for he must judge on the functions of two or three or

even more variables relative to each other. What he wishes to

know is whether they have a common outside cause or represent

in part cause and in part effect, and which one in that case is

cause and which effect. Barring his plea of ignorance under
the title of "chance correlation", he hopes to locate a definite

cause for these specific items before him. He is not as free as

in the former instance, for he has to prove that his correlations

are independent of one another, or on the contrary stand in a

causal relation.

So, in passing over to this matter we do well to distinguish

immediately between two types of correlations, namely, the co-

existential and the sequential. As we usually think of them we
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overlook the difference. We call them often concomitant varia-

tions because a change in one class of events is accompanied by-

one in the other. There is certainly a parallel between this sort

of correspondence and the one which natural scientists observe

when they find particular things change in definite succession,

and perhaps in a fixed ratio. But statistical correlations may-

refer to real coexistences as well as to sequences, so that the

phrase "concomitancy" is misleading.

A genuine coexistence is that of size and weight in human
beings, the correlation being usually high and readily explained.

The laws of growth suggest at once why big people should usu-

ally weigh more than slightly built ones or those of diminutive

stature. On the other hand, a spurious coexistence is that of

rates of net profit and the size of orders for goods sold, or the

well known correlation between wholesale and retail prices. In

these two cases we seem to be dealing with simultaneous events.

We are prone to regard profits and size of orders as events hap-

pening at the same time, for profits do begin with sales in one

sense. Similarly our two classes of prices may be treated as

coexistences if we place them in a long period of time, say

several months or years. When we do that, they both consti-

tute a part of this period, and so may be represented as con-

comitants. In reality however they are not. Sales in the first

case do precede profits, since many things must be done before

net profits can be calculated. Much time and a long series of

events may lie in between. As regards our two sets of prices,

too, this lapse of time is evident upon further thought. Though
we may speculate on the necessity or non-necessity of whole-

sale quotations coming always first, we can hardly doubt that

virtually always the two will be separated by a certain interval.

Coexistence here is apparent rather than real.

Indeed, in the very great majority of cases correlations do

signify sequences; but this does not rid us of perplexing ques-

tions. We may believe that the two correlates—ignoring a

larger number for the sake of simplification—are governed by

a common third factor, or we may incline toward the supposi-

tion that one is a cause and the other an effect ; and of course,

there are also cases of plural causality, of which a word soon.

Whether then we are facing a causal relation of any sort de-

pends upon the degree of qualitative or quantitative correla-

tion, upon the number of cases tested or upon the validity of

our samples. On the one hand we deduce causality from such

premises as the law of numbers and of distribution. It prompts

the belief that a high correlation cannot be "chance". On the
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other hand we proceed inductively, looking for permanent con-

nections already known and demonstrably relevant to the case

before us. The more we know of such connections in the realm

of physics or of social processes, and the closer their bearing

upon our correlation, the more convinced we are of its causal

nature. If many samples of a high death rate, for instance,

can be found in communities formerly boasting a low one, but

whose water supply has been changed, we suspect at once a

causal connection between these two facts. Our knowledge of

diseases prompts us to consider the changed water supply a

cause, and the changed mortality an effect. Often the establish-

ment of cause and effect is made easy by such previous informa-

tion. But at other times it is difficult or impossible, one reason

being perhaps the fact that our two correlates go back to a

common third antecedent.

Apropos of this problem we are often baffled by what is

known as time-lag. The theoretical question for those studying

statistical causality is what amount of time may lapse between

events treated as cause and effect, or how precise our meas-

urement of time should be. The lag may be enough to sug-

gest just the opposite of what we know on other grounds to

be true. Students of the long-time view of economic processes,

and particularly those of business cycles, have in recent years

met with many instances of such a distorted presentation of

actual facts. Marriage rates, for example, may actually rise

during or immediately after a national business depression.

The figures prove this, and we might infer that depressions

stimulate the mating of people, were there not evidence to the

contrary all around us. But when we consider that prosper-

ous years have preceded the bad, that young men or women
have saved money then, and that this forms the financial basis

of their marriage, we need not be surprised that rates may rise

at the very time when conditions are least favorable.

Again, plurality of causes is just as common in statistics as

in laboratory analysis. Many of our correlations point to a
variety of causes according to our way of looking at them.
If we find a high degree of numerical correspondence between
rates of net profit on the one side and either price levels, or a
ratio of advertising to total expenses or methods of management
or the average size of orders on the other side, we may not
know where to find the cause. Varying the combination, leav-

ing out now this, now that element, we not only find a diminu-
tion of returns, but what is here more to the point, it appears
as if each element were most essential to rates of net profits.
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Experiments would often leave this impression, reminding us

of the older conundrum of joint costs or of point producers,

where we are asked to measure the share of each factor in the

aggregate final result. The truth of the matter is: In such

cases no imputation is safe or verifiable. We have here another

instance of alternative plurality of causes, that is of coexist-

ences any one or two of which may be regarded as a sufficient

explanation of the effect. A great deal of causal analysis in

every social science consists precisely of this sort of reasoning

or onesided imputation.

Ignoring then such risks in statistical inference as spring

from faults in classification or from errors in measurement, we
may now grant that causality in statistics, as distinct from its

generalizations, cannot always be traced, and can scarcely ever

be given a quantitative rating. We cannot say that a cause is

effective to such and such a degree, nor may we have an inkling

of it at all. We are sure only of our figures, being determined

to explain them in terms of physical or psychic relations if we
can.

But this, of course, suggests also that statistical generaliza-

tions apart from causality must be unsafe, so that the stability

of whatever series we find is not as great as we might wish or

suspect. In the first place we notice, upon a little reflection,

that the constancies so often dwelt upon, and admitted by us

some time ago, refer to physical events rather than to those con-

cerning the economist, or else that they appear in averages which

are intended to hide the fluctuations from moment to moment.

We hear of permanent percentages for birth and death, for mar-

riages or divorces, for things lost and found, and so on. We
are told about constants regarding acre yields, damage by fires,

industrial accidents, per capita consumption of a commercial

article, and so forth. Apparently we have here examples of

what statistical research can do to develop economic laws of

great importance. We must however bear in mind that most

of these regularities are founded either upon the physical con-

stitution of man or upon habits of a physiological origin, and
besides represent averages for a series of time units, perhaps for

years, so that pronounced fluctuations may be hidden from view.

For business purposes this may be quite convenient even while

a scientist has questions that remain unanswered. Thus we
must not overrate the significance of statistical regularities for

a study of economic processes.

Secondly, the chief reason for this instability or for the un-

reliable nature of statistical generalization is always to be found
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in the subject matter, and notably in the kind of classes used
for counting, correlations, and inductions. In a single sentence

:

These units with which all social scientists and statisticians deal

are highly complex, comprise so many events grouped under one

name that we can hardly expect them to yield constant rela-

tions. "We treat of such composite facts as soil fertility, climate,

efficiency, family incomes, price levels, capital equipment, the

management of a plant, and railroad ton-mileage per day or

year. Sometimes they refer to physical substances or processes

alone, say, yields of corn per average acre or on any one acre

per average year. Sometimes we have psychic data like intelli-

gence or the price of commodities on the market. Sometimes we
may not be sure whether we should think of the event as either

physical or psychical, as for instance in the study of frequencies

for disease, levels of living, and volume of trade, or of correla-

tions for industrial accidents and times of day, or for changes

in price levels relative to amounts of circulating money. In
all these cases which may enter into economic analysis we
must either use event-complexes as single classes or give up
hopes of finding trends and concomitant variations. Most of

our units are inevitably composite in make-up. Soil fertility

depends upon many things, of which a dozen physical and
chemical properties are only one set. Climate embraces hu-
midity, temperature, air currents, their velocity and pressure,

rates of variation by the hour or day, insolation or sky condi-

tions, and so on. The income of a family may spring from
several sources since children or the wife may earn as well as

the father, and in addition gifts or legacies perhaps play a
part. Price levels are supposed to comprise so many different

goods and services that their composite nature as one class is

obvious. Capital not only means capitalization or investment or

outstanding stocks ; it may also refer to tangible assets compris-
ing a great variety of machines, tools, and so forth, so that our
relating it quantitatively to output or to net profits or to the

growth of consumables in a country is bound to be risky. That
is, if we wish to be exact in our quest for causality and perma-
nency of correlations we shall find the complex nature of our
units—what a moment ago was called the event-complex—em-
barrassing. There is scarcely a class of things or events adapt-
able to statistical inquiry but it consists really of a number of
distinguishable elements. We lump them all under one head-
ing. We speak of ton-mileage as a single fact because it tells of
numbers of miles covered by a ton of freight; but we know
very well that both tons and miles imply other factors which
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may be significant when we establish correlations or ten-

In general, we infer from the complex nature of our units that

back of them must lie a great number of variables hidden from

view and discoverable only in part. The danger is always that

we can state trends or correlations, but cannot be sure of all

the events responsible for them at any one time or at inter-

vals of time. Precisely because our classes are built out of

heterogeneous facts we must expect them to connect with an

indefinite number of things. The management or organization

of a plant, for example, may serve as a single factor when we

compare rates of return or labor turnover or wage-scales and

so forth. It would seem as if this points to a very definite

set of facts traceable in detail. And in some respects this is

quite true. But back of it lies an indeterminate number of

variables partly physical in make-up, partly psychic, partly

purely personal, and partly linked with an outside world whose

happenings cannot be controlled by anybody. Thus our first

thought in connection with the discussion of the composite na-

ture of statistical classes is the implied number of uncertain

factors underlying them. We cannot prove them to be so many

or so few. We cannot ascertain exactly what sort of events they

may represent. We cannot argue like a player with dice or

cards that there are so many possibilities and such and such

probabilities. Conditions are never the same, and as to possible

issues, there is an endless variety. All this is evident enough

when we consider the material handled by either economists or

More particularly must we trace the instability of trends or

correlations to the variability of physical and human nature.

We should remember that these events or connections reflect

physical facts and expressions of mind or body which cover

a wide range from moment to moment. The physical environ-

ment is never quite the same, though wonderfully constant when

compared with social relations. There are changes in climate

and in its several components. There are changes in soil prop-

erties or the various uses of them by farmers. We have fluctua-

tions in richness of mineral wealth and in topographical con-

ditions bearing upon travel or transportation. These things

mean quantities no less than qualities; in fact, the former loom

up largest when we survey economic processes. Thus we must

expect changes that are important even though we deal with

huge numbers.

Besides, these changes are as nothing compared to those due
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directly to human activities in every field. Valuations are pe-
culiarly mobile and ephemeral. Standards and customs are be-
ing revised continually. Inventions not only affect the mode or
extent of use of natural resources, but also react upon supply
and demand and economic relations in general. Supposing that
the population did not grow or decline—a circumstance we must
usually reckon with—we should still have interactions, first,
among different individuals or groups of men, secondly, be-
tween either one and their self-created tangible environment
consisting preeminently of items of wealth, and third, between
either one and the surroundings provided by nature from earli-
est days on. Because of this diversity of connections our statisti-
cal generalizations must always be tentative or expressive of
tendencies. That is, while in the great majority of cases a
certain event or series of them will occur, and while this ex-
perience for long periods may justify us in hazarding predic-
tions or enunciating economic laws, we are never quite sure of
our ground. Exceptions appear. Laws prove to be probabili-
ties, whether we have found a causal basis or not.

This, of course, leads to the further admission that most eco-
nomic laws, irrespective of methods used, state tendencies only,
being subject to revision from time to time because some of the
conditions to which they relate have changed.
To be sure, generalizations applied to purely physical factsm the realm of production, or to certain phases of exchange

consumption, and the growth of wealth may be considered al-
most as enduring and trustworthy as those of physics. When
we say that net rates of return from an acre of soil decline after
a while, that the efficiency of a person is raised by a proper dis-
tribution of his effort over time, that a direct quantitative rela-
tion exists between degrees of specialization and volume of
trade, that exchange rests on a desire by two or more than two
parties to fill wants or to get things for less cost than their own
production of it represents, that habits of eating and drinking
affect our health by degrees and hence our working capacities,
that division of labor and the use of tools is advantageous by
increasing our output per unit of cost, that invention and thrift
are essential to a development of capital and national wealth—
when we offer such statements we are undoubtedly safe Nearly
always there is evidence to support our contention. What we
proclaim is as true almost as the law of gravitation
But the majority of our generalizations do not pertain to phy-

sical relations only. They refer to an interaction between manand his environment, to acts of valuation, to motives and meth-
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ods of work, to ratings of worth, to processes by which eco-

nomic rights and duties, abilities and aspirations are illustrated.

Price for instance is a psychic rather than a physical fact. To

prove that it is invariably determined by supply and demand,

or that want intensities must be compared with expenses of pro-

duction if we wish to understand it, is also to suggest the possi-

bility of options. Even though our task is less exacting than

the statistician's who tries to establish trends or permanent

quantitative relations between classes of events, we have to

grant the hypothetical nature of all our conclusions. Whatever

our procedure, whether we rely upon specific premises or reason

from personal observation or from data submitted by others,

we find our economic laws failing at times. Within a few

months or years of our announcing them there may appear new

variables which necessitate a modification of our conclusion, es-

pecially if we have couched it in terms of magnitudes which

suggest precision and rigidity of connections.

III. The Method of Reflection

This being so, our third method of science, or what we shall

hereafter call the method of reflection rather than that of de-

duction, cannot claim to establish exact laws any more than sta-

tistics. In point of exactitude it is not superior. On the con-

trary, we may deem it inferior because it does not profess to

generalize upon quantitative relations, but instead is content

with a qualitative analysis. It has never yet been used to

prove the existence of fixed ratios or of fixed relative changes

measurable in figures or in any other symbols. It deals always

with classes of events or things and their interconnections;

hence it may be considered the method par excellence for quali-

tative analysis. Yet this limitation is in a gratifying degree

offset by the other fact that by means of reflection we may treat

interrelations and kinds of subject matter which in its absence

are amenable to neither experimentation nor statistics. In other

words, it does possess virtues which are worth while. It is in-

valuable very much in the same sense that a particular tool

proves convenient where nothing else can be used. For this

reason it deserves our careful consideration.

To illustrate its general nature and procedure before pass-

ing over to particular points.

Suppose we take the well known fact of a division or speciali-

zation of labor, and make out of it a problem for our present

needs. Suppose we ask ourselves just exactly what it means,

why people adopt it everywhere and have done so early in the
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history of civilization, what other facts go with it, and what

may be stated for or against it in the light of those results in-

teresting peculiarly the economist. If these questions are put,

and we are desirous of answering them with some care, we may
proceed as follows, using the method of reflection without being

perhaps conscious of it.

In order to find out what specialization means, we look about

us, watching people at their labors, asking them what they are

doing, comparing their moves or uses of materials and types of

products—if they are tangible—with many others. Either we
do this immediately after formulating our problem, or what is

more likely, we already feel certain of this one topic. Past

observation and perhaps readings have told us what specializa-

tion or division of labor is. If we make inquiries and meditate

at length upon this one question, we do it only because we wish

to be nice in our definition or to ascertain how far specializa-

tion has gone. In all likelihood we are astonished at the variety

of callings. More of them are brought to our attention than at

first suspected. Even if we do not wander from place to place,

following men at work, our memory of past scenes gives us a

new idea of the degree of specialization reached among white

folk. Thus one step in our analysis has been taken.

Next we no doubt wonder why there is so much of it. What
accounts for the popularity and progressive development of

division? That is a natural query, and one which may haunt

us until we gain enlightenment.

If we like, we can ask people why they took up a certain voca-

tion. "We can listen to their opinions, as far as they go. We
may feel that there are many motives and circumstances gov-

erning the choice of work. Or instead of that we may read

biographies of great men and little, finding out how they came
to enter upon such and such a career. Or we may look into our-

selves, answering honestly the question why we decided to do
this rather than that. Instantly the reality of powers of choice,

of diversity of interests, and of pure chance become clear to

us. Or we may go on the supposition, suggested by experiences

in other fields, that people do different things because govern-

ments compel them to, or because of a servile status into which
they were born. Whatever the original causes of slavery, we
know that it can become an institution and leave people for

generations under the tyrannical rule of a small minority.

Hence we might explain specialization as an order imposed
from above and carried out by others abjectly. Perhaps we
are inclined at this point to go into the history of our subject, to
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read in books telling of the distant past, to consult chronicles

or anthropological data, to take notes on records which go back

thousands of years. That is then an incidental phase of the

deductive method. But whether this comes up or not, we soon

decide that the reasons must be definite and potent, since spe-

cialization has increased steadily and found favor in the earli-

est days of which we possess information.

Thus we are very likely to stop at two particular thoughts,

namely, as regards differences in surroundings or among human
beings, and as to effects upon efficiency. It may be that this

second fact occurs to us first. As we reflect, we meet with it

again and again. Either by considering our own case which

gives hundreds of proofs of advantage in specialization going

back many years in our life, or by watching events in the out-

side world we strike the great truth. If that should happen,

then we may either rest satisfied or go further, asking what pre-

cisely is the ground for this greater efficiency. Surely, there

are connections which do not appear on the surface!

So we may go again to producers, taking their word. Or we
may experiment in a sort of a way, doing now this, now that,

comparing our sensations and efforts as jack-of-all-trades with
what we accomplish when specializing long and intently upon
one class of work. Or we may simply take the familiar sayings

of others that one cannot do everything, that practice makes per-

fect, and so on. Or we may go to psychologists who have ex-

perimented carefully on a few phases of specialization. Quite

probably they have data for us in books, supposing that nothing

appears in newspapers, at conventions, and so on. Various

truths about specialization may thus be discovered. We hear

perhaps of the learning process, of steps in habituation as a

physiologist sees them, of the neural mechanism for response

to stimuli. We are told about limits in attention and memory.

We draw parallels between work and play, between amateurish

and professional methods. We can see the higher speed of some

workers. We compare costs in time, energy, and materials used.

We either do this in a mill, mine, office, and so forth, or reflect

upon what we have seen earlier, upon data supplied by govern-

mental and other statistical bureaus. There is a wealth of facts

to draw from, and in spite of disagreements on minor points

we do not doubt the superiority of specialization. Indeed, if we
are business men ourselves, we need only to think of the modern
competitive system, of the role played by costs in production

and trade, in order to know why specialization is necessary.

Thus again our conclusion is as before.
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Still, suppose we had not struck upon this principle of en-

hanced efficiency, we might try to explain division of labor by
the other thought mentioned a while ago, namely, by the indis-

putable inequality among human beings, if not in their environ-

ment. As regards this latter, we should grant at once that

nature favors one industry, while hindering another. Coffee

from Brazil, wheat from the Argentine, diamonds from South

Africa, wool from Australia, or potash from Germany seem to

be natural products. Men are expected to earn a living by ply-

ing trades corresponding to the resources of a country. This

in itself explains a certain degree of specialization for people

inhabiting different regions. We may then however remember
also that people follow a hundred different vocations, within a

single square mile in cities for instance. What is here the

reason for division of labor ? We think again and stumble upon
differences of taste, interest, aptitude, and so on, among indi-

viduals. We again take our own case, or that of friends and
relatives. Or we may have watched people at work, attempting

to do a particular task. We have found one versatile, one im-

practical. One could use his fingers skillfully, a second seemed

to be ''all thumbs". One excelled in arithmetic or drawing or

carving, while others startled us with their power of reasoning,

of imagining situations and describing them, or of organizing

men into an effective machine. All these ideas may whirl

through our brain as we reflect on the reasons for specialization.

The subjective side of it stands out prominently. We consider

innate preferences or special gifts as against the results of train-

ing, parental upbringing, necessity of circumstance, and so on.

Thus we find it quite natural that different people should do

different things. Even though we have not covered all angles

in our approach, we have learned a great deal. We have resur-

rected our knowledge, so to speak. What was slumbering, has

been aroused to action. What was proven to us inductively

years ago, now serves as raw material for a new question or as

verification of conclusions suddenly divined.

Of course, we need not stop at this point. Having satisfied

ourselves as to what division of labor is, how it came about or

why it has spread throughout the world, we may now inquire

into consequences. We doubtless discover a relation between

division and exchange. This first of all may strike our eye.

We find the two together invariably. We hazard the guess that

where division goes far, output is big, and volume of trade

steady and large. There is much evidence to bear us out on this

point. So perhaps we wonder whether trade causes specializa-
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tion, or whether it is the other way about. On reflection we de-

cide' that people cannot specialize unless they are given certain

things by others or own a surplus of them. Perhaps, too, we

are told of the need of our first having things before we try

to buy anything else. For several reasons we may put speciali-

zation ahead of trade, making it the cause rather than an effect.

Whether we accept the opinion of others anent this topic, or

try to imagine situations in which people exchange before hav-

ing specialized, or consult historical records, or rely upon analo-

gies for guidance, we finally agree upon a definite causal and

possibly quantitative relation between exchange and the ex-

tent of a division of labor.

Hence other facts are suggested to us, if we do not come

upon them by independent routes. We wonder about the ef-

fect of specialization upon the individual worker, asking for

personal views, testing out cases in a factory, or on the farm,

and so forth. Sometimes our own experience answers this ques-

tion; sometimes stories heard long ago guide our decision. So

we may find favorable and unfavorable items. Here the divi-

sion means efficiency, there a stunting of certain faculties. Now

it pleases us by stimulating inventiveness, the very narrowness

of our range of duties enabling us to scheme out things, to de-

vise means and methods which further promote efficiency and

specialization. Now we regret a clash of interests among classes

who turn out different goods, who follow different vocations,

who obtain profits and wages from different fields, who cannot

agree on what is most or least necessary for a nation. In the

end this may lead us to thoughts on education, public policies,

or on ethics. The farther we roam in our endeavor to analyze

all the aspects of specialization, the more we discover. News-

papers and books, our own experiences, the verdict of strangers

or friends, the spectacle of workers before our eyes, the indirect

evidence of products, of modes of living, or of relations among

men at home or in the workshop—all these sources are open

to us. From them we garner our treasure of facts. With them

we build up beliefs after having weighed all pros and cons and

reasoned calmly.

To return then to the characteristics of the method of re-

flection: It is partly an introspection and partly a review of

facts furnished by the outside world. We do look into our-

selves, asking what we should do under certain circumstances,

what our basic motives and types of reaction, and so on. This

practical form of self-consciousness can hardly be dispensed

with if we wish to understand economic life wholly. But oven
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more than this we must rely upon the statements of others, upon

events going on before our eyes, upon recollections of things

seen and heard that belong to our surroundings. These facts

of the world about us must contribute largely to our success

as social investigators. It is seen, therefore, that the deductive

method calls especially for memory and knowledge, for ability

to picture situations, for powers of abstraction and of cogent

reasoning. We should have a broad range of knowledge, varied

information from many fields, the visualizing qualities which

are sometimes called constructive imagination, a penchant for

abstracting common properties from a large array of hetero-

geneous facts, a gift for discerning causal relations among
events or things seemingly quite independent of one another,

and withal a good training in the principles of logic. However
optional such requirements may appear when one starts out

upon the method of reflection, in the end their value is sure to

be appreciated.

But in emphasizing the need of inference by way of a mental

analysis, as distinct from the physical one of the laboratory, one

must not think merely of deduction. As in virtually all studies,

deduction blends with induction without one's becoming aware

of it. Alternately it is now this, now that, type of reasoning,

the number of steps involved in this process being so enormous

oven during a single hour's work that a faithful, detailed de-

scription of them would be almost impossible.

As far as deduction is employed, it may rest either on data

takon from other sciences, or on assumptions regarding human
nature, or on such specific facts as the modern legal background

of economic organization or a set of technical means for produc-

tion. If we go to other scientists for information, they will

usually have provided it by systematic research, using experi-

mentation, statistics, or reflection according to the nature of

their subject. If we depend on the elemental traits of man, we
use either what comprehension we have of ourselves, or the find-

ings of psychologists, biologists, the average man, and so forth.

Tn other words, while we may treat psychic or physical data as

premises for purposes of further ratiocination, they will in the

majority of cases have been verified previously by somebody else,

whether it be a professional investigator or the general run of

people. With respect to human nature this is quite probable.

We know, for instance, that men are ruled by self-assertion or

^elf-interest. We connect with this fundamental feature the

widespread and dominant longing for gain or for advantages

at a least passible sacrifice. In analyzing pricing we argue that
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goods go to the highest bidder in an auction, or that price is

fixed at a point where the largest number of sellers and buyers

can be satisfied. That is a reasonable view, and one which tallies

well with everyday experiences. To start with this desire for

maximum gain is to assume less than may appear ; or rather, it

is to assume that everybody is familiar with this inductively

acquired truth so that the argument thereafter may meet with

approval.

Of course, sometimes our assumptions represent facts merely,

as in the case of the existing rights of private property, of con-

tract, of vocation, and so forth, which constitute the modern

legal framework for economic activities. Such things are not

to be proven by induction, but to be grasped directly by our

senses and henceforth used. And then again we may engage

upon a process of reasoning without having offered more than

a postulate, without pretending in the least that anybody has

demonstrated its truth. In discussing the problem of interna-

tional trade and policies, for example, we may start out with

the idea that people naturally know best what they can do best,

that without any guidance or compulsion by governments they

select occupations and turn out products for which they are

best adapted by virtue of inborn aptitudes, environmental con-

ditions, and what not. That being our rather arbitrary assump-

tion, we may conclude that protective tariffs are futile or detri-

mental to nations.

On the other hand, though we offer this assumption first, we
may also express doubts later on, asking ourselves what would

happen if tariffs did exist, if people were not left entirely to

their own devices. We may enter upon a procedure not unlike

the variations of the experimentalist. We may say : First this,

and with it such other facts ; now something else, and then what

new facts? If we change from free trade to protection, what
will be the result ? We might urge officials to make such a trial,

to register effects or compare conditions before and after. To

a certain extent we are right in attributing differences to the

change of policies in this one field, although we have seen long

ago that amidst so many variables the test of concomitant varia-

tions is not reliable at every point. If however we do not ap-

prove of experimenting in this bold fashion, we may instead re-

sort to our imagination. We may speculate on what differ-

ences would arise upon the adoption of duties after a free list.

The deductive method includes this particular phase of mental

analysis. It permits us to picture a variety of situations, in-

ferring results from analogy or from premises advanced con-
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sciously or unconsciously. As a rule, that is exactly what we do.

We say to ourselves : Supposing things were not so, what would
follow? "What will disappear or loom up if some one condition

is abolished? Or we wonder what else must be true if some-

thing we are told is really true. The implications of a theorem

are continually before us. The more thoroughly trained we are,

the keener our powers of vision, and the more original our way
of looking at facts, the more we exhaust implications in a formal

statement of an actual fact. In this way induction combines

with deduction, giving us new notions or truths accepted by

everybody.

To give but a single example of this union of deduction and
induction in what we call here the method of reflection: "We

may begin with the obvious proposition that costs of production

differ at different places, whether they be close together or hun-

dreds of miles apart. "We may then also state that people as

a rule buy where things are cheapest, quality, and so forth, be-

ing the same. These two statements represent truths induc-

tively arrived at either by economists or by anybody who is

interested in economic problems. As a result we conclude that

there is trade between different regions whenever costs do differ.

But not only that. "We furthermore bear in mind the costs of

transportation. "We remember that freight charges vary mainly

with distances, although other factors help to determine rates

also. This again is a fact derived from induction, from a num-
ber of observations extending perhaps over years. So we pass

over again to a deductive step, just as we did in concluding that

goods are exchanged between two or more than two districts

when costs differ appreciably. "We now say that traffic is limited

by costs of transportation ; for over long distances they mount
up, and this perhaps offsets or more than offsets local advantages

in production, so that buyers refuse to take imported things on
account of the greater price resulting from freight rates. This

is an easy deduction for us to make.

Yet even here we may not stop. "We may reason in addition

that something depends upon the value of an article relative

to its bulk or weight. Suppose it is a watch we are thinking

of. Suppose the labor expense in it gives it a high value, while

it weighs but a few ounces and can be easily carried in a bit of

a box. Here we have big values and small volumes. "We per-

haps reason that such an item may be transported over long

stretches in spite of steep freight rates, for these latter comprise

but a small fraction of the final price. So, from this stand-

point, our original opinion about the radius within which com-
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modities can be exchanged profitably is modified. Again we
have used verifiable facts, but found differences between classes

of goods which led to a revised statement regarding size of

markets. Induction and deduction have been mixed imper-

ceptibly in our pondering on established data. So far from the

deductive method being exclusively deductive, it is even more
inductive. It is both according to what step in our analysis we
point. Precisely because facts are important, because we pro-

ceed empirically and unite enumeration and analogy or mental
variation with inference from specific premises, we are right in

distinguishing between the mathematical method and what has

here been termed reflection. The second method of economics

is no less experimental than that of the laboratory, though the

invisibility of our variations and comparisons puts us at a sad

disadvantage. It does indeed seem at times as if social scientists

go day-dreaming when in reality they are hard at work, em-
ploying their analytical powers and technical apparatus of facts

as conscientiously as any natural scientist.

In view of these salient features of both the statistical and the

deductive method, then, we may now perhaps venture a verdict

as to the scientific nature of economics. Having surveyed cer-

tain fundamentals of scope and method, how shall we decide?

We must, of course, grant that in some respects our material

is subjective. It turns on human wants, feelings, judgments,
and so on. It must rest on valuations and on inconstancies which
a physicist does not know. The temporary nature of many of

our generalizations cannot be denied. Neither do we cease to

regret our inability to undertake exact measurements, or to

provide inductions which are as universally valid as those of,

say, a chemist. These two or three truths we better restate.

But after these have been given their full weight, we may re-

peat also the following.

In the first place, there is room for a quantitative statistical

analysis for many purposes. Secondly, many of our assertions

come from other sciences and have there been demonstrated to

be true or to be as reasonable as our state of knowledge can

make them. Third, for the most part the economist confines

himself to a qualitative analysis by way of reflection (deduc-

tion), counting upon personal experience, upon authenticated

facts contributed by others, or upon assumptions which are

often no more arbitrary than the last hypotheses of physical

scientists. Fourth, as regards the results of economic inquiry,

they consist partly of statistical tabulations, partly of indi-
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vidual facts, partly of descriptions of details or of historical ac-

counts and definitions, partly of laws objectively verified or

verifiable such as those for rates of return, fatigue and effi-

ciency, pricing and the effects of consumption, and so forth,

and partly of theories for which no proof can be given at the

time. Of these latter there is undoubtedly a goodly number, and

a first glimpse of the subject-matter may leave the impression

that theories hold the fort from beginning to end to the ex-

clusion of everything else. That however is not so. The his-

tory of economics exonerates us on this score. So it is undoubt-

edly fair that we treat economics as a science. By tests of

method, of achievements, and of the spirit animating every in-

vestigator, it becomes scientific in spite of its manifest short-

comings. This is perhaps an appropriate last statement to make
in an estimate of the scope and method of economics.
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Abstinence, as basis of interest

payments, 23
as one determinant of interest

rates, 48
not a pain for rich people, 50

Agio, as basis of interest payments,
23-24

Bank credit, as loan fund, 47
as one factor in interest rates,

54 ff

and business cycles, 336 ff

Bank reserves and credit facilities,

50 ff

Bankers, their share in growth of
national wealth, 234

in business cycles, 334 ff

Birth control and population, 438 ff

Business cycles, phases of, 283 ff

causes of, 320 ff

Call loans, use of, 44
Capital, as loan fund, 38

sources of, 45
through bank credit, 47
varies partly with abstinence, 48
versus land, 84
essential to growth of national

wealth, 220, 235 ff

and consumers' goods in business
cycles, 328 ff

Capitalism, characteristics in mod-
ern life, 304 ff

ilists, should work besides
lending funds, 227

Capitalisation of land yields, 85
in bank, and bank credit,
50 ff

and business cycles, 337
Causality, in science, 491

versus will. 4!»4

in correlations, 497 ff

Checks as money, 20
Clucks on population, according to

.M.iltlius, 418 ff

willed and unwilled, 428 ff

Collectivistic versus individualistic
viewpoint. 460

Commodity theory of money, 247
i on sense versus science, 477
liners, partly responsible for
bnsinesa cycles, 320 ff

Consumption as possible division of
economics, 458

Contractual versus economic rent,
82

Correlations, statistical, 480. 497 ff

Costs of living, meaning of, 345 ff

reciprocal of level of living, 351-
52

not logically dependent upon price
movements, 353

may change in three ways, 354
changes in United States, 357
causes of change, 370 ff

change with price levels in modern
times, 380

Costs of agricultural production in
United States, 377

Credit at banks, as source of capi-
tal, 47

and business cycles, 336 ff

Deductive methods in economics is

combined with induction, 509
Differential efficiency and wages,

127
Differential productivity of land,

and rent rates, 87-8
Diminishing returns, as one reason

for rent, 77
versus limited returns, 79
and population problem, 393

Diminishing utility, and price levels,
209

Distribution, meanings of word, 1
a process varying with economic

systems, 5 ff

refers to four producer classes, 8
Ricardian scheme, 12 ff

and size of loan funds, 51
as division of economics, 454, 456

Dynamic versus static view of
economics, 457

Economic laws, reasons for instabil-
ity, 503

Economic life, and its rhythm, 200 ff.

Economic system today, features of,
304 ff

Economics, field of, 449 ff. See also
vol. 1, ch. 1

chief divisions of, 453
versus business research and vo-

cational economics, 400
and biology or psychology, 404 ff

and sociology, 400 ff

and history, 409
and ethics, 472
and statistical method, 487 ff

limits of generalization in, 503
and method of reflection, 504 ff

is a science, 513

517
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Economy, of capital and interest

payments, 31
Education and wage rates, 115
Elasticity of credit, and interest

rates, 57
currency, GO ff

Enterprisers, See entrepreneurs
.Entrepreneurs, their share in growth

of wealth, 233
partly responsible for business

depressions, 328 ff

Equation of exchange in price level

changes, 252
Ethics and economics, 472. See also

vol. 1, ch. 7
Experimentation in social science,

478 ff

Factorial shares of income, 176 ff

Factors of production defined, 11
Federal reserve system and interest

rates, 56 ff

Fertility of land, subject to human
control, 90 ff

Government policies, and volume of

bank credit, 54
and interest rates, 55 ff

and business risks, 170
Growth of wealth, as division of

economics, 456

History or historiography, and eco-

nomics, 469 ff

Impatience, as basis of interest

payments, 23
one determinant of interest rates,

48
Impersonal versus personal services,

in measuring labor output,
121 ff

Incomes, akin to prices, 11
different from prices, 15
personal distribution of, 182
causes of inequality, 187 ff

distribution and effect on growth
of wealth, 228

redistribution and changing costs

of living, 355
Index numbers, 243
Individualistic norms of valuation,

450
Induction, in statistics, 490 ff

blends with deduction, 509
Instability of social laws, reasons

for, 503
Insurance against risks, 160
Interest, versus rent, 19

reasons for existence, 21 ff

Interest rates, relation to money
stocks, 20, 05

gross and net, 35, 63
according to productivity of capi-

tal, 39 ff

and abstinence, 48 ff

and bank credit, 54
and government regulation of

banking, 56

determinants for three kinds of
loans, 63 ff

Inventions, and demand for capital,
40

as causes of business risks, 168
add to national wealth, 217

Investments, and business cycles,

328 ff.

Labor, supply and demand in wage
determination, 114

risks and wages, 117
kinds, and effect on national pros-

perity, 222 ff

Laboratory methods not usable in
social sciences, 478

Land fertility, according to modes
of use, 90

Landlords, should work besides leas-

ing their property, 227
Land values, vary with rents, 83

versus capital, 84
Liquidation phase in business cycles,

290
Loans, three kinds of, 62
Loan fund is greater than stock of

capital goods, 37
defined, 38
demand for, varies with price

levels, 42
sources of, 45 ff

supply of, depends on abstinence,
48

and business cycles, 336 ff.

Long-time viewpoint, nature of,

202 ff , 457
and rhythm of economic life, 206.

See also vol. 1, p. 18 ff

Malthusian law of population,
418 ff

Marginal land, meaning, 71
determines rent rates, 88

Money, and interest rates, 54, 65
rates, 66
purchasing power or value of,

246
velocity of circulation, 250
and price levels, 246 ff

Monopoly, as source of profits, 145

Nation, necessary social unit, 433 ff

Natural resources, two kinds of, 393
future stocks of, 402 ff

Normalcy in business defined, 282

Over-production and business de-
pressions, 329

Personal income, distribution and
size of loan funds, 52

Personal services versus impersonal,
121 ff

Personality, and wage rates, 129
Plurality of connections in causa-

tion, 491 ff

Political economy or government
economics, field of, 459

Population, Malthusian law of, 418
growth since 1700, 423
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l'opulation, checks on, 42S ff

and war, 430 ff

and birth control, 43S ff

Price, as division of economics. 454-
55

Trice levels, and demand for capi-

tal, 4U
defined, 242
problem of, 244
and theories of money, 247 ff

causes of, 255 ff

affects costs of living, 386
Prices, akin to incomes, 11

different from incomes, 15
and rent rates, 102 ff

Primary versus secondary produce,
3G4

Producers, partly responsible for
business cycles, 328 ff

Production, as division of economics,
453

Productivity of capital, and interest,
29 ff, 39 ff, 64

defined, 39
Productivity of labor, and wages,

120 ff

Productivity of land and rent. 87
Profits, undivided, and loan fund,

45
as wages, 111
defined, 136
as income from capital, 137
gross versus net, 138
doubtful cases of, 139, 221
three sources of, 141 ff

based on risk, 152 ff

Psychic data, in economics, 465
quantified in social science, 467

Purchasing power of money means
price level, 246

Quantification of psychic data in
social science, 467

Quantity theory of money, 252-53

Rediscount rates, 59
Reflection, as method in economies,

#
504ff

is inductive as well as deductive,
509

Kent, various meanings of, 68 ff

defined, 72
reasons for existence, 74 ff

Rent rates, gross and net, 81
economic versus contractual, 82
determine land values, 83
determined by demand and use of

soil or site, 87 ff

determined by methods of cultiva-
tion, DO

for site uses, 95 ff

and price, 102 ff

Reserves in hanks, and credit facili-
ties. 66 ff

and business cycles, 337 ff

Rhythm, in economic life, and
causes, 206 ff

Ricardo, his distributive theory
12ff

Risk, reflected in interest rates, 35
as source of profits, 152
as immediate cause of profits,

154 ff

calculable versus incalculable,
158 ff

ultimate causes of, 166 ff

Salaries are wages, 109
Savings, stimulated by interest pay-

ment, 24
spring from several motives, 25 ff

bow related to growth of social
wealth, 215, 235 ff

social versus individualistic view
of, 221-22

Science, uses three methods of
inquiry, 478

Security dealings and demand for
capital, 43 ff

Simple versus composite services,
and productivity measure-
ment, 123

Site rents, how determined, 95 ff

Social heredity, and growth of na-
tional wealth, 212 ff

Sociology, and economics, 467
and philosophy of history, 470

Standards of living and wages, 133
Static versus dynamic view of life,

457
Statistics, and risk, 161

a method rather than a science,
483

subject matter of, 480 ff

descriptive versus inferential, 485
principles of work, 485-86
and causality, 497

Thrift, due to several motives, 25 ff

what it means, 221-22
and growth of national wealth, 231
and business depressions, 321 ff

in use of natural resources, 414
Time lag and statistical causation,

499
Time lapse in modern production,

313
Time preference, as basis of inter-

est, 23
as one determinant of interest

rates, 48
Turn-over, of money, 250

Velocity of circulation of money,
250

Virtual money, 249
Vocational versus

nomics, 460

Wages, presuppose a legal back-
ground, 108

defined, 109
normal versus real, 110
doubtful cases, 111
how determined, 114ff
and productivity of labor, 120 ff

according to differential efficiency,
127

and standards of living, 133

theoretical eco-
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Wages-of-management, 142 ! Will versus causality, 494-95

War. and population changes, 433 ff I Work, kinds of and effect on na-

Wealth, how it grows, 215, 235 ff tional wealth, 222 ff
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